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Additional Notes on the Nexo Fossil,, Daimonelix. Its

Mode of Occurrence,, its Gross and Minute Structure.

By ERWIN HINCKLEY BARBOUR.

In deference to the ranchmen and early settlers of north-

western Nebraska, the name Daimonelix has been applied by

the author to certain gigantic fossils known to them as the

'Devil's Corkscrews' or 'fossil twisters.'

At first sight, the name seems perhaps to savor somewhat of

the wild west, yet a moment's reflection will sufiice to remind

any naturalist that one finds a justification for this early name

in the 'devil's fingers,' 'devil fish,' 'Devil's Tower,' and the

like, so familiar to all.

These great twisters were examined by the author for the

first time in June of 1891, when one specimen was secured,

though many others were observed, measured and sketched;

and, as sufficient data had been obtained, a brief illustrated

description was published in Science^ February 19, 1892, in

which the name Daimonelix was proposed for 'Devil's Cork-

screws. ' These new fossil beds were visited a second time by

the author in May, 1892. At that time, within ten days, in

spite of the storms and unseasonable blizzards which prevailed,

many localities were visited and a large number of excellent

specimens secured. The material then obtained furnished

facts for a second paper which was published in the University

Studies,, July, 1892, under the title On a Nero Order of Gi-

Univkrsity Studies, Vol. II, No. 1, July, 189-4.



2 Emoin Hinckley Barbour

gantic Fossils. The fact that the specimens were collected,

cleaned, and figured, and that the paper was begun and com-

pleted between May 1st and the middle of June, and that too

amidst the distractions of class work and examination, is an

all sufficient excuse for any lack of detailed study, or examina-

tion into the minute structure of the fossil.

Again, on June 20, 1892, the author visited the same region,

taking charge of the Morrill Geological Expedition, which ex-

plored and collected in these interesting beds for several weeks,

covering in that time several hundred square miles of territory,

and obtaining some of the best specimens that can ever be

found.

Although the region has not been visited by parties from the

University since that date, yet the material secured then, and

on the former expeditions, has been worked over, and it is be-

lieved that additional facts of consequence to those interested

have been found. The present paper will attempt to show the

progress that has been made rather than to undertake to show

what these peculiar fossils are. They are as anomalous now
as when first discovered, and no one dares to make positive

statements as to their true nature. These twisted old para-

doxes must have lived, if they lived at all, in water too bur-

dened with sediment to admit of life. If animals, they were

also plants. If "accidents," they chanced to happen accord-

ing to perfectly definite and fixed laws. Such accidents should

be immortalized. Whether they were the product of chance,

or only mechanically formed burrows, matters not so long as

every microscopic section, without exception, shows perfectly

definite and unmistakable plant structure. Its cellular struc-

ture is not offered as proof, but as evidence of its direct or re-

mote relation to plants. The fossil, strange as it may seem,

stands undetermined. It has been visited and examined by

some of the best Botanists, Geologists, and Paleontologists,

and yet none can pass judgment upon it. The author still

counts them anomalous, and entirely unique.
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As to the mode of occurrence, it ought to be repeated that

the corkscrews occur on the Fine Ridge table lands, and stretch

iu area over four or live hundred square miles, as far as ex-

plored. In vertical range they extend through one hundred

and fifty or two hundred feet, or even more. The beds lie

chiefly in Sioux county, in the extreme northwest corner of

Nebraska. How far they extend to the east, or to the west in

Wyoming, is not determined. The Niobrara river is roughly

the southern limit, and the White river, the northern. They

have frequently been reported two hundred miles east of this

point, and one hundred and fifty to two hundred miles south.

The author has not as yet been able to prove or disprove the

statements of his informants, though holding them in doubt.

It seems entirely evident that the Daimonelix beds are sedi-

mentary throughout. If aqueous, then the "accident," or the

rodent burrow, or the plant, was submerged, and difficulties

are at once met with. If aerial, as some deposits are, then the

rodent could burrow, it is true, but difficulties are encountered

again in the case of the plant which occupied the same bur-

rows, and which was apparently aquatic, resembling the red

sea-weeds more closely than anything else; judging from sec-

tions studied thus far.

jAiMONELix Beds ^ '

,. : ?>-' • " s • •• '(' i'' ' s'yf- ^Sj'. .'

'?o TO, eo ri£TcRs.y;l^ -^ :i-^
.'. -Ki- .^:l^ [y^ '

• x"\V V/' "- \.\.'^

Sand-Rock'- •

xbo.To 300 METt^s

Fig 1.—Diagrammatic section showing the Daimonelix Beds at Eagle Crag,

on Pine Ridge, near Harrison, Sioux Co., Nebraska.
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The accompanying diagrammatic sketch of the fossil cork-

screw beds, as seen at Pine Ridge, just north of Harrison, will

give a fair idea of a section, although no accurate measure-

ments were made, except at Eagle Crag. (See Figure 1.)

The tops of all the surrounding hills are sand-rock underlaid

by alayer of light yellow flint, a foot or two in thickness, which

is quarried by the citizens of Harrison for foundation stones.

Directly below this layer of flint comes a very homogeneous

and fairly coherent stratum of sand-rock some eight hundred

to one thousand feet in thickness. The upper hundred, or

more, feet of this layer constitutes the Diamonelix beds. It

must not be inferred from this that there is any break whatever

between the Diamonelix beds and the rest of the layer. On the

contrary there is none. The marked uniformity of the whole

layer suggests continuity of sedimentation and freedom from

those seasonal variations which effect sediments. Below comes

marl, the continuation of which to the north becomes the

Bad Lands of the Hat Creek Basin. The whole deposit seems

undoubtedly and unquestionably aqueous in its origin. How,

then, could an animal have burrowed ? Possibly he burrowed

around the edges of a retreating inland sea. The author's

observation would lead him to say no. However, the strata

here dip to the south and east, and the suggestion above will

be followed out by the study of these beds during the summer
of 1894.

The reasons for assuming that these fossils were contempora-

neous with the sediment around them are embodied in the ac-

companying description.

Plate 1 shows Eagle Crag from the west. Three sides of

the Crag rise by nearly vertical walls. In the field, if not in

the cut, giant corkscrews can be seen on every hand through a

vertical range of at least one hundred feet. The slanting sum-

rait of Eagle Crag shows the tops of many corkscrews weath-

ered out on every level. Our best specimens were obtained

here, in some cases from walls entirely vertical.



Plate I.
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Fifty feet below the summit of the Crag, just to the east, is

an extensive blow-out of several acres in extent, swept bare by

the winds. Here one finds the tops of innumerable corkscrews

exposed. Here also the fossil corkscrews occur on every level,

as all the vertical exposures plainly show. A few rods north

of this, and from fifty to one hundred feet below it, in the bed

of a small canon, the water of an intermittent stream has ex-

posed the summits of many of these. Above them, in the

sides of the canon, occur great numbers of others at all levels.

In every exposure, whether made by the force of the wind

or water, the same condition prevails, and fossil corkscrews

can be found at all levels in a vertical plane, and everywhere

in a horizontal plane. This seems to point to the fact that the

corkscrew, following the sedimentation, built upwards on dif-

ferent levels, as the sand-rock was deposited.

One not familiar with the whole lay of the land in this re-

gion may assume that these were burrows built in the sides of

hills after they were eroded into their present shape. It would

be very diflicult under this assumption to account for the fact

that in the same plane for a distance of thirty -five to forty, or

more, feet, one finds these corkscrews superimposed, one di-

rectly above another, on all levels. This simply means a bur-

row forty to fifty or even one hundred feet deep, as shown at

Eagle Crag and in other vertical sections. The depth to which

animals burrow scarcely exceeds eight feet. Then if such an

impossible burrow could have existed, why not find it fossilized

throughout its entire length'^ Instead of fossil corkscrews

thirty or forty feet in height, we find them averaging about

six or eight. The fact that we find these fossils one below

another and still others below them, lying in the same ver-

tical plane, suggests that they must have built up along with

the sediment, or else they were bored downward from the sur-

face to different levels.

It must be borne in mind in this connection that the work

of solidifying an incoherent sand into a fairly coherent rock re-
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quires time. And time is required for fossilization as well.

Therefore, the assumption that these fossils were burrows in

the sides of modern hills, seems untenable. So rapid is the

work of erosion here that the region is cut out and gullied at

such a rate that verdure cannot get a footing. Much less time,

then, is allowed for burrowing and for the fossilization of the

same.

Another thing: it often happens that there are hard concre-

tionary layers lying horizontally in the sand-rock; layers too

hard for our well-tempered tools—therefore certainly an irre-

sistible barrier to burrowing animals. Yet underlying this

layer, and abutting directly against it are the tops of many

fossil corkscrews. It certainly suggests that these rocks were

laid by sedimentation over them.

This hard concretionary layer often protects the softer un-

derlying rocks from excessive weathering, and so these cork-

screws are in some cases weathered out entirely, and there

they stand like fine spiral columns supporting the shelving

rock above.

As far as the authors observations go, this whole region is

sedimentary, and the fossils followed the sediment upward

through one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet, or more, of

deposit. Some of the above points may have more meaning to

those interested if they will examine plate I, which gives a

view of Eagle Crag from the west.

The exposure here is somewhat over one hundred feet, and

it may help in judging of heights and distances to have atten-

tion called to the two workmen digging at the corkscrews, one

above, the other below. The more abrupt portions of the

crag are thirty-five to forty feet high, and inspection will show,

even in the greatly reduced picture, many corkscrews on vari-

ous levels. However, granting that this fossil is nothing more

than the burrow of an animal, it loses none of its interesW<for

in that case we have preserved a most remarkable burrow, as

well as the skeleton of the animal which dug it. And, what
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•still further enhances its interest, and increases the many

anomalies and perplexities, is the indisputable fact that the

self-same burrow was occupied by a plant whose nature is yet

to be determined. The entire surface of these fossils is one

tangle of ramifying, intertwining tubules, varying in diameter

from one sixty-fourth to one-eighth of an inch. Some are a

full fourth of an inch, although the average is about one thirty-

second of an inch.

This structure can be seen in Plate II, (See also Plate YIII.)

and is characteristic of every specimen, and of every part of

each specimen; the transverse piece, as well as the spiral.

The sand-rock in which they are encased is sufficiently co-

herent to make the task of collecting quite laborious. It has

to be picked and chiseled away slowly, but when the fossil is

cleaned as far as possible from the surrounding rock, it presents

to view an exterior made up entirely of pure white tubules

against a darker background. The author has now cut sections

of these tubules from every part of many specimens, and all

invariably show the same plant structure, such as is figured in

plates II, III, YIII, IX, XI. All these sections show a

structure that is cellular, but not vascular. The hypodermal

cells, as shown by some sections, are arranged in very nearly

regular radiating lines. As yet no central vascular cylinder

has been detected in any of the large number of sections

which have been cut.

In the very first section of these corkscrews, ground when

the first specimen was found, this same plant structure was

detected, and described in a former paper. At that time it

seemed so impossible to believe it a plant that it was suggested

that possibly it was a modern rootlet which had found its

way down to these fossils. However, it seems to be an unmis-

takable truth that this structure pervades every portion of the

fossils. Of course, to arrive at any definite law or fa(?(^ re-

specting the structure, it would be necessary to prepare large

numbers of slides from every portion, inside and out, of these
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specimens. This is a task of no small moment, but it will

eventually be done.

It is an interesting fact in this connection that these small

tubules seem to grow more densely clustered as we pass in-

ward, and finally, as it were, thicken into a white, solid,

compact wall. Sometimes this wall is nearly an inch thick,

and a pretty fair idea of it can be obtained from Plate III, Fig. 2.

Within this wall, and circumscribed by it, is a core of

sand-rock irregularly traversed longitudinally by large tubes,

and transversely by minute tubules.

A section cut across this compact, hard, nearly homogeneous

wall, when examined under the microscope, shows plant tissue

arranged in fibres, apparently exactly like those on the outside;

and the whole looks as if the adjacent tubules bad so thickened

their walls that they had come in contact and formed one hard

solid white mass. When the superficial net-work of interlacing

tubes is broken away from the fossil it leaves below a rock of

shell-like whiteness.

In case of exposure, this delicate tube structure, so nicely

brought out thereby in some cases, is sometimes almost entirely

weathered away in others, but a cross-section of the specimen

will plainly show its presence, in the latter as well as the

former.

Another point which seems to be established is, that the

tubules so numerous on the surface extend in limited numbers
in every direction entirely throughout the specimen from the

side walls to the center of the corkscrew.

The tubules which traverse this central core, are continua-

tions of those on the surface, and differ in no respect now
apparent. This perhaps may rank as evidence of a certain

kind, that these fossil spirals had a purely vegetable origin.

Unless perchance we conceive of an imaginary plant as having

lined this old time burrow, or assume that the plant structure

observed is simply that of the plant-food with which the old-

time gopher lined his hole.

10
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If the burrow of an animal, and in no way related to a plant,

then it seems strange thar these delicate tubes should pervade

the whole specimen. If a burrow of an animal, then it is very

remarkable indeed that animals could bore holes with such un-

varying precision: some with a central axis, some without;

some big and some little, but each and every one of them in-

habited by a plant, which grew unmolested by the rightful

occupant.

As has already been mentioned in the first paper relating to

these peculiar fossils, a small rodent was found in the trans-

verse piece at the base of the spiral of Daimonelix. This ro-

dent is apparently well preserved, and although small and ex-

ceedingly difficult to work out, yet it is believed that when

time for the work can be found, every bone can be correctly

figured and described. When the rodent already mentioned

has been studied, it may have a very direct bearing on the

matter. Its size agrees entirely with what we might expect.

But in this connection one should keep in mind the fact that

while we have in this rodent an animal small enough to have

been the original occupant of a fossil corkscrew, yet Plate lY

shows the bones of an animal of such structure and size that it

is entirely impossible that it burrowed. The smaller animal

was found enclosed within the fossil corkscrew; so was the

larger one. If the one is proof of a burrowing animal, why is

not the other? It is an animal fully the size of a large deer.

The femur and tibia are doubled together and a series of verte-

brae laid across them. Just enough of this specimen has been

cleaned from the encasing corkscrew to show its nature, without

disturbing any more of the fossil which enclosed it than seemed

absolutely necessary. The length of the femur is about thir-

teen inches, that of the tibia about the same.

If the mere fact of finding bones within this fossil proves

that it is a burrow, then why have we not proof that this large

animal burrowed as well as the small one?

The fact that these two animals are found within these fos-

12
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sils is not unquestionable evidence that tliev were the inliabi-

tants of the burrow; possibly in each case the fossil grew

around the skeleton.

Each and every well cut section shows parenchymous tissue,

no matter from what specimen or from what portion of each

individual specimen the section is made. There has not been

an exception to this.

In longitudinal sections, average cells vary from 35 micro-

millimeters to 50 micromillimeters.

In cross section they measure about 16 micromillimeters.

In many cases, in longitudinal section, two or more rows of

long cells alternate with rows of short ones. The structure is

plainly and unmistakably vegetable.

PAPERS.

Notice of New Gigantic Fossils^ Science, February 19.

On a New Order of Gigantic Fossils, University Studies,

University of Nebraska, July, 1892.

Additional Notes on the Neio I<ossil, Daimonelix. Its

Mode of Occurrence, its Gross and Minute Structure. This

present Paper, in University Studies, July, 1894.

The University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., U. S. A.

June 1, 1894.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

PLATE I. View of Eagle Crag, on Pine Ridge, near Harrison, Sioux

Co., Nebraska, from the west, showing fossil corkscrews at various levels.

Two workmen may be seen, one above, the other below. A large view of

the latter may be had in Plate VII. Surface and minute structure may be

seen in Plate VIII.

PLATE II. Fig. 1—Portions of a large Diainonelix, showing gross

structure, which consists of an interminable tangle of ramifying tubules.

The general surface presents a corrugated appearance. Fig. 2—A view

of the surface structure of the above, reduced about one-half. Fig. 3

—

Section cut from the above, showing microscopic structure.

PLATE III. Fig 1

—

Diamonelix as found weathered out. Fig. 2

—

section across the same, as indicated by dotted line, showing white wall

and, lesser and greater tubules. Fig 3—A section cut from the thickened

wall of Fig. 2, showing cells in longitudinal section.

PLATE IV. A portion of a large Diamonelix enclosing the bones of a

Mammal. The femur, tibia, calcaneum, part of ilium, and a series of

twelve or fourteen vertebrae are partly worked out. Length of femur,

13 inches; length of tibia, 10 inches.

PLATE V. View of a pair of fossil corkscrews as they appeared when
partly worked out. Height, 7 feet 9 inches.

PLATE VI. View of a fossil corkscrew in bluffs near the Niobrara

River, showing students at work.

15
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PLATE VII. View of a fossil corkscrew at Eagle Crag, as it appeared

when partly dug out, with workman and judge of the county introduced

to give an idea of size. See also Plate I, near bottom.

PLATE VIII. Figure 1 shows the surface structure of the Daimonelix

figured in Plate VII. Figures 2 and 3 show respectively longitudinal and

transverse sections of plant cells.

PLATE IX. Fig. 1—Large Daimonelix found weathered out. Fig. 2

—

A photo-micrograph of a section made from the same, showing cellular

structure. Fig. 3—Another section from same, showing plant cells cut

longitudinally. Fig. 4—A tubule, natural size, such as the whole surface

of all fossil corkscrews is composed of, from which the sections were made.

PLATE X. Diamonelix, and student at work digging out the same,

as seen in the core of a blow-out near Eagle Crag. See also Plate XII.

PLATE XI. Figs. 1 and 2—Two views of the Diamonelix, shown in

Plate X, as it now appears in the State Museum. Fig. 3—Cross section

of a tubule from the above. Fig. 4—Longitudinal section of tubule from
the above.

PLATE XII. A general view of the Diamonelix collection in the State

Museum, University of Nebraska. A full grown man is introduced in the

background to assist in judging of size.

16
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II.— On the Decrease of Predication and of Sentence Weight

in English Prose.

By G. W. GERWIG.

In a recent paper printed in these Studies., "On Certain

Facts and Principles in the Development of Form in Litera-

ture" (Vol. I, No. 4), Professor Sherman has given the method

and results of his investigation into English sentence length.

This article is a continuation of that work. As was there

noted, the English sentence has gone through a period of co-

ordination, of subordination, and of suppression of clauses.

Professor Sherman found that the sentences of modern writers

are approximately fifty per cent lighter in structure than of

authors like Chaucer, Ascham, and Lyly, He noted that the

early writers habitually put a number of predications in each

period, while writers of our day use but few. He noted also

that recent writers employ a great many sentences containing

but a single predication, while in the earliest prose a simple

sentence rarely occurs. At Professor Sherman's suggestion I

undertook to discover whether there was any consistent devel-

opment, either in the average number of predications per

sentence in various authors, or in the percentage of simple

sentences used by each.

A very little investigation served to convince me that the

same remarkable uniformity which had been found in the av-

erage number of words used by any given author per sentence

would also hold in regard to the number of finite verbs, or

predications, found in each sentence. The results obtained

convinced me also that there was a uniformity in the number

of simple sentences per hundred of a given author. Every

full stop, marked by the use of a period, an interrogation poiat,

or an exclamation point, followed by a capital letter, was taken

a,8 the limit of a period, and the number of finite-verb forms in it,

University Studies, Vol. H, No. 1, July, 1894 17
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counted and recorded. A record was also made of the number

of sentences found to contain but a single predication. The

following sentences will illustrate the method: "There I

feel that nothing can befall me in life—no disgrace, no calam-

ity (leaving me my eyes) which Nature cannot repair. She

heals everything. " In the first period the predications are

'feel,' 'can befall,' and 'cannot repair,'—three in number.

'Leaving' is merely a participle without copula, and will be

omitted from consideration for the present. The second is a

simple sentence, 'heals' being the only predication.

The Tale of Melibeus contains 480 periods. There are in

these 480 periods 2507 'predications, or an average of 5.22

predications in each sentence. There are also in the 480 peri-

ods but twenty simple sentences—a trifle over four per cent.

The following are the results from 2500 periods of Macaulay

in groups of 500 each:

1st 50(1 periods

2nd 500 periods

3rd 500 periods

4;th 500 periods

5th 500 periods

Average 2500 periods . . . 2.26 32

There is but a slight variation between the groups. Other

authors were taken in the same way, until it was demonstrated

that the average of 500 periods of any author who had achieved

a style was approximately the average of his whole work. A
record of the investigation into the styles of one hundred repre-

sentative authors, embracing averages of about 65,000 periods,

is here presented. The average of each hundred periods is

given separately.

In prose, for the sake of uniformity, an attempt was made

to select works written in the essay style. An investigation

of descriptive or novel styles would perhaps be equally inter-

18
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eating. In poetry blank verse was taken wherever practicable,

or at least long lines, in which verse requirements place but

little arbitrary restriction upon the sentence structure. Punc-

tuation was taken just as it was found, though it often does

early writers evident injustice, and puts Mandeville (p. 7)

among the moderns. The figures from Shakespeare are of

course merely provisional. It would be manifestly unfair to

compare truncated, dramatic dialogue, abounding in exclama-

tions and broken sentences, with the even flow of the IHncland

the Panther. In Shakespeare, therefore, only passages three

lines or more in length, whether in poetry or prose, were taken.

The uniformity of the results makes it at least safe to affirm

that Shakespeare appreciated the utility of simple sentences,

and the strength enabled by a low average of predications.

The summary of results from the prose styles (pp. 6,7) is

arranged in order of decrease in average predications. It will

be noticed that this uniform decrease, as well as the corres-

ponding increase in the percentage of simple sentences, follows

quite closely the chronological order. While Chaucer and

Spenser habitually put over five main verbs in each sentence

they wrote, and less than ten simple sentences in each hundred,

Macaulay and Emerson used only a little over two verbs per

sentence, and left over thirty-five sentences in each hundred

simple. John Addingtou Symonds marks approximately the

highest development in studied prose, showing 1.84 verbs per

period, and fifty-eight simple sentences out of each hundred.

Styles registering as low as 1.65 verbs and as high as 65 simple

sentences, since found in monograph literature but not in

books, are excluded here. It is gratifying to find the results

from Grant, Everett, Blaine, and Henry James among the best.

The average of one-half the articles in a recent number in

the Forum exhibits our usual magazine style.

The results have been made to include (p. 7,8) somewha^f
the development in poetry as well as in prose. Chaucer was

far ahead of his age in his poetry, but not in his prose. Dr

19
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Donne furnishes a sentence containing 135 predications and

888 words. The question incidentally arose whether a writer

had the same sentence structure in poetry as in prose, and a

few comparisons (p. 8) are presented. Chaucer, Lowell, and

Matthew Arnold differ greatly, the first excelling in poetry, the

last two in prose. Milton (in Paradise Regained), Wordsworth,

and Shakespeare on the other hand write almost the same in

poetry as in prose. A few results gathered from foreign

classics (p. 8) are likewise added.

The earliest writers began by giving every verbal idea the

form of a finite verb. As they frequently wrote sentences con-

taining twenty or more verbs, all of the same grammatical value

or weight, it was an impossibility to tell which of the twenty

the author meant should be the main or emphatic one. They

had no conception of what is technically known as verb or

sentence accent. This was gradually corrected by using un-

predicated forms and constructions to express subordinate re-

lations.

The manifest eifect of such verb-suppression is a lightening

of the style of the authors engaging in it. A partial effort was

made to find out the line of this movement, but no complete

or final results were obtained. The number of clauses saved

by the substitution of present and past participles or by the use

of appositives was noted, and is made a systematic part of the

present exhibits. No especial value is claimed for the results,

except perhaps as an aid to later investigators. That there has

been development will be immediately apparent . The ten

authors showing the highest and the ten showing the lowest per

cent of clauses saved are given.

Mandcvillo
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Author Work

Macau lay Roifal Soc. of Literature
Dante
Milton
Machiavelli
History, Essay on
Dryclen
D'Arblay
Addison
Atterbury
Bunyan
Goldsmith

When
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Author Work

Hume History of England
Johnson Lives of Poets
Pa u 1 Covinthians
White Natural History of Selborne
Carlyle Essays
Bacon Essays
Browning Introductory Essay
Mandeville Voyages and Travels
Franklin Autobiography
Holland Plain Talks
Stevenson Memories and Portraits
Newman Apologia
Goldsmith Bee, Citizen of the World
Hunger Aj^peal to Life
George Prog, and Pov. Land Ques.
Browning (?) Life of Strafford
Choate Addresses and Orations
Thoreau Walden
Hamerton Intel. Life, Painter''s Camp
Higginson Women and Men
Arnold Essays
Shakespeare W. Tale, Cmyb., Ham.
Pater Appreciations
Fiske Idea of God
Darwin Descent of Man
Shaftsbury Freedom of Wit and Humor
Disraeli Curiosities of Literature
Greeley American Conflict
Lowell Lessing
Junius Letters
Shelley Essay on Christianity
Phillips War for Union and Cabinet
Channing Lenox, Napoleon, Milton
James French Poets and Novelists
Forum, March 1893
Grant Memoir's
Geikie Life of Christ
Everett Poetry, Comedy and Duty
Blaine Twenty Years of Congress
Emerson Essays
Macaulay Essays
Bartol Radical Prohlevis
Phelps My Study
Symouds The Greek Poets

Number
periods

500
500
500
500
500
500
139
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
650
500
500
683
500
335
500
2000
500
500
500
500
1000
500
1438
5604
1500
500
500

Average
pred.

3.29
3.23
3.22
3.15

3.12
3.12

3.12
3.08

3.04
3.03
3.01

2.97

2.95
2.93
2.92

2.91

2.88

2.86

2.85

2.85
2.77

2.76

2.74

2.69

2.64

2.61

2.57

2.56

2.54
2.54

2.48

2.47

2.47

2.45

2.42
.2.34
2.34

2.27

2!23
2.23

2.17

2.10

2.03

1.84

Simple Clauses
sentences saved

12
16
15
15
18
19
23
22
19
21
24
16
18
26
23
25
.30

25
20
21
20
31
26
20
21
28
27
26
23
26
26
33
34
24
32
31
32
32
29
41
36
44
50
58

14.71

7.09

4.80

11.88

7.08

2.87

12.80
.30

10.27

3.76
8.41

4.50

6.35

6.32
6.19

7.14

7.48

8.62

5.87

6.31

4.51

4.46

13.74

5.87

11.15
4.02
7.,34

17.04
4.76

6.13

8.27

6.85

6.55

5.76

13.59

8.93
10.84

3.31

11.71
3.01

5.06

7.60

5.58

10.00

Donne Poems
Milton Paradise Lost
Lowell Poems
Byron Childe Harold
Spenser Faerie Queene
Milton Paradise Regained
Hood Poems

500
500
500
500
500
500
500

6.29

5.68

5.48

5.20
4.93

4.88

4.82

11
16
6
12
10

4.81

ic"

7.76

11.15

10.30

13.68

23
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Author Work
Number
periods

Average
pred.

Simple Clauses
sentences saved

Shakespeare S'owwefs 500 4.42 8 7.66

Moore LaUaRookh 500 4.22 10 11.90

Arnold Sohrab and R.. Balder Dead 500 4.05 14 4.70

Yery Poems 500 4.01 12 9.31

Pope Esmys on Man and Criticism 500 3.89 12 5.30

Wordsworth Excursion 500 3.86 12 20.27

Broyfuing Sordello 500 3.62 25 11.54

Chatterton Poevis 500 3.60 17 13.00

Dryden Hind and Panther 500 3.58 7 10.05

Keats Endymion 500 3.58 23 13.21

Burns Poems 500 3.49 17 7.53

Browning Ring and the Booh 500 3.48 26 5.03

Scott Lady of the Lake 500 3.44 17 8.22

Shelley Poe/«s 500 3.21 20 11.07

Holland A'ai/irma 500 3.18 21 8.06

Coleridge Poe His 500 3.10 22 18.24

Chaucer Canterbury Tales 500 2.93 24 2.54

Shakespeare Love's L. L., Tempest 1000 2.79 27 3.97

Thomson Z*e9-^?/ 500 2.71 26 20.92

Ossian Poe«is 500 1.46 64 3.90

Manzoni I Promessi S2)0si

Dante Inferno
Vergil Aeneid
Cicero De Senectute
Homer Iliad
Herodotus Erato

200
300
227
370
500
500

3.85

.3.70

3.24
3.22

3.02
2.63

9

5
14
21
15
30

.3.14

4.38

14.16
5.77

21.16
47.01

Author

COMPARISONS

Average Predications Simple Sentences
POETRY PROSE POETRY PROSE

Clauses Saved
POETRY PROSE

Milton

Lowell
Spenser
Moore
Arnold
Very
Wordsworth

Browning

Dryden
Scott
Shelley
Holland
Coleridge
Chaucer
Shakespeare

5.68^
4.88

i

5.48
4.93

4.22
4.05
4.01

3.86

3.62

3.48

3.58

3.44
,3.21

3.18

.3.10

2.93
2.79

4.87

2.54

5.44
3.38

2.77
3.67

3.87

3.12

4.89
3.36

2.48

3.03
3.33
5.25

2.76

12
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Average Per ct. Average Per ct. Average Per ct. Average Per ct.

Preds. Simple Precis. Simple Preds. Simple Preds. Simple

2.58
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Average Per ct. Average Per ct Average Per ct. Average Per ct.

Preds. Simple Preds. Simple Preds. Simple Preds. Simple

2.24
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The entries in the following columns are the averages, pre-

dicational and simple-sentence respectively, of the consecutive

tliousands. The footings are the averages by five thousands.

2.28
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Work
Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part. part. pos.

Arnold Sohruh and Rustum
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Author Work

Moore Lalla Rookh

Average
Ossian

Average
Pope Essay on Man

Essay on Criticism

Average
Scott Lady of the Lake

Average
Shakespeare Love's Labors Lost

Average
Tempest

Average
Sonnets

Average
Coriolamis

Average
Shelley AJastor

Julian and Maddalo
Queen Mah

Average

30

Number
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Author Work

Spenser Faerie Queene

Average
Thomson Liberty

Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part, part pos.

Very Poems
Average

Average
Wordsworth. Excursion

Average

1st 100
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Author Work

Barrow Sermons 1(>, J7, 18

Average
Bartol Radical Problems

Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part. part. pes.

Average
Average last

Blaine Tventy Years of Congress

Average
Bolingbroke Study of History

Average
Browning (?) Life of Strajford

Average
Browning Introductory Essay
Bunyan Holy War

Average

1st 100
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Author Work
Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part, part pos.

Chaucer Melibeus

Average
Persons Tale

Average
Choate Addresses and Orations

Average
Coleridge Poet., Drama, Shalcesp.

Lecture I

Average
Darwin Descent ofMan

Average
DeQuincey Opium Eater

Average
Rhetoric
AutohiograpMcal Sketches

Disraeli Curiosities of Literature

Average

1st 100
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Dryden Dramatic Poesy

Average
Emerson History

Average
Friendship

Average
Over-Soul

Average
Circles

Average
Divinity Address
Beauty

Everett Poetry, Comedy and Diity

Average
Fiske The Idea of God

Average
Forum March, 1893

Average

Number
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Author

Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part, part pos.

Franklin Axitdbiograpliy

Average
Geikie Life of Christ

Average
George Progress and Povo-ty

The Land Question

Average
Gladstone The Might of Right

Average
Goldsmith The Bee

Citizen of the World

Average
Grant Memoirs

Average
Greeley American Conflict

Average
Hakluyt Voyages

Average

1st 100
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Author Work

Hamerton Intellectucd Life

Painter's Camp

Averaft'e
Higginsou Women and Men

Average
Holland Plain Talks

Average
Hooker Ecclesiastical Polity

Average
Howel's Criticism and Fiction

A verage
Hume History of England

Average
Huxley Some Controverted Questions

Average
James French Poets and Novelists

Average

Number
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Author Work

Johnson Lives of Poets: Milton

Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part, part pos.

Junius Letters
Average

Latimer Sermons
Average

Lowell Lessing
Average

Average
Shakespeare Once More

Luke Gospel

Lyly Eupliues

Average
Average

Average

Average
Macaulay Madam D'Arblay

Average

1st 100
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Author

Macaulay Life and TT. of Addison

Average
Milton

Average
History

Average
Francis Atterlmry

John Bunyan

Oliver Goldsmith
Average

Machiavelli

Average

Number
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Work
Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past. Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part, part pos.

John Dryden
Royal Soc. of Literature
Criticism, Dante

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Mandeville Voyages and Travels

Average
Milton Areopagitica

Average
Moore Life of Byron

Average
More History of liichard III

Average
Munger Appeal to Life

Average
Newman Apologia

Average

1st 100
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Author
Number Av. Sim. Clauses Pr. Past Ap-
periods pred. sent, saved part, part pos.

Idea of a University
Discourse VIII

Pater Apxireciations

Average
Phelps My Study

Average
Phillips War for the Union']

The Cabinet J
Average

Ruskin Queens' Gardens

Average
Kings' Treasuries

Average
Scott Life ofNapoleon

Average
Shaftsbury En tJiusiasm

Advice to an Author
Freedom of Wit and Humor

Average

1st 100
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Author

Shakespeare W. Tale (Prose lines)
]

Cymbeline
Hamlet

Average
Shelley Essay on Christianity

Average
Sidney Defense of Poesy

Average
Spenser Vieiv of State of Ireland

Average
Steele Sj^ectator

The Lover

Average
Stevenson Memories and Portraits

Average
Swift Contests in Athens

Examiner
Tale of a Tub

Average

Number
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Vergil Aeneid

Average Book I

Herodotus Erato VI

VII

Average
Homer Iliad

Average

Number
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Mir<iheau an Opponent of Absolutism.

By FRED MORROW FLING.

One of Mirabeau's more striking characteristics was the

supreme confidence that he ever displayed in the justice of un-

iversal historv.^ Without any misgivings he submitted his

work to the judgment of posterity. His confidence was not

misplaced, for to-day he is universally recognized as the master

mind of the National Assembly and incomparably the ablest

man that the first period of the French Revolution produced.^

But it has not taken the civilized world a century to discover

that Mirabeau was great. It was convinced of that at the time

of his death when the French people honored him as it had
never honored its kings. ^ It has, however, taken thoughtful

minds several generations to discover just wherein his great-

ness consisted and to produce an approximately true likeness

of this strangest of mortals.* Nor can it be said that this task

1 "Mirabeau aimait la gloire ; il savait qu'il Tobtiendrait ui: jour.

'Souvenez-vous,' ecrivait-il quelques heures avant sa mort, 'que la seule

dedicace qui nous soit venue de Tantiquite, celle d'Eschyle, ne porte que
ces mots : Au Temps. Eh bien, cette dedicace est la devise de quiconque
aime sincerement et avant tout la gloire. Au Temps. lis auront beau
faire, je serai moissonne jeune et bientot, ou le Temps repondra pour moi.

car j'ecris et j'ecrirai pour le Temps et non pour les partis'." Reynald, H.

:

Mirabeau et la constituante, p. 385.

"Patience encore une fois ! le temps fera justice h tous." Reynald, p. 90.

2 "Nul, a son epoque, n'a possede au m6me degre les qualit^s de Tora-
teur et de Thomme d'Etat." Reynald, p. 382.

"Mais quel homme que cekii-la, combien superieur a tous les autres !

Comme il domine de haut ceux qui lui ont succede ! Pour trouver son
egal, il faut aller jusqu'^ Bonaparte."' Mezieres, A.: Vie de Mirabeau, p 325.

=» "The funeral of Mirabeau (attended, it is said, by more than one hun-
dred thousand persons, in solemn silence) has been an imposing spectacle."

The Diary and Letters of Gouverneur Morris, N, Y.. 1888, I. 398. ^
* "Endlich bleibt fiir immer das psychologische Problem bestehen, wie

sich so viel Monstrositat des Menschlichen mit so viel politischem Genius
verbinden kounte." Stern. A.: Das Leben Mirabeaus, I. p. VIII,

Univeksity Studies, Vol. II, No. 1, July, 1894 4:5
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is finished'^ although it has been performed in an admirable

manner for French and German readers. ^ For the English

speaking people the work is yet to be done, and a brief survey

of the scholarly and brilliant productions of French and Ger-

man writers who within the last decade have treated some

phase of Mirabeau's life, will make apparent how great a gap

exists in our own historical literature.

I have confined the survey to the last decade, for ten years

ago there did not exist, even in France, a satisfactory biog-

raphy of the great French orator. In making this statement,

I do not overlook the fact that as early as 1870 Reynald had

written his attractive sketch upon ' 'Mirabeau et la constituante. '

'

But it was only a sketch and although composed in the most

sympathetic and yet judicial spirit, it lacks detail and emphasizes

but one period of Mirabeau's life.

As early as 1849, over twenty years before Reynald's work

was published, there began to appear in Parisian journals arti-

cles upon Mirabeau from the pen of a certain Louis de Lomenie.

The young man had made the acquaintance of Lucas Montigny,

Mirabeau's adopted son, and a warm attachment was the re-

sult. As a mark of his friendship for the young writer Mont-

igny placed in his hands unpublished material relating to the

life of Mirabeau. This formed the basis of the articles men-

tioned and was the beginning of a life-long study of the Mira-

^ "Cent ans apres les fun^railles triomphales que ses contemporains lui

ont faites, cette question demeure encore incertaine. Chargee, a poids

egal, de louanges et d'outrages, cette memoire flottante n'a pas encore

trouve son ^quilibre et pris son aplomb." Rousse, E.: Mirabeau, p. 218.

' Reynald, H. : Mirabeau et la constituante, Paris, 1872.

De Lomenie, L. : Les Mirabeau, 5 vols., Paris, 1879-1891.

Stern, A.: Das Leben Mirabeaus, 2 vols., Berlin, 1889.

Rousse, E. : Mirabeau, Paris, 1891.

Mezi^res, A.: Vie de Mirabeau, Paris, 1892.

Decrue, F. : Les id^es politiquos de Mirabeau. Revue historique, 1883.

Gradnauer, G. : Mirabeaus Gedanken tiber die Erneuerung des franz-

Osischen Staatswesens, Halle, 1889.

46
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beau family. But Louis de Lomenie did not live to complete

his work. It was taken up by his wife and by his son Charles

de Lomenie, finished and published in five large volumes. The

last three, dealing with Mirabeau himself, appeared in 1889-91/

The value of this work can be estimated best by one who has

tilled the same field, and thus possessing a knowledge of the

wealth of information upon which the work is based, is in a

position to judge of the justness of the conclusions drawn from

it. Such a one is Professor Stern of Zurich, a man who has

done for Germany what the Lomenies did for France. He
declares that the work of the French historians has given "the

mightiest impulse toward a revision of the conception hitherto

held of Mirabeau's life."^ Mezicres, who dedicates his "Yie

de Mirabeau" to the elder Lomenie, writes of him in the most

enthusiastic terms and designates his work as definitive.^ Nor

is tl.is praise undeserved. Louis de Lomenie was a striking

proof of the fact that the French historian no longer sits at the

feet of the German scholar. Lomenie' s chapter on the origin

of the Mirabeau family^—to cite but one example—is a match-

less bit of judicial criticism and lucid presentation. The five

1 "'Grace a MM. de Lomenie, cette orageuse biographie n'a plus pour

personne aucun secret
;
quiconque desormais parlera de Mirabeau, devra

chercher dans ces travaux precieux sa route et son guide." Rousse, p. 6.

2 "Den machtigsten Anstoss zu einer Revision der bisherigen Gesamt-

anschauung von Mirabeau' s Leben hat aber die unschatzbare Arbeit des

verstorbenen Akademikers Louis de Lomenie gegeben, welche nach seinen

hinterlassenen Papieren von seinem Sohne Charles de Lomenie in wiir-

digster Weise fortgesetzt wird." Stern, I. p. 5.

3 " Je dedie ce livre a la memoire de mon excellent ami et confrere, M.

Louis de Lomenie. J'ai ete le temoin, quelquefois le confident de ses

travaux. Personne ne poussait plus loin que lui les scrupules de Thistorien

et le souci de la v^rit^. La surety de ses informations donne h ses tStudes

sur Beaumarchais et sur les Mirabeau un prix inestimable. On pent •*-

siderer ce qu'il a ecrit sur ces deux sujets comme une ceuvre definitive."

Mezi^res, p. 5.

* Volume I, Chapter 2.
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volumes, containing a large number of hitherto impublished

documents, are a vast storehouse of information.

The two small volumes of the Zurich professor cut but a

sorry figure by the side of the ponderous tomes of his French

contemporaries. But if his work be inferior in quantity it cer-

tainly is not in quality. For, possessing resources that even

the Lomenies did not command, he saw and presented some

points more clearly than they are presented in the work of the

French historians. If the young student of history would see

the German critical spirit at, its best, let him study Stern's

"Das Leben Mirabeaus.

"

These are the great biographies of Mirabeau. There are in

addition to these several valuable short works: two excellent

biographies for the general reader by Rousse and Mezieres; an

able paper by Gradnauer on "Mirabeau's Gedanken uber die

Erneuerung des franzosischen Staatswesens, " and a series of

exceedingly valuable papers by Decrue with the title "Les

idees politiques de Mirabeau." The last mentioned articles

contain some excellent bibliographical notes and make a good

'ntrodnction to the work of the French statesman.

In English there is practically no life of Mirabeau. Little

has been written about him and that little is now out of date.

Carlyle's work^ was done before the publication of the "Cor-

respondence entre le Comte de Mirabeau et le Comte de la

Marck,"'-^ It assumed also the perfect reliability of the "Mem-
oires de Mirabeau,"^ an idea of which Louis de Lomenie has

disabused us. Stephens, in the first volume of his "History

' History of the French Revolution and essay upon Mirabeau.

* Correspondance entre le Comte de Mirabeau et le Comte de La Marck
pendant les annees 1789, 1790 et 1791, recueillie, mise en ordre et publiee

par M. Ad. de Bacourt, ancien ambassadeur de Prance pres la cour de

Sardaigne. Paris, Veuve Le Normant, 1851, 3 vole.

^ Memoires biographiques, litt^raires et politiques de Mirabeau, ecrits

par lui-m6me, par son pere, son oncle et son tils adoptif. Paris, 1834-1835,

8 vols.
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of the French Kevolution,"^ has much to say about Mirabeau,

but he is too much of a hero worshipper to give us a true like-

ness of the man. The picture is one-sided, too highly colored

and frequently incorrect. As it deals only with the last two

years of Mirabeau's life, it is necessarily incomplete.

But it was not alone the lack of a satisfactory biography of

Mirabeau in English that led me to turn my attention to the

subject. Six years ago when I began my work. Stern's life of

Mirabeau had not appeared, nor the last three volumes by the

Lomenies. French readers were then but a little better oflf

than English readers are to-day. Since that time the gap has

been filled. There remain, however, many points demanding
fuller treatment; many interesting questions concerning the life

of Mirabeau that still remain to be considered. Some of these

1 have endeavored to answer. My monograph on "Mirabeau

and the French Constitution, "~ was an attempt to show not only

what Mirabeau's political views were in 1789 but to what ex-

tent they had influenced the work of the Assembly during its

first year. The paper entitled "Mirabeau's Speech of May 20,

1790"-^ was not written solely to make clear the outcome of the

great debate on the right to make war and declare peace, but

to bring out in its proper light one side of Mirabeau's character,

and that side not the brightest. That episode proved conclu-

sively that his political ethics were no better than his private

morality. The study that I now offer endeavors to elucidate

another critical point in Mirabeau's life.

There is a very interesting difference between the attitude of

Mirabeau toward the French government in 1780 and his atti-

' Stephens, H. Morse: The French Revolution, New York, 1886-1891,

2 vols.

2 Fling, F. M. : Mirabeau and the French Constitution in the years 1789

and 1790, Ithaca, 1891. ««r

3 Fling, F. M. : Mirabeau's Speech on May 20, 1790, Papers of the Amer-
ican Historical Association, Volume V, parts 1-2.
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tude toward that government in 1789. In 1780 he was an

opponent of absohitism and an advocate of a government based

upon hiw as opposed to "no government," by which title he

designated absolutism. In 1789 this question was settled and

there was no longer need of emphasizing it. Mirabeau now

concerned himself more especially with the form of govern-

ment to be established and advocated a constitutional monarchy.

This difference—a very important one it would seem—^the ex-

isting biographies do not bring out. With all of them 1789 is

the objective point, and all else tributary to it. Gradnauer

and Decrue treat of Mirabeau' s political views in their ulti-

mate form but concern themselves little with their evolution.

The latter announces the subject of my paper when he declares

that Mirabeau "saw in the judicial reform the principal end of

the revolution,"^ but he does not stay to develop the thought.

If Decrue has stated the case correctly, and I believe that he

has, a thorough understanding of Mirabeau' s work in the

Assembly can be attained only when we comprehend the sig-

nificance of that expression "judicial reform," and appreciate

just what Mirabeau understood by it. Nowhere can this point

be better studied than in his writings during the five years from

1775 to 1780. There the idea appears fully developed and un-

encumbered by any side issues. But before treating it in detail,

it will be necessary to examine Mirabeau' s life previous to

1780 and to note how naturally the ideas with which we are to

deal took shape under the influence of inherited tendencies and

surrounding conditions.

If a small part of the particulars that we learn from Mirabeau

concerning his ancestors be true,^ they were indeed a remark-

" "II voit dans la reforme judiciaire le but principal de la Revolution."

Revue historique, XXII, 340.

2 The first volume of Montigny's work contains a memoire—^ostensibly

by Mirabeau—in which these particvilars are recited. The memoire is

really the work of the Marquis and was copied by Mirabeau, who made
some slight changes. Mirabeau claimed the work as his own and it was
published as such by Montigny. Louis de Lomenie discovered the original

and exposed the fraud.
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able race of men. Passionate, impetuous in word and deed,

independent in the extreme, they possessed all the qualities

that have rendered notorious the most famous of their descend-

ents. Of all Mirabeau's ancestors, his grandfather was by far

the most eccentric. Although a soldier and every way fitted

for a high position in the army, he never attained it on account

of his innate dislike of the methods by which alone advance-

ment was possible in the latter days of Louis XIV. Aband-

oned as dead upon the battle field of Cassano, he recovered,

was "patched together," married a beautiful heiress of southern

France, and became the father of seven children. Three of

them, all boys, outlived him. The eldest was Mirabeau's

father. He entered the army at an early age, led a wild life

and spent money with such a lavish hand that he was soon at

the end of his resources. Fortunately for him the death of his

father put an end to his financial difticulties. It would appear

to be but natural for one who had been so great a sinner him-

self to be lenient toward others. Such was not the case. He
was most intolerant of those very things in his son wherein he

himself had been most remiss.

The Marquis de Mirabeau—for such was the title of Mira-

beau's father—had a cherished idea that wrecked his own hap-

piness and that of his family as well. The Mirabeau family

was of probably plebeian origin but had secured a place among

the nobility of the Provence by industry, wealth, and shrewd-

ness. The Marquis de Mirabeau aspired to still higher things.

He wished to win for himself a position among the greater

nobility of the nation. This he proposed to do, not through

the favor of the king but by the acquisition of landed property.

The idea once conceived never ceased to haunt him. To this

idea he sacrificed everything else and first of all the possibility

of a happy wedded life. He married for land and signed Jjae

contract before he had had opportunity to speak a dozen words

with his fiancee. He regarded the property as the main thing,
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the wife as a necessary encumbrance. It is gratifying to note

that he never secured the property and that his wife was the

cause of perpetual unhappiness to him.

Shortly after the death of his father, the Marquis had left the

army and exchanging the sword for the pen devoted his life to

the examination and discussion of economic questions. He
was an indefatigable writer and once made the remark: "Had

my hand been of bronze, I should have worn it out long ago.

"

His writings made him famous throughout Europe and one of

them, devoted to an attack upon the collectors of revenue,^ se-

cured him a short imprisonment in the same dungeon where

his son afterwards passed three years of his life.

But it is not with the economic ideas of the Marquis that we

are at present concerned although we find them repeated in the'

writings of the son. The father also busied himself with ques-

tions of government and in his writings we meet the originals

of many of the ideas advanced by Mirabeau the statesman.

The participation of the people in the government, the appeal

to a constitution based upon natural laws, and the designation

of the monarch as the first official of the state are all ideas

common to father and son alike.

But while the Marquis was meeting with a large degree of

success in his theoretical treatment of economic subjects he did

not fare as well when he applied himself to the practical side.

Undertaking after undertaking that promised most flattering

returns ended disastrously and as one failed he plunged into

another to recover what he had lost. He was constantly em-

barrassed for ready money and had it not been for the assist-

ance received from his brother, the Bailli, would often have

been in very straitened circumstances.

Domestic unhappiness added itself to financial difficulties.

He began to suspect with the advancing years that he and his

wife were not kindred spirits and after forming the acquaintance

1 De la TMorie de TimpOt, 1760.
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of a certain Madame de Pailly, a very beautiful and talented

woman, he discovered that there was absolutely no affinity

between himself and the mother of his children. In a word he

detested her. It was at about this time that Mirabeau was

born. 1

He had a huge head, came into the world with a twisted

foot, several teeth already cut and—strangest of all—the future

orator w-as tongue-tied. In infancy, he was attacked by small-

pox and the application by his mother of homemade ointment

left his face covered with disfiguring scars. He undoubtedly

was what his father declared him to be, "as ugly as Satan."

The Marquis entertained the most cordial dislike for his son,

due in but small part to his ugliness. For the young Mirabeau

resembled his mother in many ways and the father began to

dislike the child for the mother's sake. His treatment of the

boy and the bitter expressions with which his letters to the

Bailli overflow can be explained in no other, way.

He endeavored to overcome all the evil tendencies that he

saw or imagined that he saw in the child by a sternly repressive

system of education. Young Mirabeau, who learned with mar-

velous rapidity and despite his ugliness won the hearts of all

with whom he came in contact, was transferred from one

instructor to another, each sterner than his predecessor, until

he found himself in a military school in Paris and deprived of

his family name.^ After remaining here for some time, he was

enrolled in a French regiment and placed under a colonel

notorious for the harshness of his discipline. Gambling debts

and a love affair that aroused the jealousy of his colonel,

induced Mirabeau to fly to Paris. The Marquis whose patience

was at length exhausted, talked of shipping the boy off to the

1 At Bignon, March 9, 1749. ^
^ He was known by the name Pierre Buffiere, the latter part being taken

from the name of a country seat belonging to his mother.
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colonies^ and finally secured a lettre de cachet^ by means of

whicli Mirabean was shut up in a fortress on the island of Rhe.

After a residence here of several months, he was released to

take part as a volunteer in the campaign of 1769 on the island

of Corsica, and distinguished himself by his bravery. On his

return to France, he sought out his uncle, the Bailli, and in a

short time won the good man's affections. Moved by the

pleadings of his brother, the Marquis agreed at length to take

the prodigal back into his good graces. A brief sojourn in

Paris and two trips to the south of France, filled out the short

period of harmony between father and son. The Marquis held

the purse strings too close to suit the young man who deter-

mined to avail himself of the only avenue of escape—matrimony.

Following his father's example he fared fully as well. He
paid his suit to Mile. Marignane, drove all suitors from the

field,- and won her heart, hand, and fortune, only to lose them

all in a marvelously short time. The Marquis had opposed the

marriage,^ but finally yielded and Mirabeau and his wife took

up their residence on the paternal estates in the Provence.

To all appearances, the young man's stormy career was at an

end; in reality, it had but begun.

Both the young people were extravagant and Mirabeau was

in debt at the time of his marriage. At the end of a year

there came a crisis, and to save his son from his creditors the

Marquis secured a lettre de cachet and placed him in easy

durance at Manosque. It was during his residence here that

Mirabeau wrote his "Essai sur le despotisme."^ An escapade

^ "Ce mot fit une profonde impression sur moi ; il a prodigieusement

influe sur le reste de ma vie."' Lettres de Mirabeau, Paris, 1789, vol. II,

p. 105.

2 "En huit jours, M. de la Valette fut congedie: en huit autres, je fus

propose, et j'avais un parti dans la famille de la demoiselle! Lettres de
Mirabeau, II, 114.

=* Lettres de Mirabeau, I, 117.

* Memoires de Mirabeau, Paris, 1834, vol. IV, p. 4, note. Decrue is in

error when he states that the work was composed at Joux (Revue histori-

que, XXI, 278.)
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ending in a personal encounter with a nobleman who had

insulted his sister, brought forth another lettre de cachet and

Mirabeau became an inmate of the fortress of If, off the harbor

of Marseilles. Here again the surveillance was not sufficiently

close to suit the Marquis and he procured a fourth lettre de

cachet by means of which the much imprisoned young man was

domiciled in the fortress of Joux on the eastern frontier of

France. As in all previous cases, here also Mirabeau won the

good will of the commandant and was soon free to go and come

as he pleased. Although nominally a prisoner, he took up his

residence in Pontarlier, a town situated at the foot of the hill

on which the fortress stood.

He had the entree of the best society of the place and was

especially welcome at the home of M. de Monnier, whose young

wife found him extremely fascinating. Mirabeau's wife was

no longer with him, having practically deserted him at Manos-

que. He pleaded with her to return, but in vain.^ The last

restraint upon his actions was removed.

It is needless to deal at length with the Monnier affair. It

ended in an elopement and "Sophie and Gabriel" began life

in Amsterdam, siipporting themselves at first with the gold

taken from the till of M. de Monnier and later by the money

won by Mirabeau's pen. The "Essai sur le despotism" had

been printed in 1775 at Neufchatel^ and Mirabeau found

enough literary work of various kinds to enable him to make

both ends meet. But their happiness was not of long dura-

tion. Police officers in the employ of the Marquis and of the

relatives of Mme. de Monnier hunted them down and bore

1 "'Je regus quelques lignes glagees, on Ton m'insinuait avec douceur

que j'etais/oit."' Lettres de Mirabeau, II, 200.

2 The preface to the third edition states, "que I'edition (the second),

d'apres la quelle celle-ci est imprimee, a paru en 177G." Lomenie (V 45?^)

gives 1775 for the first edition, the same date is given by Montigny (Mem-

oires de Mirabeau, IV. 4, note). Decrue gives 1776 as the first date of

publication (Revue historique, XXI, 278). See Stern, I., 91, note.
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them as prisoners to Paris. Mirabeau, a victim of a fifth lettfe

de cachet^ was placed in the dungeon of Versailles; Mme. de

Monnier became an inmate of a reformatory. For more than

three years Mirabeau was shut out from the world, ^ suffering,

for a larger part of the time, from lack of proper food, clothing

and recreation. 2 It was during these years that he produced

his work upon "Des lettres de cachet et des prisons d'etat."

In 1780, Mirabeau was at length released from confinement.

He was broken in health and by constant use of his eyes in a

dimly lighted cell he had brought on chronic inflamation from

,
which he suffered severly during the remainder of his life.^

Immediately after leaving Versailles, he made public the work

already mentioned.'^ While bearing a less ambitious and also

less ambiguous title than his maiden treatise, it was little more

than a sequel to it, a second essay upon despotism.

These are the chief events in Mirabeau's life up to the year

1780, when he was thirty-one years of age. During the whole

period he had suffered from paternal tyranny and during the

last eleven years he had felt the despotic power of the govern-

ment placed at the disposal of a father relentless in the perse-

cution of a son whom he neither loved nor understood. What

more natural than that Mirabeau should become an opponent

of despotism, whether of the family or of the state? When
in 1775 he published his "Essai sur le despotisme," when in

1782 he gave to the world his work on "Des lettres de cachet,"

he was pleading his own cause. But his cause was also the

» June 7, 1777, to December 13, 1780.

2 "II est cependant vrai. Monsieur, que je suis presque nud, reduit a

deux culottes de basin, a vin habit qui tombe en loques, et que je n'aurais

point de bas, si M. de Rougemont n'avait bien voulu m'en faire donner."'

Lettres de Mirabeau, I, 167. Further particulars in vol. I, p. 43 ; vol. Ill,

p. 35; vol. Ill, p. 46.

^ "lis deviennent si mauvais, que je crains de les perdre." Lettres de

Mirabeau, III, 133.

'^ "A Hambourg, MDCCLXXXII."
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cause of millions of Frenchmen. ^ What son could feel safe so

long as the father exercised a power resembling in many
respects that of the Roman parent? What man in all France

could rest secure, when the machinations of an enemy might

render him the victim of a lettre de cachet and consign him to

a dungeon for life? Many others had suffered as Mirabeau

suffered. He alone combated despotism "while he groaned

beneath its fetters."^ He had • "meditated a long time upon

his subject" and was justified in believing that he had "looked

at it from all sides. "^ I have shown what Mirabeau suffered

under arbitrary rule, and I have now to deal with his criticism

upon it and with the reforms that he demanded.

The material upon which the study is based is found in the

"Essai sur le despotisme," "Avis aux Hessois," "Lettres

originales de Mirabeau," and "Des lettres de cachet et des

prisons d'etat.
""*

The "Essai sur le despotisme" is a rambling work of three

hundred and six pages. The book lias been well characterized

by Lucas Montigny. He says that "a long and fruitless appli-

cation has convinced me that in order to find a plan for it, it

would be necessary to make one.'"^ It bears all the marks of

' Die Leliron Montesquieu's, Rousseau's und die der Oekonomisten be-
herrschten die damalige Zeit ; sammtlich waren diese Lehreu hervorge-
gangen aus der Unzufriedenheit mit dem besteheuden absoluten Regiment."
Gradnauer, p. 14.

^ Des lettres de cachet, vol. I, p. XI.

3 Ibid, vol. I, p. XI.

•• Essai sur le despotisme. Troisieme edition, Corrigee de le main de
I'Auteur svir I'exemplaire de la seconde edition achete a sa vente. A. Paris,

1792.

Avis aux Hessois, et autres peuples de I'Allemagne, vendus par leurs
princes a TAngleterre. Cleves, 1777.

Lettres originales de Mirabeau, ecrites du donjon de Vincennes, pen-
dant les annees 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 Recueillies par P. Manuel.
Troisieme edition, 8 vols., A Paris, An 6 de la Republique, (1798, v. st.)

Reponse aux conseils de la raison. Par I'Auteur de TAvis aux Hessois.
Amsterdam, 1777. ^

Des lettres de cachet et de prisons d'etat. Ouvrage posthume, com-
pose en 1778. A Hambourg, MDCCLXXXII.

" Memoires de Mirabeau, IV, p. 9.
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youth. One is impressed by the mass of material brought to-

gether, by the lack of order, by the frequent repetitions, and

by the indefiniteness of the reform measures. Of the truth of

three things, however, the young writer is fully convinced; of

the existence of arbitrary rule in France, of the impossibility of

justifying it, and of the necessity of a government based upon

law. He is fully convinced of the truth of these things, and

he is determined to convince his readers. He returns there-

fore again and again to the attack, making his case needlessly

strong for fear that he will not make it strong enough. This

treatise was written in 1772 and the first edition was printed,

as has been noted, in 1775, by Fauche of Neufchatel. Of the

second edition we derive our only knowledge from the letters

of Mirabeau where it is mentioned. The third edition appeared

in 1792 and was printed at Paris. In addition to the "Essai

sar le despotisme," it contains also "Avis aux Hessois" and

"Response aux conseils de la raison, " This is the edition

that I have made use of.

While in Holland, Mirabeau wrote his "Avis aux Hessois."

It is a little pamphlet of ten pages, and was written at the time

when Hessians were being sent to America as mercenaries in

the employ of the English government. Mirabeau urged the

Hessians to be men, and to resist the power that was sending

them to attack a people struggling for liberty. It was the old

note against absolutism once more. The prince had no right

to dispose of the persons of his subjects. "Men take prece-

dence of princes. "1 This pamphlet appeared in 1777 at Cleves

and was reprinted at Paris in 1792.

Perhaps the best known of Mirabeau's works is his "Lettres

•originales" written at Vincennes during the years 1777, 1778,

1779, and 1780. It was made public by Manuel in 1792 and

was several times reprinted. These eight volumes contain,

* "Les hommes passent avant les princes qui pour la plupart ne sont pas

dignes d'un tel nom." Avis aux Hessois, p. 313.
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beside a large number of letters to Mme. de Monnier, and to

friends and relatives, letters and memoires addressed to Mira-

beau's father, to the king and to various ofHcials. The letters

have an interesting history and it is because of this history that

they can be employed only with extreme caution.

When Mirabeau was incarcerated at Vincennes, his father's

orders were that he should see no person from the outside

world and should correspond with nobody. The young man
succeeded, however, in evading the last order. His letters

were submitted to the officer in charge of the prison, who after

reading them sent them to Mme. de Monnier. She was not

allowed to retain them, but returned them after they had been

read. They were preserved at police headquarters in Paris

where Manuel claimed that he found them. He undoubtedly

corrupted them by supplying material, dates, etc., but to what

extent, it will be, of course, always impossible to tell. This

uncertainty does not add to the reliability of the material.

The last of the works referred to, "Des lettres de cachet et

des prisons d'etat," was the last of the series of assaults upon

arbitrary authority. The lettre de cachet was the symbol of

absolutism and no man in France knew better than Mirabeau

the evils resulting from its use and abuse. The treastise is in

two parts, the first being devoted to "Des lettres de cachet."

The first edition appeared in 1782 and although it bears the

imprint "AHambourg," really issued from the press at Neuf-

chatel, the censorship of the press in France rendering this

deception necessary. This work has been attributed to the

Bailli, but without any good reason.

Such is the material upon which this paper is based. The

works contain little original matter but are filled with a mass

of citations, a propos and mal a propos, from the writers of all

times. In his earliest years Mirabeau acquired the habit fnat

has given rise to so much animated discussion between his

friends and foes, that of appropriating the literary goods of
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others without due credit. Rousse declares that the influence

of the treatise upon voluntary servitude by Etienne de la

Boc'tie is everywhere apparent in the "Essai sur le despotisme,"

yet Mirabeau nowhere makes mention of the writings of La

Boetie.^ He draws largely from the works of Montesquieu

and Rousseau while differing with them upon important points.

Montesquieu would parley with absolutism ;
Mirabeau would

not. Rousseau talked of a return to the primitive state of

society ; Mirabeau was very well satisfied with society as he

found it. There was little original in what Mirabeau wrote,

but the manner, the force, the conviction were all his own.

Filled with the reform spirit of the eighteenth century, he

played the role of an advocate of personal liberty and played

it with marked success. He took his weapons in whatever

armory he chanced to find them and employed them in the

most telling manner. The orator is ever present in his works

and he writes as he would have spoken to a listening multitude.

I have shown in the preceding pages, that Mirabeau was

eminently well fitted, both by birth and by experience, to

become an opponent of absolutism. From his father he

inherited an independent spirit. But the independence of the

Marquis de Mirabeau was more a survival of the past than a

precusor of the future ; it was feudal rather than democratic

in its nature. The spirit of the son was truly democratic, the

ripened product of long years of suffering. He had learned

to identify his cause with the cause of the French people.^ It

would be diflicult to name another historical character in whose

lifetime the forces outside himself were so unmistakably shap-

ing him into a great leader of men.^ As the prison doors of

^ Rousse, p. 76.

* "Car si Ton peut opprimer un citoyen, on povirra succesivement les

opprimer tous." Des lettres de cachet, p. 346.

^ "Der Despotismus, den er am eigenen Leibe ei'fahren, hat ihn zu dem
gemacht, was er sein ganzes Leben geblieben ist." Gradnauer, p. I.
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Yincennes closed upon him, Mirabeau was but ill prepared to

play the important rule in which we afterwards find him. He
was disgusted with politics' and longed for a military life.'

Had he been left to himself, free to indulge all his passions, his

career would have been short and stormy and he would have

done nothing to rescue his name from oblivion. "But," says

Rousse, "in tearing him from this life of adventure, in con-

demning him to think in solitude for more than three years, to

measure his forces, to slowly develop his genius—despotism

forged by its own hands -the bolts that were to strike it one

day. It armed for the approaching struggle the most redoubt-

able of its enemies."^

What w^as this government that aroused such a tempest of

indignation in the mind of the solitary thinker of Vincennes?

How did it appear to Mirabeau himself previous to 1780?

It was the most absolute regime under which Europe had

lived up to that time ; hardly less despotic than the rule of the

czars of Russia in our own day and that too at a time when
despotism was little tempered by public opinion.^ For public

opinion can hardly be said to have existed, or if it did exist,

dared not assert itself."* We needs must understand this to

appreciate the hardihood of the man who from the depths of a

dungeon, raised his voice against despotism.

In France the word of the monarch was more powerful than

the law, for in his presence the law was silent.^ He claimed

the right to rule absolutely, and courtiers strengthened him in

^ "La politique, dont je faisais mon etude, me degoute." Rousse, p. 87.

* Rousse, p. 87.

^ "Quelle ressource nous reste-t-il, si Topimon publique iuvoque I'arbi-

traire?" Des lettres de cachet, p. VII.

* "Peu de citoyens ont le courage d'elever la voix ev: faveur de la verite;

nous trahissons presque tous la cause de la patrie, ou plutot celle de
riiomme, par vine crainte servile, ou par une pusillauime complaisance^"
Essai sur le despotisme, p. 112.

5 "Get odieux edit met la volont^ d"un seul a la place de toutes les loix."

Des lettres de cachet, p. 2J:.

"Le roi est le maitre." Ibid, p. 322.
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the belief that this claim was just, while the wise men feared

to proclaim the contrary. His right to rule was of divine,^ not

.human origin ; it came from God and not from the people. As

it was from God that he had received his power, so to God
alone the king was responsible for the use or abuse of that

power. God was the sole judge of his acts. The wealth of

the kingdom, and the lives of his subjects were his to be dis-

posed of as he saw fit. A natural complement to the divine

right of the king was the passive obedience of the subject.^

Preached from the pulpit and enunciated by publicists these

two theories were seldom refuted and. almost never with im-

punity. Public opinion, the irreconcilable foe to all such be-

liefs, was only in process of formation, and he who saw the

evil and proclaimed it could hope for no effective support from

the masses of the people.^ All the instruments of oppression

were in the hands of an absolute ruler and were used in the

most absolute and arbitrary manner. He who dared to raise

his voice against the existing state of things,'^ was cast into

prison without trial, without even knowing the nature of the

crime with which he was charged, and there left to finish his

days, forgotten even by the ministers themselves.^

Nor was anything gained for France through the continu-

ance of this highly centralized form of government. Capable

of being administered only by men of genius and force, it was

beyond the comprehension and control of the weak and inefii-

1 "Une puissance qui ne tient son droit k sa covironne quedeDieu."
Des lettres de cachet, p. 281, note 14.

2 "L'obeissance passive devieiit h. la mode." Essai sur le despotisme, p.

125. Des lettres de cachet, p. 23.

3 "La plnpart dee hommes prostituent I'humanite par une obeissance

passive." Essai sur la despotisme, p. 70.

^ "Ce temps est passe, les paroles sont des crimes; la liberty de penser

est presque refusee." Essai sur le despotisme, p. 67.

^ "La justice n' y existe pas; il n' y a point de citoyen." Essai sur le

despotisme, p. 64.
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cient ministers into whose hands it fell. The monarch seem-

ingly believed that by his "good pleasure" he could create a

Turgot or Colbert out of the intriguing courtiers that surrounded

him.' The control of the government was in their hands not

his^ and working through such a medium even so well meaning

a prince as Louis XYI could accomplish nothing.

The finances of the kingdom were in a most deplorable con-

dition. Although vast sums were collected from the people

but a small part of them ever reached the royal treasury, and

as the administration was entirely irresponsible, nobody knew
how much came in or how much went out, nor for what pur-

poses the royal revenues were expended.

As bad as was the state of the finances, the administration

of justice was even worse. It was with the abuses in this de-

partment of government that Mirabeau dealt in all his early

works. "^ With tl.e other departments he was concerned only so

far as their maladministration influenced the administration of

justice.^ Unquestionably one of the most crying abuses was

found in the use of the lettre de cachet of which Mirabeau had

been so many times a victim.^ It was an arbitrary order to

arrest some person and to confine him in a certain place for an

indefinite length of time. The order was often issued in blank

form and signed by the minister to be filled out by the party

1 "II crut qu'avec sa pleine puissance, son autorite royale and son bon
plaisir, il feroit d'un homme de robe un ministre de la guerre." Essai sur

le despotisme, p. 147.

2 "Vous direz toiijours: nous voulons: et vous ferez toujours ce que
voudront les autres.'' Des lettres de cachet, p. 180.

3 "Mirabeau a passe la premiere partie de sa vie h reclamer pour ses

compatriotes la liberte civile." Decrue, Revue historique, XXIII, p. 309.

* "Mais je n'ai point annonce une traite sur la liberte politique et

civile. Je reclame seulement le libre et inviolable exercice des loix etablies

dans notre constitution." Des lettres de cachet, p. 209. ^
'^ " J'ai et^ frappe successivement depuis cinq ans de sept lettres de

cachet." Lettres originales de Mirabeau, vol. Ill, p. 183.
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desirous of disposing of some personal enemy. To obtain a

hearing was practically impossible and the poor wretch was

often condemned to pass his life in solitude, not knowing the

name of his accuser nor the crime of which he was accused.

The number of these letters issued under one minister ran up

into the thousands.' So many were issued to Mirabeau's father

—who used them to rid himself of a wife, a son, and a daugh-

ter that he at last exhausted the patience of the government.

In 1780 there were thousands of men languishing in French

dungeons who had been brought there through the instrument-

ality of a lettre de cachet. Is it to be wondered at that Mira-

beau exclaimed in Yincennes, "Are the laws without force in

France?"-^ His civil death had been pronounced and he had

not been permitted to defend himself.^ Without any justifica-

tion, the monarch or any of his ministers might deprive any of

his subjects of their liberty for long periods of time,^ That

had been done in the case of Mirabeau and he was forced to

deal with a question that was of world wide importance, the

right of every man to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness. "^ This he demonstrated in his works by every argument

at his command. Add to the evils already enumerated, the

crushing censorship of the press, public instruction lacking

quality and quantity, and the frightful legal inequality existing

between the different classes and the picture is complete.

1 "Le cardinal de Fleuri s'est vante, dit-on, d'avoir fait expedier quarante

mille lettres de cachet. Sans doute il a ete, sinon surpasse, de moins

^gal^." Des lettres de cachet, p. 274.

2 "Les lois sont-elles done sans force en France?" Lettres originales de

Mirabeau, vol. II, p. 58.

=' "Ma mort civile est prononcee, sans qu'on daigne m'admettre a me
justifier." Ibid, III, p. 184.

* "Grands, petits, riches, pauvres, tous sout menaces." Des lettres de

cachet, p. 94.

^ "La liberty est le droit inalienable de tous les hommes." Des lettres

de cachet, p, X.
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Such was the government of France as Mh'abeau saw it.

Before speaking of the reform measures demanded by himself,

I wish to note brieHj tlie changes proposed by two great pub-

licists whose works were much read at this time and to sum-

marize Mirabeau's criticism of their views.

I have already referred to the fact that Mirabeau made much
use of the writings of both Montesquieu and Rousseau. Each
man had his school.' Mirabeau was a member of neither

school. Montesquieu was strongly infatuated with the English

constitution, would have gladly seen the French government

take the same shape regardless of the fact that in France the

foundation to such a superstructure was entirely lacking.

Even in his early manhood, before Mie had visited Eng-

land, Mirabeau was not ignorant of the weakness of the

Englisli government,^ and would have none of it.^ More-

over Montesquieu had not suffered sufficiently from the abso-

lutism of the French monarchy to become a zealous apostle of

reform. He was inclined to compromise matters* and is

charged by Mirabeau with half-heartedness in his work.'^ What-

ever influence Montesquieu's writings may have had in bring-

ing on the French Revolution, he certainly had no desire to

pose as a defender of personal liberty against absolutism. But

this was the vital point. First of all the fact had to be estab-

> "Er versuchte es, den besten Teil aus jeder von jenen Lehren heraus-

zuschalen."' Gradnauer, p. 16.

2 "Que la belle theorie de leur governement est tresmal appliquee dans
la pratique." Des lettres de cachet, p. 232.

3 "La constitution angloise que Tauteur de I'Esprit des loix regarde

comme le chef—d'oeuvre de Tesprit humain, opinion que je suis biexi loin

de partager." Ibid, p. 207.

* " J'avoue, dit I'auteur de VEsprit des loix, que I'usage des peuples les

plus libres qui aient jamais ete sur la terre, me fait croire qu'il y a des cas

oil il faut mettre pour un moment un voile sur la liberte.'" Ibid, p. 19dl^

^ "Ces reticences pusillanimes pretent des armes aux mechans et de-

couragent les bons." Ibid, p. v.
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lished that tlie indiuidnal must be free^ and that he can be free

only under a government based upon hiw and not upon the

arbitrary wishes of an individual.^ Mirabeau saw this clearly

and saw too that the form of this legal government was a sec-

ondary matter,^ Here he was more truly representative of the

real spirit of the time than was either Montesquieu or Rousseau.

He saw more clearly than either jiist what was needed.^

He refuted Rosseau's theory of a social contract^ and to the

proposal that man betake himself again to his primitive state,

fleeing civilization and all the ills that it brings in its train,

Mirabeau facetiously responded that he could not persuade

himself that men had made such a bad move when they drew

near to one another.^ Moreover, men were not likely to take

to the woods again until a new Timon appeared, "as eloquent

as M. Rousseau, to convert them to this sad kind of life.""

Would it not be more to the point, he asked, to enlighten man

instead of showing him that he ought not to exist. '^ Mirabeau

1 "Or la liberie des particuliers est la base de la liberie publique et la

principale fin de tout gouvernement Equitable." Ibid, p. 122.

2 "En principe, il pose que si Tarbitraire est dans certains cas necessaire,

ce n'est pas au roi qu'il faut le permettre." Decrue, Revue historique,

XXII, p. 64.

3 "Le regime n'est que la forme du gouvernment; peu importe qu'il soit

monarchiqvie ou republicain pourvu qu'il soitbon." Decrue, Revue his-

torique, XXII, p. 44.

* "Le plus grand inter6t des hommes est done de garantir leur liberty

par des loix dont I'ex^cution ne puisse etre ^lud^e ni le cours interverti."

Des lettres de cachet, p. 168.

s "L'^tude approfondie de Thistoire prouve que le contrat originel est

une chimere." Ibid, 72.

® "Pour moi, je ne saurais me persuader que I'homme ait fait un mauvais

march^ quand il s'est rapprochd de ses semblables." Essai sur la des

-

potisme, p. 34.

7 Ibid, p. 34.

" " II vaut done mieux s'efforcer de I'^clairer, que lui montrer qu'elle a

tort d'exister." Ibid, p. 33.
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was too much of a statesman, he was too familiar with history

to be misled by the teachings of Rousseau; he had suffered too

much, he was too much in earnest in his efforts to secure civil

liberty for his fellow countrymen to be satisfied to follow in

the footsteps of Montesquieu. Both of these men and many

others were active in the work of regenerating society, but

neither of them saw as clearly as Mirabeau the point at issue;

neither of them struck such heavy, continuous, effective blows

as he.

It was natural for one who had passed so many years of his

life in prisons of state to throw into the foreground of his re-

forms demands for personal liberty and personal security. Civil

liberty, wrote Mirabeau, is the basis upon which all society

rests' and the law exists to maintain this liberty.- Without a

government based upon law all is insecure^ and the state even

under a gracious ruler may suffer many of the evils attendant

upon absolutism.^ Experience, then, that taught Mirabeau the

value of civil liberty, taught him also the value of law^ as a

guarantee of that liberty and convinced him that the reign of

law*should never be suspended.*'

The law, he continued, must ever be supreme''' for only thus

• "Qu'importe la liberte politique k qui n'a plus la liberie civile? N'est

ce ijas celle-ci que toute constitution doit surtout assurer?"' Des lettres

de cachet, p. 88.

' Des lettres de catchet, p. 168.

^ "Les nations seront le jouet d'un seul on d'un petit nombre, tant que

leurs legislations ne limiteront pas I'autorite de leurs chefs, de mani^re

qu'ils ne puissent jouir que de la felicite publiqvie." Des lettres de cachet,

p. 167.
•* Des lettres de cachet, p. 87.

'"' "Ces loix qu'il etait impossible de refuser k un peuple, h moins de lui

declarer qu'on vouloit le gouverner par les principes orientaux." Des let-

tres de cachet, p. 2.

® "II n'y a point de cas ou il faille meme pour un moment, violer la lib-

erty." Decrue, Revue historique, XIII, p. 310.

^ "II faut etre esclave ou libre: c'est-a-dire, soumis aveugl^ment au droit

du plus fort, ou ne dependre que des regies eternelles de I'dquit^." Des

lettres de cachet, p. 321.
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can justice be done and to Mirabeau it was above all important

that justice should be rendered to every man and at all

times. ' This he demanded as a right,- he did not ask it as a

favor. ^ Without the reign of law and the enjoyment of liberty

and security by the individual he saw no difference between the

government of France and that of Turkey.^ And in this respect

no difference did exist at that time. But this state of things had

not always existed"" and it was to the earlier and happier condi-

tion that Mirabeau wished to return.

With prodigious industry he swept together citation after

citation from the Greek and Latin writers, from the Capitula-

ries of Charlemagne and the law books of the later kings to

prove the illegality of royal interference with the course of jus-

tice.'"' The mass of testimony that he gathered was sufficient

in quantity, at least, to crush his opponents. He conceded

that abitrary imprisonments had taken place, ^ but no king of

France had yet dared to declare such acts legal. '^ Citation after

citation proved the recognition by the kings of the right of their

subjects to public trial and, if found guilty, to public sen-

tence.^ There was but one way in which the king might legally

^ "Chaqvie citoyen a dans tous les cas et sans exception, le droit de

n'^tre juge que sviivant les loix et par des juges competens." Ibid, p.

344.
2 Des lettres de cachet, p. 209.

3 "Ce ne sont ijas de graces que j'ai sollicitees '' Lettres originales de

Mirabeau, Vol. Ill, p. 203.

•* "Que le pouvoir judiciaire dont nos tribunaux sont investis consti-

tue la difference presque unique de notre gouvernement a celui des mal-

heureux Asiatiques? '" Des lettres de cachet, p. 144.

^ "Cette revolution qui a totalement change notre constitution, notre

gouvernement et nos maux." Des lettres de cachet, p. 22.

« "Nos premiers rois ont declare aussi bien que leur successeurs que

leur autoi-ite seroit de nuUe valeur toutes les fois qu'elle seroit en contra-

diction avec la loi." Ibid, p. 9.

' "Qui ne sait avec quelle facilite ils s'accordent ces ordrcs qui punissent

des fautes comme des crimes?" Ibid. j). 249.

8 "Eh! pourquoi, si le droit des emprisonnemens illegaux est incontesta-

ble, ne I'a-t-on pas consign^ dans uue loi?'' Ibid, p. 5.

9 — Lettres originales de Mii-abeau, II, 184. Des lettres de cachet, p,

254.
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interfere witl. the course of justice: he could pardon the con-

demned or commute his sentence.^ To this rule there was no

exception.-- For if exceptions were to be allowed who was to

judge of the ])ropriety of them:''^ Tlie moment they were al-

lowed, the moment a ruler was permitted to withdraw a citizen

from his natural judges, to deprive him of the right of public

trial, just at that moirient the door was swung wide to absolut-

ism.'' The laws might be defective and barbarous;^ they might

lack unity, but in the laws alone was security to be found, and

the rulers might mitigate their severity. Mirabeau recognized,

too, the necessity of basing the laws upon general principles,'' of

co-ordinating them, of bringing them into harmony with the

laws of nature.

That he should consider it necessary to dwell at such length

upon these points, to confute with such lengthy arguments the

advocates of absolutism was not due to his youth and an over-

estimation of the importance of the questions at issue. The

reign of law was as yet a thing of the future and Mirabeau, the

''apostle of civil liberty,'' was to do all that in him lay to hasten

its coming. Already the moderateness and justness of his de-

mands had stamped him as a reformer, not as a revolutionist.

.Neither now nor later did he ask for aught that could not justly

be granted, for he asked for little more than what the French

people had already enjoyed in times past." He praised the days

' Des lettres de cachet, p. 352.

' Decrue, Revue historique, XXII, p. 64.

^ "'Est-il probable que quelques souverains troviveront jamais leur vo-

lonte contradictoire avec hi raisoi et la justice dont lis seuls juges?" Des
lettres de cachet, p. 111.

• " Ou le regne absolu dee loix, ou le regne absolu du despotisme."' Ibid,

p. 179.

•' Ibid, p. 327.

® ••Remontons done aux priucipes. atin de repoudre une fois a ceux^i
posent le fait k la place du droit ; prouvous que celui de toiite legislation

est fonde sur'la loi de nature, les lumiercs de la raison. le voeu et le con-

sentement general.'' Ibid, p. 2a.
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of Louis XIP and of Henry IV,- for these kings had governed in

accordance with the laws and not in opposition to them. Eliza-

beth of England also called forth his warmest commenda-

tion;^ she, too, had respected the laws. But if Mirabeau's

demands were not t-evolutionary, his opinions were positive and

were announced in no uncertain tone. He declared that man

had no other master than the law,^ that it should never be sus-

pended^ and that when the law was in force man was free.^ These

are but a few of numberless quotations that might be made to

prove how clearly Mirabeau perceived the real significance of

the struggle that was about to take place. Civil liberty was to

be the first fruit of it, and it was one more evidence of the

greatness of Mirabeau that he presented thus early a program

representing the possible and permanent advance to be made

at this time in the form of the French government.

Yet, while he confined himself very closely in his works to

the issue between law and absolutism and "saw in the judicial

reforms the chief end of the Revolution," Mirabeau did not

neglect other matters. In truth, a clear and forcible demon-

stration of the first point made the treatment of other points

necessary. France was living under an absolute regime; how

should the reign of law be restored and maintained % What

should be the form of the new government that was to take the

place of the old '.

I "Louis XII. pere peu eclaire de son peuple, mais vraiment bon, con-

stant ami de la justice, simple dans ses meurs." Des lettres de cachet, p.

289.

* " J'ai cru devoir entrer dans ces details pour repondre a ceux qui re-

prochent k Henri IV, a cet homme adorable."" Essai sur le despotisme, p.

251.
3 "Jamais les loix n'eurent plus de vigueur que sous son regne ; aussi

futelle ridole de sa nation, et elle le raarita a beaucoup d'egards."" Essai

sur le despotisme, p. 2G4.
^ "L'homme n'a d'autre luaitre que loi." Decrue, Revue historique,

XXIII, 310.
5 Ibid. XXIII, 310.
" "Lorsque les loix sent en vigueur, on peut se croire libre." Des let-

tres de cachet, p. 208.
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Nowhere in bis earlier works does Mirabeau present a scheme

of what he considered a government fit for France. Why
should he ? He was no more of a dreamer, of an idealist, at

this time than he was ten years later. He recognized now as

he did then that the French people were not a nation of savages

just issuing from the woods, but one with a long and interesting

past, and a past that could not be overlooked. To make a

clean sweep of all existing social and political forms that a new

and ideal structure might be erected on a foundation free from

debris, would not have recommended itself to his mind at this

moment any more than it did in 1789. He possessed as much

hard common sense now as then and had advanced very far in

his training for a public career. Possessing in an eminent

degree the historical sense, he always counted with the existing

and endeavored to answer the question: "What changes are

necessary and possible at this timer*

Civil liberty was the work that Mirabeau aimed at.^ This

could be guaranteed to all men only so long as the law was

supreme, and justice was meted out in accordance with that

law. But what if the law should be unjust, the expression of

a tyranical and absolute spirit l Then the laws must be re-

formed to express the wishes of the people, and must conform

to the laws of nature and universal principles of right. The

laws should be made by the people and for the welfare of the

people, not by the king and for the welfare of the king. This

law-making power should be exercised by the people through

their representatives. There was nothing revolutionary in this

demand nor was Mirabeau in making it going any farther than

the Marquis had already gone.'- The representative idea was

' "PouRsant plus loin la confusion des termeB, il designe souvent sous le

nom de Joi la constitution, comme si la constitution ne tendait qu'a une
seule tin, etablir une loi propre a garantir les accuses du despotisms minig^
terial."' Decrue, Revue historique, XXIII, 340.

* " Jeder will et-vas fiir den Konig sein, denn jeder segnet ihn und halt

sich fiir frei, wenn or einigen Anteil an der Verwalt ung hat. Darum
furchte man nichts von 'Reprasentation des Volkes.' '"

.
Stern, I, 24.
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not a new one in France, where provincial and even national

estates had long existed. It is true that most of the provincial

estates had been abolislied or rendered powerless by absolute

rulers, vet in demanding their restoration Mirabeau was still

influenced by the reforming spirit, the spirit of Turgot and not

of Robespierre. But let no confusion arise as to what he

understood by representation. Three estates then existed

independently and formed the three parts of all representative

assemblies. I see no reason to conclude that Mirabeau wished

to abolish these classes although he would doubtless have treated

at this time the question of equal representation for the third

estate and the vote by head just as he did in 1789. He had no

occasion to treat it, however, and Mirabeau was never the man

to anticiyjate any question although he was generally prepared

for it when it presented itself.

He demanded, then, justice administered in accordance with

laws emanating from the people and watched over by their

representatives. In a word, civil liberty could be secured only

by a certain amount of political liberty and political liberty

could be guaranteed only by a constitution. And a constitu-

tion was something that Mirabeau believed had existed in

France but had gone down before absolutism. To restore this

constitution, not to create a new one, was the work to be

done.'

Instead of an ideal government, he had before him as a

model the government of Henry IV. It was a limited mon-

archy for this seemed to him the best of all forms of govern-

ment. He did not love the democracy and spoke with aristo-

cratic scorn of the tyranny of the uneducated masses. While

he claimed civil liberty, that is equality before the law,- for

' "Mirabeau fut satisfait do ce chan<i;ement qui ramenait le roi du rang

de despote a celui de magistrat supreme." Decrue, Revue historique,

XXII, 54.

^ " C'est en cela que les hommes sont el seront a jamais egaux." Des
lettres de cachet, p. 32.
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all men, he had no desire to confer political liberty upon all' nor

to abolish the distinctions of rank.- He was at the same time

a monarchist and aristocrat; but a monarchist who believed in

constitutional government and an aristocrat who felt the re-

sponsibility that rank brought with it.^ He' considered a

nobility necessary to a monarchy, but before the law the

noble was in no respect a privileged character. Every noble-

man who was useless to his fellow countrj'men was "a verita-

ble bankrupt.''^ As we read this sturdy expression and glance

back over the line of Mirabeau's ancestors, we perceive clearly

from what source it had been derived. The Mirabeaus will

never be charged with being ' 'useless to their fellow country-

men. " From the first to the last, almost without exception, they

were men who deserved the esteem in which they were held.

"Faithful subject of good kings, implacable enemy of

tyrants"'^ was Mirabeau's motto; it seems almost needless to

add that he considered "the limited monarchy the only good

government.'"''' Decrue has well called him " a monarchist

by instinct and by reason."" But the monarchy of Mirabeau

differed fundamentally from the government then existing in

France. He declared "Nations shall not be the playthings

^ "Ce n'est pas taut I'egalite sociale et meme politique que I'egalite

civile."' Decrue, Revue historique, XXIII, 315.

"II ne reclamait I'egalite absolue qu' en matiere judiciare." Decrue,

Revue historique, XXIII, 352.

- " Mais Mirabeau ne desire pas la suppression complete de la noblesse."

Decrue, Revue historique, XXIII, 315.

^ "II lui fallait une noblesse car il la croyait essentielle a la monar-

chie." Decrue, Revue historique, XXIII, 315.

• "II suit de cette belle et judicievise pensee que tout grand inutile a ses

compatriotes est un veritable banqueroutier.'" Essai sur le despotisme, 72.

^ " Fidele sujet des bons rois, implacable ennemi destyrans ; telle est ma
devise." Reponse aux conseils de la raison, .336.

" "Que la monarchic modere etoit le seul bon gouvernement." Eseai

sur le despotisme, 217.

'' "Eneffet, il est monarchiste. monarchiste d'instinct et de raison."

Decrue, Revue historique, XXII, 40.
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of kings"' and "men take precedence of princes. "^ More-

over the nation was as much superior to the king as the king

was to an individual.-' Without any circumlocution he called

the king the first salaried oflficer of the state^ and affirmed that

the nation had given itself a king that it might not have a

master.-'' He believed in hereditary succession and considered

election inadvisable.^ The French king had formerly been

"the first gentleman, and truly chief of the nation."^ He had

been "first among equals,"^ had won the esteem and love of

his subjects.^ He was instituted for society'" and ^' was respect-

able only when he was the father, the defender, the organ of

the country, for the advantage of which he was elevated."" He
was respectable just so far as he was " useful "'^ and it was

only this bond of utility that held prince and subject to-

gether,'-' for "the people were not destined by divine right to

be the beasts of burden" of kings. '^ Moderation and an iden-

1 Des lettres de cachet, 69.

•^ Avis aux Hessois, 313.

3 "C'est qu'uQ peuple est aussi superieur a son souverain, que le sou-

verain a un individu." Reponse aux conseils de la raison, 332.

•" " Vous etes en un mot, son premier salarie." Essai sur le despotisme,

84. The Marquis had the same idea, Stern I, 36.

^ '"lis penseront. qu'ils ne se donnerent un prince que pour se preserver

d' avoir un maitre."' Essai sur la despotisme, 93.

" Des lettres de cachet, 74.

'" Nos Rois premiers yentils-hojuiiies et vraiment chefs de la nation."

Ibid, 270.
8 " Nos souverains, jyremiers entre egaux.'' Essai sur le despotisme, 271"

** "Nos souverains qui prisoient notre estime et recherchoient
notre amour." Ibid. 271.

10 "Qu' un roi. chef de ia societe, n'est institue que par elle et pour
elle."' Essai sur le despotisme, 291.

'1 "Le monarque n'est respectable qu"alors qu'il est le pere, le defens-
eur, I'organe de la patrie, pour I'avantage de laquelle il fut eleve." Essai
sur le despotisme, 303.

' 2 "II faut d'abord qu'elle soit utile. Le monarque doit veiller sur I'ordre

public, sur le bonheur de chacun." Decrue, Revue historique, XXII, 49.

'^ "Votre peuple et vous ne tenez I'un a I'autre que par lien etroit de
Tutilite.'' Essai sur le despotisme, 86.

i* "Que leur peuple n'est pas destine de droit divin a leur servirde betes
de pomme ou de passe-temps." Ibid, 81.
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titication of his interests with those of his people were the only

means of security. • The king was the first magistrate,^ not mas-

ter, and he ruled by the consent of the people, who might, if

they would, change the line of succession.^ For this reason,

the king was more dependent upon the people than the people

upon the king.^ His will was not law and his true policy was

to trust to the law'' as his chief duty was to execute it.*^

With the absolutism of the prince, secrecy of administration

must also cease.''' With tine irony Mirabeau ridicules the idea

that the policy of a government is a matter beyond the compre-

hension of the average man."^ He declared that the days were

past when one "believed in the necessity of a mysterious

policy and of a hieroglyphic jargon."^ He arraigned sover-

eigns and ministers for the crimes committed under the cloak

of state policy"^ and declared that "the interest of the stute and

probity should never be separated. "^^

' " Vous ne regnez sur nous qu'en reuuissant nos volontes aux votres."

Des lettres de cachet. 71.

'-' '• Vous etes les salaries de vos sujets et vous devez subir les conditions

aux quelles vous est accorde ce salaire sous peine de la perdre.'" Essai

sur le dospotieme, 97.

* " On a oublie que le droit de la souverainete, residant uniquement et

inalienablement dans le peuple, le souverain n'etoit et ne pouvoit etre que
le premier magistrat de ce peuple; que le droit de I'heritier de la cou-

ronne etoit le don de la nation et qu'ainsi il pouvoit etre change et res-

treint pa la nation." Des lettres de cachet, 71.

'' "Les roi dependent done plus d'eux qu'ils ne dependent des rois." Des
lettres de cachet, 66.

^ "Que le prince mette sa confiance dans les loix legitimees par le con-
sentnient general." Des lettres de cachet, 181.

" "La seule autorite qu" il soit impossible d'arracherau monarque. c'est

celle de la loi agissante.'" Ibid, 107.

^ " lis penseront que le veritable secret d'etat consiste uniquement h
rendre les hommes heureux." Essai sur le despotisme, 93.

" "N'importe, ce grande mot de poiifique en impose toujours a Timagi-
nation des hommes; ils pensent que tout est merveille."' Des lettres de
cachet, 104.

*• Essai sur le despotisme, XXVI. ^
'

" Des lettres de cachet, 106.

'

'
" LMnteret d'etat et la probite ne peuvent jamais etre separes." Essai

sur le despotisme, 217.
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The power wielded by the monarch was derived from tne

people, the source of all law and all government.^ This sov-*

ereign people made laws through its representatives, enjoyed

freedom of instruction, fi-eedom of speech and of the press and

were bound to render obedience to the king so long as he ruled

in accordance with the laws.- The moment the king trans-

formed his will into law, at that moment obedience ceased to be

a duty for the subject. The question ^'Who are the people?"

—

a very important one to us—Mirabeau does not discuss. He did

not at that time feel the necessity of treating the subject. But

his frequent references to the importance of instruction'^ and his

insistence upon the point that office should be held only by

those who are qualified for it,^ would justify us in concluding

that he would place the government in the hands of the intelli-

gent portion of the nation. He evidently believed at this time

that if the old estates were called together as in former years

and were composed of intelligent men, they would represent

the nation.

In this limited monarchy wherein all men were to be equal

before the law and individual liberty to be secured to each,

"the unique base of authority was public opinion,"-^ enlight-

ened by instruction and making its wants known through the

media of free speech and a free press. "^ No man understood

1 "La nation est la source de tons les pou voire.'" Decrue. Revne his-

torique, XXIII, 329. Deslettres de cachet, 74.

-' "'Le peuple n'enfreint les lois que lorsque le gouvernement lui-m6me
les a le premier violees." Decrue, Revue historique, XXII, 49.

=* " Je crois aussi que I'instruction, qui me paroit devenir generale chez

les americains, est le I'empart inexput^nable de liberte." Response aux
conseils de la raison, 335.

•' "Mais rien n'est aussi criminel que de se charfj;er d'une function pub-

lique dont on est incapable."' Essai sur le despotisme, 172.

•' Des lettres de cachet, 119.

" "Cette politique, qui interdit la liberte d'ecrire et de publier ses pen-

sees, est aussi mauvaise commc politique, qu'elle est barbare comme /o/."

Essai sur le despotisme, 283.
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better than Mirabeau the value of public opinion; no man un-

derstood better than he how hopeless the condition of the state

was when public opinion became vitiated. In the opening

pages of Des leftres de cachet^ referring to the fact that public

opinion was not sutficiently united against absolute government

and that its apologists were numerous, he exclaimed, "What
resource remains to us if public opinion invokes arbitrary

rule?''' It was to prevent that misfortune, to interest the public,

that the work was written. He had no expectation that he

would gain a hearing with the ministers, but he did hope to

convince the intelligent portion of the nation that arbitrary rule

was utterly indefensible. "Instruction," he cried, "will do all

things for society."- The king must be "trained for his

trade "-^ and the subjects must be taught their rights and duties.

The reign of reason and intelligence once established, all strife

would cease. ^ The king would ])erceive that his own interests

and those of his subjects were identical and the subjects would

readily yield allegiance to a ruler who had their welfare so

thoroughly at heart. In Mirabeau' s scheme there was no place

for religion. In this respect, as in all others, he was a typical

eighteenth-century character, overestimating the influence of

intelligence and totally disregarding the power of religion.

Such then were the reforms that Mirabeau demanded. Had
they been granted, they would have substituted law for the arbi-

trary rule of one man, and have changed a despotism into a

1 :' Quelle ressource nous reste-t-il, si 1' opinion publique invoque I'arbi-

traire?" Des lettres de catchet. VII.

^ "L'instruction, cette arme plus douce, plus puissante meme avec le

temps, suffira k I'organisation des societes, et la preservera des convulsions

de la violence.'' Essai sur le despotisme, 38.

* "On convient assez communement du besoin d'apprentissage pour

tous les metiers: celui de gouverner ses semblables est le seul pour lequel

tout homme se croit des talens." Ibid, 109. ^
* " Instruisez les rois et les sujets, et le despotisme est coupe par le pied."'

Ibid, 57.

"Apportez la lumiere et vous les verrez tous en paix." Ibid, 9.
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limited monarchy. But what hopes had he that thoj would be

granted and in case they were not, by what means could society

secure its rights?

Upon this subject he held different opinions at different times.

He was honestly opposed to revolution and illegal measures,

but when off his guard he often declared that revolution was

justifiable when a ruler had proved false to his vows. ' And
upon the subject that lay nearest to his heart, personal liberty,

he asserted that a man was justified in taking any step, any

step "without exception," in order to break his chains.^ When
charged with preaching revolt—in his address to the Hessians,

he denied that he had any such intention and endeavored to

defend himself. When filled with indignation, he warned the

kings that their arbitrary rule would eventually cost them their

thrones; but in his calmer moments, when he turned to the

people, he spoke of the " force of inertia " as an effective

weapon against absolutism.^ His conservatism found utterance

when he affirmed that "all changes, all new constitutional

establishments are rarely without danger."* He never lost

sight of this fact even in the Revolution when he was nominally

the leader of the populace. Yet if he did not preach revolt,

his writings were certainly influential in producing a public

opinion that would render revolution most natural. He looked

forward to the time "when truth, generally diffused, by assur-

^ "Quand I'autorit^ devient arbitraire et oppressive la resis-

tance est de devoir." Reponee aux eonseils de la raison, 329.

^ "Comrae si tout, je dis tout sans exceptions n'^toit pas permis h

rhomme pour rompre ses chaines." Des lettres de cachet, 269.

^ " Mais tout citoyen a une force d'inertie qui ne lui permet point de
concourir h une injustice manifeste et I'exercice universel de cette force

sauveroit la chose publique."' Ibid, 326.

* "D'oti Ton doit conclure que les changemens ou les nouveaux ^tablis-

sements constitutifs sont rarement sans danger." Essai sur le despotisme,
287.
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ing itself of the plurality of suffrages would triumph over am-

bition, intrigue and despotism."^

That time did come in his own day, but the triumph was not

won without bloodshed. The very first mouths of revolution

secured all and more than all that Mirabeau had demanded.

He saw civil liberty granted to all and law seated in the place

of arbitrary power. His dream had become a reality and the

cause for which he had fought so valiantly had no longer need

of his voice or pen. But then a new cause demanded his advo-

cacy. The throne was in danger and during the two years of

his public life Mirabeau displayed as great energy, zeal and

skill in the defense of the limited monarchy as he had pre-

viously exhibited in his struggle with absolutism.

' "Si je me trompe en pensant que la raison et la v^rite generalement

repandues pouroient un jour, en s'assurant de la pluralite des suffragest

triompher de Tambition, de I'intrigue et du despotisme c'est du moins une

erreur honnete." Des lettres de cachet. VII.
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History of the Discovery and Report of Progress in the

Study of Ddemonelix}

By ERWIN HINCKLEY BARBOUR.

On several former occasions the author has described at

some length the new fossil Daemonelix. But in each case this

Avas done cautiously, and with a full recognition of the fact

that the author was treading on new ground. Even now,

after four years of study—such as could be snatched at odd

moments—he must still speak cautiously and tentatively, lest

mistakes be made and misconceptions result.

The author visited the region of the Daemonelix beds for

the first time in June of 1891. It had been his intention all

along to explore this field in the interest of Iowa College, and

with that end in view all the appropriations of the year previ-

ous had been carefully husbanded. In the meantime, having

received and accepted a call to the University of Nebraska, he

set out in the interests of that institution.

The exact spot in which Daemonelix was to be found was

really decided by Professor J. S. Kingsley, who had visited

the Bad Lands before, and out of his interest in the region

had urged the writer to go thither, and had even prearranged

many of the details of the trip.

Late in the afternoon of June 29, we drove for the fir&fe

time to the Daemonelix beds, making a cursory review of the

' Read before the Nebraska Academy of Science, January 3, 1893.

Univkbsity SiUDiES, Vol. II., No. 2, January, 1897. gj^



2 Erwin Hinckley Barhoiir

exposures at and around Eagle Crag, two and a half miles

north of Harrison, Sioux county, also of those east and south

of the village. By vigorous work on the following day, one

large and excellent specimen was secured, and many others

were sketched and photographed. Further work was aban-

doned temporarily, to be resumed after visiting the Bad Lands

proper.

The Daemonelix beds and their remarkable fossils are pecu-

liarly striking features of the region, and are well known to the

citizens of the country; and it seems inexplicable that these

"stone screws," "twisters" or " Devil's corkscrews" should

have escaped public notice so long.

The name Daemonelix, accompanied by a brief description

with cuts, was proposed iw.Science, February 19, 1892.

The data being insufficient for a more formal report, the author

found it advisable to visit this region again, from May 1st to

10th, 1892, and from the facts obtained a second paper fol-

lowed, On a New Order of Gigantic Fossils, in the Univer-

sity Studies of July, 1892.

On June 20, 1892, the author was called upon to take charge

of the Morrill Geological Expeditions, founded and maintained

by the Hon. Charles H. Morrill, of Lincoln. With a large and

well equipped party the work of exploration was greatly facili-

tated, and a large amount of excellent material was secured,

warranting a third paper in the University Studies, July,

1894, under the title Additional Notes on the New Fossil,

Daemotielix—its Mode of Occurrence, its Gross and Minute

Structure.

Although the author visited this region again in 1893,

and in August of 1894, yet work was discontinued there

—

owing to press of engagements in other parts of the state

—

till the summer of 1895, when he had at his disposal the

largest and most efficient party sent out as yet on the annual

Morrill expeditions.
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The facts and material obtained on this expedition form the

chief basis of this paper. The progress made in the study of

Daemonelix is marked by the exploration of new territory, the

finding of new forms, and, foremost of all, by the discovery of

steps in the apparent phylogeny of these anomalous forms.

In extent the Daemonelix

beds must cover 400 to

500 square miles of the

central portion of Sioux

County,the extreme north-

western county of Ne-

braska, between the Nio-

brara river on the south

and the White River and

Hat Creek Basin on the

north. This is the region

of the lofty Pine Eidge

table lands, whose altitude

is about 5,000 feet. Just

how far the Daemon-

elix beds extend into Wy-
oming, whei'e they are

now known to occur, and

how far south they extend

in Sioux county is yet to

be determined, although it

is safe to say that the beds

are practically confined to

the central portion of the

Fig. 1,—Map of Sioux couuty.Nebraska, county. In vertical range
showing in the shaded portion, between , , i i -

the White and Niobrara rivers, the area the beds are now known to

of the Daemonelix beds. Drawn from ^^^^^ ^ ^Jeptl^ of gixty to'
a map prepared by Judge d. Barker, or i ^

Harrison. seventy meters.

The formation to which the Daemonelix beds belong is
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4 Erivin Hinckley Barbour

distinct Loup Fork Tertiary, as recently identified by Dr. J. L.

"Wortman, its entire thickness being about 200 to 300 meters.

The topmost sixty or seventy meters constitute the Daemonelis:

beds. The surface configuration of these beds is bold and rug-

ged. Subjected as they are to excessive erosion, and to the vio-

lence of unbroken winds, the surface is characterized by bare

lauds, by draws and canyons, by blow-outs, bluffs, and buttes. In

all these exposures Daemonelix is an ever-present and conspicu-

ous feature. It intrudes itself upon you at every turn. On lands

laid bare by erosion the half-exposed and weathered tops of

countless Daemonelix project. There they stand bolt upright

till overthrown by the elements. We have picked our way

through acres of these fallen spirals. In wails, bluffs, and

buttes, they are particularly accessible to the collector.

It is apparent at a glance that they flourished in numbers

of which one can form no conception. Growing closely packed

side by side, they are often inextricably tangled and fused to-

gether. We have counted as many as twenty or thirty in the

space occupied by an ordinary dwelling house. We have

often destroyed several while digging out one.

Two forms, from their very size and perfect symmetry, force

themselves into prominence at once; those with an axis, and

those without.

However modified in form, however varying in size, whether

no larger in diameter than saucers, or greater than cart wheels,

they are constant in that they are invariably upright. They

are entirely inconstant in the direction of the twist, being in-

discriminately right-handed or left-handed screws. After

examining great numbers, I am unable to say whether the

greater nu-mber twists to the right or left.

At first we supposed the free spirals to be rare, as compared

with those having an axis; but later study, especially in the

expedition of 1895, led us to a realization of the fact that,

out of all examined, very few had an axis.
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All forms are constant in that they are made up of a tangle,

or aggregate, or colony of plant filaments, which in section

show an identical structui"e.

Though we were impressed at the outset by size and sym-

metry, maturer study showed us humbler forms and less regal

designs, which, nevertheless, were fraught with equal or

greater interest and significance. Accordingly, in the light

of present progress in the work of investigation, it would be

in line with the logical order of things to survey the group

from the lower or simpler forms up to the more complex.

In this paper no attempt will be made, as iu a former one,

to designate various forms by tentative names, but, until such

time as their exact nature and aSinities can be worked out,

they will simply be called by the familiar, common-place desig-

nations bestowed upon them as they were dug out by the stu-

dents of my party.

THE SIMPLEST FORM OF DAEMONELIX A FIBRE.

The simplest expression of Daemonelix, as it seems to me, is

to be found in the tubules seen threading their way in all di-

rections through the sand rock. (Plate I., Fig 2.) Often deli-

cate tracings of these are found on the fossils of the region.

(Plate I., Figs 1, 3, 4, 5.)

Fig 2.

Fig. 2.—A Daemonelix " Fibre " found growing on the tibia of a
Rhinoceros. This is a hollow branching tubule, such as is found grow-
ing to and around bones and through the sand rock; found in the low-
est beds througii to the highest, and supposed to be the simplest form
of the Daemonelix series. Reduced one-half.

This tubule may consist of a fibre; or this by branclyjjg

may have dimensions in two directions, and thus veil the fossil

with its meshes. Or, again, it may have growth in three di-
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DAEMONELIX TUBULES.

A Daemonelix tubule, found growing on a tibia (Rhinoceros).
Daemouelix tubules in sand rock.
Jaw partly grown over with Daemonelix tubules. (Section of,

see Fig. 8). Length of jaw, 25 cm.
Fig. 4. Scapula from Daemonelix Beds partly grown over with Dae-

monelix tubules.
Femur (Rhinoceros) grown over with Daemonelix tubules.
Toe bone (Rhinoceros) etched by Daemonelix tubules.
Thoracic vertebra (Rhinoceros) etched by Daemonelix tubles.

Greatly reduced.
Microscopic section of tubule from Fig. 3. Centimeter scale
applies to Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

From Specimens in the Morrill Geological Collections, State University.]

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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mensions, and thus completely enclose the form on which the

simple plant began. (Plate XV.) We have each and all of

these conditions represented in our collections.

It is a matter of common occurrence to find fossil bones in

these beds beautifully and distinctly etched by the growing

fibres of those days. (Plate I., figs 6, 7.) We have examined

these fibres microscopically, with the unvarying result that all

show distinct plant tissue. We have ground sections of iso-

lated fibres picked out of the sand rock, and likewise those

picked from the fossils on which they originally grew. We
have also cut sections from those fibres which were gathered

together as plant aggregates or colonies. In each and every

case there has been the same display of simple parenchymatous

tissue. (See Plate XVI. , figs 1, 2, 3.)

DAEMONELIX CAKES.

The next simplest form is that which, for lack of a better

name, the students of our party dubbed "Daemonelix Cakes."

(See Plate II.)

They are, in fact, not so unlike camp griddle- cakes in size

and thickness, and likewise in the manner in which they, batter-

like, threw out irregularly in all directions pseudopodia-like

lobes.

Fig. 3.

Fig, 3.—Daemonelix "Cake." Aa aggragation of fibres forming a
cake-Iilie cluster. Reduced oae-half. Found ouly in the lower beds.

These occur very abundantly throughout a layer six to eight

meters in thickness, at a depth of fifty to sixty meters below

the regular Daemonelix beds. Neither below this horizon, nor

above it, are they found. Their form is commonly circular,
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DAEMONELIX "CAKES.

Figs. 1 to 9 inclusive.—Various size-s and forms of Daemonelix cakes.

Figs. 3 and 4.—Horizontal and vertical sections respectively.

Figs. 7, 8, and 9.— Bottom, side, and top views of a Daemonelix cake.

Fif?. 10.—A microscopic section.

Pig. ii._A cluster of Daemonelix "Cakes," reduced one-eighth.

[From the Morrill Geological CoUectiou, State Museum.]
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though often lobed, as if the plant had thrown out fibrous

aggregates in various directions. In thickness «they vary from

one centimeter and a half to a half centimeter, the averagfe

thickness being about one centimeter. The bottoms and tops

of these lie in nearly horizontal planes, just as if conforming

to the bed of the Pliocene lake on which they grew. May we
not conceive of this ancient filamentous alga as growing in a

closely tangled colony, fiat on the sand-bars of this lake ? Pos-

sibly, as sedimentation went on, the mat of fibres was covered

with fine, clean sand, choking out the original stock, perhaps,

but allowing certain surviving fibres to grow upward around the

edges and center, to form again a similar mat at another stage

above the first one.

Thus would be formed a layer of mat below and above, and

a core of sand between, traversed by innumerable fibres. How-
ever faulty or fanciful this suggestion may be, it is borne out

somewhat by the specimens themselves when seen in section.

Thus, we invariably find a conspicuous array of fibres below

and above, inclosing a core of sand marked everywhere by

scattered fibres. That is, in cross sections we find a periphery

of tubules, quite distinct to the eye, surrounding a partly

structureless matrix. The writer as well as the reader is not

unmindful of the fact that this presupposes very rapid sedimen-

tation, such as would all but preclude the probability of plant

life. Notwithstanding all this, whether probable or improbable,

whether possible or impossible, the plant is there, manifest to

the eye, and unmistakable under the glass.

The Daemonelix cakes are often solitary, but quite as often

in pairs or clusters. In the latter case it is interesting to note

that they rise one above the other in steps or terraces, the

plane of each being coincident with the bedding plane of the

surrounding rock. (Plate II., Fig. 11.)

Possibly, as sedimentation went forward, the original " cake "

was covered, with the exception of a vigorous offshoot or so,

which grew upAvard, and then under favorable circumstances
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spread out again as before, but on a level above that oE the

first, and so on for each succeeding layer.

Be this as it may, the author is led to offer this as a possi-

ble explanation, from the fact that examination always shows

a distinct organic connection between the lower and the upper

members of such a group or cluster of cakes.

Superficially, the structure of Daemonelix cakes is identical

"with that of all the other forms of this strange series. A
minuter study shows precisely the same tissue found in the

simple isolated tubules, as well as in the more complex forms.

We have cut sections from every part of many individual

specimens of the so-called Daemonelix cakes, with the result

that the cellular structure, perfectly preserved in some slides,

imperfectly so in others, was lacking in none. This evidence

furnished by the microscope may yet amount to demonstra-

tW (Plate XVI., Fig. 3.)

Let it be mentioned again that the Daemonelix cakes are

confined to their particular horizon, some six or eight meters

thick, and as far as observation goes do not occur above or be-

low this level, unless certain similar, though reduced and at-

tenuated, forms found above are their direct survivors.

DAEMONELIX BALLS.

Immediately overlying the Daemonelix cakes, we find a form

very similar in point of size, appearance, and structure.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.—Daemonelix " Balls." Reduced one-half. Found just above
the Daemoneli.K cakes.
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Plate III.

DAEMONELIX "BALLS."

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.—Top, side, bottom, and vertical section respectively of a

Daemonelix ball. ^
Figs. 5, 6, 7. —Top, side, bottom.
Figs. 8, 9, 10.—Top, side, bottom.
Figs. 11, 12, 13.—Top, side, bottom.
Figs. 14, 15, 16—Top, side, bottom.
Figs. 17, 18, 19.—Top view, horizontal and vertical sections.

The centimeter scale applies to all.

[From the collections of the Hon. Charles H. Morrill, State Museum.!
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These our students christened Daemonelix balls, because of a

real or fancied resemblance to the old-fashioned New England

codfish ball. (Plate III.) Impelled by that hunger which is

engendered by outdoor life, they drew the names they needed

somewhat freely from the camp larder. However, they will

serve the present purpose quite as well as the formal names

yet to be proposed. Though so like the Daemonelix cakes in

all essentials, yet the Daemonelix balls differ from them dis-

tinctly, in that they are smaller in circumference and more

regular and uniform in size; in that they occur isolated and

alone, almost never in groups; and in that there is a slight

variation in form.

The so-called balls are flat on the lower side, as if conform-

ing to the bed on which they grew, while the upper side is

noticeably convex. In this we see simply a contraction of

length and breadth, and an extension of height. Though sub-

ject to immediate contradiction, the author cannot refrain from

cherishing and presenting the fond delusion that possibly this

is but prophetic of the vertical habit found in all succeeding

forms.

Just as in the case of the "cakes," we find, in the so-called

" balls," the surface covered with tangled organic tubules

surrounding a core of sand, penetrated frequently by tubules.

Microscopic examinations of sections cut from all kinds and

conditions of these show precisely the structure and tissue

already described. (See Plate XVII., Fig. 1.)

This particular form, though confined apparently to a bed

but six to eight meters in. depth, was of very frequent occur-

rence. Many were weathered out and readily procured, while

others were in v)lace. They are not water-worn fragments of

Daemonelix proper. Out of the hundreds seen, numerous

examples were selected so as to represent all conditions of size

and shape. At Eagle Grag all the conditions are favorable

for observing a deep section of the rock of the place, because

of the canyon walls.
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DAEMONELIX CIGARS, OR FINGERS.

Immediately above the last-named horizon occurs a much
more interesting and complex form, called by my party Dae-

monelix Cigars or Fingers; and as they lay at our feet, weath-

ered out in great numbers, they resembled cigars as much as

anything to which they could be likened. (Plate IV.)

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5.—Daemonelix "Cigar" or "Finger," tip end. Reduced one-
half. These occur next above the Daemonelix Balls and extend well
through the Daemonelix beds, but apparently not quite to the top.

Vertical and somewhat spiral in habit. Length, from a few centimeters
to one meter.

These have acquitted a pronounced vertical habit, and a

noticeable tendency to the spiral form. Unlike the two pre-

ceding forms, the Daemonelix cigar is not confined so strictly

to a particular horizon, but is found in increasing numbers,

from its first appearance, up to the middle of the regular Dae-

monelix beds, and in diminishing numbers thence to the top-

most beds. Sometimes they branch loosely, but more com-

monly they do not. We have measured some specimens which

exceeded a meter in length, although the average specimen is

scarcely one-third as long, while the fragments seen every-

where are about the size and shape of the ordinary cigar.

If one peculiarity of these Daemonelix cigars is more inex-

plicable than another, it is the fact that the ends of all branches,

and the upper and lower ends of the trunk itself, terminate, as

nearly as the author can learn, in blunted rounded points.

Who can say, then, which is top and which is bottom, or whethef*

they grew upward or downward? Furthermore, the heaviest

and best preserved structure caps these ends, just as if they
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14 Erwin Hinckley Barbour

were the active, growing portion— as one would expect—while

the part behind was more or less decomposed. (See plate IV.,

Fisrs. 12 to 17. "l Can these frail forms which show neither exit

nor entrance, which have all ends capped and sealed, be bur-

rows ?

Often individual cigars or fingers appear to be loosely

matted together, just as if there had been originally some or-

ganic connection, through fibres passing from one to the

other. Commonly they present a regular outline, a more or

less spiral form, and a smooth surface of closely tangled

fibres. In many instances we have found these "cigars"

growing out from the various parts of the Devil's Corkscrews.

Either they were an integral part of them or were fused with

them. (See Plate VIII., Figs. 1, 2.) One kind, possibly a dif-

ferent species or variety, has a decidedly corrugated surface,

and each corrugation which goes to make up the main trunk

seems, like the whorl of which it is a part, to be composed of

£bres surrounding a core of sand. It may be likened, perhaps,

to the component strands of a hemp rope, which consist of

twisted fibers as much as does the rope itself. (Plate IV.,

Fig. 11.) This same effect is often noticed in the surface of

the great "fossil twisters" themselves.

Still another variety presents itself, one whose surface may

be described as warty or nodose. (Plate IV. Figs. 7, 8, 9,

10.) Aside from these superficial variations, there are no

differences that the author can announce at present.

Numerous figures of all these are substituted for verbal

description.

Superficially they are characterized by the same fibrous mat

surrounding the same core of sand which has already been

mentioned in connection with other forms. Microscopically

they show precisely the same tissue which is common to the

entire Daemonelix series. (Plate IV., Figs. 18, 19; XVI.,

Fig. 5«.)
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DAEMONELIX lEREGULAR.

Oa ascending the canyon, we come next to a form wbich we
called "Daemonelix Irregular" in contradistinction to the

Daemonelix regular found higher up in the beds. (Plate V.)

This particular horizon is distinctly characterized by the

irregular twisters, of which no two seem to be alike, and yet

there is a unity of plan and structure running through them all.

They are slender, branching, and straggling; distinctly verti-

cal in habit, and more or less completely spiral in form.

Fig. 8. Fig. 10.

Figs. 6 to 10 inclusive, various forms of Daemouelix Irregular,

middle beds. Fig. 6 is complete, aud Fig. 10 nearly so— a small
section near the upper end liaving rotted away. Figs. 7, 8, 9 repre-

sent others of varying siz"^, but incomplete, an unknown amount hav-
ing been weathered off the top of each. Fig. 6 one meter high, Fig.

10 nearly two meters high.

Unfortunately the collector generally finds his fossils by the

exposure on the surface of some part or extremit}^ which may

have suffered sadly from the elements. Thus it happens that

portions are commonly missing, and it may be stated here that

of all the specimens noted, but one or two complete ones were

secured. Usually the top is weathered off, and the exact form

of the specimen left in doubt. However, could extensive exca-

vations be made on this level, there is no apparent limit to the

number of complete specimens of this type which might be

procured. As an example of this, Fig. 2, Plate V., may be
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Plate V.

5j mila 2d

-2ia:ff>

IREEGDLAR DAEMONELIX
Fig. 1.—Complete specimen save one small section. (For close view^

showins? surface structure see Plate XI., Fig 2.)

Figs. 2 and 3.—Two views of a complete specimen. (Probably two fused
together.)

Figs. 4 and 5.—Nearly complete specimens. Tops of each weathered off.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8.—Microscopic sections.

[From specimens in the Morrill Geological Collection, State Museam.]
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cited; it is complete throughout, having been dug out of an

unexposed bank.

Here two individuals have apparently grown in such prox-

imity as to have fused together ; a phenomenon of very com-

mon occurrence in every form of the Daemonelix series.

Another specimen shown in Fig. 1, Plate V., is complete, with

the exception of one weathered section near the upper end,

which had crumbled past recovery.

Here, as in the cigars, we find all the terminations blunt and

rounded. Unless the Irregular Twisters are evolved Cigars,

and they in turn, evolved Balls and Cakes, the author can offer

no suggestion whatever in explanation.

These, as well as all the preceding forms, offer difficulties

not to be explained away by those who account for the occur-

rence of these anomalous fossils on the ground that they are

but abandoned burrows.

* It is apparent at a glance that each and all of these Irregu-

lar Twisters increase in size from bottom to top, a character

in common with Daemonelix proper.

In height the Irregular Twisters range from one-half to two

meters ; in diameter from two or three centimeters at the

bottom to fifteen or twenty at the top.

There is a rough similarity between the Daemonelix proper

and these, their possible prototypes. This is especially notice-

able in Fig. 4, Plate V., where the vertical spiral of the on©

finds its homologue in that of the other, and the transverse

piece or "rhizome" seems homologous to that in Daemonelix

proper. In vertical range they have been traced to the middle

of the Daemonelix beds.

At the very top of this particular horizon one specimen

which may or may not be a transition from the Irregular ta

the Regular Daemonelix, was found by Dr. F. C. Kenyon,

a member of my party in 1892. In Fig. 11, which is a repro-

duction of Mr. Kenyon's drawing made in my notebook, it will
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Progress in the Study of Daemonelix 19

Fi^. 11.—A supposed
transitional form from
Daemonelix Irregular
to Daemonelix Regu-
lar. Prom a sketch by
Dr. F. C. Kenyon.

be seen that the Irregular Daemonelix

below ends in the Regular Daemonelix

above. Possibly this is a transitional

form.

Their gross structure varies in no

important respect from the preceding

form save that the tubules, which are

rather minute below, seem to grow more

robust and distinct above. Their mi-

nute structure is identical with that of

preceding and succeeding forms. (Plate

v.. Figs. 6, 7, 8; Plate XVL, Fig. 5b.)

DAEMONELIX PROPER.

The culmination of the entire group is in the "Devil's

Corkscrew," or the fossil " Twisters '"'

first seen and described.

FiR. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 16. Fig. 17. Fig. 18, Fig. 19.

Figs. 12 to 19 inclusive, Daemonelix Regular, upper beds.

Pig. 12.—Daemonelix without axis or spiral or transverse trunk,
ending below in a simple enlargement. Pig. 13.—A similar form, end-
ing below in three enlargements. Pig. 14.—Typical form of Daemone-
lix with a free spiral and transverse trunk or rhizome. Pig. 15.—Typi-
cal Daemonelix with axis and trunk, showing seven coils and a " button."

,

Pig. 16.—A free spiral with two trunks. Pig. 17.—A large Daemone-
lix with three trunks. Pig. 18.—Double Daemonelix. "Twin Screws."
(The one in front is large and right-handed ; the one in the rear but
half the size and left-handed.) Pig. 19.—A complex Daemonelix from
the topmost beds on Pine ridge, near Squaw Canyon.
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Plate VI.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Daemonelix without an axis. Typical form.

Fig. 2, Diagrammatic view of the same, giving measurements.

[From a epeclmen in the private collection of the author.]



Plate VII.

cm.

-5.1

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Pig, 1.—Daemonelix with an axis; typical form. Height 1.32 meters.
Fig. 2.—A diagrammatic view of the same, giving measurements.

[From a specimen in the collection of the Hon. Charles H. Morrill, State Museum.]
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Their forms are magnificent ; their symmetry perfect ; their

organization beyond my comprehension. They are the con-

spicuous objects of the landscape.

In the vertical section exposed in the canyon at Eagle Crag,

the range of Daemonelix proper is about forty to fifty

meters. Those at the bottom are distinctly smaller in size,

and are constructed on a more regular and uniform plan.

Those at the extreme top are larger in size, and are subject to

sudden and rather startling variations. At the bottom one

finds similarity and uniformity ; at the top, dissimilarity and

variation. However similar or diverse, they are subject to one

rule which has no known exception ; they are invariably up-

right.

Almost invariably one or more transverse trunks or "rhiz-

omes" extend outward and upward obliquely from the lowest

or the lower whirls. There are two prominent forms: one with

an axis, one without; both of them marvels of precision and ex-

actness of build. Besides the constancy and accuracy of pitch

of the screw, there comes an element of great complexity ; the

helix tapers from bottom to top with such nicety that this or-

ganized instrument of precision would have to be sensitive to

differences not exceeding one millimeter for every 90^^ in its

course around the axis.

Without attempting further description or discussion of this

point, the author submits certain figures which he believes will

carry out the foregoing idea by speaking tersely and emphat-

ically for themselves. (See Plates VI. and VII.)

What naturalist will grant that any burrowing animal could

display such phenomenal exactness!

Strict geometricians in nature are found among the plants

and lower animals. The spiral forms, so perfectly wrought in

these higher examples and less perfectly in the lower, seem-

ingly must be the result of heliotropism on the individual
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Plate VIII.

Fiir. 1.— A form of Daemonplix without axis or transverse trunk.

Fi»r. 2.— hottom view of same.
Fig. 3._A lame Uiipmonelix with three transverse trunks, as seen in the quarry, upper

beds, near Squaw Canyon, Sioux Co., Neb.

Fig. 4._An example of "Twin Screws" or double Daemonebx. The transverse trunk bears

nil nsci-ndinp; spiral at one end; a smaller descending one at the other. Middle

bed«, near EaiileCrapr, Sioux Co , Neb.
[From specimens in the collections of the Hon. Charles H. Morrill, State Museum ]
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plant or fibres whose aggregation into a spiral colony consti-

tutes the "Devil's Corkscrew."

The mind must be disabused of the idea that the whole fos-

sil is one plant with bark, sap-wood, and heart- wood, such as

one finds in a modern vine coiled about some axis. Instead it

is, as the author believes, simply an aggregation of individual
^

plant fibres twisting to the right or to the left without refer-

ence to any discoverable law.

Some are frail forms with sweeping spirals, others robust

and with closely twisted coils. As in all the preceding forms,

we find here a superficies of matted fibres surrounding a core

penetrated frequently by tubules passing from wall to wall.

Microscopically there is exact identity with all the forms men-

tioned herein. (PlateXVI.,6;XVn., 2;XVIII., 1, 2.) In the

first sections ground, the author was so surprised at the per-

fection of the cellular structure and its admirable preservation,

that he suggested the possibility of this being the section of a

modern rootlet. That this is not so is shown by a series of

more than one hundred sections prepared since.

We now have sections from every part of every form of the

Daemonelix group. The microscopic observations herein are

based on the study of numerous sections of each form. In no

case is any argument based on a number less than six sections

from a given variety. This is at least evidence that the in-

ferences drawn from a sufficient number of sections may yet

amount to conclusive proof, if that end has not already been

attained.

This much is certain, that every well-cut section shows plant

tissue. In Daemonelix, as in other fossils, there are varying

degrees of perfection of preservation. Some are dense, com-

pact, and stony, yielding excellent sections ; others are sandy,

soft, and friable, yielding less satisfactory slides. But in the

very worst the organic structure is unmistakable, while in the

best it is admirable.
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Plate IX.

Fio. 1

:*^;^> vt:»,»:^;'r>;-"7

Fig. 2

Fig.].—A remarkable form of Daemonelix showine two ascendiner spirals, and numerous
processes or spurs of different shapes and sizes. The spurs vary in length from
5 cm. to 45 cm., the average being 15 or :;0 cm. In diameter they vary from 8

cm., the largest, through the average 4 or 5 cm. to about 8 mm. in the smallest.

The surface structure of the ends of these spurs is fairly well represented by
Figs. 4, 5, and 6, Plate XI.

Found and secured for the Morrill Expedition of 1895 by Mr. T. H. Marsland. Upper
Daemonelix beds near Squaw Canyon, Sioux Co., Neb.

[From a Specimen in the Morrill Geological Collections. State Museum.]

Fig. 2.—Scene in Daemonelix Beds near Squaw Canyon showing numerous Daemonelix in

place and students at work. The tubes which penetrate the sand rock in no-
ticeably vertical lines, and the so-called Daemonelix Sheets may be seen extend-
ing horizoutally juet above the students' beads.
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The recent discovery of a small locality in which all

specimens are hard and flinty and perfectly preserved, and in

which the missing parts of other specimens are present, prom-

ises to furnish final evidence as to the nature and affinities

of these fossils when the spot has been sufficiently explored.

The top of the Daemouelix, whatever it may be, has not yet

been found, due to the fact, perhaps, that our only means of

finding these specimens is to hunt for their exposed and

weathered parts which protrude from the surface.

That considerable amounts have beea weathered from the

upper whirls of each specimen is attested by the disintegrated

and broken fragments scattered there.

Inasmuch as Daemonelix Regular occurs at every level

through a vertical range of thirty to forty meters, complete

specimens can be found by sufficient digging, and doubtless

will yet be found exposed on the surface. The matter of the so-

called "Rhizome" is still in doubt. Some spirals, to our sur-

prise, simply ended as if cut ofp, others ended in one, two, or

three spherical enlargements. (Plate VIIL, 1, 2.)

Sometimes we find one, two, or three of these trunks running

out from one spiral. (Plate VIIL, Fig. 3.) Sometinies one

"rhizome" bears two ascending spirals, or, in other cases, one

ascending spiral at one end and a descending one at the other.

(Plate VIIL, Fig. 4) Though the contrary is the rule, yet an

occasional specimen is found without the customary transverse

trunk.

Daemonelix Regular varies in size to a surprising degree.

We have found them in the bluffs along the Niobrara River a

full meter in diameter, and hence too clumsy for transporta-

tion. From this they descend to those not exceeding ten to

fifteen centimeters. The length of the ordinary " rhizome " is

two to three meters, although we have seen all lengths, up to

one finely preserved specimen, one-third meter in diameter and
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Plate X.

} « ^ J J la

Flinty Bed.

Daenionelix "Layers."
(Page 32.)

Daemonelix Regular.
40 to 45 meters. ( Plate VI.
to IX., XIII.. XIV.
Page 19.)

Daemonelix Irregulnr.
6 to 8 meters. (Plate V.
Page 16.)

Daemonelix "Cigars."
Principal range .5 to 6 me-

ters to near topmost
beds. (Plate IV. Page
13.)

Daemonelix "Balls "

8 meters. (Plate III. Page
10.,

Daemonelix "Cakes,"
8 meters. (Plate II. Page

7.)

Daemonelix " Fibres.'

(Plate I. Page5.j

A diagram showing possible steps in the phylogeny of Daemonelix.

<The several figures, though not drawn proportionately, are in their

respective positions.)

The names bestowed by the students of the party are retained lor the present. Depth
-of section about liO to 70 meters (as measured by barometer).
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ten meters in length, even after an indefinite amount had been

weathered from each extremity.

One who stands face to face with this great array of fossils

of prodigious size and intricacy and complexity of form can

not conceive that they could ever have been a simple plant,

notwithstanding the plant structure itself; but none the less the

facts will undoubtedly stand. Much less can we conceive that

they were "accidents" or "burrows." The "rhizome" is

quite generally loosely S shaped, though often straight. Some-

times it is characterized by noticeable enlargements at either

the upper or lower extremity, or in the middle. Sometimes

long slim processes or spurs project from it.

In two distinct cases the expedition of 1895 found and se-

cured complete specimens of "Twin Screws." That is, the

transverse trunk bore two screws, one ascending, the other de-

scending. (Plate VIII., Fig. 4 ) The latter was smaller than the

former, and had not the rhizome in each case been sadly de-

composed it might have connected with still a third screw.

One screw was right-handed, the other left-handed in each.

case. Had but one such ex-

ample been found we might

have counted it an accident,

but finding altogether three

such puts it almost out of the

reach of chance. These speci-

mens bring to mind forcibly a

sketch by Dr. Frederick C.

Kenyon, suggesting the possible method of reproduction in

Daemonelix.' (Fig. 20.)

As early as 1892, the author found and sketched a " twin

screw." Two excellent specimens of this nature were added

to our collection last summer. The finer of the two was found

and secured by Mr. Jesse P. Eowe, assistant in the Department

Fig. 20.—A sketch by Dr. F. C.
Kenyon, suggesting the method
of reproduction of Daemonelix.

American Naturalist, March, ISStH.
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Plate XI.

£j;£A

SURFACE STRUCTURE OF IRREGULAR AND REGULAR DAEMONELIX.

Fig. i.—Surface of a finely weathered specimen of irreprular Daemonelix. Ileduced 1/4.

FiK. 2.—Surface of irreRUlar Daemonelix, shown in Plate V., FiR. 1,

FiK. 3.—Surface structure of rhizome of Daemonelix near base of spiral.
„„„,„ „#

FiRS. 4. 5. 6. Surface structure of ends of irreRulnr Daemonelix and the spurs oi

regular Daemonelix. Called Daemonelix "Buds."

[From specimens in the collections of the Hon. Charles H. Morrill. State Museum.]
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of Geology in the University of Nebraska. A noticeable

feature was the fact that one fossil corkscrew was large, the

other small, as may better be seen by examination of Fig. 18,

and Plate VIII., Fig. 4. The smaller of the two may possibly

have been the older. The top whirl may have sent out a trans-

verse trunk, which eventually became a second screw. If this

is so, then possibly we have here our first complete corkscrew.

Later a specimen almost identically like this was found and

procured for the expedition by George R. Wieland, of Pennsyl-

vania State College, member of our expedition of 1895.

Near this, but at a higher level, he found a large screw with

three transverse trunks. (Plate VIII., Fig. 3.) Near this

same spot a very interesting, if not a remarkable and anoma-

lous, form was found by Mr. T. H. Marsland, Professor of

Chemistry in Belmont School, California, member of the

Morrill Geological Expeditions of L892 and 1895. This was a

form with a spiral and axis, whose summit was surrounded by

a veritable crown of processes of various sizes and lengths.

(Fig. 19, Plate IX., Fig. 1.)

Below this crown occurred other processes either fused to

the coils or standing out boldly from them. Several projected

from the sides of the transverse trunk, from the middle

of which rose a second small spiral without an axis.

Perhaps it is difficult or altogether impossible to conceive of

such a plant. Still the characteristic tangle of fibres is there,

and splendidly shown in every part of this unique form, and

the microscope gives final evidence. Not content with eye de-

terminations, the author has cut sections from this specimen?

and from its larger and smaller spurs, all of which show its

plant structure.

The whole region around Squaw Canyon must in former times

have been an unbroken forest of spirals, interlocked in all

directions by innumerable fibres. The loftiest beds at this place

showed us, in addition to extremes of contrast and variation, a
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Plate XII.

GREAT TDBES OF DABMONELIX.

Fig. 1.—A piece of transverse trunk or "rhizome." with the leaser tubes and tubules cut

away, showinK the great tubes within. Lett rhizome of Fig. 10.

Fig 2 —View of great tubes reduced about one-third, lesser tubules cut away.

Fig. 3.—One of the greater tubes, natural size, showing hoUowness, thickness of wall,

bnrk-like structure, and hollow branch.
Fig. 4.—Cross-section from the great tube, seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5.—Same, tangential section.

[From a specimen in the Morrill Geological Collection, State Museum.]
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strange arrangement of corkscrew "sheets," or layers, as our

party called them for lack of a better name. These strange

Daemonelix sheets, though somewhat undulatory, were hori-

zontally arranged one above the other. Masses of white

tubules of about two to three millimeters in thickness con-

nected these. The matted structure and the whole appearance

of these sheets was so precisely like Daemonelix, and seemed

to be so intimately associated with the highest corkscrews, that

there was no doubt in the minds of the party that they were

part and parcel of the same group. Microscopic sections have

completely substantiated and verified this belief. A glance at

Plate IX., Fig. 2, will serve a better purpose than attempted

descriptions. To the eye it looked as if great mats of plant

fibres floated off from and around the summits of closely

crowded spirals, much as Spirogyra, or pond scum, floats in

modern waters. This, according to our barometer, was the

highest point to which we traced Daemonelix.

Several fossil corkscrews half exposed, and the Daemonelix
*' sheets " which seem related to them, may be seen in Plate

IX., Fig. 2, which gives a fair idea of their appearance in the

filed.

POSSIBLE STEPS IN THE PHYLOGENY OF DAEMONELIX.

As one ascends the canyon toward Eagle Crag, he has ex-

posed to view a continuous and nearly vertical section (see

Plate X.), the last thirty-five meters being an unbroken

wall. Deep down in the canyon one fails to find a trace of

Daemonelix. Ascending the canyon he comes successively upon

Daemonelix Fibres, Daemonelix Cakes, Daemonelix Balls,

Daemonelix Fingers, Daemonelix Irregular, and Daemonelix

Regular, as shown in Piate X. Though too startling and sen-

Bational for acceptance, the author cannot but cherish the be-

lief that this is a fundamental discovery in the study of

Daemonelix.
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Plate XIII.

Fig 1.—Daemonelix as found weathered out.
Fig. 2.—Section across the same, as indicated by dotted line, showing

white wall and lesser and greater tubes.
Fig. 3.—A section cut from the thickened wall of Fig. 2, showing cells

in longitudinal section, drawn with camera lucida.

[From a specimen in tlie collection of tlie author.]
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SUPERFICIAL STRUCTURE OF DAEMONELIX, IRREGULAR AND

REGULAR.

Among the earlier collections from this region, fragments of

certain slender forms, bluntly rounded, were constantly met

with. But it long remained in doubt to what they belonged.

They were characterized by such a distinct basket work of

parallel or reticulated fibres as to almost bespeak their organic

origin. (Plate XL, Figs. 4, 5, (3.)

DAEMONELIX "BUDS."

Now that they have been found in place, it appears that

they are the ends of spurs, or processes of the Irregular

or Regular Daemonelix. In spite of any faults of photog-

raphy and the art of pictorial reproduction, the accom-

panying cuts give a very fair idea of their more important

features. Those who still consider Daemonelix simply

fossil burrows—a supposition contrary to reality—may

count the parallel grooves and ridges as so many claw

marks. If so, then they must grant that this fossilized burrow

is all the more interesting from the fact that it had both ani-

mal and vegetable occupants. A delicate series of fibres of

some acquatic plant follows and fills all these ridges and

furrows.

That these fibres and filaments are really organic is appar-

ent to the unaided eye, and proved by the glass. In section,

they show the same simple tissue already observed in other

forms.

The grosser structure of these is generally well defined,

from the fact that they have been subject to continued weath-

ering, which brings out the details and the delicate parts of

fossils as no artificial means can do. The superficial structure

of Daemonelix Irregular is still further shown in Figs. 1

and 2, Plate XI. ; and that of Daemonelix Regular in Fig. 3,
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Plate XIV.

Fig. 1. Portions of a Inr^e Daemonelix. sbowlnsKross structure .vhichconsist^^^ an in-

terminable taiiKle of ramifying tubules. The general surface piesents a cor-

rugated appearance.

Fig. 2. A view of the surface structure of the above reduced about one-half.

Fig. 3. Section cut from the above, showing microscopic structure.

[From a specimen in the collections of the Hon. Charles H. Morrill. State Museum.
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which is a portion of a " rhizome " near the base of the

spiral.

THE TUBULES AND TUBES OF DAEMONELIX.

The tubules and tubes of Daemonelix have been mentioned

repeatedly. They deserve especial consideration, and the next

work to be done in the study of Daemonelix itself is the criti-

cal examination of these.

To the eye they are perfectly distinct as white, hollow

tubules, scarcely a millimeter in diameter, branching and tan-

gled together like a bunch of tow. They constitute the visi-

ble part of all forms of the Daemonelix group. Each fila-

mentary tubule is looked upon as the plant proper, while their

aggregation into a particular form constitutes the several

varieties described herein.

We have seen them in the sand rock as solitary tubules,

again as sheets, and in other places still as enormous bunches

or masses; again in the forms which have already been consid-

ered. In each case this simple tubule seems to be the ele-

mental and fundamental part.

But in addition to these there are tubes of "all intermediate

sizes up to twenty millimeters in diameter. These have caused

the author increasing perplexity. In every specimen of the

Devil's Corkscrew, from the first, they have been observed and

reported as occurring in the interior of the great trunk, or

rhizome, and as extending thence into the spiral. Unfortu-

nately the tubes were replaced by variously colored gelatinous

silicic acid and the structure lost. In badly preserved speci-

mens even the space occupied by the tubes was lost, and great

masses of this soft wax-like silica filled parts of trunk and

spiral. In cases of fair preservation the structure of the

great tubes is lost, but their identity as tubes preserved by a

filling of silica. In finely preserved specimens, such as occur

at a spot near Squaw Canyon, all the greater and lesser tubes
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Plate XV.

A portion of a large Daemonelix enclosing the bones of a mammal.
The femur, tibia, calcaneum, part of ilium, and a series of twelve or

fourteen vertebrae are partly worked out. Length of femur, 33.5 cm.;

length of tibia, 25.5 cm.; diameter of the Daemonelix, "20 cm.

[Specimun in the coliection of the Hon. Charles H. -Morrill, State Museum]
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are perfectly fossilized, are hollow and free from filling of

silica, and their cellular structure faultlessly preserved.

The amount of this gelatinous silica seems to be inversely

proportional to the perfection of preservation and fossilization.

Its presence is probably due to the efPects of organic decompo-

sition of the vegetable tubes rather than to the animal excreta

which some have proposed in explanation.

As may be seen in Plate XII., Figs. 1 and 2, the great tubes

branch and wind about indefinitely throughout the interior of

the rhizome. They are pure white, hard, and flinty. The sur-

face is wrinkled, not unlike the bark of a vine, and is divided

into fairly distinct joints by certain nodular prominences.

The wall of such tubes is but a millimeter or two in thickness.

Microscopic sections from these tubes reveal a cellular

structure so unmistakable, so defined and clean cut, as to be

equalled only by a section from a living plant. (Plate XII.,

Figs. 4 and 5.) The tubes seem to branch repeatedly and to

grow smaller. In order to study them it is necessary to cut

away the rest of the Devil's Corkscrew, and some fine speci-

mens must be sacrificed in their behalf.

Our present collection representing these perfectly preserved

tubes comprises three large and two small specimens. Their

study has been too recently begun to admit of exact descrip-

tion in this paper. However, this much is known: that they

are vegetable; that they are cellular, and not vascular; that

the body of the rhizome is occupied by them; all of which

imposes additional burdens and taxes on the ingenuity of that

long-suffering gopher which dug the burrow.

MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE.

In studying the minuter structure of Daemonelix, many
difficulties are to be overcome. The fossil and matrix are

so soft and friable that sections can be cut only after the spec-

imens have been thoroughly imbedded and filled interstitially
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with hardened balsam. Even then the loose grains of fine

sand constantly break in grinding, and often injure or destroy

the section before it is as thin as this rather opaque substance

must needs be. However, in the poorest and most opaque

sections the cellular structure is unmistakable, while in the

better sections it is clearly and sharply defined. It seems

worthy of mention that out of a few more than one hundred

sections which have already been ground, scarcely one failed

to show the familiar cellular structure. Any failure in this is

a failure in the preparation of the object. Every form of the

whole Daemonelix series,' from the simple fibre to the complex

"Twisters," shows simple tissue under the glass. (See Plates

XVI, XVIL, XVIII.)

This fact the author seizes upon as all but absolute evidence

of their organic origin. In longitudinal sections, average cells

vary from thirty-five to fifty micromillimeters; in cross section

they measure about ten micromillimeters.

THE BURROW THEORY.

No one who has seen Daemonelix pronounces its origin

as other than organic, although it has been the prevailing con-

ception that it is mechanically formed. That it is not a bur-

row of some Pliocene rodent the author has already tried to

show.'

This much seems certain, that the Daemonelix fibres, cakes,

balls, and cigars, could not have been burrows by any possible

stretch of the imagination. Certainly the others were not.

The fact that the deposit in which they occur is of distinctly

aqueous origin throughout—and no gopher, ancient or modern,

could have burrowed in water—and the fact that the structure

of all alike is vegetable, seem sufficient proof without rehears-

ing the other arguments.

The finding of a rodent skeleton within the "rhizome" of
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Plate XVII.

Fig. 1.—A photomicrograph of a BPntion cut from the surface of a Dneinone ix baU
(Sen I'lpnre 5, I'liite III.) HhowiiiK numfron.^ tiiljules out nt various angles.

Fig. 2.—A photomicrograph of a snction from a reRiilar Daemonellx, sUowiug two tubules,

the upper one cut taugeutially, the lower one obliquely.
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one specimen has greatly strengthened the burrow theory, yet

the author now has a considerable number of mammalian bones

and skeletons more or leas completely overgrown by and in-

closed in Daemonelix. One of these, shown in Plate XV., is

part of the skeleton of a mammal inclosed in the expanded

transverse trunk of Daemonelix. The trunk was but twenty

centimeters in diameter—save where greatly expanded in its

growth around the skeleton—while the skeleton was as large

as that of a deer. It cannot be said that "we have in hand

the builder of Daemonelix."

In several instances we have found the bones of the rhinoc-

eros covered thus. No one would admit that such creatures

burrowed. One set of rhinoceros bones found weathered out

of a dense corkscrew bank near the well-known James Cook

ranch, on the Niobrara river, showed all the bones etched in

every direction, where the filamentous plant had traced its way

over them. (Plate I., Pigs. 6, 7.) Other rhinoceros bcnes

found weathered out of a corkscrew bank near Eagle Crag,

and those from Squaw Canyon, had the fibres still upon them,

just as- they grew originally on these submerged skeletons.

(Plate I, Fig. 5.)

It is common enough to find skulls, jaws, teeth, limb bones,

and parts of skeletons, covered more or less completely with

Daemonelix fibres. The inference cannot be drawn that these

are the bones of the original builders of the Devil's Corkscrew.

Neither do the rodents' bones justify such an inference.

As instructor and acting state geologist, the author's time is

divided between the instructional work of his department and

the survey of the state. Still he hopes within a year or two

at most to offer a formal and exact report on this anomalous

group, whose phylogenitic history, when critically made out,

promises to be as complete as that of any fossil ever known.
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FiK 1. A photomicrograph of a portion of the above preatly masnifled.

Fig. 2. A photomicrograph of a portion of the above still more highly inagmuea.
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Notes on the Chemical Composition of the Silicious Tubes

of the DeviVs Corkscrew, Daemonelix.

By THOMAS HERBERT MARSLAND.

In "Notes on a New Order of Gigantic Fossils," by Erwin

Hinckley Barbour, University Studies, Vol, 1, No. " 4, the

author says, in speaking of the structure of the corkscrew:

—

"In nearly all specimens the large tubes and cavities are filled

with an interesting deposit of gelatinous silicic acid, of about the

hardness and texture of paraffine or castile soap. * * *

Its color ranges from aurora red to pink, blue, gray, and white,

being highly opalescent in some cases and dendritic in others.

On drying, the unbroken homogeneous mass is divided by

shrinkage cracks, and, losing its color, becomes white."

In June of 1892, while a member of

the Morrill Geological Expedition of

that year, the writer first saw and made

observations on this interesting sub-

stance, and while on the expedition of

1895 began a careful study of it, with

the hope of throwing more light on the

identity of the Devil's Corkscrew.

A number of excellent specimens

were obtained in the field. These were

immediately placed in bottles, tightly

corked, and sealed with beeswax, to

preserve the specimens as nearly as

possible in their natural condition.

This gelatinous silica occurs not only

as a filling of the small, medium, and

large tubes found running through the

transverse trunk and the spiral of Dae-

monelix, but also in sheets and masses

Fig. \.

Fip:. 1.—A specimen of Dae-
monelix partly dup; out, se-

cured by the writer for the
Morrill Geological Kxpedition
of 1>U2, in the bluffs of the Ni-
obrara Uiver. The figure to
the right shows a section of
the " rhizome" of an adjoining
specimen which was destroyed
in securing the first. The
white horizontal bar is gelati-
nous silica. The stippled
areas are partly structureless
sand rock. Height 1.5 meters.
(5 ft).
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in both* parts. The irregular masses, however, seem to occur

only in the badly decomposed specimens. When the corkscrew

is well preserved, the gelatinous silica is either entirely want-

ing, or it occurs only in the tubes, which seem to be undoubt-

edly an integral part of Daemonelix. In some perfectly fossil-

ized specimens, such as were found in one spot near Squaw

Canyon, the wax-like si-

lica is entirely wanting;

the tubes are hollow, their

gross and minute struc-

ture being perfectly pre-

served.

The occurrence of this

silica in these fossils may

be looked upon as the re-

sult of the slow decom-

position of the organic

matter of the old Dae-

monelix, rather than as

the product of animal

waste,as has been claimed

by some writers. The

fact of its occurrence in

such great quantities, its

distribution throughout

the whole of the body, and

the fact that gelatinous

silicic acid is naturally formed at the present day by the slow

oozing of water through silicious material, must certainly

weaken the claim that this silica is the product of animal re-

fuse left in a gopher's burrow. Four characteristic specimens

obtained in 1895 are as follows.

No. I. occurred in Hat plates several inches in extent, and in

irregularly shaped nodules, one-half to three-quarters inch in

Fie;. 2.— A sinsriilar form of Dnemonflix procured
by the writer for tlip Morrill (Jeoioseai Experlitioii of
1895, on Fine liidpre, at Sqiinw Can.von A, B, C, nre
sections from the points lettered A, B, an<l C, respect-
ively, showinff (greater or lesser tubes filled witli i.'el-

atinous silicic acid. The plant structure of these
tubes is lost by decomposition. Heiwht of spiral X.'Zi

meters (4ft.): length of "rhizome" 2 meters (C.5ft.).
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thickness, in the lower part of a large horizontal trunk of a

corkscrew, Avithin a foot of the present surface. This specimen

answers exactly to the excellent description quoted above. The
dendritic portions perfectly i-esemble moss-agates, except for

the pink and red tints.

No. II. occurred as a large irregular mass five or six inches

across, and about

two inches thick,

near the top of a

spiral, within six

inches of the sur-

face. In color it is

creamy white, with

a few minute specks

of black manganese

dioxide. In , t ac-

ture some parts are

granular, other parts

^ are dense and gela-

tinous, like hard

wax. This speci-

men, being near the

Fig. 3 surface, was partly

dehydrated.

No. III. occurred

Fiff. 3.—"Twin Sciews" sei'Ured for 1he Morrill Geo-
logical Expedition of ISSIn, by Mr. Geoi«e \{. Wielanii, near
Squiiw Canyon, Sioux County, Nebraska. A and 15 are sec-

tions from the fossil at the points A and B respe(:tively,

showing the prreat tubes filled with silicic acid. Ana'ysisIII. j.- 1 T
was made from material obtained from tubes at ('. Height aS a Vertical CyilU"
of spirals about 1.1 meters (1 fr. 4 in). Length of "rhizome"
2.77 meters (; ft.); diameter of " rhizome" 25 cm. (10 in.). drical tube one and

a half inches in diameter, several inches long, at the lower end of

the axis of a spiral, three feet below the surface. In color it

is creamy white, with green tints, and quite translucent.

No. IV. Portions of a tube about three-eighths inch in di-

ameter, about a foot long, taken from a weathered-out trunk of

a corkscrew on the surface of the ground. Color, white.

The hardness of this material varies greatly. The fully
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hydrated specimens crumble with the pressure of the fingers.

When dried, some parts have a hardness about 1, others as high

as 3 or 4. Specimen No. IV. will scratch fluorspar quite readily.

The specific gravity varies from 1.25 to 1.30 in the hydrated

condition, and from 2.15 to 2.43 in the dehydrated condition.

Water is given off very rapidly at the ordinary temperature,

and all can be driven off by continued heating at 105° C.

Standing exposed to the air of a room 'for ten mouths, speci-

men No. I. retained 20.87 per cent of water. No. III., in a

tightly corked but unsealed bottle,

kept only 10.96 per cent of water.

No. IV., exposed to the air for ten

mouths, had 6.49 per cent of water.

The results of ten analyses, ranging

from 62.22 per cent to 71.30 per

cent gave an average of 66.58 per

cent of water in No. I. The other

specimens were not kept fully hy-
Fig. 4.—A curious form of Daemon , .

elix, having two transverse trunl^s. Qrated.
Part of the end and side of one " rhi-

zome" has been cut away, exposing The rCSultS of SOme of the COm-
the great, hollow tubes in the interior.
In this case the great tubes are per- piete aualvses made are given in
fectly fossilized and are not filled with I J o
gelatinous silica, and their minute fUp cnhininprl InVilAa Tlio irnn
structure is perfectly preserved. Diam- '"^ SUDJOlUeQ laDieS. ±ne irOU
eter of ••rhizome" 25 cm. ,10 in.).

f^^^^j ^^^ -^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ entirely

in the ferrous condition, though some samples showed ferric

iron with the ferrous. It is all reported as ferrous. The

manganese is in the manganous condition in the silicate, and

in the peroxide condition in the dendrite. The condition of

the iron indicates the presence of some reducing matter, prob-

ably organic.

From an examination of the tables, then, it may be seen

that this interesting substance consists of silicates of iron,

aluminum, manganese, calcium, and magnesium, with a large

excess of free hydrous silicic acid and in some parts dendritic

with manganese peroxide.

Fig. 4.
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Geological Expeditions

A record of the geological expeditions sent out by the JJniversiiy

of Nebraska to the Daemonelix Beds of Sioux Co., and to the

Bad Lands of Nebraska, South Dakota, and elsewhere.

1891. Private expedition by Erwin H. Barbour to the Dae-
monelix Beds, June 29, 1891 ; Bad Lands, July 1 to Aug. 10.

1892. Private expedition by Erwin H. Barbour to the Dae-
monelix Beds, May 1 to 10. The first annual Morrill Ge-
ological Expedition, June 20 to July 11 in the Daemonelix
Beds. July 12 to August 8 in the Bad Lands of Nebraska
and South Dakota.

Members.—H. H. Everett, F. C. Kenyon, T. H. Marsland, A.

C. Morrill, J. H. Haines, Erwin H. Barbour in charge.

1893. The second annual Morrill Geological Expedition.

Three weeks in the Rhinoceros Beds of Kansas, by T.

H. Marsland and H. H. Everett. Two weeks in the Hat
Creek Bad Lands by H. H. Everett. Flying trip to Dae-
monelix Beds by E, H. Barbour.

1894. The third annual Morrill Geological Expedition, June
15 to August 10. Big Bad Lands and Black Hills of

South Dakota; August 11, 12, 13, Daemonelix Beds visited

by E. H. Barbour.

Members.—U. G. Cornell, H. H. Everett, A. C. Morrill, E. L.

Morrill, J. P. Eowe, Erwin H. Barbour in charge; Samuel
McCormick, guide.

1895. The fourth annual Morrill Geological Expedition, June
18 to July 3, in the Daemonelix Beds. July 3 to August
6, in the Big Bad Lauds and Black Hills region.

Members.—U. G. Cornell, H. H. Everett, F. G. Hall, G. H. Hall,

E. F. King, T. H. Marsland, J. P. Rowe, G. R. Wieland,

Erwin H. Barbour in charge; guides, William Gerlach,

Francis Roush.
1896. The fifth annual Morrill Geological Expedition was

confined chiefly to the Carboniferous of Nebraska; one

week in the Devonian of New York; three weeks in the

Silurian of Ohio and Indiana.

1897. Prospective.

Owing to the continued geuerosity of the Hon. Charles H.

Morrill, funds are again available for an extensive expedi-

tion in the summer of 1897.
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On the Continuity of Chance.

By ELLERY W. DAVIS.

Need of a solid and unyielding foundation for the structure

that the mathematicians of the day are rearing has caused a

thorough overhauling of even the most elementary notions.

Nothing escapes this penetrating criticism. Even supposed

axioms are contradicted.

It is proved, for instance, that, after all, two parallel lines may

meet if sufficiently produced; that through a given point many

distinct parallels may be drawn to one and the same straight

line; that a part may be equal to the whole; that to multiply

the first of two quantities by the second may give a totally dif-

ferent result from that gotten by multiplying the second by

the first; that lines may be perpendicular to themselves; that a

closed hollow shell may be turned inside out without straining

or breaking it.

Among the notions thus carefully examined are those of con

tinuity and discontinuity. Of the one, a line is a simple ex-

ample; of the other, a row of points. Nothing, at first blush,

seems plainer than the distinction between them. It is when

we come to consider discontinuity that almost merges into con-

tinuity that difficulty of definition presents itself Similar, I

take it, is the difficulty a biologist has in distinguishing be-

tween plant and animal among the lower organisms. Let us

study the solution of the mathematical problem.

Take, for a sample of continuity, an inch-long line. Divide

the line into ten equal parts, marking the points of division;

repeat this operation upon each of the parts, upon the parts of

the parts. Imagine the operation continued indefinitely. Then

there is marked upon the line every distance from either end

that can be expressed by a decimal of an inch. To fix our

ideas, suppose the measurement to be always from the left-
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hand end. Not only is it true that all decimal distances are

given, but it is also true that there is no distance whatever but

can be indefinitely approximated to by these decimal distances.

Take any distance you please, name any limit of accuracy you

please, and within that limit of your distance we can find a

decimal distance.

Do, then, all decimal distances form a continuum? No, says

the mathematician, not if there be even a single distance that

fails of complete and absolute representation by a decimal. No
degree of approximation will suffice. Such a distance is the

distance one-third. Every decimal distance, though there be

millions on millions of figures used in its expression, is either

lai'ger or smaller than the distance one-third.

The mathematician amplifies this statement. "The distance

divides," says he, "the collectivity all-decimal-distances into

two sets, such that,

"1. Every distance Id the one set is larger than every dis-

tance in the other.

" 2. There is no smallest distance in the sets of larger ones.

" 3. There is no largest distance in the set of smaller ones.''

Every distance, however defined, which does this is a non-

decimal distance, lying between the two sets it divides, and is

the only distance lying between those sets. For, since it is

hemmed in as closely as you please between them, there will

always be between it and any other non-decimal distance some

decimal distances. If some, there are an infinite number, be-

cause between any two decimals, howsoever close together they

may be, there is an infinite number of other decimals.

Of such non-decimal distances there is no end. We can get

them by dividing our thirds into thirds, these thirds of thirds

into thirds, and so on forever. Or we can, in like manner,

repeatedly divide into fifths or sevenths.

Suppose we thus use as divisors all prime numbers. All

distances so gotten, save only when two and five are used, will
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be Don-decimal distances. No distance gotten by any divi-

sor will be the same as a distance gotten by any other divisor.

To each distance corresponds a distinct point, and between any

two points due to a divisor, howsoever close together they may
be, will lie an infinite number due to that same divisor, and

also an infinite number due to each and every other divisor.

Each of this infinite number of sets of points lies on the line

distinct from every other set.

Do all these points taken together form a continuum ? Not

if we can find a single point at another distance. Such a

point there is, distant one -sixth from the left hand end of our

line. And it is only a sample of an infinity of points that are

not yet marked.

Let us, then, use all composite numbers for divisors as we

have used all prime numbers. We thus get all fractional

distances.

And now have we a continuum? Or can still a distance be

found at which no point of division lies? Euclid showed that

there could. For example, the distance equal to the side of a

square, of which our inch-long line is the diagonal, would be

such.

To see this, suppose there were a fraction a' h that gave the

distance; moreover, let it be in its lowest terms. Then tAvice

the square of the fraction would be unity; i. e., we should have

Then a^ is an even number, and so a is even while h is odd.

Suppose o=2c, which gives

a'=4iC" and hence 2c'=6.

Thus the odd number 6 is also even ; or else, as stated above,

the distance equal to the side of the square is not given by a

fraction. ^
This is but a sample. We can, in fact, prove that between

any two points at fractional distances, howsoever close together,

can be put an infinite number at non-fractional distances.
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Accordingly, we can say of these non-fractional distances on

the line, that they divide all fractional distances into two sets,

such that,

1. Every distance in the one set is larger than every dis-

tance in the other.

2. There is no smallest distance in the set of larger ones.

3. There is no largest distance in the set of smaller ones.

But perhaps some one thinks that, if we were to put points

at distances given by all integral roots of fractional distances,

we should get all distances—should have a continuum. At least

he may think that, if we were to use all sums, diflPerences, pro-

ducts, and ratios of these roots, we should have a continuum.

Let him be undeceived. A more general expression than his

would be, "root of an equation with rational co-efficients." It

has in recent years been shown that there are numbers, of

which our familiar friend 77 is a sample, that can be roots of no

such equation. Such, too, is the basa of natural logarithms,

and all numbers that have rational natural logarithms. These

are transcendents, and between any two other numbers, howso-

ever close together, there is an infinity of these—,an eight-fold

infinity, says Herr Klein, but, as we shall show, an eight-fold

or a million-fold infinity is merely an infinity.

Is there no law of distribution that gives us all distances on

our line? Can there not at any rate be some combination of

laws that will do it? The latter is only an apparent generali-

zation. A combination of laws is, after all, only a law [M. La

Place would symbolize all the relations of the universe by a

single equation] ; and what is the essence of law ? Why, simply

definition. It separates what comes under it from what does

not. A law of positions on our line must, then, in order to be

a law, fail to give some. It cannot at once single out and yet

give all. To get all points, you must be allowed to take them

where you please, at random, by chance. Thus, absolutely

chance distribution must enter into any complete and perfect
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distribution. (Compare G. Cantor, Acta Mathematica II.,

308.)

Let the distribution be perfected; and, now, note what is true

of any distance upon the line:

It divides all distances into two sets such, that

1. Every distance in the one set is larg'er than every dis-

tance in the other.

2. But now, either there is a smallest distance in the set of

larger ones.

3. Or else there is a largest distance in the set of smaller

ones,

The very distance we have taken must be held to belong to

one or the other of our two sets. The row can, the line cannot,

be divided by a point that is not of it. Such is Herr Dede-

kind's definition of a continuum.

But is there such a thing as a continuum? Can there be

aught save discrete points? The very thought of discrete

points in a row brings to mind something between them, else

they could not be discrete. What is this something but line ?

What is it but continuous? Continuity is an hypothesis the

mind is forced to make to explain discontinuity, for discontin-

uity of anything cannot exist save in a continuity of something.

If lines, space, time, motion, thought, feeling, are not contin-

uous, name the gap. The very attempt to do it brings to

mind, and inevitably, something that bridges the gap. The

discontinuous row of points is on a continuous line; the line,

in a continuous something we call space; discontinuous mo-

ments are in a continuous time; to cease thinking, to cease

feeling, is simply to think or feel otherwise than we did; there

is throughout a persistence of something, self, soul, mind,—call

it what you will.

Throughout all this discussion, we have preserved a one-to-

one correspondence between numbers and points, to each point

its own number and to each number its own point. Had the
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line been a mile or a thousand miles long instead of one inch,

the same correspondence could have been effected; nor would

we have had to use any numbers save those between zero and

one. But, if we can have a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween the numbers zero to one, and either all the points on

the inch line or all those on the thousand-mile line, then also

we can establish a one-to-one correspondence between the

points of the two lines. This correspondence is easily shown

geometrically. On the thousand-mile line as base construct

a triangle and fit the inch line within the vertical angle. Im-

agine now a ray through the vertex to sweep over the two

lines. It passes over every point of each and in every posi-

tion joins a distinct pair of points on the two.

We can even establish a one-to-one correspondence between

the points of an infinite line and our inch line. For, bend the

inch line into a circle and let a tangent ray roll around it.

As the ray rolls, it sweeps over the whole of any infinite line

without the circle, and in each position joins a distinct pair of

points on line and circle.

More than this. We can establish a one-to-one correspond-

ence between the points on the inch line and all the points on

an infinite number of infinite lines. To do this, bend the line

into a spiral, taking half the line for the first turn, a quarter

of the line for the second turn, and an eighth for the third, and

so on. We get an infinite number of turns, and between the

points of each and those of an infinite line a one-to-one corre-

spondence. Let the infinite lines be successive parallels

forming a continuous surface, and we have a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the points of the inch and all the points of

an infinitely extended plane.

Equally well can we have a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween the points on the inch line and all the points in

infinite three-way space. In fact, each of the infinite number
of turns of the spiral can itself be bent into an infinite number
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of turns, each of these again so bent, and so on forever till the

number of turns is as "infinitely infinite" as you please. The
number of points must then be regarded as at least one degree

more highly infinite, and therefore can be put into one-to-one

correspondence with the points in infinite «-way space where

n is as large as you please. Algebra makes all this even easier

by saying, between all the values positive and real of x and

X " there is a one-to-one correspondence.

Does the conception of 9i-way space baffle and confuse you?

Drop it. Take only three-way space, but endow each point

with movement, with mass, with attraction and repulsion: nay,

more; accompany every movement with sensation, thought,

and feeling in all the infinite variety that we know. In brief,

give life, give a soul to the universe. (If there be not a

fourth dimension in space, there is I know not what high di-

mension in quality.) Add in the flow of time, and still the

one-to-one correspondence can hold, to each point of the line

corresponding a distinct point of space with distinct mass,

motion, force, with distinct thought and feeling or absence of

it, at a distinct instant of time; a history of the universe

throughout all time written in the position of points on the

inch line. Note, too, that the line itself is a part of that uni-

verse with which the correspondence is made. The problem

of the position of points on the line becomes, in a way, the

problem of science, to state in laws the relations of the posi-

tions, movements, and qualities of all this material and spirit-

ual universe. There is even mathematical truth in that frag-

ment of Tennyson's:

" Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies;

—

Hold you here, root and all, in my hand,

Little flower—but if I could understand ^
What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is."

Now on our line, remember no law could give all the points.
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Continuity required that which was above and beyond all law;i

required chance. \

So in our study of the universe, though we find a continual

approximation to law, still there is always something that baf-

fles us, something that no law seems to reach. Chance or

something that we fail to distinguish from chance plays its

part.

But what is chance? Can we give a definition?

Consider the familiar example of coin tossing. It is an

even chance, we say, whether heads or tails shall turn up.

Toss up ten coins. The chance is that about five heads and

five tails will be shown. Notice the "about." Were the coins

tossed a thousand times it would be remarkable if always five

heads and five tails showed. We should suspect a cause for

svich regularity. Is causelessness, then, a mark of chance?

Suppose irregularity, might not it also have a cause?

Consider again the single coin. Why do we say it is an

even chance whether heads or tails turn up? Is this anything

more than saying we don't know any reason why one rather

than the other should turn up, a mere taking of the agnostic

position? The turning up of heads is simply one of two pos-

sibilities, and we refuse to commit ourselves to a belief in the

happening of this rather than of the other.

Take now the case of ten coins. Here there are eleven pos-

sibilities: all heads; nine heads, one tail; eight heads, two

tails; and so on. Would our agnosticism require us to say

that these possibilities were equally probable? To some it

may. To the mathematician d'Alembert, all events, since

they must either happen or not happen, seemed to have the

probability one-half. But we need not be quite so ignorant.

Plainly into our judgment of the chances should enter not

only the possible number of happenings, but also the num-

ber of ways in which each is possible. Now all heads is pos-

sible in only one way; but nine heads, one tail is possible in
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ten ways: for any one of the ten coins may be the one showing

tail. So nine heads, one tail is ten times as probable as all heads.

The probabilities for the eleven different happenings are

proportional to the number of ways respectively in which

nothing, one thing, two things, . . . ., ten things can be picked

out from ten things. These are also the coefficients in the

expansion of a binomial to the tenth power; so that we can

say that the probability that a heads, h tails (o + 6 =10) in

tossing ten coins is proportional to the coefficient of A " i in

the expansion of (/i+^)'"- The sum of these coefficients is

(1+ 1) '"=1024. So in 1024 throws, in the absence of further

knowledge, we must regard as probable about as follows:

Heads
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different sorts of sets of 1024 throws, of sets of these sets, of

sets of sets of sets .... ad infinitum.

But what has it all to do with defining chance?

Just this:

A chance distribution of coin tossings is one in accordance

with the above indicated calculations.

A chance distribution of events is one in which alike the

separate events, and all the possible combinations, and com-

binations of combinations, nay (combinations of )
^ of the

events happen in accordauca with their numerical possibilities-.

How such a distribution is brought about, we do not, we
cannot say. For that matter, we cannot even say that it is

brought about. Neither time nor space nor mind permits the

calculation of the.distribution in sets of sets of sets .... of an

infinite number of throws. xA.s far as we can see there may be

but chance, and so a modest agnosticism forbids us to postu-

late a law. The realm of chance is the realm of the unknown,

an infinite realm an eternal realm, but liable at any moment
to be invaded by the army of seekers after truth.

Notice the perfection of agnosticism in this doctrine of

probabilities. Ignorance of any law as to coin tossings bids

us say "about half heads, half tails"; ignorance as to the

deviation from this law of igaorance bids us set up a scheme
of deviations occurring in a set of ten, all possible deviations

being treated with an impartiality possible only to a carefully

maintained ignorance; and so we go on, forever and forever

escaping from the assertion of any fixed law, always saying

"about," "about."

But suppose there is a departure from this ideally agnostic

distribution. Let the ratio of heads to tails be markedly dif-

ferent from unity. We suspect a law; we ask why. Yet the

discrepancy may, after all, be a mere happen so. A hundred

heads in succession is to be expected once in enough millions

of millions of throws, and is as likely to come at the start as
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at any time. This, or any other supposed law, may. after all,

be but a run of luck in au infinite enough distribution of

chances.

To say, however, that a certain possibility has to be faced

is not to assert a probability, A complete theory requires a

discussion of even trifling possibilities, but the main business

of science, as of life, is with the large probabilities. Though

it be true that, no matter how large a gambler's fortune or

how small his stakes, there will inevitably, at fair play, in

time, come such a run of bad luck as to sweep him off iris feet;

still in the brief period of a life, the probability may be so

small as to be negligible.

Small though the gambler's risk may be, we should deem

it enormous compared, say, to the probability that the law of

gravitation was a mere matter of chance. But we need not,

therefore, say that chance does not, or has not, played a part,

even in the law of gravitation.

Suppose our gambler does not play a fair game. Let the

odds be slightly in his favor. Euin is no longer inevitable

even in infinite time. The tendency is for his gains to more

than cover his losses. The tendency may be imagined as

strong as one pleases; at last we have almost a certainty, a

law. Did the gambler start with playing fair, but then gradu-

ally perfect himself in methods of unfairness, we should have

a growing tendency, au evolution of law.

Take a more mechanical illustration, due to Mr. C. S.

Pierce.

Spin on a table 1024 coins each ten times. The probable

results are given by our previous table for 1024 throws of

ten coins, only for throws substitute coins, thus:
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Heads 10 9876543210
Tails 0123456789 10

Coins 1 10 45 120 210 252 210 120 45 10 1

Suppose, now, that any coin is ever so little more likely to

slip down upon a side on which it had previously slipped most

often. Give ten more spinnings.

Then either 252 would get smaller, some other numbers in-

creasing, or, at least, it would be acquiring a tendency to do so

which, on constant repetition of the ten spinnings, would at

last show itself.

Mark now that the tendency is constantly accelerated, grow-

ing with what it feeds upon.

At last we can imagine half-heads-half-tails coming to have

as little likelihood and all-heads or all-tails as great likelihood

as you please.

A species whose type was half-heads-half-tails has been

differentiated into two, of types all-heads and all-tails, formed

at the expense of the parent type. Chance has worked against

itself to produce a law. We could not at the start say whether

a coin would turn up heads or tails; we can now say that

probably any coin of the one set would show heads; any of

the other, tails.

I have calculated the results of an extreme supposition as

to these coins. This, namely: that as they have fallen in any

one set of ten spinnings, so will they probably fall in the next.

The upper line of the subjoined table gives the set number;

the left hand column, the number of times a coin shows head

in ten spinnings; the body of the table, the number of coins

in sets indicated at top showing heads as indicated to the left.
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1 2 10 30 52

10 1 15 289 484 512

9 10 49 47 5

8 45 82 51 6

7 120 119 48 7

6 210 159 51 6

5 252 186 52 8

Still another illustration: a boy is struggling with the mul-

tiplication table. Over it and over it he goes, and yet, so far

as his teacher can see, it is quite a matter of chance what he

will name for any product. Nevertheless, by his teacher

merely telling him when he is right, when wrong, the corre-

spondence between factors and product begins to be formed,

and finally the naming of the proper numbers becomes almost

altogether a matter of law. Again blind chance has worked

against herself, giving him the proper correspondence.

Does this seem a poor, blundering, hap-hazard way of teach-

ing ? All the better is it for our purpose. Blunderer though

he is, the teacher will now and again hit upon ways easier for

him and in time develop a habit of teaching, a law, which

whether bad or good, furnishes yet another illustration of how

by chance order is evolved out of chaos.

Need I further multiply illustrations? Wherever choice of

change is possible—and where is it not ?—there chance is pos-

sible, and slowly but surely works to dififerentiate these changes

connecting each with its appropriate condition. To each pos-

sible happening there is given its chance till at last it find its

place in an orderly scheme.

But was not the tendency to form a law itself a law? Per-

haps. Then go still further back to the tendency toward that

tendency. Go back forever. Continuity leads to less of tend-

ency, to less and less of law, to chaos undisturbed, to vacancy,

to chance; so infinite potentiality with zero actuality. A
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breath and law begins; happenings that were equally possible

become unequally so. Are some favored, some uninfluenced,

some disfavored by that first breath? We get a group of

happenings faintly bound by law, liable at any moment to be

broken up. But law begets law and little by little the realm

of the uninfluenced, of chance, diminishes. Can it ever be

quite subdued? Not save in infinite time, Mr. C. S. Pierce

would tell us.

Remember the inch line. Law after law, even an infinite

number of them, gave us infinite distribution after distribution

of points, and yet we were still even infinitely removed from

getting the continuous fiow of points upon the line. So is it

in the universe. Continuity requires chance to fill in the

gaps that law, that machinery, ever leaves.

We observe, we compare, we discern our laws, we build upon

them and live by them. Nay, we even dream of unborn gen-

erations to be guided by them, and unseen worlds subject to

them. Yet while we so confidently labor and so confidently

hope, the unseen, the unknown, the unthought of, is silently,

but no less certainly, working to destroy the present and build

the future in ways that mock all our theories.

"There's a Divinity that shapes our ends,

Rough hew them how we will."

But if we only knew more and could see further! That

would not alter the case. To naught save infinite intelligence

can the complete phenomena of even a fragment of continuity

be revealed. The unknown, the, to us, chance, remains to baf-

fle us forever. Why, even in astronomy, exactest of the phys-

ical sciences, the very observations on which we base every-

thing must needs be treated by the theory of errors, the

doctrine of chances; mark you, is perfected by that very treat-

ment. Striking illustration is it of what we gain by treating

the unknown as unknown, chance as chance.
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If there has elsewhere been less application of the doctrine

of chances, it is either because we have not so fully come to

separate the element of chance from the element of law, the

accidental errors from the systematic, or else there has been

such a complication of conflicting chances as to baffle our

powers of analysis. But there is progress all along the line.

Increasing delicacy of observation is everywhere bringing the

accidental element to light, while at the same time we seem,

by Mr. Karl Pierson's laborious analysis and generalization,

to have found methods that will revolutionize statistical science.

We are enabled to see as never before how much and in what

way chance enters into an almost endless variety of phenomena.

Who, then, would prove that all is certain, all is law, all

machinery, that even our wills are forced, has an infinite task

before him, even supposing he can overcome the contradiction

of .acting on the free-will principle while arguing against it.

Why not say frankly "here law appears, there chance," and

treat each on its own merits, while assuming neither appear-

ance as final? Be always ready, that is, both to learn and to

unlearn.

But there is still another point of view; that which our

unsuppressible conviction of the will's freedom gives us.

Even though we may, with Mr. Huxley, contemplate with sat-

isfaction being wound up like a clock to do right (I confess I

cannot), yet, when it comes to being forced to do wrong, we

are appalled. There seems but one escape: that of a balance

of motives secured by chance, that is by influences beyond our

ken. If, now and again, the balance seems destroyed, yet may
it not in the long run assert itself and give us power to choose

whom we will serve? There is "a stream or tendency of

things that makes for righteousness" doubtless, but not that

forces to righteousness. ^

Thus we see what men call chance may be no less than the

shadow of the infinite, the eternal, patiently watching, patiently
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waiting, to give to each of his creatures, to each atom of mat-

ter and of thought in all the universe, the proper chance,

the opportunity to fall into the more perfect way, the higher

life; never forcing, but ever leading, and with infinite gentle-

ness, knowing all and so forgiving all, seeing that in the end all

will come right, nay, even more, will come right by self-choice,

and so that all is good.

A may-be, a fancy, a dream, yoii say. Perhaps, but withal a

very pleasant one and a happy escape from the machinery

night-mare.
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The Bacon-Shakespeare Controversy; a Contribution.

By CARSON HILDRETH.

The purpose of this paper is to make a comparison, in cer-

tain aspects, of the writings of Shakespeare and of Bacon.

The end sought is evidence touching the authorship of the

works bearing the names of these writers; whether Bacon

wrote the Shakesperian works—a question more or less dis-

cussed the past few years—or, at least, whether the Baconian

and Shakespearian writings were the work of one and the same

person, or of different persons.

Ten years or more ago Professor Sherman, while investigat-

ing the course of stylistic evolution in English prose, made the

discovery that authors indicate their individuality by constant

sentence proportions, personal and peculiar to themselves.

This was demonstrated especially with respect to the number of

words used per sentence in large averagings. It was found that

DeQuincy, Channing, and Macaulay, if five hundred periods or

more were taken, evinced this average invariably, and in the

earliest as well as in the latest period of their authorship.

This discovery led to the suspicion that good writers would be

found constant in predication averages, in per cent of simple

sentences, and other stylistic details. Acting upon a sugges-

tion to this effect, Mr. G. W. Gerwig, then a pupil of Professor

Sherman, undertook an investigation that established the con-

stancy of predication, as well as simple-sentence frequency, in

given authors. Professor Sherman afterwards extended his

work to include an examination of Macaulay's sentence-length

throughout the History of England. Mr. Gerwig was induced

later to continue his tests to the end of the same work.

Professor Sherman and Mr. Gerwig have thus established

by the examination of a great many authors, that writers are
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structurally consistent with themselves; that they possess a

certain sentence-sense peculiarly their own. These investiga-

tions have established that, by this instinct, authors use a

constant average sentence-length, and a certain determinate

number of predications per sentence, and that a given per cent

of their sentences will be simple sentences. It is further

shown that good writers save finite verbs, so lightening their

style, by the use of participles and appositional devices with

uniform frequency.

Mr. Laughlin and Miss Pound have more recently added

their contributions, drawn from the same general field of in-

vestigation. They find that this law of thought and expression,

this sentence-sense or instinct, manifests itself by the co-ordi-

nation of a writer's sentences, and in other stereotyped conjunc-

tional uses.

The work of these investigators covers a large amount of

material and a wide field of literature. They have examined

and compared the works of ancient and recent authors, early

and late writings of the same author, and writings of the same

author of different character, such as history and dialogue,

poetry and prose. The results thus far obtained are sufficient

to show that it is not possible for a writer to escape from his

stylistic peculiarities. Even should he attempt to counterfeit

another set of structural or literary features, he would betray

himself, just as in the attempt to adhere to a feigned chiro-

graphy, by the very incertitude of his execution.

The intention of this paper is to apply some of these tests to

the writings of Shakespeare and of Bacon. In Shakespeare the

material comprises the prose in fifteen plays, in Bacon the

Essays and the New Atlantis. The examination covers 5,002

sentences in Shakespeare and 2,041 sentences in Bacon. The

tests used are the sentence-length, predicational average for

each sentence, and the per cent of simple sentences. The rela-

tive co-ordination and subordination in verbs, and other con-
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junctional peculiarities, the clause-saving by gerundial and like

constructions, though promising results yet more marked, have

been omitted from this investigation.

As was done by Miss Pound, in her work upon the Romaunt

of the Rose, the material here examined was first repunctuated

according to the principles of Mr. Skeat. In the Shakespeare

side of the inquiry, only organic and completed sentences

were considered ; all broken and suspended diction, as palpably

offering no product of the author's sentence-sense, was con-

sistently omitted. The Grlobe text was used throughout.

The results which follow are given, to save space, in sum-

maries only ; except, for illustration, a few hundreds of speci-

men results from each author. Of these will be given, first, the

figures from one of the earlier, and one of the latest of

Shakespeare's plays; and, following these, the first four hundred

periods of Bacon's Essays, and of The New Atlantis.
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The summaries obtained from the comparison are as follows:
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—

Generalization and Economic Standards.

By W. G. LANGWORTHY TAYLOR.

The inductive habit arising from the historical and statisti-

cal study of economics is liable, at times, to lead the investiga-

tor into a complex of detail or of criticism, which seems to go

almost to the point of denying the function of generalization

as a method of reaching the truth. No one will, however, be

inclined to deny the abstract statement that generalization is

essential to the method of science in all its branches. On the

other hand, the salutary effect of special criticism is equally in-

contestable. It is, therefore, with pleasure that the writer

acknowledges his obligations to a recent article on the Exploi-

tntion of Theories ofValuc,^ while he wishes to point out such

complimentary arguments as may serve to supply the basis of

generalization.

The question of deferred payments is a most convenient one

for the introduction of the topic of method. An erroneous

method cannot conduct us to the truth, except by chance; a

correct method may lead to correct results. In every inquiry,

a logical form must accompany the specific subject matter, and

hence is of great importance. If we are pursuing inquiries the

answers of which may subsequently be the ground of positive

action, it is highly important that we be fully conscious of the

validity of our method of inquiry. If we advise society to

take this or that action, we must first be sure that we have a

right to treat society at least as a synthetical unit having in-

terests that may be separately considered and about which a

distinct policy may be affirmed. Now, the question of deferred

payments may be properly treated as a question of the medium"

of exchange; and the medium of exchange is preeminently a

'Frank Fetter, Ph. D. Annals of the American Academy, May, 1895.
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social category. To deny that there is a general policy of

currency founded upon scientific generalization is as radical

as to deny that there is any general scientific policy of society

at all. It will be best, therefore, to begin with a short reca-

pitulation of the objections that have been offered to the

studies of some economists, which look toward a general and

final solution of the question of deferred payments.

In the typical paper cited the commodity standard is ob-

jected to, not because it excludes the creditor from any share

in the social surplus when prices fall, but because it is impossi-

ble to be sure whether gold has risen or fallen with respect to

other commodities. It is impossible to predict what value will

be attached, in the future, to commodities and groups of com-

modities separately, while the conception itself of a general

rise or fall of values is questioned.

The labor standard is objected to, not because it excludes the

debtor from sharing in the social surplus when prices fall,

but because it is impracticable to settle upon the person whose

labor is to form the standard. Besides, it makes a great dif-

ference whether the labor has been expended in an industry

that has been affected by improvements or not. In the latter

case the debtor is injured by paying in articles that have risen

in value. Labor can afford no standard except by comparing

articles produced.

Marginal utility is rejected as of no use for a comparison of

the values of different periods, not because there is no such

thing as marginal utility, but because the moment you depart

from a comparison of different specific species of commodities,

and attempt to estimate the whole, you are deprived of your

material standard. Wholly deprived of material standard, the

investigator must fall back upon an absolute, subjective, or

psychologic standard; but none such has yet been invented.

Moreover, the final utility theory can be of very restricted ap-

plication in any case: in constructing a scale of effective wants,
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allowance must be made for lapse of time, and there is no basis

for computing such allowance.'

The marginal disutility standard suffers from precisely sim-

ilar weakness: change the scale of effective wants, and the

marginal disutilities are no longer equal. After all, even if

we succeed in finding a standard of value that will be applica-

ble in the comparison of different periods, no legitimate con-

clusion will follow, that such comparison, if practically applied,

will result in justice. The questions of justice and of value

are, therefore, regarded as separate. The conclusion is that no

theory of deferred payments is possible, which does not pro-

ceed from practical considerations as to what class in the com-

munity should be favored; for every change in the standard

must injure some and benefit others.

The stimulating criticism above briefly outlined does not

attack directly the logical attitude of general reasoning. It

rather seeks to bring the usual method into discredit by mul-

tiplying difficulties in its practical application. If, for instance,

it is impossible to establish a scale of effective wants because

such a scale would probably change from day to day or from

hour to hour, what use is there in talking about such a scale?

The answer, of course, is that such a scale is an absolutely

necessary tool of the economist, for the acceptance of its truth

leads him to the discovery of principles of justice. Without

denying the possibility of such a scale as a concept, the reason-

ing in question seeks to impugn the utility of such concepts,

and every occasion is taken to point out the apparent conclu-

sion that if such reasoning is untenable in specie, it is still

less tenable in genere. The whole effect is a denial of social

interests as an economic concept, for if it is impossible to reason

generally as to the standard of values it is also impossible to

The present writer suggests that additioual argruinent is needed to disprove what
was thp maiu thesiw of Professor J. B. Clark's well known article. The Ultimate Standard
of V.iiiip (Yale Ueview, November, JSU2), that disutilities of all persons, at all times, are
•commensurable.
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reason generally as to international exchange, or, in the do-

main of sociology, as to social choices.

The classification of political economy springs from popular

concepts. Prosperity and adversity, land, labor, and capital,

need a science of economics, not in order to create them, but

in order to classify them. The confusion that plays back and

forth between production and distribution, attaching value

now to the one and then to the other, can only be cleared up

by a laborious process of elimination. But these basic facts

lie in popular consciousness. They are as real as rocks in

geology. What the people feel is an economic fact, and it can

not be reasoned away. It can only be reasoned about.

Now the people feel intensely on the subject of social pros-

perity, which generally takes, in their minds, the narrower

form of national prosperity. Every campaign orator tells of

the state of the country, regarded as an entity. The people

regard themselves as a whole. It must be admitted that a

host of popular misconceptions are fastened to this point of

view. Our orators and even our presidents are wont to attrib-

ute to the will of the sovereign people that which was brought

about by a majority or by a mere clique. However, if we
consider that the frame of government itself which permits

such abuses, whether "absolute" or "limited," is but the ex-

pression of the national mind, we may be inclined to cling to

the unity of the people, even in the extreme case of apparent

miscarriage of popular will. The question is one of the re-

moteness of the influences, i.e., the length of time embraced

in the concept. If a long period is contemplated, then every

act of a clique must be regarded as the effective act of the

people.

A form of thought must always have its appropriate utility.

The ready use of personification has helped man to broader

concepts. The forces of nature, the nation. Deity, have been

or are personified, with the effect of nearing the truth; and
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the same method, which, in a large, rough way has accom-

panied mankind into the light of civilization, may, under the

refined concept of a solidarity of social interests, still help us

to exactor truth.

Social science does not only find its subject matter in the

people, but it adopts their methods of thought. The latter are

subjected to the same refining and defining as the former.

The syllogism is no invention of science; the modern concep-

tion of relative truth is but the thought of the modern me-

chanic and inventor; and the concept of social prosperity as a

unit was not discovered in closet studies.

When economic theory detached itself from political, the

Physiocrats gave to the idea of social unity a further definite-

ness, by confining it within the economic category. They

boldly formulated the source of national wealth, and declared

it to be in the land. The laud paid the cost of the whole so-

cio-economic effort, and the land returned the surplus enjoyed

by succeeding generations. Thus, cost, surplus, and society

were regarded as concepts of equal breadth and validity.

The central thought of Adam Smith was the harmony be-

tween individual interests and those of society, considered as

a separate and independent entity. The social surplus was

shown to arise as much from manufacture, transportation, and

exchanofe as from aofriculture. Agci'iculture was still admittedo o o
to a large share: the surplus was greater in a newly settled

country than in an older one; but still, division of labor was a

social institution which combated nature and produced a prod-

uct for distribution among the whole community.

Eicardo formulated a still more definite social concept. He
showed that the scheme of what we may be permitted to call

calculated or voluntary economics was carried out upon a mar-

gin of production imposed by nature; upon this margin aloi^^

could be determined the social cost. Cost was measured in

the general rate of wages, which followed the ascending re-
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sistence of nature to encroaching population. If population

continued to increase, profits would fall, the surplus would de-

cline, and finally wages (identified with cost) would swallow

all production.

John Stuart Mill presents to us a rounded picture of

economic society, stencilled upon Smith and Eicardo. He in-

forms us that it makes little difference in the theory, whether,

in practice, it be hard to distinguish between instances of pri-

vate action that make for or against social prosperity.' With

analysis of the practiced logician, he concludes that only

that labor can be called truly productive and only that wealth

can be called true capital, which are devoted to the ultimate,

or at least, the immediate, increase of social possessions. Be-

tween the ultimate and the immediate even Mill's logic seems

to falter. He seems to be uncertain whether to include in cap-

ital durable luxuries which add to wealth by the negative

quality of durability alone, or to draw the line strictly at pro-

ductive instruments. He then proceeds to show how this end

is accomplished by capitalization through the practical division

between fixed and circulating capital. The social limits of the

process of wealth-making are next described; the relation of

social cost to social surplus; while the structure is capped by

value stated as a relation of the component parts of social

product due to the portion of social cost pertaining to each

one of them. Distribution is regarded as a separate and prior

process to that of value. It depends indirectly upon the pro-

portion between cost and surplus, while value depends upon

cost alone.

This conception of society is one in the highest degree mon-

adical ; the whole industrial world is seen to act and move as if

one typical man acted and moved according to his normal

powers and motives, and with their normal effect.

'Easaya on Some Unsettled Qaeations of Political Kconomy. Essay III. On the
Words l-'roductive and Uuproductive.
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Notwithstanding the apparently extreme limit to which Mill

carries the method of regarding society as a unit, the Histori-

cal School accused the Orthodox School of insufficient personi-

fication. The latter were said to vibrate from extreme individ-

ualism to vague cosmopolitanism. The nation was said to be

the economic unit, and its welfare was to be studied, rather

than that of an indeterminable society.

The Austrian School again reacted to the orthodox idea of

economics as a category of society. A philosophy of consump-

tion can no more be limited by the narrow frontiers of the

nation than can a philosophy of production. Capital is a con-

geries of intermediate instruments of production, set in mo-

tion in response to social wants. Products of foreign invest-

ment brought within a nation from abroad are like accessions

from the moon; they are not accounted for in a mere national

economy. They belong to the legal category exclusively;

they are merely so many debts paid off. The economic cate-

gory can, therefore, only be satisfied by an economic theory of

society as a whole.

In the United States, the economic philosophy of Professor

Simon N. Patten has divorced itself as far as possible from the

necessity of reasoning from the individual up to the social con-

cept, but begins with the latter, and boldly declares that cost

is a sum that may be treated as an economic uuit.^

Enough has been said, it is hoped, to convince the reader

that whatever changes may have taken place in theories of

production and distribution, and whatever differences of opin-

ion may have existed among students of economics (differ-

ences that have usually marked advance rather than dis-

sension), the concept of social interests as a single whole has

invariably been one of the most useful instruments in the dis-

" Cost is the pain of production, while surplus is the excess of satisfaction obtained
by Rocief.v in the consumption of economic poods above the cost of producing them.
I?olh cost and 8ur])lus are snlijective quantities. They are sums to which we can add or
from which we can subtract."

—

2he Theory ol Dynamic Economics, p. 91.
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covery of economic truth. Economic criticism, which passes

completely by this concept, dispenses with it, and attempts to

satisfy itself with endless considerations of individual cases,

must proceed upon the assumption either that the larger concept

is logically false and impossible, or that it cannot be made to

bear fruit in practice. To the former of these objections the

writer will now address himself.

The logical basis of the concept of a general or typical

solidarity of social interests is to be found in the doctrine of the

relativity of truth. If economic truth [e. g. a. standard of value)

is relative to economic epochs, then the interests of the epochs

must be capable of consideration severally as units. Broadly

speaking, a social norm is simply a truth relative to society.

Such a truth is entirely independent of personal considerations

and interests. It embodies the interests of society alone. The

interests of society are most readily presented to the mind as

the public point of view, not in the sense of public opinion, but

in the sense of that point of view which unfolds real public

welfare.

Political economy is the study of private affairs from the

public point of view. Departure from this rule is sure to end

in error. The physician who contents himself with topical

treatment, lightly assuming that it must be good because it

produces or pretends to produce topical effects, kills his pa-

tient; and the statesman who pursues an analogous course to

the neglect of sound principles of social hygiene, ruins society.

The error arises from sympathy uncontrolled by broad judg-

ment. It is perceived that some individual or class is injured,

and the assumption is rashly made that the injury is remediable

by topical treatment. The inquiry should be, what treatment

will so increase the social ivelUbeing that the individual or class

in question will be relieved of its burdens. This is the utmost

extent to which an individual or class can claim the economist's

attention. This question is distinct and leads to distinct prac-
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tical measures. In the ideal or socialistic society, no one will

have burdens to bear that will assume the form of an injury.

The inquiry then is, how shall society be brought nearer to the

ideal state? It will be necessary to dwell further on the con-

cept of relative truth.

In no economic category are individuals more subject to

apparent injustice than in that of deferred payments. The

more the money question is agitated, the more the feeling of

dissatisfaction grows. Even if accepted principles of deferred

payments were rigorously applied, the individual would always

be more influenced by his circumstances than by the public

point of view, and would believe that his difficulties in pay-

ment or collection were due to inequality in the money system.

The^e is, therefore, a constant temptation to depart from the

public point of view, and probably no one who studies ques-

tions of economics can forever avoid this pitfall.

The public point of view is not that of patriotic sentiment;

it is rather that of social reason. Reason may be socially defined

as that thought which is an addition to the thought which has

preceded, and is a foundation for the thought which is to follow.

Popular fallacies are not constructive. It is because there is a

logic of events that society moves, rather than because of logical

thought. Social science seeks to delimit popular conceptions,

and thus to create the logical form which shall reflect the

logic of events. Society advances by virtue of occasional suc-

cesses adopted out of endless experiments. Social science

passes over the failures and shows us the necessary sequence

of the successes. Reason is thus essentially constructive.

New reasons never destroy old ones; they only add to them.

Much of the discussions of economists, which are popularly

supposed to prove the unsettled condition of the science, is

really about the latest proposed additions to it. Persons who

are really adding to former acquisitions of reason, frequently

think they are destroying the old and replacing it by the new.
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A little reflection, however, should show that the new and

better would have been impossible had it not been preceded

by the old, which was itself once novel. Man, as a social

being, has been ever toiling to add to knowledge, and has suc-

ceeded by virtue of his faculty of reason.

Logically regarded, reason is the syllogism. Broadly and

historically regarded, it is the continued application of the

syllogism to the conclusions of former syllogisms. The result

ig an addition to what preceded;^ and it is also the truth.

This truth must always be relative to the objective facts of

history. It is the parallel development of mind; it is parallel

to the logic of events. To the more psychic persons, the word

is more important than the deed—to the less psychic, the

subjective yields in reality to the objective. It is cause as

well as effect. Hence, the truth of one set of circumstances is

not that of another, and the truth of one age is not that of

another.

Because the truth of to-day is different from that of yester-

day, it does not impliedly deny or contradict the truth of

yesterday. This is the doctrine of the relativity of truth.

Care must be taken to observe that this doctrine does not

deny the existence of an ideal trutli—a truth of God rather

than of man. The object is clearly to distinguish between

these two truths, and to show that science, as an investigator

of the actual, is concerned immediately with the latter alone^

All sciences, especially political economy, are founded upon

relative truth. Similarly, all structures in biology are com-

bined out of cells, the different combinations being relative to

different purposes and being arranged in progressive order.

The relativity of the public point of view of each period be-

ing established, its characteristics remain for discussion. In

the distribution of products, each individual would gladly

See Kidd's Social Evoju: ion, per contra.
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1

seize all, or an unduly large share. Evidently he should not

be permitted to do this. It thus appears that the public point

of view corresponds to the seeming interests of no individual.

Even those persons who have the best of intentions are fallible,

shortsighted, and ignorant. The public point of view must

be one which takes fully into account the human failings of

the age; it is the opinion of a wise person as to the best

course of conduct for unwise persons. If all persons were

perfectly wise, there would still be a public point of view, un-

animously agreed to and acted upon ; and the political economy

founded upon it would be an economic description of paradise.

Taking men as they are, however, the attitude of science to-

ward them must change as they themselves change. The fact

of this variation of man was not recognized at early periods.

It was supposed that the moral sciences could be established

as permanent rules, once for all. There has been a long con-

flict between those who think that the moral world moves and

those who think that it is stationary.

It will be impossible to choose what is best for the men of

to-day, until we know what is true of the mental conditions of

the men of to-day. It is, therefore, precisely about this point

that most economic investigation takes place. Economists

have been called on to do psychological work. They have in-

vestigated and analyzed "demand," "choice," "want," "de-

sire," "usefulness," "utility," "value," in order to establish, if

possible, the public point of view.

It has, until recently, been common to assume, in a vague

way, the personality of the public whose interests are studied.

In popular discussion, as already remarked, the public is

personified. It is said that free trade or protection is for the pub-

lic good. But free-traders evidently exclude a part of the pub-

lic, i.e., those carrying on protected industries, from all cou,^,^

sideratiou, and protectionists evidently exclude another large

body of the public, i.e., those persons interested in foreign
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transportation, middlemen of commerce, and consumers of ar-

ticles produced more cheaply abroad. This naive assumption

that action which coincides with one's seeming interests is also

beneficial to all has tended to pervert scientific discussion. The

commodity and the labor standards of deferred payments reflect

current feeling of local self-interests. The history of econom-

ics, however, is the history of a persistent effort to eliminate

the personal equation.

The public with which we have to deal can be none other

than the sum total of humanity. If, aided by statistics, wo

could somehow add toofether all the industriousness, inventive-

ness, patience, and power of individuals composing the exist-

ing community, into one total, and could then add all the ap-

preciativeness, and sense of gratification, worth, esteem, and

enjoyment, into another total, and so on for all categories in

which man moves and acts, then we could reason with coufi-

dence about our public. If found desirable, we might divide

these sum-totals of quality by the number of individuals, or

take the geometric or harmonic mean, and thus obtaiu au av-

erage man. If we coiild, further", place this average man in av-

erage circumstances, then his actions would be relatively right,

and we should be free to turn our attention to the study of the

ideal. It is not necessary, however, to be dogmatic as to the

characteristics of the normal man. We are here concerned

solely with his bare existence. Perl ^ps we should have to in-

clude corporate individuals and make allowances in each case

for a personal equation of some sort.

The necessity to science of the relative conception of truth,

and of that conception for each period as a separate and uni-

fied expression, is shown by the fact that it is the point on

which sociologists lay stress, as well as economists. Sociolo-

gists are in search of standards of those characteristics which

generally belong to man as a social being; economists, of those
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which belonor to him as an industrial being:. Both sets of

enquirers are seeking for the social traits of to-da}'.

This paper is directed against a sort of economic criticism that

almost amounts to backsliding, to lack of economic faith, which

denies the argumentative validity of economic uniformities.

Especially in the central problem of value, there is no absolute

standard because no standard can be found that is not changed by

time. Curiously enough, it is also true that no standard can be

found that does not involve the assumption that time stands

still; the element of time must be eliminated in order that the

standard may assume an abstract reality. In mathematics,

this is the method of differentials. The error of the negative

or particularist school under discussion is twofold: mathemati-

cally, it denies the applicability of the method of differentials,

which allows us to vary the elements of demand, on the sup-

position that the element of time is stationar}'; relatively, it

draws an incorrect inference from the observed variation in

economic uniformities between different epochs. This variation

does not at all lead to the inference that there are no economic

uniformities; it rather confirms their actuality by laying stress

on their diversity. Since epochs are relative to each other,

and a uniformity called " value " is relative to each epoch, then

the standards of value of different epochs must be relative to

each other. This conclusion is the utmost that can be desired

in order to establish a positive standard of value. Establish

the standard for any epoch, and then establish the social varia-

tion for any other epoch, and you obtain at once the standard

for the new epoch. Thus the doctrine of the relativity of value,

instead of destroying itself, by proving the absence of positive

value, really proves the universal existence of such value.

Destructive criticism asks us to believe that there can be no

value at any time that is more general than the separate ratios

of separate exchange transactions, and that values at different

times can at the utmost mean no more than is expressed by a
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variation in price. The doctrine of relativity leads one to infer

that there is an absolute value-uniformity or standard of value

for each epoch, and it positively asserts that the uniformities

of different epochs are comparable.

The conditions necessary to meet these requirements are

readily offered by the marginal theory of value. The general

framework of an absolute standard is presented by this theory,

while within this framework the adjustment may instantly be

made to adapt it to different epochs.

It is beyond the scope of the present paper to explain in

detail the mechanism by which this adjustment is constantly

being made by society.

' See the present writer's paper, " Values, Positive and Kelative," Annals oJ the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, January, 1S97.
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Topical Digest of the Rig- Veda.

By HJALMAR EDGREN.

Part I. Material or Visible Objects.

The magnificent progress achieved within the last thirty-

years in the exegesis of the Rig-Veda, and the attendant

analysis of the life and culture of the Vedic people, is very

largely due to the systematic sifting of the linguistic material

of this ancient and yet in part obscure book. Boehtlink-

Roth's great Sanskrit thesaurus and Grassmann's excellent

vocabulary of the Rig-Veda furnished the material for the

work ; and Delbrlick, Lindner, Lanman, Arnold, Haskell,

and others have thrown a flood of light upon its grammatical,

syntactical, and prosodial structure.

There is yet lacking a full topical classification of the Rig-

Vedic words. Something indeed is done in this direction in

Zi(^iier's excellent Altindisches Leben, but only enough to

illustrate the author's exposition of ancient Hindu life, or to

establish more exhaustively certain phases of that life and

attendant conditions. But his word-lists, comprising slightly

over eight hundred words (out of just about ten thousand),

though serving well his purpose, are, of course, far from

meeting the demands or serving the purposes of a complete

topical digest of the Rig-Vedic words.

While investigating for other purposes some questions of

Vedic antiquities, I was led to make a full collection of the

Rig-Vedic words designating material or visible objects. It

is the result of this work that is offered here. And it is fur-

ther my intention to complete later the work thus begun by

adding to this topical arrangement of the concrete words a

similar digest of all the remaining: material.
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That such a collection is a desideratum will readily be"'

admitted. By furnishing a ready access to all words of like

or similar meaning, it will aid in the interpretative work

;

and by its exhaustiveness it will further a yet closer and

more critical study of the life and surroundings of the Vedic

people. For even if these are well and fully analyzed in

their general features by Ziemer, in the work referred to

above, and, in special phases, by others, such as Roth,

Weber, Kaegi, Perry, etc., yet many things hitherto un-

touched, and many statements requiring elucidation, or even

closer scrutiny and correction, will occupy the future investi-

gator. One example will suffice to show that even the de-

ductions of so careful an investigator as Ziemer may in some

instances be subject to revision. His statement that the

Vedic people had advanced far enough in agriculture to use

irrigating ditches, to which Kaegi adds canals, is unsupported

by any valid evidence, as far as the Rig-Veda goes. There

are really no words there meaning canal or irrigating ditch.

The only word adduced by Ziemer in support of his state-

ments, the air. Xey. kJianitra (root kJian, dig), even if of some-

what uncertain use in the hymn where it occurs, cannot

mean ditch or canal, but rather, as given by the Petersburg,

Grassmann, and native dictionaries, ' spade.' ^ The noun khd

(root khan), which Grassmann renders by ' Rinne, Kanal,' is

the only word that might at first sight suggest the idea of

irrigating ditches. But an examination of its occurrences

in the Rig-Veda shows at once that it means simply * water-

course, stream,' and that it is used only figuratively in three

of the four passages where it appears in this sense for the

down-pouring rain.^

In arranging my material I have considered it best to

follow the order suggested by naturally connected and sub-

1 Cf. R.-V. I. 179. 6: agdstyah khdnamanah khanitraih prajam apatyam

balam icamanah, ' Agastya, digging with spades {i.e. toiling), desirous of

progeny, of descendants and strength.'

2 Cf. R.-V. II. 15. 3: vajrena khani atrnan nadinam, 'with his bolt he

(Indra) bored the course for the rivers ' (/.t'. shattered the clouds and set the
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ordinated topics, and to give at the end of the whole treatise

an alphabetical index. This first part accordingly contains a

grouping of the concrete words, designating objects belong-

ing to the animate world and to the inanimate, these being

again subdivided under various heads, as pointed out below
;

and the second part will contain a classification of abstract

and qualifying words. To be sure, there is no definite line

to be drawn between the concrete and the abstract, many
words on either side of the line being used now in one way,

now in another. But for practical ends it is necessary to

draw at least an arbitrary line. Thus, for instance, ' man ' is

simply referred to under the heading of animate life, while

man in his various qualities and functions is relegated to the

second part. Where words have various meanings they are,

of course, arranged under various heads; and sometimes,

words of uncertain meaning are also thus arranged (then

usually with an interrogation mark). Words occurring only

in compounds or derivations have been given, but with an

asterisk. In rendering the form of words with modern y
or T', the older (or at least metrically required) i or // has

been retained when supported absolutely or prevailingly by

the text.

It was at first my intention to add derivations and places

of occurrence, but, on closer consideration, this seemed su-

pererogative, inasmuch as no Vedic student will be without

the works where these things are already considered.

The material of this paper is arranged below under the

following general headings

:

I. Animate Beings.
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IV.

Heavens.

Air and natural phe-

nomena.

Color.

Human Products.

Food and drink.

Ointments, etc.

Dress and ornament.

Dwelling, etc.

Tools, etc.

Vessels.

Weapons.

Musical instruments.

Boats.

Vehicles.

I. Animate Beings.

1. Living beings : jiva, sat.

MAN.

2. Man: nf, manus, etc.: a special

classification of words describing man in

his various qualities and activities will

be given later.

ANIMALS.

3. Animal (gen'ly) : padvat; m6na.

Domestic Animals.

4. Herd : pa9avia, yiitha.

5. Beast of burden (?) : padi.

6. Draught animal : vadhQ, vahni,

v6dhr.

7. Cattle (horned) : g6, pagu, -gu,

crngin.

8. Ox (bull) : aghnia, -nid, anad-

vah, uksan (us'ly bull), ustr, usrd,

dsrika (dim.), rsabhS, (or bull), *vTsa-

bha, craiisti.

9. Cow : aghnia, -nia, usra, usriya,

grsti, g6, *dugha, dh6na, dhenu, dak-
sina, pfsat, nip, r6hni, vaga, vagra,

vrjani, stari, gyavi.

10. Calf: usriya, vatsa.

11. Horse (mare): dtya (-ya, f.),

agva (-va, f.), agu, 6taga, kegin, dak-

sina, patatrin, marya (stallion), ra-

thia, raghii, rohit, f , r6hita, vahni,

vaja, vajin, vi, vrsan, v6dhr, viati,

gdna, gyavd (-va, f.), cyavi, f. , sapti,

haya, hari, harit, f., harita (in dial,

fig.), arvat, -ti.

12. Dog: gvan, m., f.

13. Sheep: avika (-ka, f.), ura, f.

,

mes-a, -si, f., vfsni.

14. Lamb: urana.

15. Wether (ram): chaga, p6tua,

basta, mesA.

16. Goat: aja.

1 7. Ass : gardabha, rasabha.

Other Animals.

18. Wild animal (gen'ly): mrgd,

mrgayas, gvapada (better gvapada).

19. Wild ass (?) : parasvat.

20. Swine : siikara

21. Boar: varaha, varahu.

22. Stag: ena (-ni, f.), piga, riiru.

23. Antelope : rgya, krsna, raji ( ?),

harina (gazelle) ; kilasa ( ?).

24. Hare : gaga.

25. Buffalo: listra, gaurS, (-n, f.),

mahisa (mahisi, f.), mrga, raji (?).

26. Elephant : mrga.

27. Monkey: kapi.

28. Weasel: kagika.

29. Wolf: vfka (-ki, f.).

30. Fox ( ?) : lodha.

3 1

.

Bear : fks-a.

32. Jackal : krostr, lopaga, sa-

lavrka (hyena).

-},l.
Lion: sinha (-hi, f.).

34. Mole : akhii.
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35. Ant : upajihvika, pipila, vam-
ra, vamraka (dim.), vamri.

36. Spider : *urnavabhi.

37. Scorpion (?): ajakavd, kAn-

kata, kusumbhaka (?), vrgcika.

38. Worm : adrsta, kapana (cater-

pillar).

39. Serpent : ahi, ahinaman (ser-

pent kind), ahi, abhoga, *prdaku,

sarpa, hvara.

40. Frog: mandiika (-ki, f.).

41. Bird (gen'ly or of uncertain

kind) : ciccika, takvan, paksin, pa-

tang i, patatrin, martanda, vayas,

vi, vrsarava gakuna (esp. large),

^akuutika (dim.).

42. Bird of prey : takvan, ksvinku,

kundrnaci (?).

43. Water bird : ati ; madgii (diver).

44. Yellow bird ( ?) : haridrava.

45. Pigeon (?): kap6ta.

46. Goose: hansa; cakravaka
(ruddy goose).

47. Peacock: mayura (-ri, f.).

48. Parrot : giika.

49. Thrush (?): ropanaka.

50. Blue jay : kikidivi, casa.

51. Quail: vartika.

52. Owl: liluka, khargala, *§U5U-

luka.

53. Vulture : grdhra, gyend (or

eagle ?)

.

54. Eagle (falcon) : gyena (or vul-

ture?), suparna (?).

55. Winged insect : arangara (bee),

rdhupa (bee?), sara, *saragh, sarat

or -ah (bee) ; maks, maksa, maksika
(fly, bee).

56. Fish: matsya, varuna (?).

57. Dolphin: ^ingumara.

II. Body (human or animal).

External Parts.

58. Body: tanu, *kravya (corpse),

c4rira.

59. Skin : tvac.

60. Members : dnga.

61. Limb: gatra.

62. Head: murdhan (or skull),

giras, girsan, *kakata.

63. Crown (of head) : varsman,
stupa.

64. Hair: *kesa (or mane), r6man,
16man.

65. Braid : *kaparda, stuka.

66. Tuft : *5ikha, opacd.

67. Horn : kuta, gfnga.

68. Face : anika, ana, as, pratika

(or front).

69. Cheek : hanu.

70. Eye : aksan, aksi, aksi, caksu.

71. Ear : 9r6tra.

72. Nose: nasu, nasika (in dual).

73. Nostril : nasika.

74. Mouth (jaw) : anil, as, asan
(or jaw),asia (or jaw), kakud (mouth

cavity), sfkvan (corner of), srakva
(corner of).

75. Lip: 6stha, gipra (dual).

76. Tooth : dat, danta.

77. Tongue : jihva, jihvika (dim.),

juhu.

78. Beard : *5ma§aru, gmagru.

79. Neck : griva.

80. Shoulder : amsa, apikaksa
(shoulder region), giipti.

81. Clavicle : jatrii.

82. Arm: karasna (forearm), d6s

(forearm), bahava, bahii, bharitra.

83. Elbow : arotni.

84. Hand: kara, kagi (clenched),

daksina (right), pan!, hasta.

. 85. Finger : agru. anvi, *ahgiiri,

*angula, ksip, ksipa, vrls, garya,

hari, harit.

86. Nail: nakha (or claw).

87. Armpit : kaksa.

88. Wing : *janhas, paksa (or

side), *patra, patatra, parna.

89. Breast : oni, or oni (esp. moth-

er's), stdna (esp. woman's), vaksas.
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90. Bosom : upds.

91. Udder: udhar, udhan, udhas,

vand.

92. Nipple : kucakra.

93. Waist : kaksa.

94. Stomach : kiiksi, pajasia.

95. Navel: nabhi.

96. Hip : 5r6ni, sphigi.

97. Buttock : ka^aplaka (of a

horse), jaghana, bhansas, bhasad.

9S. '1 hii^h : urii, sakthan.

99. Knee: janu, asthivat (or knee-

pan).

100. Leg: bahii (fore-leg), bahuk-
sad (fore -leg).

loi. Foot: aydtha, carltra, pad,

pada, padii, padaka (dim.), 9apha.

102. Heel : parsni

103. Toe : prapada.

104. Hoof: pani.

105. Back : prstha.

106. Penis : kaprth, kaprthd, (only

fig.), m6hana, romaQa. ^^pa.

107. Scrotum: muska.
108. Pudenda : *dhanika.

109. Tail: *mayiira-gepa (peacock-

tail), g^pa.

Internal Part.s.

1 10. Flesh : kravis, marisa, mas.

111. ]5rain : mastiska.

112. Spine: *anuka, anukla.

113. Rib: kikasa, parQU, pargua
(region of), prsti, marman, vaiikra.

1 14. Bone : asthan. knlpha.

115. Joint: pdrvan.

116. Heart: hardi, hfd.

117. Lung: matasna.
118. Entrails: *anti-a, antrd, gdda,

vanisthii, hardi.

119. Mucous membrane : *vapa.

1 20. Womb : garbha, y6ni, patva.

121. Milt: plaqi.

122. Kidney: vrkla (in dual).

123. Blood: asan, dsrj, * kravi,

*rudhi.

124. Marrow: majjan.

125. Fat: m6das, *vapa, pivan,

and cf. 274.

Products of the Body.

1 26. Tear : agru.

127. Sweat: sv^da.

12S. Semen: turipa, bija, retas,

gukra.

129. Egg: anda.

130. Egg membrane : lilba.

131. Content of the bowels: urva-

dhya.

132. Excrement: nispad.

III. Inanimate Nature.

Landscape, etc.

133. Earth: g6, ksa, ksaman,
ksma. jivaloka, prthivi, pradig, bhii,

bhaman, bhumi, -mi, mfd.

134. Land ( gen'ly ) : dhanvan,
ksetra.

135. Ground: budhnd.

136. Field: djra, jrayas.

137. Meadow: ayavasa, urvara,

nama, ydvasa.

138. Pasture: gavyuti.

139. Cultivated field: krsi, ks6tra,

rajas, ydva.

140. Cattle region : gomati.

141. Snow field (?) : stiya.

142. Dale: nipada, nivat, nivand.

143. High place (hill) : udvat.

144. Mountain: giri, pdrvata.

145. Mountain slope : parvdt.

146. Mountain top : cf. Top.

147. Mountain foot : nipa.

148. Rock: adr, agman.

149. Stone, a^man.

150. Wood: vana.

151. Tree: cf. Vegetation.

152. Bush: atasa, lilapa.

153. Water: *ambu, dmbhas, lid,
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ud^ka, udan, *adanya, udra, urml,

nabhas, var, visa, saras, sii'a.

154. Sea (lake, puntl) : arna, ar-

nava, arnas, udadhi, vistap, samudra,

saras, salila, sindhu, hrada.

155. Sea bed : urva, samudra, sdras.

156. Poml (pool) : *ve5anta, saras,

sarasi.

157. lA)tus lake (or pond) : puska-

rini.

158. River (brook) : urnava, avani,

udadhi, kulya, ksoni, -ni, jiri, dhara,

nadi, j.ihvi, rasa, vana, variman,

vahat, sarit, sasyad, sindhu, svavat,

sruti, srii, srotas, srotya.

159. Water course: kha, pradh-

vana.

160. Watering place : tii'tha.

161. Fall: *urna5a.

162. Well (source): avatd., utsa,

udadhi, kha, dhoti, nabhanu, -nil,

vavra.

103. Spout: ucchvasd, bhurvani,

*vivarta.

164. Drop: udamegha, draspsa,

prsat, stoka.

165. Bubble: *bubuda.

166. Bank (shore) : aniipd., avdni,

dhanu, dhanvan, *rodha, r6dhas.

167. Island: dvipa, dhanu.

168. Abyss: arana, krta, par^ana.

169. Hole (pit, cleft) : karta, kata,

k6vata, kha, rgyadd, vala, vavra,

vavri, vivara, vivari, vrjana, vela-

sthana, (jma^a, gmacand.

1 70. Cave : akhara, bila.

171. Top (of mountam, trees, etc.) :

kakud, kakubh, prstha, miirdhan,

r6has, sanu, snii.

172. Way: ayana, 6nian, path,

pathi, -thi, pathia, pantha, *yatha,

vartani, vartman, vydthis, vrajana,

sruti ; (trace) padaviya. pddya.

173. Course: aju. kastha; furrow:

sita.

174. Juice: rasa.

175. Clump: loga.

176. Dust (dirt): ksudrd, kirana,

*pansii, *ripra, r6pas.

177. Nest: vasati, svasar.

Vf.oetation

178. Wood (forest) : vdna.

1 79. Tree : dru, vdn, vana, *vanar,

vanaspati, vanina, vrksa; sthanii

(stump of).

180. Wood (material) : 6dha, krpita,

daru, samldh.

181. Fig tree : agvattha.

182. Acacia: khadird..

183. Dalbergia sisa (tree) : gihgdpa.

184. Casolantes indica (tree) : *aratu.

185. Salmalia malabarica (tree) : gal-

mali.

186. Butea frondosa (tree) : *kim-
^uka.

187. Terminalia bellerica (tree) :

vibhidaka.

188. Oleander: *a5vaghna.

189. Nut tree (kind of) : kakam-
bira.

190. I5ush : atasa, litapa.

191. Plant (gen'ly) : 4ndhas,6sadhi,

-dhi, ksiimpa, van, virudh.

192. Flower: *puspa, *pusia.

193. Creeper: libuja, vratati.

194. Bean: *mudga.

195. Lotus: pundarika, piiskara.

196. Plant (of uncertain kind) :

pakadiira, mandiika,

197. Soma: angii, *garyana; cf.

also Soma drink.

198. Grass: yd,vasa; durva (Pani-

cum dactylon), balbajii (Eleusine in-

dica), *virina (Andropagon muricatus)

;

darbhd (tuft of grass).

199. Straw (litter) : prastara, bar-

his.

200. Thorn : *rksara.

201. Rush: *ita, kugara, nadd,

miinja, seria (?).

202. Cane (reedj : vahga, vani,

vetasa, venu.

203. Lichen ( ?) : vandana.

204. Seed : blja.

205. Root : *mura, mula.

206. Rootlet : *bisa.

207. Shoot : chiibaka, riih, *val9a.

208. Branch : ruh, vaya, *v4l5a,

gakha.
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209. Joint (of a stem, etc ) : parus,

parvam.
210. Marrow (inner part of stem) :

majjan, sara.

211. Leaf: parna, *pala5a.

2 1 2. Fruit : garbha, phala, gimbala.

213. Berry: pippala, prasu.

214. Nut : vibhidaka (Terminalia

bellerica).

215. Grain: dhana, dhania, yava,

saktu; sheaf of: parsa.

216. Gourd: urvarukA.

Metals.

217. Metal (copper ?): ajas,

rajas (?) (cf. Ziemer, Altind. L., p.

55)-

218. Gold: candra, rukma, hi-

ranya, hiranya-pindii (gold lump).

Heavens.

219. Heaven and Earth: dyava-
ksam, dyava-prthivi, dyava-bhumi.

220. Heaven : a§nian, dyii, naka,
vidharman, vioman, suarga, (slope

of) pratihvara.

221. Sun: arka, pataiiga, ratha,

rukma, sura, sHrya, surya, hari.

222. Moon : candramas, mas.

223. Star(s) : arjuna (cluster),

fksa (Bear), g6 (pi.), naksatra, ragi

(cluster), star.

Air and N.-vtural Phenomena.

224. Air: antariksa, arnas, as-

kambhana, rajas, rocana.

225. Sunshine (ray) : amati, asira,

kirana, ghransa.

226. Light : jy6tis, etc.; treated sep-

arately.

227. Dawn : us, usas, usr, usa,

usra, g6 (pi.), daksina.

228. Cloud: 4dri, abhra, abhriya,

udahi, udhar, urva, jimiita, dhanu,
dvipa, nabhas, phaliga, pdrvata,

parjdnya, mrksin, megha, varsia.

229. Fog : udhan, nabhas, nihara,

mih.

230. Lightning: dtka, abhriya,

arka, vdjra, vfsandhi (?), hari.

231. Rain: abhrapriis, mih, varsa,

vfs, vrsti.

232. Hailstorm : praduni.

233. Snow: hima.

234. Wind : nihaka, vani, vata,

vayii, hraduni.

235. Dew: danu.

236. Fire (flame) : agni, *athar,

athari, arkagoka, arci, arcis, *in-

dhana, ulka, rsii, ketii, jurni, pava,

vaksi, vivasman, *Qokas, gocis,

samidh.

237. Spark : drapsa, vispulinga.

238. Glowing coal : adri.

239. Smoke : dhvLmd.

Color.

240. Color (gen'ly) : rup&, vdrna.

241. White: arjuna, §yeta, §vetd,

gv^tari ( ?).

242. Bright : treated separately.

243. Black : krsnd,.

244. Black and blue : nila.

245. Blackish : nilavat.

246. Fire-colored : agnigri, aghrni,

g6na, hari, harit.

247. Gold-colored : piganga, pican-

gar&pa, hari, hdritas.

248. Yellow : *pinga, hai'ita, hAri.

249. Dark brown : cyava.

250. Brownish : kapila, udumbald,.

251. Reddish brown : babbru.

252. Blood-red : *rudhira.

253. Red: rohit, r6hita, *16hita.

254. Dark red : nilalohitd.

255. Speckled: ^abala.

256. Snake-shining: ahibhanu.
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IV. Human Products or Uses.

Food and Drinks.

257. Food (gen'ly) : atra, adana,

idman, *adya, dnna, abhagaya, ksa,

ghasi, psaras, *posas, *psu, psiir,

bh6jana, martabh6jana, vayas, var-

dhana, sasa; (sacrificial meal) miye-

dha, viti, etc. (cf. Sacrifice).

258. Flesh (meat) : maiisd, mas,

pinda (lump of flesh, at sacrifices) :

cf. also Animals.

259. Stew : odara, karambha.
260. Soup : yusan.

261. Egg: anda, *mar1»5nda.

262. Butter (cream) : ghrta, prsada-

jia, sarpis.

263. Honey: mddhu.
264. Drink (gen'ly) : avapana, asu-

ti, id, ida, is, *gara, paripana, *pana,

patita, *payia, pitu, piti, pitha, *paya,

prapa, bhaksa, rasa, *sabar, seka.

265. Intoxicating drink : mada, sura.

266. Sweet drink (mead) : madhu.

j
267. Fat drink : urj, pivas.

I

268. Soma drink : angii, ansatra-

( koga, dndhas, dhara, kratu, rasa,

savana, s6ma, somia.

I 269. Sacrificial drink : havya.

I

270. Milk: aglr, ustrlya, g6 (pi.),

I

ksira, gopitha, gharma, dhena (pi.),

dhenia (pi.), payas, piyusa, madhu.
( 271. Sour milk : dadhan, dadlii.

272. Scum : pusia, ph^na.

J 273. Nectar : rasa, *sabar.

1 Ointments, etc.

i
274. Fat, ointment : aktij, ajia, an-

I
jas, anjl, afijana, g6, pivari, pivas,

I m6das, sarpis.

I 275. Sacrificial offering : ajia, aha-

1 vana, ahuti.

276. Medicine: bhesaja.

i

^"- '°'""^ "'" ''''

\ Dress and Ornament.

278. Robe (gen'ly) : atka, vasana,

I
v&stra, vasman, vasas, vrjana ( ?)

279. Ornamental dress : nirnij, va-

dhuya.

280. Clo-xk : adhivasa.

281. Embroidered dress : pegas.

282. Worn (or dirty) dress : mala.

283. Woollen shirt : gamulia.

284. Hem of a dress: sic.

285. Ornament (gen'ly) : pig, pegas,

rukma (of the Maruts).

286. Gold ornament : hiranya.

287. Ring (arm, etc.) : khadi (of

the Maruts).

288. Ear ornaments : karnag6bhana.

289. Neck ornaments: niska (golden,

also used as coin), mani (of pearls or

precious stones).

290. Precious stone : agman*

291. Pearl: kfsana.

Dwelling, etc.

292. Dwelling: asa, ksa, ksiti,

grbha, grha, *geha, dam, ddma,
durona, dhaman, pathas (of gods),

*prasadman, mana, vas, vasati, vasa,

vastu, vig, v^gman, vegia, garana,

garman, sadana, sadas, sadman, sa-

dhastha, sadana, sthana, harmia

:

cf. also Home.

293. Home: asta, astatati, 6kas.

okia, niv6sana : cf. also Dwelling.

294. Birthplace : janitra, jana.

295. Resting place : asa, jasu,

*talpa.

296. Meeting-house : sabha.

297. Stronghold: pur, sthira; cf.

pasia, garman.

298. Shed (roof) : garana, garania.

299. Prison : harmya.

300. Stall : gotra, gostha, ui'va,

g6tra, pastia, vraja, svdsara.

301. Cart-shed: vana.

302. Barn : khala.

303. Tent ( ?) : *pavasta (in dual,

heaven and earth, cf. B. R.).

304. Slaughter place (?): gasana;

cf. B. R.

305. Village: grama.
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306. Entrance : nivecana.

307. Door : diir, dvar.

308. Door fold : *arasi, dvar (in

dual).

309. Door frame : ata.

310. Door bolt: ararinda.

311. Hearth: astvi, sadman.

312. Inner sanctuary: ar6dhana,

nabhi.

313. Sacrificial place : vrjana.

314. Altar: v6di.

315. Treasury room : vdsudhiti.

316. Prop: upamit, mit, skambhd,
skambhana.

317. Beam: vanga, yupa.

318. Pillar: sthiina.

319. Bank: dehi, r6dhas, sandih,

320. Bridge : setu.

Tools, etc.

321. Stone crusher (grinder) : ddri,

agna, lipala, dhfsad, vansaspati.

322. Mortar : ulukhala, uliikhalaka

(dim.), vanaspati.

323. Soma-press: oni, gravan, jam-
bha, pasia (pi.).

324. Stone hammer, etc. : a^man.

325. Axe : kuliga, paragii, vaci,

svadhiti.

326. Knife : ksadman, ksura,

ayas(?).
327. Sickle (scythe) : datra, bhurij,

sfni, srni, pargu.

328. Whetstone : ksn6tra.

329. Edge : agri, tejas, dhara.

330. Spade : khanitra.

331. Awl: ara.

332. Needle : vegi.

333. Spoon: upas^cani, juhu, piis-

kara (head of), sriic, sruva.

334. Spit : niksana.

335. Twirling stick : mathi.

336. Friction-stick (for kindhng) :

aihimdntana, arani, arani, vana,
pavitra ( ?)

337. Comb : kankata.

338. Broom : svapu.

339. Goad (prick) : astra, c6da.

340. Whip : agvajani, kaga, c6da.

341. Curry-comb: mrksd,.

342. Bridle : abhisu, yantra, yama,
ragana, ragman, ragmi, sandana;

and cf. Band.

343. Spur: kija.

344. Cowhide : g6.

345. Cover (hide) : mesi, garman,

vasas (horse-cloth), upstarana.

346. Wool : urna.

347. Pillow : upabarhana.

348. Rope : paga, y6ktra, yogia,

rajju, varatra.

349. Band (fetter) : g6, daman,
nadh, nidana, nah, bandha, pad-

bisa, yantra, setr, syaman.

350. Snare (net) : nidha.

351. Thread: tantu, tanti (string).

352. Basket : suna.

353. Braiding: hvaras, balbajas-

tuka.

354. Sieve : anva, karotara (strain-

er), titau (grain fan?), pavitra, pavy-

aya, vidharman.

355. Garland: sraj.

356. Warp: tantu, tantra.

357. Web (texture) : vayiina.

358. Banner: ketu, dhvaj, dhaja.

359. Bench : *pr6stha.

360. Chair (seat) : garta, sadas,

vahya.

361. Swing: preiikha.

362. Slaughter bench : samskrtatra.

363. Post: drupada, *hariyupa;

*sacrificial : m6dha, vanaspati, yiipa,

svaru.

364. Rod: danda, gamia; measur-

ing : t6jana.

365. Bill of wood : daru.

366. Clamp: bhurij, vanaspati.

367. Ball (of wool): drughana.

368. Peg: mayiikha.

369. Hook : anki, ankuga.

370. Chip : bllma.

371. Sign: laksa, *laksman.

372. Binder (?): nahana.

373. Wood-pile : vanadhiti.

Vessels.

374. Vessel (gen'ly) : patra, pha-

liga, dru.
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375. Drinking vessel (cup, etc.) :

patra, kalaga, camasa, camu, drii,

bhdksana.

376. Pitcher (mug) : kala§a, *kun-

da, kumbhA, card.

377. Pot (pan) : ukha.

37S. liovvl : asecana, k6ga, drii,

nestra, potrd, cada.

379. Kettle : gharma.

380. Vat (bucket): ahavd, dr6na
;

undancana, k6§a, saras.

381. Barrel: kivanda.

382. Box : k6^!a, *§ayi.

383. Leather bag: tvac, krivi (?).

384. Grain measure : khari.

385. Bushel (?) : urdara, sthivl.

386. Ear (of vessels) : karna.

Weapons.

387. Weapon (gen'ly) : ayudha,
pavira, vadha, vadhatra, vadhana,
hanman.

3S8. Axe : vagi ; and cf. Tools.

389. Dagger (knife) : krti, astra.

390. Sword: asi, pargu, ayas(?),

*krpana.

391. Spear (lance): rsti, ksipami
(for hurling), pavirava (?), gula, heti

(for hurling), rambhin ( ?)

392. Lance handle : midha(?).

393. Missile (gen'ly) : *astra, asana,

paksin, samis, sarga, sayaka, srka,

sena, h6sas.

394. Stone-bolt : adri, agan, agani,

dgman, agmahanman (Indra's) vajra

(thunder-bolt).

395. Bow : dhanvan, dhdnus, sthird.

396. Bowstring: godha.

397. Arrow: asana, isu, tejana,

didyu, didyut, garania, garya, garya,

galya, gari, stega.

398. Arrow-head : tejana, danta.

399. Arrow feather : parna.

400. Quiver : isudhi, *nisanga.

401. Point: agant, pavi, bhrsti.

402. Hand protection (against the

bowstring) : hastaghna.

403. (Wooden) ball: drughana,
vighana, ghana.

404. Battle chariot : ratha.

405. Armor: varman.

406. Shoulder plate : angatra.

407. Breast plate ( ?) : vaksas.

408. Visor : gipra.

Musical Instruments.

409. Pipe: nadi ; bagpipe (?): ba-

kura, drti.

410. War trumpet : bakura, vana,
sasarpari.

411. Drum: dundubha.
412. Cymbal: aghati.

413. Lute: karkari, gargara.

414. Lutestring: godha.

Boats.

415. Boat : dara, nau, paksin, plava.

416. Rudder: di'd.

Vehicles.

417. Plough: langala, vfka, sira.

418. Ploughshare (?) : pavi, phala.

419. Wagon (cart): anas, kapa ( ?),

yana, ratha, vanaspati (?), syan-

dana.

420. Wagon frame : rathavahana,

vana (?).

421. Wagon cover : chadis.

422. Wagon seat or stand : garta,

vandbur, vandhura.

423. Wagon box : k6ga, k6gayi,

yamakoga, rathacarsana (?).

424. Wheel : cakra, rathya.

425. Wheel rim : nemi, pradhi (or

felloe).

426. Wheel ring : pavi, vartani.

427. Nave : nabhya, nabhi.

428. Spoke: ara ; spokes (coll.):

upadhl.

429. Wheel box (for spokes) : kha.

430. Axle : aksa, vanaspati ( ?)

431. Axle hole: ani.

432. Pole, shaft : isa, gabhasti, dhiir,

(forepart of) pra-uga, vani.

433. Cross-piece (of the pole) : daru,

pratidhi; (dual) vani.

434. Line : yogia, ragana, ragml.

435. Harness (yoke) : y6jana, yuga,

ragana, ragml.

436. Bridle : cf. 342.

437. Strap : kaksia, varetra.

438. Wagon part ( ?) : patalia.





SPANISH VERBS WITH VOWEL GRADATION IN

THE PRESENT SYSTEM.

BY A. H. EDGREN.

While vowel gradation (especially diphthongization) in the

present system of certain verbs is rare in French, where once

it was of frequent use, and yet more in Italian and Portuguese,

it is very common in Spanish. Indeed, counting both simple

and compound verbs, the Castilian yet contains some 400 such

verbs, and their mastery is quite a serious task to the beginner

of this language. To be sure, the difficulty is insignificant, or

rather none at all, where the object of the grammar study is

simply to recognize all the verb forms in reading. For it is

then reduced to learning the key verbs of three stem-changing

conjugational groups, with some few irregularities. But the

task is quite different when the object is to distinguish posi-

tively, for purposes of composition or otherwise, whether a

verb is stem-changing or not, since this implies a distinction

between many hundred variable and invariable stems with the

the same thematic vowel.

Purely scientific treatises have determined the leading prin-

ciples governing the stem change, but they have hitherto con-

sidered the subject too exclusively with reference to verbs

subject to vowel gradation and less with reference to verbs

with similar formation that have no such gradation. In fact,

there exists no exhaustive investigation of the whole field.

Moreover, strictly scientific treatises are for the philologist and

not for the learner, to whom their results will be of little use

until they have leavened the material of the practical gram-

mar. Some grammars, indeed, of a scientific cast^ have ap-

plied to a certain extent the results gained by historical re-^

search, but with the same one-sidedness, and, it should be

1 e. g., Forster's Spanische Sprachlehre.
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added, chiefly on the imperfect basis laid by Diez. But by

far the greater number of practical grammars content them-

selves with simply giving more or less complete alphabetical

lists of stem-changing verbs, which are not likely to be used

except for reference.

Does historical grammar furnish any clew for a successful

practical classification of the stem-changing Spanish verbs con-

sidered here ? If so, this certainly would be the most welcome

aid. In examining this question it will be well to leave out of

account for the present all «>-verbs that modify their e or o in

analogy with decir, for they offer no difficulty whatever, and

to consider those verbs that dipthtongize their stem-vowel

when tonic.

Diez, briefly stated, lays down the following rule for the

diphthongization. ~ Latin short tonic e, o (less often ^, 'ii) change,

to ie, ue, especially before Z, m, n, r or s followed by another

consonant. This principle is now so far modified as to limit

the primitive change to Latin short e, o, and to assign the lack

of change, or its reversion, to certain phonetic or analogical

conditions.^

Now, even if this principle could be used in its simple form

and without complicating considerations, in testing all verbs in

question, it would be useless to non-classical students, and of

limited avail even to classical. But, as a matter of fact, the

quantity of Latin tonic 6, o is far from being a safe criterion for

determining their treatment in modern Castilian verbs. Though it

is true that these vowels when short are generally diphthongized

in early Spanish, a mass of words have come into the language

after that law ceased to be operative, many dialectic influences

and borrowings have occiu*red, and changes b}' analogy taken

place, and thus the subject, far from being at the command of

the ordinary classical student, is in many instances yet a puzzle

to the experienced philologist.

To be sure, most of the modifiable Spanish e and o vowels

2 Diez Grammatik der Romanischen Sprachen, pp. 527, 127, 135.

3 Cf. Baist ha Grober's Grundrisa der Romanischen Philologie, I.

p. 74.

t



are yet tracable directly or indirectly to Latin short e and <?,

but about as many unmodifiable e and o are traceable to

the same source. The facts are as follows. Waiving some

verbs of uncertain derivation,'* nearly 100 simple stem-

changing verbs have their e and o from Latin short e and o,

two from Latin ce (in popular Latin coalescing with short e)^^

twelve from Latin long e and o,^ and eleven from Latin short i or

u."' Among hundreds of Spanish verbs with unmodified

thematic e and o (under the letter A alone occur above 160,

simble and compound), a very large number have these

vowels from Latin short e and o. Some fifty such verbs are

given below in a foot note as examples, and to show their

similarity of form to the stem-changing verbs. ^ Besides, not

a few verbs are in different uses treated differently (cf. list at

the end).

We are then but poorly helped by the original quantity of

the thematic vowel. But Diez adds that this vowel, when

•* Transegar ; alentar, jimenzar ; enhestar ; tropezar clocar (onomat ?)

trocar, dolar, regoldar.

5 Cegar (L. cmgare), querer {L. qucerere).

6 Heder (L. fetere), sembrar [seminare), derrengar {-re), erguir

{erigere), cerrar (serare), manifestar (-festare), colar [colare), consolar

[solare), desolar {-solare), moblar (mobiles),, tostar {tostus), vwstrar

(monstrare).

7 Estregar [L. stringere), fregar (fricare), plegar [plieare), regar

{rigare), nevar (nivis), hender (findere), alenzar (linteum), comenzar

(cuminitiare) ; hollar [fullare), agorar {augurare), avergonzar (verecunda)

.

^ Colocar {L. -locare), provoear (-vocare), acomodar {-comodare),

anegar (-necare), interrogar (-rogare), modelar {modellus), inmolar

{-molare), devorar {-vorare), profesar {-fessus), disposar (-positus),

retar (reputare), elevar (-levare), llevar (levare), inovar (innovare), cel-

ebrar (celebrare), arredrar (retro), medrar (meliorare), amoldar (modul-)

arollar (rotulus), refrendar (referendus), ofender (offendere), prentender

(-tendere), engendrar (ingenerare), dlptongar (diplithongus), prolongar

(longus), aprensar (pressus), adecentar (deeent-em), detentar {-tentus),

inventar (-ventus), presentar (present-em), atontar (attonitus), con-

frvntar (front-em), montar (mont-em), asorber (aaorbare), exacerber

(acerbus), aporcar (porco), alternar (alternare), encuardernar (quar-

ternuH), tornar (tornare), aterrar (terror), desertar (
—sertus), insertar

(-sertus), libertar (libertus), abortar (-ortus), importar (-portare), con-

servar (-servare), contestar (-testare), secuestar (sequestare).



modifiable, usually precedes Z, m, n^ r, or s and another conso-

nant. If this qualification, as characteristic of stem-changing

verbs, were accordant with actual facts, it would furnish us a

most welcome aid in recognizing by their form these verbs.

Unfortunately, however, it is of absolutely no value as a cri-

terion in the case considered. In the first place, not much
more than one-half of the stem-changing verbs show the form

described by Diez, their modifiable vowels being followed by

any single consonant except y, A, k^ a?, and by hr^ dr. In the

second place,, and what is more fatal, the unmodifiable e^ o

are also followed, without any significant distinction as re-

gards frequency or combination, unless sporadically, by pre-

cisely the same consonants or consonant-groups. A rapid ex-

amination of all the verbs under A with an unvaried thematic

e^ o shows that these vowels are there followed by the same

simple or compound consonants as the stem-changing verbs,

and by very few others. And a glance at the 50 verbs quoted

in support of the fact that the Latin themetic short c, o very fre-

quently remain unchanged under the accent in Spanish verbs,

show the same thing. Nor does it appear that there is any

other difference of form or phonetic surroundings that can

serve as a basis for a broad, practical distinction between the

variable and invariable stems. A few distinctions, however,

which will serve at least to mark off quite a number of verbs

with themetic e, o as not belonging to the stem-changing class

should be noticed here. Foremost among these is the impor-

tant, and yet apparently unobserved, fact that in a majority of

stem-changing verbs it is the radical and not the termination

vowel that is modified, while in the other verbs it very fre-

quently is the termination vowel, a very large percentage of

these verbs having been formed by secondary derivation when
the period of vowel gradation had passsed in Spanish. In

only 21 stem-changing verbs, most of them ending in -endar,

entm\ the varied vowel is terminationaP , Farther, the modi-

fiable vowel is never in hiatus or followed by any other surd

mute than, in a few sporadic cases, c, t\ and, when £-, never

""a Cf. list, p 7.

'



preceded by ^, j, II, since these sounds, as in other inflections,

absorb a following i, It might be added, though of very little

practical consequence, that a few verbs of similar form, viz.

those in -olgar, -olei\ -over^ -olcjer, -erir, -entir, -ertir, -er-

vir are all stem changing, while some others, as those in

-ebar^ -eber, are invariable.

On the whole, therefore, the attempt to make a

sufficiently broad distinction between varying and unvarying

verb-stems by the criterion of external form leads, so far as I

can see, to a negative result. Is there any other criterion left ?

The grammar of the Spanish Academy, without any reference

to historical reasons for this distinction, simply points out that

the stem-changing verbs may be recognized by the fact that

nearly all of them have cognate nouns with modified vowel. To

this rule there are indeed only a dozen exceptions, ^^ mostly for

verbs with original long e^ o, and about 50 stem-changing verbs

are actually denominatives derived from nouns with modified

stem-vowel. It may, therefore, be of some suggestive importance

to the student as he advances; but it would of course afford no

help to one yet unfamiliar with the language.

Thus, even though able to recognize with little effort a great

number of verbs with unmodifiable themetic e, o, or determin-

ing a very few and small classes of nothing but stem-changing

verbs, or vice versa, and of finding some suggestive aid in

cognate noun-forms, we are after all forced back upon the ne-

cessity of full lists of the stem-changing verbs. These lists

however, may be so arranged as to facilitate considerably their

gradual acquirement (when desired at all) by adopting some

more suggestive method than the ordinary alphabetical, by

giving only simple verbs (preceded by a prefix if occurring

only in compounds), and by indicating any group that may

happen to comprise only stem-changing verbs, and, finally, by

marking for early study all verbs of more common occurence.

By this method the small homotype groups are easily learned,

the whole list, which comprises some 400 verbs, being re^

10 Entregar, negar, colar, podrer, podrir, empezar. derengar, apa-

centar, erguir, cerrar, hervir, tostar.



duced to nearly 100, and the list of the more common stem-

changing verbs to about half, or less, of that number, according

to the estimate of what verbs should be considered important,

which of course will vary for varied purposes.

Such an arrangement (omitting the marking of 'important'

verbs) is suggested—among others possible—below.

I
I. AK VERBS.

Radical e or o before

h: prohar\^^

c,' clocar, des-Jlocm\ trocm'\

d: radar)

g: cegar, fregar^ negar, j)le-

gm\ regar^ segar, rogar,

(comp'sreg.);

7?, n: mnar^ tronar\ Honar\

r: encorar, a-forar^ 'privi-

lege' ('gauge,' etc., reg.)

a-gorm\ en-gorrarj

s: confesar, tra-vesm\ en-

grosar, des-omv 'free

from bones;'

t: a-jpretar;

v: nevar^ en-covm\ re-novar\

z: des-jpezar\

hi: 7nohlar, poblar\

hr: qu€brar\

dr: em-pedrar\

Ic: volGar\

It: soltar\

nd: co-mandar, ar-rendar\

ng: a-longar^ de-rengar\

ns: in-censar, pensar [com-,

re-);

nt: de-centar^ dentar, mentar,

{co-, df--, reg.) tentar, {a-

'-plot\ con-, de-, in-, reg.)

C07itar\

ns: com-enzar, en-lenzar\

rh: erljar;

re: em-porcar',

rd: a-cordar',

rn: in-feniar, a-pernar, in-

vernar\

rr: cerrar, errctr, ferrar,

herrar, serrar, a-terrar,

('frighten,' reg.);

rt: a-certar, des-pevtar, en-

tortar'x

11 Compounds are understood to be indicated, unless special excep-

tions are stated . Verbs not occurring single are given with a hyphened
prefix (other compounds, when there are any. again understood.)



Id: regoldar^ soldar\

Ig: all;

II: a-colar, foliar 'blow,'

de-goUar^ hollar^ des-olla7'^

re-solIar^'

rz: for2m\ al-i)horzar;

testar ('testify,' reg.), co-

star^ a-costaVf de-nostar^ a-

jMstar ('post,' reg.), to-

star'^

ndr: des-tendrar^

ntr: encoiitrar;

st: mani-festar^ en-hestm'^ a- sir: a-destrar^ 7nostrar.

Terminational e ov o before

I: azolnr, r'etnolar, des-ina- tar^ regimentary salphnen-

jolar\ tm\ en-sangrentar^ sar-

nd: hacendar, 7nei'endar\ ^nejitar^ semeTitaVy

nt: alentar, calentar, es-car- nz: a/uergonzar,'

inentar, cimenta?'^ a-cresceifh- 7'n: gohernar.

tar, a-pacentar, eni-pai'en-

II. ER VERBS.

Radical e or o before

c: cocer; re: troce7','

d: heder; rd: perder, iriordeT^

(o)l, (o)lv, {o)v: all/ 7m: cerner;

rd: en-ce7ider, de-fe7ide7\ hen- rt: ve7'te7'.

der, a-scender, tende7'

{vre-, reg.);

As indicated above, the treatment of the ^V-verbs with radi-

cal e, 0, is very simple, and no lists are needed. The rule is:

All verbs with radical e followed by -nf, -r, -/'/', -rt, and

rno'rir, dorniir with radical o, change e, o, when tonic, to ie,

ue; and when, atonic to i, w, unless the vowel of the next syl-

lable is i; and

All other ^V-verbs with radical e, and podrir with radical o,

change e, o, when tonic, to ^, u/ and when atonic to i, u, un-

less the vowel of the next syllable is i.





THE OATH OF THE TENNIS COURT.

FRED MORROW FL[NG.

What was the significance of the Oath of the Tennis Court

of June 20th, 1789? Was it, as Professor Robinson maintains in

his interesting paper, ^ "in reality, only a slight although im-

portant advance beyond the state of affairs on June 19th?"

Does "the importance of this resolution lie in the fact that it

was the first distinct and formal recognition of the Assembly's

mission?" Is it true that "ail that is apparently novel in

the Tennis Court Oath is the clear enunciation that the estab-

lishment of a constitution is the essential task of the As-

sembly ?"2

Or is Champion right when he affirms that this "fatal oath

was in truth a challenge hurled at the monarchy, a veritable

signal of insurrection; that the 20th of June opens the drama

that will end with the overthrow of the monarchy I"^

These interpretations are clearly quite antagonistic. Which,

then, is the true and which the false ? Champion is supported

by Aulard,^ Cherest^ and other French writers ; Professor Robin-

son, as far as my knowledge goes, stands alone. But such a

question cannot be settled by numbers nor by authority. Both

interpretations find support in the oath itself. The deputies

swore "never to separate * * * until the constitution of

the kingdom shall be established and placed on a firm founda-

tion." This would seem to justify the first interpretation.

But the opening words of the oath—"The National Assembly,

regarding itself as called upon to establish the constitution of

1 Annual Report of Am. Hist. Association, 1894, pp. 541-547.

2 Ibid, pp. 541, 543.

3 Brette, A. : Le serment du jeu de paume. Paris, 1893. Avant pro-

pos by Champion, p. vi.

4 Aulard, F. A.: Etudes et legons. Paris, 1893. p. 35.

s Ch^rest, A.: La chute de I'ancien regime. 3 vols. Paris, 1884-1886,,

iii, 197.



the kingdom, effect a regeneration of the state, and maintain

the true principles of monarchy, may not be prevented from

continuing its deliberations in whatever place it may be forced

to take up its sittings,"^ clearly bear out the last interpreta-

tion. What, then, was the intention of the Assembly, simply

to announce its mission or to declare that nohody should i^revent

itfrom fulfilling its tnissionf Which point was the essential

one in the oath %

To assert, without support from other evidence, that either

interpretation is the only true one, would be arbitrary pro-

cedure. Such a procedure would be a violation of the com-

monly accepted rules of historical method. By a study of the

oath in its historical setting, and by no other means, shall we

be able to decide between the two interpretations.

That the purpose of the States-General was to form a consti-

tution was an idea firmly fixed in the minds of the people on

the eve of the convocation of the Assembly.''' This is estab-

lished beyond the possibility of a doubt by a great mass of

cahiers and pamphlets.^ Another thing especially clear was

the idea that nobody had the right to prevent the Estates from

accomplishing that purpose.^ It was denied by the framers

of the cahiers that "the Estates could be dissolved by any-

body but themselves ""^° or that "any authority could dissolve

the National Assembly without its consent."'^

When the Estates assembled in Versailles in May, the depu-

ties of the Third Estate were not hostile to the king. Auiard

has shown by an abundance of evidence, that primarily the

movement was not antimonarchial.^^ So far as any hostility

existed it was directed against the privileged orders. "The

6 Proc6s-verbal de rassembl^e des communes, etc. A Paris, i. No. 3,

p. 6.

7 Champion, E, : La France d' apres les cahiers de 1789. Paris, 1897.

ch. iii.

8 See the word "Constitution" in the index to the Archives parle-

mentaires, vol. viii, pp. 178-211.

9 Chdrest, ii, p. 460.

10 Arch, pari., ii, p. 38.

11 Ibid, iii, p. 154.

12 La Revolution Frangaise. July, 1898, p. 6.
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idea that Louis XVI could take the side of the first orders,

had, as yet, entered the mind of nobody. For centuries the

king had been regarded as the adversary of the privileged

classes. The French were persuaded that he entertained for

them (the people as a whole) the sentiments of a tender father,

and further, that his interest and that of the nation were identi-

cal. It was believed that only the enemies of the prince and

of the country were capable of proposing any other object than

the establishment of a constitution. '"^^

Until June 20th, the struggle over the credentials—at bot-

tom a most fundamental question—had been chiefly an affair

between the Nobility and the Third Estate. The king had

acted as mediator, and had declared himself in favor of nei-

ther party. On the 17th, the Third Estate proclaimed itself

the National Assembly. Here again no ill will was enter-

tained toward the monarchy. Even now the king could have

placed himself at the head of the movement had he declared

in favor of the nation instead of in favor of the privileged

orders. On the 19th, it was evident that the majority of the

clergy would join the Assembly unless prevented from doing

so. The government, that had for some days been considering

the advisibility of interfering in the affairs of the Estates, de-

cided to proclaim a royal session for the 22nd of June, and,

under pretext of preparation, to close the hall of the Estates.

This last act was to prevent the Clergy from uniting with the

Third Estate. Such was the situation on the morning of the

20th.

At an early hour, the Chevalier de Pange, a regular attend-

ant upon the sessions of the Assembly, presented himself at

the door and was refused admittance.*'* He at once betook

himself to the lodgings of the President, Bailly, and reported

what had befallen him. It was then half past six. Bailly

at once dispatched a messenger who reported the hall surrounded

by guards and the following notice on the door: "The King

13 Brette: Jeu de paunie. Avant-propos, p. iii.
"'*

14 Bailly 's Memoires, i, 180-194, has been the source ol' what follows,

unless otherwise indicated.
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having resolved to hold a royal session in the presence of the

States-General the 22nd of June, the preparations to be made

in the three halls which serve for the assemblies of the orders,

make it necessary that those assemblies be suspended until

after the said session. His Majesty will make known by a

fresh proclamation the hour at which he will betake himself on

Monday to the Assembly of the States-General.'"^

For several days there had been a rumor of a royal ses-

sion.'^ Bailly no longer doubted it. He was, however, much

disturbed at the way in which the ministers had acted. He
could not conceive that they had not realized ' 'that an assembly

that represented the major part of the nation ought to be ex-

tremely offended to learn, in this way, without having received

an official notice, that its hall had been closed and its session

suspended."

A quarter of an hour later, Bailly received a letter from the

master of ceremonies, the Marquis de Dreux-Breze, informing

him of the intention of the king to hold a royal session and of

the closing of the hall. ^"^ This was not satisfactory to the good

president. "Was it decent," he asked, "that the members of

the National Assembly, even the deputies of the commons

—

as some wished to consider them—should be instructed of the

intentions of the king, of the suspension of their sessions and

of the closing of their hall, by public criers and by placards,

as the inhabitants of a city are instructed of the closing of a

theatre ?"

After considering the situation carefully, Bailly decided that

the letter from Dreux-Breze did not relieve him from his re-

sponsibility toward the Assembly. Friday evening, he had de-

clared the Assembly adjourned until this morning. Nothing

could free him from this engagement. He accordingly replied

to Dreux-Breze that he had received no instructions from the

king to suspend the Assembly and it would be his duty to open

the session at eight o'clock.'^

15 Proc^s-verbal, Vol. i, No. 3, p. 3.

1*5 Duquesnoy: Journal, i, pj). 90, 93. 97.

17 Proc^s-verbal, Vol. 1, No. 3, pp. 3, 4.

Proc63-vex'bal, i, No. 3, p. 4.



Baillj then dressed himself and called the secretaries of the

Assembly to a conference. It was decided that the closing of

the hall should be ignored; that they go there as usual, and

make upon the spot a record of the refusal to admit them. On
reaching the hall, they were met in a friendly way by the offi-

cers of the guard and were allowed to enter for the purpose of

gathering up the papers belonging to the Assembly. While in

the building, Bailly received a second letter from the master

of ceremonies explaining that his first letter had been written

at the express command of the king and reiterating its

contents.*^

Bailly decided that in spite of this letter he could take no

action, "even upon the orders of the king, because he could

not bind the Assembly; it could deliberate upon its own course;

he was responsible to the Assembly for his actions as the As-

sembly was responsible to the Nation."

A record was made of the refusal to allow the deputies to

occupy the hall, and Bailly and his associates withdrew to the

street. A large number of deputies had already come to-

gether. It was the general opinion that the Assembly must

meet in order to deliberate upon the situation, and for that

purpose a hall must be found. A jeu de paume in a neigh-

boring street was suggested and it was decided to go there.

On the way the deputies "encouraged one another, promised

never to separate and to resist to the death. "^*^

The hall where the deputies gathered was for indoor tennis

and contained neither benches nor tables. A table was impro-

vised for the secretaries, but during the whole session, which

lasted until about half past four,^! the deputies were obliged to

stand. The events within the hall were followed with the

keenest interest by the crowd which filled the small galleries of

the court and the street outside.

After the majority of the Third Estate had assembled, the

19 Procfes-verbal, i, No. 3, p. 5.

20 Rabaut de Saint-Etienae: Pi'ecis de la revolution frangaise. Paris,

1813, p. 134.

21 Proems-verbal, i, No. 3; Aulard, op. cit., p. 67.
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meeting was called to order by Bailly, The correspondence

with the master of ceremonies was read and also the record of

what liad been done that day previous to the opening of the

session. 2^

The question was then open to discussion. What action

should the Assembly take? Bailly asserts that the deputies

"did not treat openly the question of whether the king had

the right to suspend the sessions of the Assembly, but the sen-

timent was that it would be very dangerous if the king had

this right. It was thought that the sessions ought not to be

suspended, at least in this way. The principal and funda-

mental question was not yet ripe; it was sufficient at the mo-

ment to have avoided the danger of separation. It was nec-

essary to take measures to prevent its recurrence. '

'

The deputies were still desirous of sparing the king; they

still threw the responsibility for violent acts upon the ministers,

but they w^ere not divided upon the question of their right to

assemble. There were some hot-headed members who talked

of going to Paris, a course that would have led to a break with

the monarch. Mounier is reported to have said that the fear

that Sieyes would induce the Assembly to take this step, led

him to propose the famous oath.^^ He himself gives a similar

22 Proems-verbal, i, No. 3. The official account.
23 "On a ignore que, rendus au jeu de paume. toutes les tMes ^tant

parties, I'abb^ Sieyes voulut proliter de cet ^chauffement en proposant

de se transferer sur-le-champ k Paris, de s'y constituer et de d^cr^ter au

nom de la nation. Cette id^e prenait faveur : I'abbe Sieyes entour^ des

siens allait en faire la motion, lorsque Mounier, pour detourner ce coup,

propo.sa le serment de rester unis jusqu'A la constitution faite."—Mallet

du Pan: M^moires, 2 vols., Paris, 1851, i, p. 165, note.



explanation but mentions no names. -^ The resolution, drawn

by Barnave and Chapelier—if we may believe Lameth^^—was

passed with but one dissenting voice. It ran as follows : "The
National Assembly considering that, called upon to define the

Constitution of the Kingdom, accomplish the regeneration of

public order, and to maintain the true principles of the Mon-
archy, nothing may prevent it from continuing its delibera-

tions in whatsoever place it may establish itself, and that, fi-

nally, wherever its members are gathered together, there is the

National Assembly.

Resolved, That all the members of the Assembly shall take

at once a solemn oath never to separate and to assemble

whenever the circumstances may demand, until the Constitu-

tion of the Kingdom is established and set on a solid founda-

tion; and that the said oath being taken, all the members and

each of them in particular shall confirm by their signature this

unshakable resolution. "^^

The oath was taken, first by the president and then by all

the members of the Assembly but one. After the signing of

the oath, an operation which took several hours, the Assembly

adjourned until the 2l2nd.

Such is the historical setting of the famous Oath of the

Tennis Court. What light does it throw upon the interpreta-

tion of the oath 'i With the king's real plans, the deputies were

not acquainted. They knew that they had been excluded from

24 Partageant 1' indignation g^nei'ale, craignant de voir s'evanouir

cette graude occasion, si long-tems atteudue, de reformer las abus, d'am-

^liorer le sort du peuple, entendant autourde moi donner I'alternative

ou de preter le serment, ou de se transporter k I'heure m§me, dans le

capitale * * * je crus ce serment moins dangereux, je le crus excuse

par ces circonstances; je me chargeai imprudemment de le faire mettre en

deliberation. Ce fatal serment 6toit un attentat contra les droits du

monarque; c' ^toit lui declarer qui il n'avoit pas le pouvoir de dissoudre

I'assemblde; c' ^toit la rendre ind^pendante, quel que ftit usage qui elle

se permettroit de son pouvoir.—Mounier, Recherches sur les causes qui

ont empgche les Fran§ais de devenir libres, etc. A Geneve, 1792, i p. 396,

note. ^
25 Lameth, Alex.: Histoire de TAssembl^e Constituante. 2 vols. Pans,

1828. i, p. 24.

26 Proc^s-verbal, i, No. 3, p. 6.
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their hall and that a royal session had been announced for the

22nd. They feared that the king intended to dissolve the

Estates and put an end to the work of regenerating France.^

They disobeyed his orders; they assembled in spite of him; they

denied his right to dissolve the Estates. At that moment, the

Assembly asserted its supremacy over the royal authority, vir-

tually declaring itself supreme in the state. In the words of

Aulard : "The 20th of June, France leagues itself against the

royal power; it combats it not only in theory but in fact and

puts it in check. It swears that the sovreign power lies in the

nation. The 20th of June sees a transmission of power take

place from the king to the people."-^

That this interpretation of the oath, drawn from its historical

setting, is the only true one, may be further demonstrated by

an appeal to conceptions of the event formed by contempora-

ries.

Bailly's opinion has already been noted. Mirabeau declared

that "this oath, that public interest so clearly forced us to pro-

claim, to edit and take with some precipitation, is not the less

severely and incontestably in accord with fundamental princi-

ples, since the National Assembly, being what the Americans

and English call a convention, a body of citizens appointed to

prepare a constitution, has evidently no need of other title

than its instructions to authorize it to work upon the constitu-

tion, and may not abandon its great work without betraying

the confidence of the people, that it has the honor to rep-

resent. "~^

Referring to these words, Dumont states that, informed of

the plans of the king, the members of the Assembly believed

that he wished to dissolve the Estates, and Mirabeau deceived

likewise, pronounced against the dissolution. ^'^

Duquesnoy, writing in his journal on the 21st, makes no

refereitee to the constitution. He tells us that the deputies,

27 Mouaier, Recherches, p. 295,

28 Etudes et legons, p. 68.

29 Courrier de Provence, 1798, i p. 248.

30 Souvenirs sur Mirabeau. Bruxelles. 1832. p. 82.



assembled in the jeu de pawne "swore never to separate."

Threatened dissolution was the all important matter. He ex-

claims, further on, over "the inconceivable facility with

which the oath, never to separate, had been taken. It was

evident that to act thus was to usurp authority; it was to take

from the king the right to dissolve or to suspend the Estates;

to render onesself from that time on master of the executive

power. "^'

The words of Rabaud de Saint-Etienne, describing the utter-

ances of the deputies as they marched to the jeu de paume
have already been cited.

Malouet declared that "it was the general opinion that the

king and the first orders desired to annihilate the Estates, have

the patriotic deputies arrested, and establish despotism by

force. '^32

The same opinion was held outside of the Assembly. Ar-

thur Young, who was then in Paris, wrote as follows in his

diarj' : "The 20th. News! News! Everyone stares at what

everyone might have expected. A message from the king to

the presidents of the three orders that he would meet them on

Monday; and under pretense of preparing the hall for the

Stance royale , the French guards are placed with bayonets to

prevent any of the deputies entering the room. The circum-

stances of doing this ill-judged act of violence have been as

ill-advised as the act itself. Mons. Bailly received no other

notice of it than by letter from the Marquis de Breze, and the

deputies met at the door of the hall without knowing that it

was shut. Thus the seeds of disgust were sown wantonly in

the manner of doing a thing which was in itself impalatable

and unconstitutional. The resolution taken on the spot was a

noble and firm one; it was to assemble instantly at the Jeu de

pauiiie^ and there the whole Assembly took a solemn oath

never to be dissolved but by their own consent, aiid consider

themselves and act as the National Assembly, let them be

wherever violence or fortune might drive them, and their ex*

31 Journal, i pp. 111-113.

32 Malouet: M^moires. 2 vols. Paris, 1868. i, p. 323.
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pectations were so little favorable that expresses were sent off

to Nantes intimating that the National Assembly might forci-

bly find it necessary to take refuge in some distant city.
'

"The 21st. It is impossible to have any other employment

at so critical a moment than going from house to house de-

manding news, and remarking the opinions and ideas most

current. The present moment is, of all others, perhaps, that

which is most pregnant with the future destiny of France.

The step the commoners have taken of declaring themselves

the National Assembly, independent of the other orders, and

of the king himself, precluding a dissolution, is in fact an as-

sumption of all the authority in the kingdom. They have at

one stroke converted themselves into the long parliament of

Charles 1/'^

Bertrand de Moleville refers to the resolution "prepared by

M. Mounier, who was convinced like the rest of his colleagues,

that the plan of the ministry was to dissolve the States-

General. '^34

Calonne points out that up to the 20tli of June the king was

in full possession of his rights to convoke, prorogue or dis-

solve the Estates; that on that day a portion of the Assembly,

influenced by fear, took an oath "to violate these same

rights.'''*^

But why accumulate additional evidence ! The testimony of

participants, witnesses and contemporaries points to the same

conclusion as that drawn directly from the study of events.

The Oath of the Tennis Court, far from being "only a slight

although important advance on the state of affairs on June

19th," was clearly one of the most momentous resolutions

taken by the National Assembly. It was the assumption by

the representatives of the people of the sovereignty that public

opinion had already transferred from the king to the people.

33 Young. Arthur: Travels in France. Fourth Edition. London. 1892.

pp. 170-172.

34 Moleville: Histoire de la revolution. 14 vols. Paris. 1801-3. i, 195.

35 Calonne; Etat de la France. A Loudres. 1790. p. 336.
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—

Influciice of the Breton Deputation and the Breton

Club in the Revolution {April-October, 1780)

By CHARLES KUHLMANN

INTRODUCTION

Contemporaries and later historians agree in ascribing

to Bretagne an extraordinary role in the Revolution, but

they have never even attempted to give us an exact and

complete account of what this role was or how it was per-

formed. Barthelemy Pocquet has in an excellent work,

Lcs Origines de la Revolution en Bretagne, led the way
to a correct understanding of it. His two volumes are,

however, concerned wdth the local revolution only. But in

reading them we seem in the midst of a French Revolution

in miniature, so far as its opening period is concerned.

There are the same parties with the same attitudes, the

same fundamental problems, the same ideas sustained with

even greater violence. When, on June 7, 1789, the deputy

Le Roulx wrote : "I imagine even that if you will recall

the propositions of conciliation which were made to your

six deputies at the Court relative to the affairs of Bretagne,

you will find between their conduct and that which we
should hold an evident analogy,"^ it Avas not a mere fancy

'Two days before, June 5, he wrote: "Nous avons actuellemeat-

assemblee tous lcs soirs a la chambre provinclale. Divers members
des autres provinces s'y rendent, vue la position dans laquelle nous
nous trouvons et qui n'est cependant pas autre que celle dans laquelle

la Bretagne s'est trouvee avec la noblesse et le clerge." Kerviler

liecherches et Notices, art. Le Roulx.
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2 Charles Kuhlmann

on his part, but the expression of a fact, the clear concep-

tion of the similarity of conditions of which his colleagues

were certainly not unaware—perhaps, even, they were con-

sciously imitating at Versailles a course which their order

had already, in form, although not definitely, completed

in their province.

That the deputies coming from a province which had
just undergone such a revolution would bring with them
advanced views generally will be inferred without argu-

ment, but to show more exactly what their personal ex-

perience had been and what their sentiments were when
they entered the States General, I have written chapter

I, which, however, does not pretend to be more than the

most essential outline. This chapter furnishes, so to

speak, the means of understanding the second.

In chapter II, I have attempted to give an account of the

motions introduced or sustained by the Breton deputies

as a body or by their club, always in close connection with

the incidents of the moment and the fundamental motives

which were evidently influential. The object here was to

trace the influence of this nucleus in the assembly and the

manner in which it was exercised. For this purpose, even

had the evidence permitted, it was not necessary to give a

separate account of the Breton Club and of the organiza-

tion composed exclusiA^ely of the deputies of Bretagne.

Admittedly the evidence is not abundant. Much is left

obscure or not conclusively proved, yet, upon the essential

points enough light is thrown to show by what system

the group of deputies in question was consistently guided

;

to show that in the most fundamental questions they were

the ones who pressed the principles of the Revolution to

their ultimate consequences, and that in the crises of the

early period it was from them that the cry of rally, of re-

sistance to the forces of the old order of things went out.
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But their extraordinary infiiience was due to their unity,

to tlieir hatred of the privileged orders, to their experience

in previous conflicts witli them. When the Revolution,

largely through their efforts, stood triumphant, when the

4th of August decrees had legally sAvept away the remains

of the feudal system and positive legislation began, they

no longer possessed their former advantage over their co-

deputies. They may still have been more radical or more

violent in the expression of their views, but they were little

more experienced in the problems which now faced them.

The causes which had united them had now weakened or

disappeared, their counsels become divided, and with the

October revolution their great role seems fully ended.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

In Der JakoUner-Klul , written in 1852, J. W. Zink-

eisen devotes a chapter to the Breton Club. Speaking of

the light in which its enemies later represented this or-

ganization he says : "Likewise it certainly remained aloof

from the acts of violence which already in the first months

of its existence gave to the Eevolution the threatening

character of a general uprising of the people. But ad-

mittedly, too, in later times when only too often passion

was forced to direct the blood-dipped pen of history, many

charges of this kind were laid to its account, because it

was regarded as the cradle and forerunner of Jacobinism,

whose fatal influence it was sought to discover every-

where."^ How true this observation is even the meagre

evidence we possess to-day abundantly shows. But this

knowledge brings us only slightly nearer to historical

truth, for no one with even the most elementary idea of

the early period of the devolution would give serious con-

sideration to the accounts of the "blood-dipped pen" as

'I, p. 86.
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exemplified in the history of the devolution by Montjoie.

When we have brushed aside ^sucli material as nearly or

totally worthless in the establishment of fact, there re-

mains the principal task of reconstructing the positive

picture. An entirely different class of evidence exists in

the records left by former members of the club or by those

temporarily in contact with it and, at the time, not hostile

to it—records full of errors and colored, not by passion,

but by time and subsequent events. It is upon this per-

plexing material, ver^^ general in character and small in

volume, that Zinkeisen has based the chapter in which he

does indeed succeed in clearing away the myths with which

the enemies of the Revolution had enshrouded the club,

but in Avhich he is also led into many errors and false con-

jectures, due to the nature of the evidence out of which,

it must be said, he attempted to make too much.^ Nor does

^No sufficient purpose would be served to criticise Zinkeisen's work
in detail. Its unsatisfactory character is best felt if, after reading
his chapter, we ask ourselves what definite facts, concerning the work
of the club, we have learned. Some of his errors may, however, be
pointed out briefiy. In vol. I, p. 60. he savs that the Breton Club was
founded at the suggestion of Mirabeau, as if Le Chapelier and the
deputies of Bretagne had been strangers to the idea of clubs! I have
shown in chap. I, sec. II, that the Breton organization at Versailles
was the natural outgrowth of the events in Bretagne, and in chap. II,

sec. I, how the so-called Breton Club naturally grew out of the smaller
Breton Committee. On p. 85 of the same volume, he argues from
facts to motives, and as a result places the whole Breton deputation
in a wrong light. "Als . . zur Zeit der Verhandlungen iiber das Veto,
Chapelier und seine Freunde vom Club Breton die Stadte der Bretagne
aufgehetzt hatten, und diese, namentlich Rennes und zwei andere,
Deputationen mit Adressen an die National-Versammlung schickten,"
etc. Compare this with the evidence from the correspondence of the
Breton deputies presented in chap. II, sec. VII. On p. 72, he states
that the Breton Club controlled the elections in the assembly. On
the other hand, we know that, if they had a special candidate in the
election on the 3d of August, he was defeated when Thouret was
elected. Bulletin (le Brest I, No. 34. Nor is it certain that Le Chape-
lier was the formal candidate of the club. See note 1, p. 77, below.
It is, moreover, certain that in the election at the close of August
they were defeated, for they considered Langres and several of the
secretaries as belonging to the "cabal" which they most bitterly op-
posed. Bulletin cle Rennes, II, No. 3. Letter of Hardy de la Largere,
Archives d'llle et Yilaine, L. 294. See also pp. 57-60, below, and
note 1, p. 58.
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iniicli of a definite and positive nature result from his work
after it is stripped of its conjectures. From this material,

then, little is to be learned. In 1889, Professor F. A.

Aulard, in his La ^ocicte cles Jacohins, published all the

evidence, as he then believed, which contemporaries had
left us concerning the Breton Club, but admitted that it

was contradictor^^ and unsatisfactory. He concluded:

"What historians posterior to the Eevolution have added

to tliese details does not seem to rest upon anything

serious."^

Aulard, however, who treated the Breton Club only as

an introduction to his collection of sources on the Jacobin

Club, did not make use of the correspondence of the Bre-

ton deputies. But it is precisely in this correspondence

that nearly the whole of our reliable evidence is found.

Of this correspondence, seven collections, either in the

original or in copy, have at present been recovered, namely,

those of the deputations of Rennes, Nantes, Brest, Saint-

Brieuc, and of the deputies Delaville Le Roulx, Boull6,

and Pellerin, representing in all twenty-one deputies. To

this must be added the correspondence of the Clergy of

Rennes, included in the bulletin published at Rennes. Un-

fortunately for our purpose, the writers as a rule confine

themselves to the general affairs of the assembly. It is

by way of exception that the Breton Committee and the

Breton Club are mentioned, and even then we are often not

informed what action they took. In this way, we are fre-

quently forced to recur to the individual opinions as ex-

pressed in the debates and correspondence of the different

deputies, in order to learn what the position of the depu-

tation and those allied with it was. For this purpose, the

original letters of Legendre and :Moyot, the copies of those

of Le Roulx, and the reprints of the originals of Cham-

'I, p. XVI.
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peaux-Palasne and Poulain cle Corbion, and of Boulle
are especially valuable because these writers express their

opinions, impressions, hopes, and fears without the re-

serve characterizing the printed correspondence of Kennes
and Brest and the letters of Pellerin. That such a method
must be used with caution is evident. In favor of it is to

be urged the fact that the Breton deputies were charac-

terized by their contemporaries as exceptional for their

unity of views and action. When, therefore, we find the

same sentiments persistently recurring in the correspond-

ence of a number of the deputies, without meeting with

contradictions, we have a very strong presumption that

this is the reflection of a general attitude rather than the

expression of mere personal views. By means of this evi-

dence and the motions made or sustained in the assembly,

we are enabled to reconstruct the consistent course fol-

lowed by the deputation and the club from the opening of

the States General to the discussion over the veto.

It is important to know that this correspondence, if not

in every case technically, was in effect official in charac-

ter. A number of municipalities and seiiechaussces in

April and May, 1789, established "bureaus of correspond-

ence" by which to keep themselves in touch with the work
of their deputies and that of the States General.^ An ex-

ample of the manner in which this correspondence was

conducted is found in the regulations adopted at Brest

and preserved in the city library of that place under the

title: Resultat dcs conventions pour Vetahlissemcnt de

la correspondance de Brest avec AIM. les deputes de la

senecliaussee aux Etats Generau.r, et de la ville avec les

^Besides Brest, these were Rennes, Nantes, Saint-Brieuc, Guerande,
and Lorient, so far as I have been able to discover from definite

records, but that there was correspondence besides this is shown by
the collection of letters of Boulle and isolated letters of the deputies
of Quimper and of Corroller du Moustoir,
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Influence of the Breton Deputation 7

campayncs en conformite du vceu verhalement exprime,

a Vissue de Vassemhlee generale dc ladite senechaiissee

par les deputes-electeurs qui la composaient, le 8 auril

1780. This is dated May 17, 1789, and signed b^^ the

''Depiites-EIecteiirs" and "Officiers-Miinicipaux." The

regulations are long and formal, intended to guard closely

against deception. Following are the most important ar-

ticles : Art. 2. ''The primary object of this correspondence

shall be the most prompt and exact communication from

Brest, of all the news directly delivered by the deputies

to the States General; this communication to be made by

means of copies of the different documents collated and

guaranteed by the commissioners of Brest." Art. 3. "The

bureau of Brest shall be charged directly with the corre-

spondence, as well with that of the deputies to the States

General as with that of the four correspondents of the

country districts before designated." Art. 4. "It shall

follow the prescribed plan and keep an exact register of

its daily operations." Art, 5. "It shall preserve, with

order and exactness, the letters and other documents which

shall be addressed to it, both those of the deputies to the

States General, and those of the country correspondents

and private individuals." Art. 6. "This bureau shall be

established at the Hotel de Ville and shall be composed

of seven commissioners who shall replace each other as

follows." Then follow the regulations in detail. The bu-

reau was to form a deliberative body, making its decisions

by majority vote, this majority then signing the corre-

spondence. The packages addressed to the bureau were

removed from the post-office by a secretary and opened

only in the presence of the commissioners and a municipal

officer.
^ ^

^Reciieil No. 2, 334. Compare with the arrangement made by the

scncchaussccs of Nantes and Guerande. Archives Rationales, C21,

dos. 111. Also art. Ill of the additional articles of the senechaussce

of Rennes. Archives Nationales, Ba.26, liasse 170bis.
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As a result of this arrangemeut, we have to-day the orig-

inal letters of Legendre and Moyot (No. 1 below), the

inexact copies of them made by the above named bureau,

and a printed bulletin (No. 2 below) based upon this cor-

respondence, and also upon other sources of information,

as is shown by the contents of the bulletins. But of the

correspondence of the bureau with the country districts

and of any letters of private individuals which may have

been received hj the bureau, no trace has been found. At
Kennes a similar bureau was established, but, unfortu-

nately, of this most important deputation we have neither

the original letters nor the copies made of them by the

bureau. We are confined to a printed bulletin "avowed"

by the bureau, in which, if the example of the bureau at

Brest was follovved, the most intimate opinions of the

deputies were suppressed.

In the National Library at Paris are preserved the

above-named bulletins of Rennes and Brest, besides many
pamphlets, resolutions, proces-verhanx of meetings, includ-

ing some of the electoral assemblies and a number of the

cahicrs of 1789. In the Proces-verhaux of the electoral as-

semblies and the caJiiers now in the National Archives,

aside from the formal mandates, considerable information

is found relative to the role of the deputies in the province

and the sjiirit which ruled in the electoral assemblies of

which they were in nearly every case members.
Following is a classified list of the principal documents

and Avorks consulted.

I. Strictly contemporaneous evidence.

1. Correspondance de Legendre et Moyot, deputes a

V asscmhlee dcs Etats Generaux et a VAssemhlee nation-

ale. Composed of the original letters of Legendre and
Moyot in the archives of Brest, containing 395 letters be-

ginning April 28, 1789, and ending December 30, 1791.
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Extracts have been published by INIM. Delourmel and
Corre in La Revolution frangaisc, Dec-Jan., 1900-1901.

In the body of their letters, the deputies usually confine

themselves to the plain narrative of the debates and pro-

ceedings of the assembly to which is sometimes added

news from Paris or Versailles. It is in their postscripts,

evidently not intended for publication, that the affairs

concerning the Breton deputies especially are discussed.

2. Etats Geiieranoo. Bulletin de la Gorrespondance de la

deputation du tiers etat de la senechaussee de Brest. .

. . 3 vols. Brest Imprimerie de R. Mallasis, 1789-1790.

Bib. Xat. Lc2/129.

These bulletins commenced May 12, 1789, according to

the copy in the National Library, and ended January 1,

1791. On the relation existing between these bulletins

and the original letters (No. 1 above) Delourmel and
Corre write: "The letters are in effect altered, both in

the bulletin and upon the copying register where they were

transcribed in the form in which they were to be printed.

It happens even that certain events are described under

the signature of Legendre, with many details borrowed

from the paiDers of Versailles and Paris." ^

3. Etats Generaux. Correspondance de Bretagne.

Bulletin des correspondance reunies du clerge et de la

senechaussee de Rennes. ... 5 vols. Rennes, Vater

fils, 1789-1790. Bib. Nat. Lc2/130.

This was a publication similar to the bulletin of Brest,

issued three times a week. In the number of May 13,

1789, occurs the following announcement: "Le Bulletin

des Etats Generaux, avoue par le bureau de la Correspond-

ance etablie h, Rennes et signe de M. I'Abbe Colet, membre
du dit Bureau" etc., which would seem to indicate that-*

the letters published were reproduced exactly from the

^La Revolution franc^aise, December, 1900,
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copies furnished by the bureau. The issues for the month
of September, 1789, are wanting' in the copy in the Na-

tional Library. Tliese may be found in the city library of

Kennes.

4. Feuille hehdomadaire pour la Bretagnc. Afjiche de

Rennes. 2 vols. 1784-1792. City library of Rennes, 49E,

15. This is a very incomplete copy of a newspaper which,

among other things, also published extracts from the cor-

respondence of the deputies of Kennes.

5. Corresponda ncG de MM. les deputes des communes
d'Anjou, avec leurs commettans, relativement aux Etats

Generaux a Versailles en 1789-1790. 10 vols. Bib. Nat.

Lc2/145. Contains valuable evidence on the earlier ses-

sions of the Third Estate in the detailed accounts given

by the deputies in their regular and systematic letters.

6. Correspondance des deputes des Cotes-du-Nord aux
Etats Generaux et a VAssemhlee n-atioiuile constituante.

Publiee par M. D. Tempier. Premiere partis Avril-Octo-

hre 1789. Published in the Socicte d'emulation des Cotes-

du-Nord. vol, 26. The original letters of Champeaux-Pa-

lasne and Poulain de Corbion.

7. Correspondance inedite de J. M. Pellerin, depute du
tiers etat de la senechaussee de Guerande aux Etats Gen-

eraux, [5 mai 1789-29 mai 1790) rccueillie et annotee par

Gustam Bord. Paris, 1883. This is the official corre-

spondence of Pellerin addressed to the bureau and munic-

ipality of Croisic.^

8. Correspondence of Jean-Pierre P>oulle, jDublished in

the Revue de la Resolution publiee sous la directian de

'Pellerin was, also, for some time the writer of the letters pub-
lished in the Bulletin des Etats-Gcncraux, par les niembres du bureau
de correspondance de Nantes, now in the city library of Nantes, but
which I have not been able to consult. On June 12, 1789, he wrote:
"C'est occuper les intervalles de ces seances et le matin qu'il me faut
rediger . . . votre correspondance et celle de Nantes, dout je me
suis pareillement charg6."
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Oustave Bord. toIs. 11-13. Paris, Bertaux-Bray, Edi-

teur. Boulle was deputy from Pontivy. The original

letters are now in the archives of the Department of Mor-

bihan.

9. Gorrespondance dc AI. dc la Ville Le Roulx du 3

ai?ril 1789 ait, 21 aout tmkyant, composed of the copies of

the letters of Le Koiilx made by the bureau of correspond-

ence to which they were addressed, and now in the munici-

pal archives of Lorient. This correspondence was also

printed by the bureau, but no printed copy is now known
to exist. ^

10. Lettre adressee a messieurs les citoyeiis de la Ville

de Rcmies, par M. le Chapelier, depute de la senechaus-

see de Rcnncs. . . . Versailles, ce 12 Septcmhre 1789.

12 pages. Eennes chez N. Audran. Bib. Nat. Lb39/7816.

11. Relation des evenements du 6 nuii au 15 juillet

1789, composed of the letters of an anonymous correspond-

ent now in the Archives des affaires etrangeres, and pub-

lished by Armand Brette in La Revolution frangaisc.

vols. 23-24.

12. Journal D'Adrien Duquesnoy, depute du tiers etat

de Bar-le-Duc, siir VAssemhlee constituante. 3 mai 1789-

3 avril 1790. Publie par la societe d'histoire contem-

poraine, par Robert de Crevecc&ur. 2 vols. Paris, 1894.^

13. Hera nit de la nation, sons les auspices de la patrie

{par Mangonrrit). Jan. 1 to June 30, 1789. Bib. Nat.

Lc2/102.

^May 11, 1789, the bureau at Lorient wrote to Rennes: "Le bul-

letin que nous tirons des lettres de nos deputes et que nous faisons

imprimes." That this was continued is shown by a letter of Le
Roulx of December 30, 1789. "Vous avez pris le parti de faire im-

primer mes lettres." See the register of this correspondence at Lo-

rient, BB12-13.

^See the criticism of this journal by Armand Brette in the Revue
Critique, May 11, 1896, and the reply of Guilhiermoz in the same
review, June 22, 1896. See also the American Historical Revieio, Oc-

tober, 1902, in which Fling has shown from a study of the bulletins

that Duquesnoy must have been the author.
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12 Charles Kuhlmann

14. Journal d'etat et du cltoijen, par Mademoiselle de

Kcralio, de Vacademie d'Arras et de la societe patriotique

Irrebonne, published at Paris from Aug. 13 to Nov. 30,

1789, according to the numbers preserved in the National

Library. Bib. Nat. Lc2/214.

15. Lc Point du jour, on resultat de ce qui s'cst passe

la veille a VAssemhlee nationale. 26 vols. Paris, 1789-

1791.

16. Recit des seances des deputes des communes depuis

lc 5 mat 17S9 jusqu'aii 12 juin suivant. Paris, 1895.

17. Froces-verbal de Vassemhlee des communes et de

rAssemhlee luitiomile. 75 vols. Paris, 1789-1791.

18. Courrler de Provence. 18 vols. Paris, 1789-1791.

II. Memoires and other works of contemporaries.

1. Beaulieu, C. F. Essais Jiistoriques sur les causes et

effcts de la Revolution de France. 6 vols. Paris, 1801-

1803.

2. Montjo3'e. Histoire de la Revolution de France et

dc VAssemhlee nationale. Paris, 1792.

3. Moleville, Bertrand de. Histoire de la Revolution

de France. 14 vols. Paris, 1801.

4. Gregoire. Memoires de. Par M. H. Goruet. 2 vols.

Paris, 1867.

5. Lameth, Alexandre. Histoire de rAssemhlee con-

stituante. 2 vols. Paris, 1828.

6. Memoires sur la Revolution frangaise; extraits de

la correspondance de Condorget et de cella de ces amis.

Par Fredcric-Gacton de la Rochfoucauld-IAancoiirt. 2

vols. Paris, 1824.

7. Dubois-Crance. Analyse de la Revolution frangaise

des Etats Generaux jusqu'au 6 brumaire an IV de la rc-

pnhlique. Paris, 1885.

8. Ferrieres, Marquis de. Memoires sur les assem-
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hlees parlenwntaires de la Revolution. 2 vols. Paris,

1821.

9. Droz, Joseph. HiMolre da rcgne de Louis XYI. 2

vols. Paris, 1839.

10. Diicliatellier, A. Histoire de la Revolution dans

les departemcnts de Vancienne Bretagne. ... 6 vols.

Paris et Nantes, 1836. ^

11. Yie prive et politique du roi Isaac Chapelier.

KcDnes, 1790. Bib. Nat. Lb39/3100. A pamphlet of 112

pages violently attacking Le Chapelier, Mirabeau, and the

Breton deputies.

111. The works of later historians.

1. Aiilard, F. A. Etude's et Iccoiis sur la ReDolution

frangaisc. Premiere serie. Paris, 1893.

2. Aulard, F. A. La Sooiete des Jacohins. Recucil

de documents pour VMstoire du Club des Jacobins de

Paris. 6 vols. Paris, 1889.

3. Kerviler, Rene. Recherches et notices sur les

deputes de la Bretagne aux Etats Generaux et a VAssem-

hlec nationalc constituante de 1789. 2 vols. Rennes,

1889.^ By the same writer, Armorique et Bretagne. .

. . 3 vols. Paris, 1893.

'Duchatellier is given here because he was in position to obtain
information from men who lived through and participated in the

events he narrates.

^'Kerviler's worlv is valuable for our purpose principally for the

large amount of detail it contains concerning the individual deputies

of Bretagne, and for the numerous extracts from their correspond-

ence. The author has made but little attempt to interpret the work
of the deputation as a whole. He writes from a conservative point

of view with a tendency to permit his feelings to interfere with his

appreciation of the strength of historical motives, so important in

his subject. This seems to have prevented him from understanding
the most important member of the deputation, namely, Le Chapelier.

It must be admitted that Le Chapelier sometimes expressed himself

in very vigorous language, but it seems to have escaped Kerviler al-

together that he was repulsed by the violence of the July revolution

—

that if he did indeed approve of it. it was only because he saw in it
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4. Oherest, Airne. La chute de Vancien regime. 3 vols,

jparis, 1887-1889.

5. Le Teo. Le Club Bretofi et les origiiies du Club des

Jacobins. In La Rer)olution francaise, vol. 36.

6. Zinkeisen, J. W. Der Jakobiner-Kluh. Ein Bei-

Iraij zur Gcschichte der Parteien. 2 vols. Berlin, 1852.

the only possible way to liberty—and that from that time on he began
to withdraw more and more from the increasing violence of the
party, which was still unsatisfied with the work already done. See
below, chap. II, pp. 77, 83-84, and Kerviler, art. Le Chapelier, and his
concluding generalizations.
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CHAPTER I

The BiiETON Deputies and the Eevolution in Bretagne

(1788-1789)

1

THE DEPUTIES AS LEADERS IN THIS REVOLUTION

In Bretagne, several causes existed to hasten the Revo-

lution and to make it at first more violent than elsewhere

in France. The abuses of the Ancient Regime were

greater here than in any other province, while at the same
time the people were the more dissatisfied because they

had for years agitated for reforms. Long before the open-

ing of the Revolution;, the Third Estate had fought in the

provincial assembly for increased rights and the removal

of some of the most oppressive burdens, only to be met by

a resistance that it was unable to overcome.^

In the parliamentary^ agitation of 1787 to 1788, the long

struggle was momentarily suspended in order to present

a firmer resistance to Avliat was believed an encroachment

of the general government upon the rights of Bretagne

reserved in the "Contract of Union," fixing the conditions

under which the province was united to the crown of

'Duchatellier, Hisioire cle la Revolution dans les departements de
Vancienne Bretagne, I, 3-4. "11 y eut en Bretagne, longtemps avant
la collision de 89 entre la Noblesse et le tiers, une lutte vive, animee,

qui durait pres d'un siecle, quant, en Janvier 1789, la Noblesse bre«^
tonne se retrancha aux Cordeliers de Rennes, poussant ses laquais au
combat . . . Mais combien de fois deja, les memes idees et les

memes classes d'hommes ne s'etaient-elles pas mesurees dans la salle

des Etats et sur la place publique?"
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16 Charles Kuhlmann

France.^ But the Third Estate was not deceived as to

the real meaning of the conflict between the government

and the parliament sustained by the local nobility. When
Louis XVI. was compelled to abandon his reform program

and announce the assembly of the States General, it at-

tacked its former allies with surprising vigor and unity

in agitating for its own rights as an order.

Foremost in this movement of the Third Estate were

those who were later to be elected deputies to the States

General. The signal of revolution was given by Cottin

as the instigator of resolutions adopted by Nantes on No-

vember 6.^ "The Third Estate demands that tke deputies

of this city to the coming estates of the province be ex-

pressl}' charged to ask that, from the present session, the

deputies of the Third Estate shall always be equal in num-

ber to those of the Clergy and Nobility combined, and that

to this effect the Nobility shall no longer participate in

the estates except by its deputies, the number of which is

to be determined by the three orders. . . . The Third

Estate demands that its deputies shall not enter the as-

sembly until the two first orders have deliberated over

and consented to its just demands, and (which is not to

be anticipated) that in case of refusal they shall give im-

mediate notice, in order that the Third Estate may ask

aid of the sovereign, sole chief of all justice."

These resolutions were presented to the king by twelve

envoys, among whom were the future deputies Cottin,

Jarry, Duplessis, Chaillon, and Blin. Many municipal-

ities followed the example of Nantes in adopting the same

or similar resolutions which they presented to the goveru-

^Cherest, La chute de Vancien regime, I and II, passim, and Pecquet,

Les origines de la Revolution en Bretagne, I.

-These resolutions. Placets adresscs an Roi et a la Reine, are found

in the National Library at Paris, Lb39/66. Kerviler, Recherches et

notices, art. Cottin, says they were the work of Cottin.
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ment either directly or through the representatives of their

order already at Paris. ^ The importance of this move-

ment was at once realized by the privileged orders, but

their attempt to influence the ministers to cause the king

to refuse to receive the envoys, and thus discredit the idea

to which their reception might give rise, failed.^ At
Paris the envoys formed themselves into a single body for

the discussion, not only of the immediate business for

which the different members had been sent, but of the

whole political movement of the time. At first, they sent

daily bulletins to Nantes in the name of the "Twelve dep-

uties of the Third Estate at Court," ^ but on December 18

they either assumed, or were given the title, "The deputies

of the Third Estate of the province of Bretagne, at the

Court." ^ On November 18 they wrote: "Deputies from

the different cities of our province come to us here, and

we receive daily from other cities the adhesions which

they hasten to address to us."^ On December 19, they

announced : "The deputies of Lorraine and of Franche-

Comte join us to present to the ministers a memoire which

will destroy the false insinuations contained in the one

drawn up in the name of several provinces, insinuations

^Pecquet, II, chap. 2. A large mass of these resolutions, together

with the pamphlets of the same period and of a period a little later,

exist in the National Library and in the municipal and departmental
archives of Bretagne.

-Charles Robert, Urhain de Herce, etc. Paris. Victor Retaux.

Herce was at Versailles at this time and charged by the Nobility to

confer with the ministers to prevent the reception of the envoys of

Nantes. See the correspondence of the first half of November.

^Bulletin No. 3. Four of these bulletins, Nos. 3, 8, 13, and 14, are

preserved in the departmental archives at Saint-Brieuc in printed

form, all but No. 3 dated from Paris. No. 3 is dated November 14,

No. 14, December 19. They were printed and distributed by the mu-
nicipality of Nantes to justify the course of its deputies at the court,

as is explained by a letter of expedition accompanying them, dated

from Nantes, December 25, 1788.

*No. 13.

=^No. 8.
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which the public has promptly judged as they ought to

be. It regards with pleasure the princes who have not

signed this memoire."^ This mission proved a veritable

political school for those who were charged with it, for

while they came into contact with the men leading in the

agitation in other parts of France, they were at the same

time observing the work of the Assembly of Notables, the

position of the parliament, and learning of the hearty

manner in Avhich Paris approved of the radical action

Bretagne was taking at the moment.- Of this they were

themselves quite conscious, for just before the opening of

the estates of the province they sent, in the name of "The

dei>uties of the Third Estate of Bretagne at the Court,"

a list of the demands they thought the order should adopt,

as a whole, justifying this presumptuous step by saying,

"You ought to do us the justice to think that this proposi-

tion is inspired by the special knowledge we should pos-

sess of the means to be employed, and which are indicated

to us by enlightened and well-intentioned men."^

Just how long this sort of revolutionarj^ committee re-

mained at Paris, or the exact number of those who at one

time or another formed part of it, it is impossible to de-

termine. After the estates of the province opened, the

Third Estate as a whole sent deputies to represent its

interests at the court. Of the future deputies to the

States General, besides the five from Nantes already men-

tioned, Kervelegan, Le Dean, Le Boulx, Le Chapelier, La
Chapelle, Coupard, Boulle, and Champeaux-Palasne were

thus sent upon one errand or another.'' It is more thau

^No. 14.

'Ibid.

^See the pamphlet, Charges (t donner a MM. les deputes du Tiers
ft, la prochaine asseviblce des etats. Bib. Nat. Lk2/528.

'Kerviler, Recherches et notices. See the names in question.
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probable, too, that Le Chapelier, Varin, Lanjuinais, and

GlezeD, who were sent in February by the avocats of

Kennes, joined the same body.^ Of the importance of

their work, Kerviler goes so far as to say that the impulse

to the revolutionary movement in Bretagne came from

this committee at Paris. ^

Owing to the position of their city as capital of the

province, the future deputies of Rennes became more inti-

mately concerned with the revolutionary movement even

than those of Nantes. Even before the provincial estates

opened at the close of December, the privileged orders

had resolved to refuse the demands of the Third Estate.^

Rennes, where an unusually large number of partisans

of both parties had gathered,'* increased daily in excite-

ment, until on the 26th and 27th of January it became the

scene of a violent conflict in arms, in which a number on

both sides were killed or wounded. This incident and

the incriminations following it influenced profoundly the

entire future course of the Third Estate of Bretagne. It

fixed in the minds of its members the conviction that the

Nobility had contemplated the massacre of its leaders,

and created in it a hatred of the whole aristocracy, which

its deputies carried with them to the States General, be-

coming with some of their colleagues in the assembly

their distinctive mark.^ Even before this, a vague feel-

ing had existed that the issue might be reduced to a ques-

tion of arms. A league which had long existed between

the young men of Rennes, Nantes, Saint-Malo, and Angers

had been extended to many other cities of Bretagne, all

'See p. 21.

'Art. Defermon des Chapelieres.

'Pocqiiet, II, 90-92, 144-145.

^Ibid., II, chap. IV.

'See pp. 51, 52, below.
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united by a "compact of union" and to a large extent

armed. ^ When, on the 26th of January, the young men
at Rennes who were accustomed to gather at the Cafe

cVUnion were attacked by the valets, they hurriedly sent

messengers to the "jeunes gens" of several other cities

asking for aid.^ Nantes and Saint-Malo responded so

promptly that their contingents arrived near Rennes be-

fore new messengers could inform them that the rapid

settlement of the difficulty rendered their services no

longer necessary. ^

This anned demonstration made a deep impression upon

the two privileged orders. There could be no doubt of

the close alliance of the leaders of the Third Estate and

this armed body throughout the province. At the law

school at Rennes where the avocats were the most violent

supporters of the Third Est^ite, a club had been organized

^Relations des cvenements qui se sont passes en Bretagne, redi-

gees par les deputes du Glerge et de la Noblesse. Bih. Nat. Lb39/6900.
"Une ligue qui existait long-temps avant le 27 Janvier entre les

jeunes gens de Rennes, de Saint-Malo, de Nantes et d'Angers, s'est

etendue dans toutes les villes de la province; les associes portent un
ruban oil Ton voit un embleme du Tiers, et pour devise, vaincre ou
mourir; ils ont conserve les fusils enleves du magazin du Roi; ils ont
ose traiter avec le commandant de la province; ils ont des drapeaux
ou sont peintes les armes de la Bretagne et celle de M. de Thiard; ils

vont par troupes et armes dans les differents villes, ils y font des
enrolements, la vie de' quelques gentilshommes est menacee." These
bodies of young men were the forerunners of the National Guards,
but they seemed to have been without any legal control or status
whatsoever. Their action, when not entirely spontaneous, was taken
upon the advice of private individuals, and thus served as a power-
ful instrument in the hands of the leaders of the Third Estate. In
the departmental archives at Saint-Brieuc (C. 165) exist two different
plans or constitutions for the union of the different units, the title

of one of which, "Facte social entre les jeunes citoyens de Bretagne
et provinces voisines, et autorises par leurs peres," is instructive.
Concerning their spirit and manner of action, see Arritc de I'assem-

blve gcncrale des jeunes citoyens et etudiants en droits, de la ville

de Rennes, etc. 2 mars, 17S9. Bib. Nat. Lb39/7008. Another delib-

eration by the same body, Feb. 27. Bib. Nat. Lb39/7060. Also Pro-
testation et arretc des jeunes gens de Nantes, du 2S Janvier 17S9.

Bib. Nat. Lb39/6932. Popquet, II, chaps. VI and VII.

^Pocquet, II, chap. YII.

*Ibid.
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where many of the students and young men met to discuss

the political questions of the day.^ At the Cafe d/Union

a similar club existed.^ This whole group of men they

now attacked in a niemoire drawn up in the name of the

Clergy and Nobility. In this it was charged that a body

of men existed who, in order to further their sinister de-

signs, had persuaded the "jeuues gens" that the Nobility

had armed its valets for the attack on the 26th of Janu-

ary''. It was claimed, too, that this organization of young

men, manipulated by the leaders of the agitation, could

have no other design than to attack the Nobility.

This attack of the Clergy and Nobility, almost official

in form, while denouncing the whole movement of the

Third Estate, was especially dangerous for the avocats

at Kennes in that it gave their enemy, the Parliament, an

occasion" for beginning a systematic prosecution, not only

of themselves, but of the whole body of young men who
had now become recognized as the final support of the

Third Estate. The leaders and their armed supporters

were thus to be struck down together. The avocats at

once saw the danger and drew up a reply in which they

made a vigorous defense of the "jeunes gens" and declared

the Parliament of Kennes a body unfit to sit in judgment

over the affairs of the 26th and 27th of January, because

it w^as at the same time party and judge, it being notorious

that its interests were entirely with the Nobility.^ What
part the future deputies of Eennes had in this episode may
be judged from the fact that Glezen, Lanjuinais, Le Chap-

elier, and Varin were appointed to present this memoire

to the king.^

^Pecquet, II, 232 ff.

^Note 1, p. 20, above.

^Pecquet, II, pp. 296 ff. Also Discours adressr d Monseigneur le

Garde-des-Sceaux, le G fcvrier 17SV, etc. Bib. Nat. Lb39/6969.

«Ibid.
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Lanjuinais, avocat and professor of law at the law

school of Rennes, had long been known for liis liberal

views. Ten years before the opening of the Kevolution

he had been violently attacked for an opinion he had pub-

lished in favor of the Third Estate relative to the droit

do colombicr. As a result of this, he had been practically

forced to abandon his profession owing to the dislike eim-

ceived against him by the members of the Parliament of

Kennes.i When in 1788 Le Guer published the circular

letter in which the Nobility announced rudely its opposi-

tion to reforms, Lanjuinais promptly replied by a crush-

ing analysis of the letter, article by article. After expos-

ing the fallacy of Le Guer's argument in maintaining

that the interests of each order were sufficiently guarded

by the veto of each, he struck at the heart of the contro-

versy in frankly announcing the necessity of a funda-

mental or constitutional change. Le Guer had said

"That all innovation, in opening the door to the arbitrary,

will tend only to bring about trouble and anarchy."

-

With the greatest indignation and irony Lanjuinais re-

plied: "Negroes! you have been reduced almost to the

condition of brutes; no innovation. Russian peasants!

you are slaves; no innovation. Children of the kings of

Asia! according to custom the strongest and wiliest among
you strangles his brethren; no innovation. Jagas of Af-

rica! among you exist the slaughter houses of human
flesh; no innovation. People of Bretagne! you suffer

greatly, but the nobles are people very well off; no inno-

vation. You have the veto to exercise in your favor, in

an assembly of seven to eight hundred nobles, by forty

and some deputies from the cities, of which several are

nobles or aspiring to be."^

^ CEuvres cle J. D. Lanjninais, Paris, 1832. I, 6.

= Ibid., I, 116.

nbid., I, 116.
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This pamphlet was soon followed by another, "Le pre-

servatif contie Favis a mes compatriots," in which, after

summing up the grievances of the Third Estate, he de-

fended the king and Necker against the attacks of the

Nobility of Bretagne, maintaining that their intention

Avas to liberate France by giving it a constitution. "Grat-

itude and enthusiasm for the sovereign are the only senti-

ments which should manifest themselves and be forever

fixed in the hearts of all."^

(jrlezen also entered the conflict through the press in a

"Lettre d'un honime a 864 nobles bretons," in which he

asked why the people of Bretagne were so anxious to

change their constitution, if it were the base of their hap-

piness as the Nobility maintained. "How dare you to af-

firjn in the eighteenth century that a constitution in which

the dignity of man is debased and his rights disowned so

far as to subject millions of men to the caprices and cu-

pidity of a privileged class, that a constitution in which a

small number of individuals, establishing themselves as

despots, have arrogated to themselves the odious privilege

of exemption from the public contributions and to force

the people to support the entire burden, that precious por-

tion of the nation which, they say ironically, has been al-

ways dear to them; that a constitution, finally, Avliich is

essentially inconsistent with the public welfare, since in

order to achieve it (the public welfare) reforms w^ould be

necessary, but which would never be accomplished while

those who pretend to be masters, the guardians of that

constitution, crush b}' their preponderance the Avell-in-

tentioned citizens; . . . how do you dare to say that

such a constitution procures the happiness of a great prov^^

ince and that every Breton ought to cling to it as firmly as

to his honor? What then are your ideas of honor that they

'Ibid., 134, 135.
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should be placed upon the same level with those of pe-

cuniary exemptions? For, finally, you did indeed wish to

disguise your motive; it is to these shameful exemptions

that you are so tenderly attached; it is in them that you

find your happiness."^

Glezen and Defermon, likewise closely identified with

the agitation in the province, ^ and secretary of the provin-

cial estates,^ were members of the intermediary commis-

sion and as such charged Avith the important correspond-

ence of the deputies of the Third Estate at the court."*

With Le Chapelier, Glezen had been on the committee of

four charged Avith drawing up the cahiers of the Third

Estate of Kennes, adopted on November 24,^ Glezen Avas

himself elected deputy to the Estates after their suspen-

sion in January.^ In the extraordinary assemblj^ of dep-

uties at Rennes, Avhich drcAV up, in effect, the final cahiers

of the order, the future deputies, Le Chapelier, Defermon,

Cottin, Ohaillon, Duplessis, Jary, Baco, Bougerel, Cou-

pard, Le Dean, and Boulle were present.^

In other cities of Bretagiie, the relation of the future

deputies to the Nobility and the reform movement Avas

A'ery similar. At Vitre, Hardy de le Largere had diffi-

culties Avitli the parliament and Avas very bitter against

the Nobility.^ Kervelegan and Le Dean at Quimper Avere

the first to oppose the parliament in the fall of 1788.^

^Kerviler, Recherches et notices, art. Glezen.

^Ibid. Arts. Glezen and Chapelieres.

nma.
nbid.

^Extraits des registres du greffe de Vhdtel de ville de Rennes. Bib.
Nat. Lb39/697.

"Kerviler, art. Glezen.

'' Resultats des deliberations tenues en Vhdtel-de-vUle de Rennes, les

22, 2Ji, 25, 26,et 27 decembre 17SS, etc. Bib. Nat. Lb39/1887 A.

"Manuscript letter of Largere, Archives d'llle et Vilaine, L. 294.

"Cherest, La chute de Vancien regime, II, 333, 334. Also Lettre de
M. De Goazre de Kervelegan a M. Ballais, etc. Bib. Nat. Lb39/6628,
a printed pamphlet of 47 pages.
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Kerangal of the senechaussee of Lesneven, while very

active himself, had made his house the rendezvous of the

local refonn committee and the militia organized in sup-

port of the Third Estate.^ Nearly all the deputies were

men of considerable experience in public affairs. Seven

at least had been mayors of cities, six had held the office

of senechal, five that of procureur. Nine had been dep-

uties to the provincial assembly (principally to the last

one) and eiglit had been appointed on the intermediary

commission, February 14, 1789.^ Fifteen were avocats

who as a body had been active in political agitations since

the middle of the century, or even earlier.^ In the elec-

tions in April, they were again very prominent. A ma-

jority were delegates to the electoral assemblies in which

ten of them were chosen on the committees on cahiers,

namely, Boulle, Bourgerel, Chaillon, Corbion, Duplessis,

Legendre, Lanjuinais, Morhery, Pellerin, and Thegadout.^

Ker\iler states that the important cahiers of Rennes were

almost entirely the work of Lanjuinais.^

II

EFFECT OF THE PROVINCIAL REVOLUTION UPON THE ATTITUDE

AND FUTURE ACTION OF THE DEPUTIES

The effect upon the Breton deputies of the events above

narrated was profound. Contemporaries usually ascribe

their uuitv in the States General to the effect of their club.

'Kerviler, art. Kerangal.
= These facts were in large part gathered from the work of Ker-

viler. TTie rest were found in the resolutions, proccs-verbaux, and
cahiers of the period, which it is not possible to cite in detail.

'See Rjcquain, Uesprit rcvolutionnaire avant le Revolution. P<f^
Sim.

*The proccs-verbaux of the electoral assemblies preserved in the

Archives Nationales.

'^Kerviler, art. Lanjuinais.
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The real relation of historical forces would be more cor-

rectly^ represented by saying that their club was an evi-

dence and a result of their unity. Both their committee

and their club were undoubted factors in their power in

the assembly, but the fundamental causes of their unity

lie deeper. They must be sought for in Bretagne rather

than at Versailles. AVhat reasons can be assigned to ex-

plain why their mere artificial organization should have

been any more lasting or effective than similar organiza-

tions formed by the dei>uties from other i)i'o^^iii^^s "^
^

They were the representatives of a province whose cent-

ury-long struggles in defense of its independent life had

given its people, far from possessing the French charac-

ter even to-day, a strong sense of a separate national] ty,-

a feeling just reawakened by the parliamentary opposi-

tion of 1787-1788. It is not uncommon to find in the lo-

cal literature of 1788-1789, the people of Bretagne called

the "Breton Nation."^ Many of the caliiers demanded

the preservation of the special regime until that time in

force, and it is a significant fact that one of the first things

undertaken by the deputies upon their arrival at Ver-

^As, for instance, the deputation of Languedoc. Leon Pignaud,
Un agent secret sous la Revolution et I'Empire, Le Comte d'Antraigues
p. 70. Zinlteisen, I, 59: "Fast jede Provinz fand sich in abgeson-
derten Vereinen zusammen, welche jedoch meistens nur gesellschaft-

liche Beriihrungspunkte ohne bestimmte politsclie Zwecke sein soil-

ten."

-Pocquet, Les origines de la Revolution en Bretagne, I, Intro, pp.
XIX-XX. "Malgre cela (the centralizing work of the Revolution)
qu'on le pardonne au patriotisme d'un Breton,—on peut dire que la

Bretagne existe encore. .Nul pays n'a garde plus profondement em-
preintes les traces de son ancienne unite, plus vivants les souvenirs
de cette vie provinciale qui fit tant de fois battre le coeur de ses en-

fants. Mieux encore peut-etre que la Provence, elle a conserve dans
le demembrement des choses sa personalite; car elle aussi a eut sa
langue, sa poesie, ses moeurs, sa nationalite."

^See the procvs-verhal of the election at Quimper, April 18. Archives
Nationales. BA2G, liasse 169i''s. Extrait dxi proccs-verbal des seances
de la scncchaussce de Quimper des 16, 17, . . . 23 avril. 17S9. The
address of the inhabitants of the country. Bib. Nat. Le23/161.
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sailles was to attempt to form a common cahier, as if the

province were to be r(?presented as a whole and not bj

senedianssces. They arrived at the States General with

an experience and from a political atmosphere entirely

different from that of their colleagues. They had been

the leaders in a struggle Avhich had thoroughly uniiied

and crystallized opinicm. In Bretagne, the time for hesi-

tation on the part of the Third Estate had long passed.

Revolution had been boldly declared and all hopes of com-

promise with the privileged orders abandoned. As Du-

bois-Crance writes : "It is, so to speak, from the center

{foyer) of its insurrection that the people (those of Bre-

tague) had drawn the elements which were to cause their

rights to prevail and to manifest their will in the great

assembly of the representatives of the nation."^ The dep-

uties of Bretagne wislied to repeat at Versailles the tac-

tics which had in their province led to success so far as

events had as yet shown—they were prepared to siunmon

the privileged orders before arguing with them. It was

this which gave decision and definiteness to their speeches

and propositions in the States General, and it was an ele-

ment of their Breton character, called franchise by them-

selves, which caused them to state without circumlocution

what their opinions were. Finally, their position was like

that of an army which had burned its bridges behind it

—

to retreat meant destruction. Unless the radical course

they had begun was definitely carried through, the No-

bility of their province threatened to take fearful ven-

geance for the events at the close of 1788 and the begin-

ning of 1789.- Their momentary safety was due to the

'Extract in Aulard. La Societc des Jacobins, I, p. XII.

-Cherest, La chute de Vancien regime, II, 376. "Jusqu'a la der-

ni6re minute, I'aristocratie bretonne resta sur la breche, harcelant le

tiers etat de poursuites sans repit, et semblant pi-endre a tache de

soulever centre elle des rancunes inoubliables."
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paralysis of the old organization and the arms of the

"jeunes gens."

As to the formation of their committee at Versailles, it

was probably contemplated by many of them before they

left the province. The dangers to which they were ex-

posed in common, the personal acquaintanceship of the

majority of them,^ together with the example of a similar

committee of which a number had been members six

months before, the clubs at Rennes during the session of

the last estates, would alone have suggested it. But the

organization was made necessary, in effect, by the formal

instructions of several deputations to consult with their

co-deputies relative to their cahicrs and the events con-

nected with the rioting of the 26th and 2Tth of January.

At Saint-Brieuc instructions were given, "To unite with

their co-deputies of Bretagne, to communicate to each

other their caliiers, and concert together the means to be

employed to secure the general welfare and the welfare

of this province in particular." ^ At Quimper the dep-

uties were to "require their co-deputies of the province

to unite with them and to extend that union even to the

deputies of the other provinces of the kingdom in order

to cause to be repressed the audacity of a tribunal which

dares to condemn the memoire which His Majesty has

well received, and to blame at once both the confidence of

the subjects and the grace of the monarch."^ Rennes and

'Le Teo in La Revolution frangaise, vol. 36, p. 387, says: "Tous
ces hommes se connaissaient personnellement, avaient interet a res-

errer leurs relations dans une assembl6e provinciale des deputes de
Bretagne." This statement must not be taken literally. It is not
probable that they had all met to become personally acquainted—at

least there is no evidence to prove it. On the contrary we find the
deputies of Saint-Brieuc writing: "Car nous avons beaucoup d'aris-

tocrates ici, meme quelques uns parmi les deputes de Bretagne," which
would seem to show distrust of some of their colleagues, which could
not have' been the case had they known them personally.

^Art. I of the cahicrs.

'Procvs-verbal of elections. Archives Nationales B26, liasse 169t>is.
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PlttTiiiel gave instructions to cause an investigation of

the January' riots in order to fix tlie responsibility, and

also relative to the act of the Parliament of Paris in or-

dering the memoire of the avocats of Rennes to be burned,

without definitely charging their deputies to consult their

colleagues.^

^Proccs-verhal, April 16, of elections at Rennes. ArcMveft- 'Nation-

ales Ba26, liasse 11^^'^. Cahiers of Ploermel, arts. 92 and 93. Ibid.,

ItJObis.
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CHAPTER II

The Breton Deputies and the Breton Club in the
States General and the National Assembly.

ORGANIZATION AND ORIENTATION

Thus, toward the close of April, under the vivid impres-

sions of the confusion and dangers through which they

had passed in their province, carrying with them the pas-

sions, still glowing, engendered by an exceptionally bitter

strife, and in fear and distnist of the whole aristocratic

body, the deputies of Bretagne arrived at Versailles, men
tried in a common cause. Here they lost no time in pro-

curing the means of regular communication with each

other, for before all the deputies had arrived and while

they were still disquieted over the absence of Kervelegan,^

of Quimper, they engaged a hall where on the 28th of

April they assembled for the first time.- As the States

'That they feared actual violence at the hands of the Nobility is

shown by a letter of the deputies of Saint-Brieuc dated April 28, in
which they say: "M. le senechal de QTuimper n'est pas encore arrive
et cela nous inquiete, car nous avons beaucoup d'aristocrates ici."

-The correspondence of the deputies does not agree as to the date
of the first meeting. Le Roulx states that the first meeting was held
on the 30th of April (letter of April 30). Boulle gives the same date,
but since in the original letter of Legendre of April 28 mention of a
meeting is already made, it must be that Le Roulx and Boulle refer
to the first meeting at which they ^oere present.
The hall in which they met at first was not satisfactory, for on

April 28 Legendre wrote: "J'ai eleve des cris contre le choix de lieu

de nos assemblees qui ne pouvait convenir par cela meme que la salle

ne devoit rien couter, et j'ai ete nomme commissaire avec M. de Fer-
mond pour louer une autre grande salle." (Mss. Arch, of Brest). But
we are not informed whether a change was actually made. On April
30, Le Roulx wrote that they met in a "corps de logls." According
to a letter of Legendre on May 1, it was in "une salle tres vaste."
The statements of contemporaries and the voice of tradition agree in
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General did not open until the 5tli, they had before them
a week which they employed in orientating themselves

politically, in discussing the affairs of their deputation,

their cahiers, and the question of the manner of voting.

They had already learned of the attack^ made upon the

validity of their credentials by the Nobility and the Clergy

at Saint-Brieuc, and in their very first meeting they con-

sidered the manner of their defense. The question was
whether or not they shoaild publish a reply at once or

postj^one their defense until their credentials should come

before the States General. The latter course was decided

upon.- For the next meeting, they determined to occupy

themselves with the clauses in their oahiers demanding

that all taxes voted by the States General should be sub-

ject to approval by the estates of Bretagne so far as they

applied to that province, an important demand which was

later to cause them considerable embarrassment.^ It had

Ijeen their intention to begin at once the coordination of

the demands made in all the cahiers of the province, in-

cluding those of the cures, but it soon appeared to them

preferable to consider first of all the gTeat fundamental

questions which confronted the States General as a whole

—the union of the orders and the manner of voting.^ On
April 30, the deputies of Franche-Comte, Normandy, Dau-

phine, Guyenne, and Perigord were present at their meet-

ing. MO'Unier, who was soon to become one of their

strongest opponents, and who in 1792 laid many fatal acts

indicating the building in which the club met, as situated in the

Avenue de Saint-Cloud and the rue de la Pompe (No. 44 in 1889) and
the hall upon the ground floor as the one used by the club. See
Aulard, La Socictc des Jacobins, I, pp. 3, 4.

'Declaration of the Clergy and the Nobility. Bih. Nat. Le23/170. ^
= MS. letter of Legendre and Moyot, April 28. Archives de Brest.

Mbid. This was considered as an imperative mandate. See note

2, p. 67, below.

*Legendre and Moyot, May 1.
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to their account,^ was now held in high esteem at the club,'

Following his conciliatory inclinations, he attempted in

this meeting to begin a movement for the purpose of caus-

ing an understanding between the three orders by means
of extra-legal meetings in which the questions, foreseen

to fall under discussion as soon as the States General

opened, might be debated. With this object in view, he

asked that for the next day a "comite general" of all the

deputies of the three orders be called in a large hall. This

was agreed upon, but Legendre assures us that the ma-
jority did not favor the project, nor could he see that any
good would result from such a "cohue," it having been

consented to out of condescendence to the ^'Orator of the

Dauphine," who had just won over sev<.ral cures for the

vote by head in the preliminary question of deciding how
the vote should be taken. ^ Nothing indicates whether or

not this meeting ever took place.

It is not evident that the deputies of Bretagne from the

first contemplated the holding of two parallel series of

meetings. Their primary object had been to provide a

means of union among themselves for the two-fold pui^pose

of discussing the affairs of their province and deputation,

and for the preparation for the debates in the assembly.

But it is evident that in gatherings where the deputies of

whole provinces appeared, these objects could no longer

be served. Accordingly^, Le Roulx writes on April 30 that

it had been decided to hold, aside from the original assem-

bly, another daily, open to all the deputies who desired to

attend.^ This latter assembly was the so-called Breton

Club.

^ Recherches sitr les causes qui ont empechc les Frangais cle devenir
libres.

^Legendre and Moyot, May 1.

^ "Outre cette' assemblee particuliere, il y aura une autre quotidi-
enne pour tous deputes qui voudront s'y rendre." MS. letter in Ar-
chives de Lorient.
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Details regarding the internal organization of the club

are entirely wanting. We know nothing of the manner
in which its meetings were organized or controlled. They
seem to have had a president to preside over the debates/

which, however, probably seldom assumed a formal char-

acter, for Barnave early in 1790 describes them as "con-

versations."^ The Breton deputies never designated it by

the name "club," nor is it so named in any strictly contem-

poraneous document, as far as I have been able to learn.

The term occurs first in Mounier's Expose de ma conduite,

late in 1789, after the club had ceased to exist. Even
here, it is not called the "Breton Club," but spoken of as

composed of a. gr^up of deputies who were accustomed to

"unite in a club." In the correspondence of the deputies,

it is never in name distinguished from the smaller assem-

bly composed exclusively of the deputies of Bretagne.

"Oomite de Bretagne," "Chambre de Bretagne," "Chambre

de la Province," or "Assemblee de la Province," are terms

applied to both, and it is sometimes diflicult or impossible

to determine which of the two is intended. It is certainly

clear that, to the minds of the Breton deputies, the club

never lost its character as an organization strictly in

their hands. Without a fixed program of meetings, its

workings and existence continued to depend upon the will

of the Breton deputies in whose hall it assembled and who

determined when it should come together. These depu-

'Dubois-Crance, Analyse de la Revolution frangaise, p. 49, says:

"Lanjuinais presidait cette reunion." Both Buchez et Roux in His-

toire parlementaire de la Revolution, II, 36, and Droz, Histoire du'

regne de Louis XVI., II, 169, mention the Duke d'Aiguillon as having

been president. Aulard, Intro. The Breton committee was later for-

mally organized into committees and corresponded as a body, Le-«

gendre being president of it in February, 1790. See the Bulletin de

Brest for Nov.-Mar., 1789-179C. In No. 16, vol. I, is a letter by Le-

gendre, written as president of the organization.

-Aulard, La Socicte des Jacobins, I, Intro. XXVIIl. Rvglement de

la Socicte des Amis de la Constitution.
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ties formed the necessary nucleus which, as occasion

seemed to demand, threw open its hall to the deputies of

the other provinces. That the club did not possess an

independent and permanent organization is evident from

the manner in which Le Koulx and Boulle spoke of it.

The former wrote on September 18: ''Such a revolution

has taken place as to strike the deputies of Bretagne.

Their hall is again open to all deputies whomsoever, and

they hope by this conduct, which is the same as that which

they held before and after the 17th of June, to save the

country from a cabal, alas, too evident." On December 18,

Boulle wrote: "You Avill remember that in principle the

deputation of Bretagne formed at Versailles a comit6 par-

ticulier'' (i. e., a committee composed of deputies of Bre-

tagne. It is the same term used by Le Roulx, on April

30, to distinguish the original assembly of the Breton

deputies from the larger one which had just been formed

for all the deputies) to which joined themselves under

difficult circumstances all the friends of liberty. . . .

The title, Comite de Bretagne, has just been changed to

Societe de la Revolution, which is to take a regular form

by means of statutes which are being prepared."^ Evi-

dently, then, the club had for some time preceding the 18th

of September suspended its meetings. It was only "under

difficult circumstances" that "all the friends of liberty"

joined themselves to the Comite particuUer, and it was

only in December that this Comite de Bretagne was to be

given a "regular form."

What contemporaries later called the "Breton Club"

thus appears from the strictly contemporaneous records

left by those most intimately connected with it, as com-

posed of merely an irregular series of meetings attended

'Kerviler, Recherclies et nolices, art. Boulle.
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by a very variable number of deputies and in evidence

especially during- periods of crises. From the extracts

above quoted, it will be seen that the membership was but

little, if at all, controlled. It was a place of meeting for

"all those who desired to attend."^ To speak, then, of a

list of members is to show a misconception of the nature

of the club,- for the "membership" varied from meeting

to meeting. This does not, however, preclude the idea

that a certain number of deputies were regular in their

attendance, and thus, in effect, formed a somewhat per-

manent membership. This conception of the club dis-

poses, without argument, of all charges that it, as an or-

ganization, intrigued in secret or engaged in criminal plots

of one kind or another.^

According to the different memoires of contemporaries,

many prominent members of the assembly attended the

meetings of the club, among them Sie^^es, Mirabeau,^ Bar-

*See note 3, p. 32, above. That there was no formal condition of

membership is to be inferred, also, from the letter of an anonymous
correspondent, dated July 9, 1789. "II faut remarquer," he writes,

"que les deputes de Bretagne ont admis dans leur assemblee beaucoup
d'autres deputes de differentes provinces et qu'ils regoivent tons ceux
qui veulent y assister." La Rcvohition frangaise, July-Deceviber, 1892.

Dubois-Crance writes: "Alors, le Club breton devint celui de tous
les deputes reconnus pour etre les defenseurs de la cause du peuple^
On presume bien qu'il s'j'' introduisit quelques faux freres, des emis-

saires de la cour; mais comme nous ne faisions rien que ce que nous
eussions fait, sans scrupule, en place publique, nous attachions peu
d'importance a cet espionnage." Extract in Aulard, I, p. XII.

^See the extract from Buchez et Roux, in Aulard, I, p. XVII.

'See extracts from Montjoie in Aulard, I, pp. IX-XI.

^Montjoie includes Mirabeau among the leaders of the club. In a

pamphlet of 1790, Vie 'privce et politique dii roi Isaac Chapelier, he
is represented as controlling, with Le Chapelier, the Breton Club and
the Breton committee. But I have not been able to find any trace of

any connection between Mirabeau and the Breton deputies founded
upon reliable evidence. On the contrary, he seems to have at first

been held in horror by them. On May 8, Legendre and Moyot wrote:

"Ce foi'cene (Mirabeau) livre a la fureur de son penchant pour la

satire, ne connait aucun regie, aucune mesure, ne respecte aucune
v^rite, dechire, attise, et defigure tout le resuitat des faits et cir-
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nave, Bailly/ Petion, Volney, Gregoire, Robespierre,

Bouclie, Charles aud Alexandre Lameth, La Revelliere-

Lepeaux, Diibois-Crance, the Marquis de Lacoste, and the

Duke d'Aiguillon.2 Regarding the number who were usu-

ally present, we have but very little evidence. Boulle

wrote on June 10th that the evening before "all the bet-

ter citizens from all the provinces were assembled tliere."^

Droz says^ that on the evening ^^receding the Jen de

Panme episode the Duke d'Aiguillon presided over a

meeting of about 150, while the 22d of June, according

to Gregoire, only 12 to 15 were present.^ An anonymous

Constances dont il embrasse le detail." This outburst was occasioned
by the manner in which Mirabeau had expressed himself in his jour-
nal, for whicli several of the deputies of Bretagne had subscribed.
On June 2, they complain of the Gazette de Leycle "qui nous a calom-
nieusement raye sous la banniere et dans la phalanx de M. le Comte
de Mirabeau." Le Roulx, in a letter of May 15, expresses similar
sentiments.

Professor Alfred Stern has kindly called my attention to an anony-
mous work he discovered in the city library of Zurich, Luzifer Oder
gereinigte Beilrdge zur Geschichte der franzosischen Revolution.
Erster Theil. 1191. In this work occurs the following passage:
"Mirabeau suchte ihn auf (Le Chapelier, when he arrived at Versailles
as deputy of the States General), denn Chapelier hatte sich durch
seine freiheitseifernde Schritte mehr als ein Verhaftsdekret auf
den Hals geladen, und also bekannt genug gemacht um des Aufsuchens
werth zu sein. Man frug sich, man sondirte sich. Was ist Eure
Absicht? Was verlangf Ihr? Freiheit der Personen und des
Eigenthums, so weit sich dieselben treiben lassen, war Chapelier's
Antwort. Gut! das wollen wir audi, sagte Mirabeau.^' As a result of
this, Le Chapelier, it is said, was introduced to Adrien Du Port (and
presumably also to the Comite Die Port) and thus led into the in-

trigues of Mirabeau and others to make political capital out of tiie

position and wealth of the Duke of Orleans. Pp. 112-114. For this

anonymous work see the Zeitschrift fiir Geschichtswissenschaft. 1890,

in wliich Stern shows that Konrad Engelbert Oelsner was the author.
Also Revue historique. 1897, January-April, p. 72 ff, where a transla-
tion with an introductory note, by Stern, is found. Oelsner was an
intelligent observer who had a wide circle of acquaintances among
the leading men in the assembly and at Paris, but he did not arrive
in Paris until long after the incidents here in question.

^Zinkeisen, Der Jakobiner-Club, I, 73. Cites Mcmoires of Bailly,

= For these names see the extracts published by Aulard.

^Revue de la Revolution, vol. XII, p. 49.

*II, p. 169, note 1.

^Memoires] I, 380. In the Mi-moires de CondorQet sur la Revolution
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writer stated ou the 9th of July that a short time before

about 100 had been in attendance.^

II

THE MOTION OF THE BRETON DEPUTIES TO ORGANIZE A NA-

TIONAL ASSEMBLY MAY 14

Everything- indicates that tJie deputies of Bretagne ar-

rived at Versailles enibued with the sentiment that, since

the Third Estate formed such a large portion of the na-

fra7iQaise. etc., vol. II, p. 68, the number is given as 150, but as Con-
dorget was not present and since Gregoire participated, it is evident
that the latter's account should be given preference, especially since

the small number present is a fact that was specially noted in the

meeting. See the extracts in Aulard.

'Correspondence published by Brette in La Revolution frangaise,
July-December, 1892. Letter of July 9.

Aulard (I, p. V), supporting his statement upon that of Alexandre
Lameth (Histoire de FAssemblee constitiiante, I, 421), and Zinkeisen
(I, 61) without any further qualifications, represent the cures of

Bretagne as having been members of the club. This statement is

certainly contradicted by a mass of contemporaneous evidence. It is

true that as far as we know there was nothing whatever in the nature

of formal conditions excluding cwres from attendance at the club, and
it is certain that the Breton cures at first worked in close understand-
ing with the Breton deputies of the Third Estate in affairs concern-

ing their province, for Le Roulx wrote on May 3, "Dans I'Assemblee

provinciale des deputes de Bretagne, Ton va faire la concordance des

cahiers des deputes laics et des deputes ecclesiastiques et fondre le

tout en un seul cahier." This work, however, was given to a commit-
tee (letter of Legendre May 5, in which it is stated a committee of

twelve- was appointed of which he was member) and did not require

the union of the two orders in the Breton Committee. In the Affiches

de Rennes it is expressly stated (No. 43, May 13, 1789) in a letter of

the deputies. May 3, that these committeemen were appointed in a

meeting of the "Deputes du peuple de Bretagne," by which is meant
the deputies of the Third Estate,—so that even here the cures were

not present. In the same paper. No. 42, is a letter from Versailles

dated May 1, in which occurs the following passage: "Les deputes

du Peuple et du Clerge du second ordre de Bretagne, s'occupent d'un

memoire en reponse aux protestations et declarations du Clerge et

de la Noblesse, arretees a Saint-Brieuc," which shows that they made
common cause against the privileged orders of their province, but also

that the writers did not include the cures under the name peuple.

Further, the cvres of Bretagne most vigorously seconded the prin-

ciples of the Third Estate, in the assembly of the Clergy. They
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tion, its deputies should, if need be, declare themselves

competent to represent it. It is in advocating action in

accord with this principle that they first make themselves

remarked as a special nucleus in the assembly. As early

as May 3, Le Roulx, in discussing the question of the vote

by head, wrote that, "It will nevertheless be necessary to

attack the question in some manner, and after having at-

formed there the same close unit as theii- co-deputies in the assembly
of the Third Estate, resolutely opposing the measures intended to

create difRculties for the latter order. (See Bulletin de Rennes, I,

No. 18, where an account of their action on June 9 is given relative

to the nomination of a committee to occupy itself with the question
of the dearness of bread—that is, a committee to act in accord with a
similar committee from the other orders, a proceeding to which they
objected on the grounds that the States General were not yet formed).
This course soon won them the title, the "Macedonian Phalanx."
(Hcraiilt de la nation, No. 46.)

But instead of joining the Breton Committee or the Breton Club
where they could not prepare themselves for the specific work of their

order, since these organizations were concerned with the discussions

in the Third Estate, they seem to have formed an independent com-
mittee in which they prepared their resolutions. At least when they
were confronted with the important question as to whether or not
they should desert the order of the Clergy to unite with that of the

Third Estate, they held a meeting to decide what course to follow.

(Bulletin de Rennes. I, No. 20. The meeting was evidently held on
June 14.) Had the Breton cures been accustomed to attend the club,

how could the deputies of Saint-Brieuc have written on June 16 the

following suspicions, betraying total ignorance of J;he sentiments of

the cures: "II nous arrive journellement des cures qui desertent la

chambre de I'eglise pour se joindre h nous. Dans le nombre de ceux
qui sont raembre de notre assemblee. on ne compte encore que trois

bretons, les deux dont on vons a parle dans notre precedente et celui

du Minihy, eveche de Treguier. Mais des autres, et surtout de ceux

de notre eveche de Saint-Brieuc nous n'avons point encore entendu
parler. (!) II est vrai qu'on assure qu'ils viendront aussitot que le

clerge qui depuis pres de huit jours, delibere sur notre arrete du 10,

aura pris une resolution definitive. Si ces gueux de cures nous man-
quent et ne suivent pas I'exemple de leurs genereux confreres, nous
sommes decides a les denoncer a la nation comme des gueux, des-

traitres a leur patrie. Nos pauvres cures sont bien faibles, ils craig-

nent les eveques qui se moquent d'eux et les bercent de promesses qu'

ils n'effectueront pas." In a letter of Boulle of May 22, in speaking
of the rector of Pontivy, second of the Breton deputies to desert the

Clergy, the writer says: "Nos demeures sont eloignes et comme nos

assemblees ne se tienent pas dans le meme lieu, nous nous voyons assez

rarement." Boulle was an enthusiastic member of the Breton Club,

and had the rector of Pontivy been accustomed to attend the meet-

ings, there could have been no occasion to write this.

Had the Breton Committee been formed by the cures and Third Es-
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tempted all the means of persuasion in order that the two

orders unite to vote by head, if they persist in refusing

this important demand, to cut to the quick, in declaring

that the Third Estate, being essentially the nation, con-

stitutes truly the representation of the entire kingdom

by its representatives at the States General."^ The same

fundamental thought had been incorporated in the im-

portant caliicrs of Rennes, of which article 2 reads : "It

is by a fatal error that that which is called the Third Es-

tate, which comprises more than ninety-nine hundredths

of the nation, has been qualified order and placed in the

balance with the two privileged classes. That error ought

now to cease, and that which has until now been named
Third Estate in the kingdom shall be comprised, with or

without the privileged, under the same denomination, and

called People, or Nation, the only name which expresses

the truth and is worthy the dignity of the Nation."-

What aid they anticipated from the government in the

execution of such a program we have no evidence to show.

In their correspondence, they hardly permitted themselves

tate in common, the deputies of the latter order would never have
referred to it as an assembly of their order alone', as they did on a

number of occasions. Thus in the Bulletin cle Rennes, No. I, 4, is the

passage, "Les deputes du Tiers-Etat de Bretagne se sont reunis."

Again in No. 2, "Les deputes du Peuple de Bretagne." So also Pel-

lerin on May 15: "Les deputes du Tiers-Etat de Bretagne s'assem-

blent dans leur chambre particuliere."

From the foregoing, I conclude that the cures of Bretagne—although
individual members may have attended both the Breton Committee
and the Breton Club—did not in any real sense form a part of either

of these organizations until the union of the orders in June—and we
have no positive evidence to show that they did even then. If now
v,-e remember that as early as August, 1789, a number of the Breton

ctm's were so far out of accord with the Revolution as to resign their

commissions as deputies, we may well question whether any of the

credit or discredit attaching to the work of the Breton Club is to be

assigned to them, especially since the principal work of the club, jj>
far as wc know, was performed in its efforts in the period of the

conferences and organization of the Assembly, and in aiding to carry

through the 4th of August resolutions.

^A7~chives de Lorient.

^Archives nationales, BA26, liasse ITG^is
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to express an opinion regarding the attitude of the gov-

crunient in the opening session.' Le IJoulx is the only one
who gives evidence of gTeat dissatisfaction at Necker's
statement that there might be occasions in whicli. the

States General sliould deliberate by order. "I shall not
retire to-night/' he writes, "until I have caused my views

to penetrate to the ministry."^ It does not seem that

they really wished to submit the question of the manner
of voting and of verifying credentials to a discussion be-

t^^-een the orders. There is, on the other hand, a tacit as-

sumption that the vote by head and the verification in

common is the only manner permissible, imposed by an
imperative mandate which the Third Estate could not

disregard even if a contrary comuuind should come from
the Idng himself.

-

For a week after the opening, they hesitated to formu-

late their action, following a course of inertia. Naturally

they opposed any attempt of the Third Estate to act as

an order, for this would conflict fundamentally with their

position, which recpiired action as the representatives of

the nation or not at all. Accordingly, we find Le Roulx
vigorously opposing the motion of IMalouet on May 6, ask-

ing for a formal deputation, inviting the privileged orders

to join the Third Estate.^ He was greatly incensed at

Malouet and condemned with him even Mounier to Avhom

such deference had been shown at the Breton Club on

' Letter of May 5. Also extracted by Kerviler, RecJierches et notices,
art. Le Roulx.

-See p. 48 below. That they actually regarded the vote by head
as Imperative, we must conclude from their action in July relative
to the motion of Tallyrand concerning this kind of instructions. In
regard to this motion, Le Roulx wrote on July 15: "Nous avons
crains qu'il n'interdit que le vote par tete etait imperatif. C'6tait
I'ob.iet de notre amendement." The cahiers of Saint-Brieuc, Brest,
Rennes, Vannes, Plcermel, Quimperle, and possibly others either ex-
pressly demanded or implied that the vote should be by head.

^Letter of Le Roulx, May 8.
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April 30.^ On May 8, he prepared a motion which he
intended to present at Once, but of which we hear nothing-

further. It expressed the policy of inertia and reads as

follows: ''I, therefore, move, gentlemen, that we come
heie each day at 9 in the morning and remain until 2

o'clock in the afternoon, in order to await the arrival of

tlie Clergy and the Nobility, and in case of failure by
tliese tv\o corporations, or by one of them, to have united

with us by next Tuesday, a motion shall be made on this

same day tending to operate without further delay and
by the immense means we have in ourselves, the prosper-

ity of our country and the happiness of the best of kings."-

On May 13, the Breton deputation concluded that the

time for action had arrived. The obscure manifesto con-

tained in the motion of Le Koulx was replaced by a mo-

tion which Le Chapelier was instructed to draw up" and

which he presented in the assembly of the Third Estate

the next day.^ In a letter of Boulle of May 15, the im-

port of this motion is given as follows: ''The second mo-

tion (i. e., Le Chapelier's) was to publish a declaration

'Ibid. "Le soir, je rencontrai M. Malouet dans le pare ayant .50

personnes autour de lui. J'attaquai vigoreusement les principes qu'

il avait etablis le matin, et je le battis si completement qu'il fut

oblige de s'excuser siir E-a faible poitrine de ne pouvoir me repondre.

Hier matin il arriva avec un discours apprete, dont la conclusion

etait la deputation. M. de Mounier, de Grenoble, le seconda, et il fut

propose que tons les votants pour la deputation passassent d'un cote,

et voila mes moutons a courrir a nommer entre eux des deputes."

=Ibid.

^Boulle, May 22. "Cette seconde motion (Le Chapelier's) venait

de la Bretagne; elle avait ete convenue entre nous et M. Chapelier

charge de la presenter I'avait fait avec applaudissement." Revue de

la Revolution, vol. XI, p. 16.

The decision of the Breton deputies was reached at 9:30 on the

evcnirg of May 13, and the formal draught of the motion was prob-

ably not presented to the assembled deputation, for Le Roulx wrote

on May 15: "Nous n'eumes pas le temps de lire cette motion," and
yet he was present at the meeting. If it had been laid before the

deputation there would have been no necessity of reading it.

'Letter of Boulle, May 15. Revue de la Revolution, vol. XI, p. 12.
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of wliicli the plan was proposed, by which, after a sum-

mary of the facts and motives of the inaction of the dep-

uties of the commons, all the deputies of the States Gen-

eral are invited to render themselves to the place of as-

sfmbly in order to enable it to form itself, protesting that

those who refuse will remain responsible toward the pub-

lic for the consequences of their refusal and for the delay

which will be caused by it. This declaration will be re-

mitted to the assembled members of the church and the

Nobility, repeated in stronger terms at the end of several

days, and even several times if necessary, and in this way
prepare the final resolutions of the deputies of the com-

muns."^

This was a premature signal of revolution. The depu-

ties of BretagTie urged action for which the majority were

prepared only a month later. The motion of Le Chapelier

.

involved the assumption of the legislative power of France

by the deputies of the Third Estate, and that it was so

understood is evident from the speeches we i)0ssess of the

four days during which it was debated. According to the

Courricr dc Provence;, ^lirabeau on May 18, in advising a

middle course between the motions of Eabaut and Le

Chapelier, affirmed, "That a step as memorable, as new,

as profoundly decisive as that of declaring ourselves Na-

tional Assembly and of pronouncing the other orders at

fault, can never be too well prepared, too measured, too

imposing."^ In the Hcro/i(U de la Nation of May 22, 1789,

after a discussion of Le Chapelier'S motion and that of

Laborde of May 20, the writer says : "After the explana-

tion of tlieir measure, and if the desired union does not

talve place, the commons are, according to what is assured

'Letter of Boulle, May 15. Revue de la Revolution, vol. XI, pp.

12, 13.

-Courrier de Provence, I, p. 58.
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us, determined to declare themselves the ensemble of the

nation; to constitute themselves its natural and legitimate

representatives, and in that quality occupy themselves

with the public affairs conjointly with those of the church

and the Nobility who may wish to join them."^

But if this motion was revolutionary in that it was
clearly intended to prepare the way for the deputies of

the Tliird Estate to assume the powers of a national as-

sembly, the means by which it was intended to execute it

were still more so. There was no invitation to argument
—indeed the theory upon which the motion was based

made argument impossible, because no legal parties capa-

ble of ar^ment were recognized as existing—nor was
there any appeal to any constituted authority. The ap-

peal was directly to the unorganized nation; to the peoj)le

as individuals. 2 The proceedings of the Third Estate

•No. 46.

^That the intention was to make an appeal to the people directly

is not only to be inferred from the motion itself, but was expressly
stated at the time. In the Bulletin de Brest. I, No. 2, is published
under date of May 17, 1789, a letter from the deputies of Brest in

which occurs the following passage: "Nous demandons que cette

invitation soit imprimee et publiee dans les provinces, avec le compte
exacte de nos d-marches vis-a-vis les deux orders privilegies; ce

compte contiendra en outre le detail circonstancie de nos occupations
journalieres, et des moyens que nous avons mis en usage pour pre-

venir et eviter tons les inconveniens et les obstacles qu'on nous
suscite actuellement. Nous ferons connaitre egalement nos resolu-

tions relatives au cas ou la Noblesse insisterait dans la sclsson qu'

elle a formee. et a celui du Cierge de la premiere classe continuerait-

a tenir une conduite equivoque et versatile."

In the Hcrault de la Nation, No. 46, we find under date of May 22:

"Si oh les parcourt inutilement (i. e., the conferences) si les deux
classes separent de la nation, comme le firent les Tribus de Somaire,
les communes, d'apres les proposition de MM. de la Borde et de le

Chapelier, paralssent decidees a publier, non un manifeste, mais un
tableau fidele de leur conduite, afin d'instruire la France que leurs

soins, leurs tentatives, leurs prieres, leurs recherches ont ete in-

fructieuses; afin d'instruire toutes les provinces de I'empire que des*^

intgrets particulieres, des prejuges politiques s'opposent a ce qu'on

s'occupe de leurs pressans besoins; afin d'apprendre au peuples libres

et aux nations esclaves, que le despotisme ou I'oligargie ne pei'dent

jamais leur esprit de conquete, d'asservissement et de conservation."

BouUe wrote on May 22: "La necessite d'instruire le public et de^
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were to be published for the judgment of the people, and
by this means i\wy intended to force their way.

It is significant that in the four days of debate which

followed the introduction of the motion of Le Chapelier

few, if any, contested the principles contended for by the

deputies of Bretagne. The objections were based upon

gTounds of expediency; later, it was said, if attempts at

conciliation failed, they should be forced to adopt meas-

ures such as proposed; but every means of persuasion

must first be exhausted in order to avoid all causes for

reproach to the Third Estate and to assure the approval

of the people.^ When the motion came to the vote it was
lost by the crushing majority of 320 to 66,^ showing that

at this time the number of those who followed the Breton

advice Avas very small.

Ill

THE BRETON DEPUTIES AND THE CONFERENCES—THEIR

STANDING AVITH THEIR COLLEAGUES AND THE PUBLIC

During the debates on Le Chapelier's motion, the dep-

uties of Bretagne had insisted that the proposed confer-

ences Avould not lead to any useful result, that such de-

le faire assister en quelque sorte a nos seances de nous envestir de
son opinion qui doit faire toute notre force et qui pent seule vaincre
la resistance des privilegies." Revue de la Revolution, vol. XI, p. 19.

'Letter of Boulle, May 22: "Mils en louant le zele qui I'avait dictee

(the motion of Le Chapelier) on a regarde la declaration dont on
donnait le projet comme une manifest qui, par la raideur et I'inflex-

ibilite des principes, peut-etre prematurement annonce, donnait lieu

d'imputer aux communes d'avoir hate la rupture dans le temps meme
ou on leur proposait une conciliation." Revue de la Revolution, vol.

XI, p. 16.

In his letter of May 15, Boulle gives a resume of the arguments
made up to that time. Ibid., 12-14.

See also Bulletin de Brest, I, No. 2, pp. 6, 7.

"Correspondance de MM. les deputes des communes de la province
d'Anjou, I, No. 3, p. 45, and Boull6. letter of May 22, Revue de la

Revolution, vol. XI, p. 16.
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ference shown to the privileged orders might even be in-

terpreted by the people as weakness.^ When the motion

was lost, they resigned themselves with sufficiently bad
grace to a period of waiting in which they felt that the

position of their order was continually more endangered.

They now formed a restless group, the group of advance
out of aL'cord with the prevailing opinion in their order,

taking every opportunity to urge that the time for de-

cisive action had arrived. ^ That they were kept well in-

formed of the progress of the conferences, we may assume,

since their leader, Le Chapelier, was member of the con-

ference committee.^

The necessity of justifying themselves in the eyes of

the people, an idea contained in the motion of the 14tli of

May, had been felt by numy outside of the Breton depu-

tation. Lalxuxle, who had favored Le Chapelier's motion

as a whole,"* on ]May 20th recurred to this part of it in a

new motion in which he asked that a committee be ap-

pointed charged with prei^aring those parts' of its i>ro-

'Bulletin cle Brest. I, No. 2, pp. 6, 7.

^On May 24, Champeaux-Palasne wrote: "Nous sommes ton jours
. . . dans la menie position. C'est-a-dire que nous attendons, pour
prendre un parti, que nos conferenciers aient fait leur rapport a I'as-

semblee. Comme les conferences ont commence hier, le rapport se

fera demain, et ce sera le signal de nos grandes operations." Socictv
iVEmulution. etc., vol. XXVI, p. 227.

On June 5, the deputies of Saint-Brieuc wrote: "Toutes ces con-

ferences cependant n'aboutiront a rien, et il en faudra toujours revenir

au point de nous constituer en Assemblee nationale. II y a meme
longtemps qu'on eut du prendre ce parti, que la Bretagne avait pro-

pose et on commence a regretter de ne I'avoir pas fait." Ibid., 230.

Le Roulx on May 26: "Je presume que M. Le Chapelier va etre

conduit a renouveller sa motion."

^Le Chapelier, who from the first assumed the leadership of the

deputation and frequently acted as its spokesman, seems to have made
a strong impression upon the assembly of the Third Estate at a very^

early period, probably during the debate on the motion of the 14th,

in which he was applauded (Boulle, May 22). He was elected on the

conference committee by 413 votes. Letter of the deputies of Saint

Brieuc, May 19. ^ocictc d'Emulation, etc., XXVI, p. 224.

^Pellerin, May 20. Correspondence published by Bord, p. 25.
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ceedings which the Third Estate might wish to publish

and send into the provinces to instruct the people of the

measures which had been taken to bring about the union

of the orders. This was an attractive proposition and it

seemed that the Breton deputies favored it at first, ^ but

as the discussion was not completed on the 20th, and hence

no decision reached, Laborde and Target on the 22d in-

troduced a new motion in which they asked for the publi-

cation of a journal of the proceedings of the assembly to

which was to be added an expose of motives.- But by

this time the Breton deputies had seen that such a step

would bring the Third Estate into fundamental contra-

diction with its assumed attitude, for an assembly which

published its proceedings could be considered as consti-

tuted.^ Thus, anxious as they were to explain to the

people their real position, they voted against the motion,

which was lost by an overwhelming majority.^

When on May 28th the Third Estate received the letter

of the king asking that the conferences be renewed in the

presence of the guard of the seals and the royal com-

missioners, the deputies of Bretagne were placed in an

extremely embarrassing position. The letter was a fresh

blow to their hopes, for to obey meant new delav, when

^Le Roulx on May 22, as also Maisonblanche and the deputies of

Saint-Brieuc, favored the motion of Laborde. For Maisonblanche see

Kerviler, Recherches et notices, art. Maisonblanche.

-The fullest account of the debates over these two motions is found
in the Correspondance de MM. les deputes des communes de la prov-

ince d'Anjou, I, 30-53.

^Charnpeaux-Palasne wrote on May 24, relative to this motion:
"Comme, jusqu'au moment oil nous sommes constitues en corps de
nation, nous ne pouvous rien faire qui aient un air de deliberation
legale sans courir les risques qu'on nous objecte que nous admettons
la distinction des ordres, on sentit le piege, et la motion fut rejettee

a la pluralite de 387 voix contre 39." Socictc d'Emulation, XXVI, 227.

•Legendre and Moyot, May 22: "Et cette motion a 6te rejettee de
mon avis et de I'avis presqu'unanime de la province." MSS. Archives
de Brest.
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they had already for two weeks insisted upon the futility

of negotiations. They were at that very moment specu-

lating upon the advisability of renewing Le Ohapelier's

motion of May 14 and of constituting the National As-

sembl}'/ and now the king seemed to throw his authority

on the side of the privileged orders to embarrass the Third

Estate. They believed in the good faith of Louis XVI.,

to whom, according to all our trustworthy evidence, they

were sincerely attached. The king had granted the Third

Estate of Bretagne many of the demands made at the

close of 1788 and the beginning of 1789,- for which a feel-

ing of profound gratitude had manifested itself through-

out the entire province. Their correspondence indicates

that the deputies fully shared this feeling upon their ar-

rival at Versailles.^ Until now the government had held

aloof from the contest between the orders, and to the

deputies of Bretagne its position seemed unknown.* Nor

did they wish to accept the letter of May 28 as an evidence

of the king's real attitude. Following a long-standing

tradition, they laid the blame upon the evil counselors

who surrounded him.^

But whatever their regard for Louis XVI., or whatever

their faith in his good intentions, they were not prepared

'See note 2, p. 45, above. On May 26, Boulle wrote: "II me semble
que ce n'est plus le temps de temporiser et d'user de menagements et

que nous ne pouvons nous dispenser de prendre un parti dont ma
premiere lettre pourra vous instruire." Revue de la Revolution, vol.

XI, p. 50.

^For these demands see Pocquet, Les origines de la Revolution en

Bretagne, II, chaps. 2 and 3. To these demands the election regula-

tions of the 16th of March, expressly for Bretagne, may be said to be

the response. Archives Natio7iales, BA25, liasse 43. Reprinted in

the Socictc d'Emulation with the correspondence of the deputies of

Saint-Brieuc.

'See pp. 57-59, below.

nbid.

'TTiis thought is frequently expressed in the correspondence of the

deputies of Bretagne. See note 1, p. 59, below.
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to accept him as umpire in the dispute between the orders.

This the nation must decide—the nation, according to

their conception, as represented in the deputies of the

Third Estate.^ Otherwise a simple decision of the Coun-

cil might at one stroke dispose of the pretentionsa of their

order. In this crisis, they did not hesitate to reject the

king's mediation, especially since the Nobility had by a

new vote just declared that the vote by order and the veto

of each order over the decisions of the others were inherent

in the constitution of the monarchy.^ When the Sene-

chaussee of Eenues was called, Glezen moved that the

Third Estate now constitute itself an active assembly,

since no compromise was henceforth to be thought of;

that all previous conferences had led to nothing useful,

and that all future ones 'would be equally futile—they

might even give rise to a decision of the king of which the

consequences could become very dangerous.^ To this Le
Chapelier added that, with the act of constituting, a depu-

tation to the kino- with an address containina" the senti-

^The relatively moderate Legendre wrote on June 2 that the pre-
ceding evening they had discussed in the assembly of the province a
memoire of the avocats of Rennes against the parliament of Paris
which had condemned their address to the king, of the beginning of

February, to be burned (see p. 21). Regarding this memoire, he
says: "Mais j'ai particulierement et le premier observe la necessite
de la corriger dans la partie oii on invoque I'autorite du roi comme
le" refuge supreme des dissentions qui peuvent s'elever entre les or-

dres." (Italics in the original.) Archives de Brest. The inference
is clear that he did not recognize the king's authority in this ques-
tion and also that he was not alone in taking this stand, since he
was the first.

Under the date June 4 is entered in the Bulletin de Brest, I, No. 8:

"M. le Chapelier ... a devoile I'inexactitude du rapport qui
venait d'etre fait des conferences, et les atteints donnees par les com-
missaires du roi aux droits de la nation, par I'observation qu'ils avaient
faite que le roi n'avait pas renonce a la decision dans son conseil,

des difhcultes qui pourraient s'elever entre les trois ordres."

''Letter of Boulle, May 28, Revue de la Revolution, vol. XI, p. 115.
Duquesnoy, I, p. 52.

Rccits des siances des deputes des communes, p. 44.

^Bulletin de Rennes, I, No. 13.
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ineut of the order be voted. ^ Nearly the entire Bretou

deputation joined in the demand of Rennes, as also did

Camus who supported his opinion by a speech fully set-

ting- forth his motives.' But again the Breton proposi-

tion was lost.

On the 28tli, before the vote was taken, it became evi-

dent to the deputies of Bretagne that their motion would

be rejected. It seems that some of them then bent their

efforts to prevent the acceptance of the renewal of the

conferences without conditions.^ Mirabeau on May 29,

^Ibid.

= Boulle May 28: "Get avis (i. e., that of Rennes) a ete presque
generalement adopte par les deputes de Bretagne." Revue de la

Revolution, vol. XI, p. 115. Bulletin de Rennes, 1, No. 13.

^Boulle, May 28: "Mais il parait que le plus grand nombre est

d'avis d'adopter encore les conferences."
Le Roulx wrote on the same date: "Mais nous tacherons au moins

que le resultat des conferenc«3S qui se tiendront chez Monsieur le

garde des sceaux ne soit pas seulement porte au roi par les commis-
saires qu'il aura nomme, mais que le proces-verbal de ces confer-

ences soit arrete et signe tous les jours par les commissaires des trois

ordres et presente au roi par un nombre de deputes." This amend-
ment passed the next day. Rccits, p. 48. It is almost certain that

the deputies of Bretagne were actively concerned in the attack upon
the bureau on the 30th of May, relative to the question as to whether
the conferences had been accepted under the condition that a depu-

tation be sent to the king ^vith or before their re-opening, for Le
Roulx, in a letter of May 30, writes: "II resulte une rixe de parole

entre Vassemblee et le bureau soutenu par une portion des membres
malintentionne qui adoptaient le mot avec."

In regard to this incident, the Bulletin de Brest says, under date

of May 30: "Le trouble et le desordre se sont empares de la chambre
des communes, et pendant cinques heures entieres on a demande a

aller aux voix, pour conflirmer ou retracter les conferences annoncees
par le doyen, sans s'etre assure de la deputation prealable au roi.

Dans ce trouble, et par une circonstance propre a I'augmenter, il a ete

verifie que les opinions recueillies dans la nuit d'hier, portaient evi-

dement contre I'acception des conferences; que le doyen et ses ad-

joints avaient abuse de la confiance de I'assemblee, en comptant pour.

les voix qui n'avaient accepte les conferences qu'a la condition qu'

elles auraient lieu dans la salle commune, les trois ordres ajournes,^^

et non dans le cabinet de Mgr. le Garde-des-Sceaux et devant de^^
commissaires, que Sa Majeste prendrait dans ses ministres et dans

son conseil."

It is to be noticed that Le Chapelier's idea of addressing them-

selves to the king is involved in this difficulty.

To determine whether the amendment contained the word avec or
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in pointing out the dangers to the Third Estate, whether

it accepted or rejected the mediation of the king, urged

the deputation and address demanded b}^ Le Chapelier

the day before as a condition of acceptance.^ The dep-

uties of BretagTie were drawn to support this plan by two

powerful considerations, namely, the necessity they felt of

acquainting the king with the real sentiments of the Third

Estate and the opportunity it gave them to inform the

people of their position. The address, drawn up by Le
Chapelier, 2 was presented on June 6.

aprcs recourse was had to the copies kept by the different deputies,
since the secretaries were unable to determine the question positively.
TTie reporter for the Journal de Paris wrote for the session of May
30: "Dans presque toutes les copies on a trouve avcc, en ligue, mais
efface, et aprcs, au-dessus, entre deux lignes, mais en entiers, ce qui
a prouve que le mot aprcs avait ete substitute et prefere au mot avec,
mis d'abord dans I'amendement." (No. 152.)

This was certainly the result of more than a mere accident. It is

evident that nearly all had understood avec, or why should they have
entered it in their notes originally? Certainly no one made a formal
correction of the word on the evening of May 29 or the discussion in

the assembly could never have arisen on the 30th. How then did this

systematic change of the word come about? We can not believe that
the word aprcs was substituted for avec spontaneously by the dif-

ferent deputies. By the energy with which several Breton deputies
expressed themselves on the subject, and by the fact that the change
was entirely in accord with their sentiments, the thought suggests
itself very strongly that we have here a maneuver of the Breton
Club in instigating the change of words in question.

^Courrier de Provence, I, pp. 116, 117.

^Kerviler, Recherches et notices, says, on the word of Pelle'rin, that

Le Chapelier drew up the address. Art. Le Chapelier. Bulletin de
Rennes, I, No. 23: "On la (the address) dit de M. le Chapelier. II a
ete generalement applaudi."
According to Boulle, Le Chapelier's original intention was "d'en-

voyer au roi une deputation solennelle chargee d'eclaircir sa religion,

de lui mettre sous les yeux I'expose de ce qui s'est passe jusqu 'a ce

jour, le resultat des premieres conferences et une adresse qui, avec
I'impression de ncs sentiments, contiendront les principes dont nous
ne pouvons nous ecarter et en vertue desquels nous declarerons nous
constiHier en Assemblee Nationale." May 28. Revue de la Revolu-
tion, II, p. 115. The address, then, presented after the action of June
10 was outlined by Le Chapelier as early as May 28. See the Proccs-
verbal, I, 41 ff.

In the address presented on June 6, Le Chapelier expressed the
Breton hatred of the privileged orders, but also a desire to be just.

While denying in diplomatic language the authority of the king to
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This energetic urging of revolutionary measures caused

tlie deputies of Bretagne to be viewed in a very unfavor-

able light by many even of their own order. Some be-

lieved them in league with Mirabeau who was still re-

garded as an unprincipled agitator. Such was, as early

as May 7, the opinion of Duquesnoy,^ who, like the Ga-

zette de Leyde,- credited them with the project of dissolv-

ing the States General. He believed that they desired

merely to humiliate the Nobility; that if they succeeded

in this it was of little consequence to them whether or

not the nation were free. On May 30, a correspondent

whose name is not known wrote to the ministry: "We
have learned from a trustworthy source, and this merits

the most serious attention, we have learned that the dep-

uties of Bretagne have formed the project of thwarting

all the operations of the chamber and of so arousing the

minds as to prevent the holding of the States General.

It has been remarked that the opinions the most extreme

and the most violent come always from them. They have

a double interest in sustaining their system. It is said

that their province pays much less than the others and

that they fear an equal partition. They have an old (juar-

rel with the Nobility of their country and, always occu-

pied with the vengeance they meditate against it, they

decide the difficulty then existing between the Third Estate and the
privileged orders, he makes a pathetic appeal to him to place his

confidence in his people who were sincerely attached to him, rather

than ally himself with the aristocracy, enemy of both himself and
his people.

^Journal (VAdrien Diiquesnoy, I, 9. Writing of Mirabeau he says:
" 'II me parait evident, et a tons les bons esprits, que, M. Necker
n'ayant pas voulu acheter son silence ou son appui, il veut faire dis-

Boudre les etats, pour entrainer le ministere dans leur chute. Mai-,

heureusement, il a beaucoup de partisans. Tons les Bretons sont de

son bord; ces gens-ia, ne voyant dans I'assemblee des etats qu 'un

moyen, une occasion d'ecraser la Noblesse, contre laquelle lis ont une
fureur insensee, il leur import peu que la nation soit libre, heureuse,

pourvu qu'ils humilient la Noblesse."

= See note 4, p. 35, above.
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have imagined that, if the States General were not. held,

the}' would cause all the odium of that rupture to fall

upon it, and that the Bretons, irritated by this supposed

maneuver, would persecute {poursuivraient) it to the last

extreme and end by annihilating it. Such is the proj-

ect of the deputation of Bretagne; we are assured of it

from a good source. This project has transpired. The
government ought to imitate the Chamber and second its

views." ^ To oppose this supposed project a meeting com-

posed of dei>uties of the Third Estate was called on May
30, at which twenty-five were present. Here it was re-

solved to watch closely the Breton deputies, to warn their

colleagues against their designs, and to league themselves

against all their motions.

-

By another element in the assembly and by the people

outside, the deputies of Bretagne were much better under-

stood. Bretagne had Avon the admiration of the people

of Paris and Versailles during its revolution, so that when
the deputies of Kennes entered at the opening session they

were singled out by the spectators as the mark of special

applause.^ In the assembly they had already won ^the

title, "Grenadiers of the States General."^

IV

THE TRIUMPH OF THE BRETON CLUB^ JUNE 10-17

Although the Breton deputies had found but little sup-

port when they attempted on the 28th of May to have re-

jected unconditionally the king's offer of mediation, when

^La Revolution frangaise, vol. XXHI, p. 461.

-Ibid. Letter of May 31 and June 1.

"^ Revue des Etats Gcneraux d'aprcs des iournaux et des correspond-
ances incdites, by Pellerin, published by Bord with the correspondence
of Pellerin.

'Letter of the deputies of Saint-Brieuc, May 19. Socictc d'Emula-
tion, XVI, 224.
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it became apparent that the uew conferences were also

to end in failure, others too began to feel the necessity of

decisive action.' Of these man}- saw in the Breton Club,

which at this time assembled almost every evening,^ a

convenient means of preparation as well as a nucleus of

energy,^ so that its attendance and influence suddenly in-

creased enormously. It was undoubtedly, as Le Teo sup-

poses, at this time^ that Dubois-Crance jDresented him-

self at the club to ask admission for himself and the dep-

uties of several other hailUdf/es. 'Then," says this dep-

uty, ''the Breton Club became the club of all the deputies

recognized as the defenders of the cause* of the people."^

For several days before the decisive 10th of June it had

been said that at the close of the proces-verhal of the con-

ferences the Third Estate would constitute itself an active

assembly,*^ but in the feeling, becoming each day more

intense, that a crisis faced the order, it was left for the

Breton Club to formulate a definite resolution. It was

'Thus the deputies of Saint-Brieuc on June 5: "II y a meme long-

temps qu'on eut du prendre ce parti, que la Bretagne avait propose et

on commence a regretter de ne I'avoir pas fait." See also the letter

of June 3 in Relations des cvcnements, etc. La Revolution frangaise,

vol. XXIII, p. 467. Boulle, June 8.

'All our evidence indicates that the month of June marks the period

of the greatest activity of the Breton Club. In the correspondence of

Pellerin numerous meetings are mentioned at the close of May and
the beginning of June. On June 5, Le Roulx wrote: "Nous avons
actuellement assemblee tons les soirs a la chambre provinciale."

^See extract from Dubois-Crance, Aulard, I, Intro., XII.

*La Revolution frangaise, vol. XXXVI, p. 391.

Dubois-Crance says that on entering the assembly of the Breton
deputies, he repeated an expression which had been used in the as-

sembly of the Third Estate
—"La noblesse tranche; le clerge ruse;

la cour corrompt; nous n'avons pas de temps a perdre pour dejouer

les complots de nos ennemis."- Aulard, I, Intro.. XII. These words
were pronounced in the evening session of May 29 by a deputy frojB»

Picardy (Hcrault de la nation. No. 50), so that Dubois-Crance must
have spoken them between that date and the 10th of June; otherwise

they would no longer have had any application.

^Aulard, I, Intro., XII.

"See note 1 above.
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here that Sieyfes' motion was first introduced and dis-

cussed during the evenings of the- 8th and 9th of June.^

"At 9 o'clock I went to the ^alon dc Bretagnc," wrote

Boulle on June 10. "It Avas this evening truly the temple

of patriotism; all the better citizens of all the provinces

were assembled there. They examined, they discussed the

means of constituting an active assembly, and the plan

of the Abbe Sieyes of whom I have already spoken, ap-

peared to be generally approved. But a deputy, in com-

municating some information which he said he had re-

ceived from a reliable source, excited great alarm. A
committee of aristocrats, daily assembled at Madame de

Polignac's to oppose the views of the nation and to plot

its destruction, had decreed the sinister 'project which it

was upon the point of causing the government to adopt.

Under pretext of the. divisions which had from the first

paralyzed the States General and rendered them incapa-

ble of fulfilling their mission, they resolved to dissolve

them, or at least, to prorogiie them, which differs only in

the term. A royal session Was to be held before the end
of the week; and the parliaments, regretting that they

have obtained too much, reassuming the exercise of a right

which they had recognized as belonging to the nation only,

after having so long exercised it to the prejudice of the

nation, were to register all the laws, constitutional, po-

litical, and civil which circumstances or the needs of the

government might demand. M. d'Espremenil, the soul of

this committee, at which the letter of the king which

caused the renewal of the conferences had been drawn up,

at the moment when our pressing invitation embarrassed

the Clergy, and at which, to our misfortune and shame,

several of our members attend, M. d'Espremenil answered

'Boullg, letter of June 9. Revue de la Revolution, vol. XII.
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for the parliament of Paris, and the parliaments of th(?

provinces of which they expected soon to receive the con-

sent, had been written to. These reports, which by their

consistency and by the manner in which they were made
did not lack the appearance of truth, caused everyone to

understand that there w^as not a moment to be lost, and

it was resolved to hasten with all possible efforts the de-

liberation which, in giving us an existence, would put us

at the same time in condition to defend it. It was with

these dispositions, that we presented ourselves at the ses-

sion of the next day."^

Thus, for the third time, the formal motion to consti

tute came from the Breton deputies or their club, for the

motion of Sieyes on June 10 w^as the same, in its essential

points, as that of Le Chapelier on May 14, renewed, in

effect, on the 28tli. Circumstances, necessity, had now
driven the Third Estate to the point where the deputies

of Bretagne had really arrived before leaving their jDrov-

ince. Tlieir previous attitude was now vindicated, their

predictions had come true, for the Third Estate now felt

itself surrounded by difficulties and dangers which many
thought Avould have been avoided had the present step

been taken earlier.^

To prevent further temporizing, to confront the privi-

leged orders bluntly with the issue and force them to as-

sume a definite attitude, the Breton Club intended to force

its motion through the assembly with the least possible

dekiy and to begin the call of the Bailliages and Sene-

^Revue de la Revolution, vol. XII, pp. 49-50.

"Boulle, June 3, wrote: "Au reste on a eu occasion d'observer dana
la discussion combien les conferences qu'on avait eu la faiblesse d'ac-

cepter etaient dangereuses, la lettre du roi qui y avait donne lieu

ayant 6te evidement surprise a sa religion." Ibid., p. 8. See also

note 1, p. 53, above.
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chmissees on the same day.^ It was, undoubtedly, to pre-

vent tlie adjournment of the reply from the privileged or-

ders that Sieyes proposed to allow only one hour between

the summons and the beginning of the verification of cre-

dentials.- But in this attempt to carry both the assem-

bly of the Third Estate and the other orders by storm they

failed, as Boulle "writes, largely through their own impa
tieuce,^ the decisive vote not being taken until the evening

session.

In introducing his motion, Sieyes announced that it was
merely preparatory in character, and that should it pass,

he had another to present to the assembly.'* Without
doubt he referred to the motion he introduced on the 15th,

proposing to constitute under the name: "Les seuls rep-

resentants verifies et connus de la nation frangaise," which

he had also submitted to the Breton Club, or was to sub-

mit, before introducing it in the assembly,^ and for which

he gained the vigorous support of that body. But the in-

troduction of this motion led the assembly into a debate

over subtleties, over nice distinctions, which could be noth-

ing less than congenial to the character of the Breton dep-

uties who were noted for the clearness with which they

were accustomed to express themselves. In their minds.

'Boulle wrote on June 10: "Mais on desirait de la faire passer
promptement et avant que le Clerge et la Noblesse eussent desempare,
afin de leur faire de suite la sommation de se reunir pour la verifi-

cation des pouvoir et de commencer en consequence dans le jour I'appel

des bailliages et senechaussees, c'est ce qu'on entreprit et ce qu'on
reussit, en effet, a empecher en entrainant de longues discussions."

Revue de la Revolution, vol. XII, p. 53.

'^Rccits, p. 103.

^Boulle, June 10: "L 'impatience meme de ceux qui voulaient faire

passer la motion, contraria leur objet et les eloignait de leur but;
des cris s'eleverent a plusieurs reprises pour demander les voix, mais
ils ne servient qu'a faire perdre pres d'une heure dans le tumulte."
Revue de la Revolution, vol. XII, p. 53.

*Ibid., p. 52.

'Expose de la coyiduite de M. Mounier, etc. Paris, 1789, p. 5.
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long decided to urge the Third Estate to assume the leg-

isUitive power of France, if necessary, there could be no

need for niceties intended to save legal appearances. On
the IGth, Legrande moA^ed to constitute under the name
"National Assembly" without seeming to arouse much in-

terest.^ But he had given the Breton Club the sugges-

tion of a title which corresponded fully to the principles

of many of its members, and which was now seized upon

to make an end of all the obscurities in which the assem-

lily had been involved for the last two days. The club

abandoned entirely the motion it had until now sustained,

declared itself with enthusiasm for the name "National

Assembly,"- and in the evening session of the same day

Sieyes introduced the motion which was adopted the fol-

lowing morning, and completed the revolutionary act for

which the Breton deputies had in effect fought since the

Uth of May.

It is evident, then, that the Breton deputies and the

Breton Club had furnished the initiative, the conrage, the

force which drove the Ixevolution over its first great crisis,

or, perhaps, we ma^- say that they formed the element

whicli forced tlie formal declaration of the Revolution.

DIRECT OPrOSITION TO THE GOVERNMENT—THE "^OATH OF THE

TENNIS court"—THE ROYAL SESSION—THE IMPER-

ATIVE MANDATES THE .TULY REVOLUTION

Bertrand de Moleville assures us that at first the in-

tentions of the Breton deputies was "To do everything

^Point du Jour, I, No. 1, p. 1. ' ^
-Droz. Histoire du rcgne de Louis XVI., II, 211, says the motion was

received with enthusiasm at the club. Since it was introduced in

the evening session, it is to be supposed that the club met between
the two sessions of the assembly, for certainly Sieyes would not

change hie:; motion without first consulting those who had been his

:principal allies in the motions of the 10th and the 15th.
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for the king, and for reestablishing his authority in such

a manner that the Nobility and the parliaments could

never injure it,"^ This is in full accord with the senti-

ments expressed in their correspondence, without excep-

tion. But it is necessar^^ to distinguish sharply between

^Mcmoires particuliers sur le regne de Louis XVI., I, p. 44. Ex-
tracts in Aulard, I, p. XIII. Both Zinkeisea (I, 66) and Cherest (III,

120) accepted the version of Moleville's account as he gives it in his
Histoire de la Revolution, in which he says that his interview with
the Breton deputies took place during the first days of June. Ac-
cording to his Memoires it was, "Quelques jours apres I'ouverture
des etats generaux." The latter is the correct account as far as the
time of the interview is concerned, for we find in a letter of Poulain
de Corhion, deputy of Saint-Brieuc, dated May 11, the following pas-
sage: "Comme elles (observations in a previous letter of Champeaux-
Palasne) sont le resultat de la conversation que nous avons eue sur
I'affaire de Sieur P . . . avec M. de Bertrand, ancien intendant
de Bretagne," etc. {Socictc d'Emulation, XXVI, 220.) Since Mole-
ville represents this as his first meeting with the Breton deputies, it

could not have been later than May 10, for Champeaux-Palasne had
already written to Saint-Brieuc the results of the conversation when
Corbion wrote. It is evident, then, that Moleville's memory served
him poorly, for he says that the Breton deputies were at this time in
doubt as to whom they should elect to the presidency, but thought the
Duke of Orleans would be the most agreeable to the king—at a time
when there was neither president nor assembly, and when the Duke
of Orleans was still in the chamber of the Nobility.

Building upon this confused account Zinkeisen says, "Dies geschah.
wie gesagt, in den ersten Tagen des Monats Juni 1789 und war wohl
mit die nachste Veranlassung zu einem formlichen Bruche des Club
Breton mit dem Hofe und dem Ministerium." If this conjecture were
true, then this formal break with the government, of which we find

no trace in the contemporaneous records, would have to be referred
to the middle of May. As is shown below, it was not until long after
this time that the king and Necker lost their popularity with the
Breton deputies, yet it is quite possible that Necker's refusal of the
Breton alliance or leadership may have determined the latter to act
independently, for the time coincides with the introduction of Le
Chapelier's motion of the 14th of May.

Using this same account of Moleville, Cherest has been led, it seems,
to an entire misconception of the early position of the Breton depu-
tation and its club. Moderate until the beginning of June, neglected
by Necker, the club fell into the hands of the leaders of the revolu-
tionary party, of whom it then became the tool, and was henceforth
the violent organization which it has been supposed to have been.

This happened when Sieyes introduced his motions of the 10th and
the 15th of June. But, says Cherest, "D'abord il s'abstint de lui de-

masquer toutes ses batteries, de peur d'effaroucher la moderation rela-

tive de la pluspart de ses membres. II ne lui parla que de constituer
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the king and the court—between the king and the "gov-

ernment." Too frequently, in their minds, the acts of the

government were the results of deceit, of intrigues of the

ministers, of the court, or of the Nobility.^ For the lat-

ter, their distrust and hatred was as deep-seated and bit-

ter as the persistency with which they clung to their be-

lief in their king was pathetic. Nor did the letter of the

king on the 28th of May, the orders of the Koyal Session,

and the concentration of troops in July cause any essen-

tial change in this sentiment.^ Just what they meant by

I'assemblee sous le titre d'assemblee des setils representants veri-

fies et connus." (Ill, 120, 121.) On the contrary, as has been shown
above, Sieyes, so far from being under the necessity of fearing that
he would shock the moderation of the members of the club, was
merely renewing, under different circumstances, the very demands
the Breton deputies had fought for for almost a full month, and that
with an intolerance and vigor which had led to the suspicion that they
wished to disrupt the States General by the confusion resulting from
their violence. Under these circumstances, but little credit of initi-

ative is due to Sieyes, nor is it even certain that his motion of the
10th of June was introduced in the assembly of the TTiird Estate in

the form in which he had originally drawn it, for it was debated at
the club for at least two evenings, and it finally entered the assembly
as much the motion of the club as that of Sieyes. The same thoughts
arise relative to the motions of the 15th and the 16th. To represent
Sieyes as the important element in the acts which constituted the
National Assembly is to misrepresent the relative value of the forces
at work.

^This feeling is expressed upon numerous occasions. See espe-

cially the letters of the deputies of Saint-Brieuc, of April 28, July
19; of Boulle of June 3, 10, 13, 23, 24, and 28; of Le Roulx, June 5, 21,

23; and of Pellerin, July 10.

= Boulle, after the Royal Session, when in the most terrible excite-

ment, could find in his heart no other feeling for the king except that

of pity or sympathy for the misfortunes brought upon him by his evil

counselors. "L'on est separe en gemissant sur les maux que pouvait
entrainer un coup aussi funeste et sur le malheur d'un bon roi dont on
a si cruellement tronipe la religion, qu'on I'arme contre son peuple dans
le temps qu'il en etait adore." June 23. On the same day: "Ce
n'est pas au cceur du roi que tout ceci est impute; on lui rend encore
justice; on n'en veut qu'a ceux qui Font trompe. Serait-il possible
qu'un seul jour souillat pour jamais toute la gloire de son regne?'*^
On the 26th: "Oh! que les rois sont malheureux! le notre allait re-

cevoir les plus grandes preuves de notre amour; sa puissance allait

s'accroitre et s'affermir et c'est dans ce moment qu'on lui fait pro-
noncer le malheur de la nation."

Le Roulx could write on June 21, after the announcement of the
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tlic "authority" of the king is not clear, but it is certain

tliat they did not mean his absolute authority. When,
through the medium of Moleville, they asked to be di-

rected b}^ Necker, they did not intend to surrender to the

minister those rights which were now generally recognized

as belonging to the nation, and which in their minds in-

cluded the power of determining the form of the States

General.^ But because they had in this general way
evinced a desire to be guided by Necker, this minister has

been blamed for not entering into intelligence with them

in order to keep them in the channels of moderation in

which it is supposed they Avere at first inclined to move.^

If, however, we ask in what this moderation consisted, we
learn that it was merely good will toward, and a certain

degree of faith in Louis XYl. and his popular minister.

While the question of the organization of the States Gen-

eral was under discussion, what proposition could Necker

have made to a group of men who had from the first dis-

tinguished themselves by their intolerance and the un-

compromising attitude they assumed toward the privi-

leged orders, advocating action on May 14 as radical as

that concluded in the revolutionary resolution of June 17?

These favorable sentiments regarding the king and

Necker gave them but little assurance over the steps the

government might take relative to the action of the Third

Royal Session which had created such uneasiness, and after the insult

to the dignity of the deputies of the Third Estate in the unceremon-
ious closing of their hall on the 20th: "Qu'il (the king) n'a pour
but dans le seance royale que d'en faire modifier quelques expressions

<iue nos adversaires auront presentees sous un mauvais jour"!

^See pp. 47, 48.

= Zinkeiseti (I, 66) says: "Nichts ware also damals vielleicht leich-

ter gewesen, als den Club Breton zu einem bequemen Werkzeuge des
Hofes und der Regierung zu machen, wenn dieses Werkzeug nur in

die Hande eines geschickteren Ministers gefallen ware, als Necker
war." See also Cherest, La chute cle Vancien regime, III, 120, and
the extract from Moleville, in Aulard, I, p. XV.
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Estate in cousLituting itself the National Assembly, for

the government remained silent, whereas they felt that

the king was still surrounded by the enemies of their or-

der.^ The fears of a coup d'etat, which had been so viv-

idly felt at the Breton Club on the evening of the 9th of

June, were not allayed by the decisive action which had

lollowed by which they had intended to put themselves

ill 'A state of defense. They now seem to have begun to

tear that an attempt would be made to drive the assembly

f.siinder by force of arms. To escape from this menace,

it seems that the idea arose among the members of the

Breton Club to transfer the assembly to Paris where it

would be under the protection of the large population

entirely favorable to its pretentions.- To prevent a prop-

osition to this effect being made to the assembly on June

20, Mounier asserts that he introduced his motion of the

Jcu de Fauuic, which pledged the assembly not to separate

until it had made a constitution."' Mallet du Pan, writ-

ing in 1800, states positively that Sieyes, Barnave, and

the Breton Club had formed the definite project of trans-

ferring the assembly to the capitol, and that they arrived

at the Tennis Court intending to take advantage of the

circumstances to execute their resolution.^

According to the trustworthy Gregoire, it is to the in-

itiative of the Breton Club that the action of the assembly

on June 23, in refusing to leave the hall following the

command of the king, is to be ascribed. That the an-

nouncement of a Ivoyal Session should have created spec-

^Boulle, June 26. Revue de la Revolution, XIII, p. 73.

-Le Roulx on June 21, enumerating the dangers of a royal session^

describes the attitude of Paris as "Le noir image d'une capitale en

fermentation pour nous."

^Recherches siir les causes qui ont empeche les Frayi^ais de devenir

libre, 1792, I, p. 296, note.

*Mercure hritannigue, V, 19, cited by Aulard, I, pp. XII, XIII.
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ulatioii among its members and an attempt to learn what

the dispositions of tlie government were, was inevitable,

but it can not have been until late on the 22d that they re-

ceived truthful information, for only twelve to fifteen

members were present at their meeting that evening, and

Le Koulx, to Avhom the proceedings of the council were

partly known, assured his municipality on the same day

that nothing would be done against the work so far ac-

complished by the assembly. The Archbishop of Paris,

he said, had indeed misled the king and caused him to

take an unfavorable resolution, but Necker had since per-

suaded him to change his decision, "Instructed of what

the court meditated for the next day," says Gregoire,

"each article was discussed by all ; and all expressed their

opinions as to what was to be done. The first resolution

was to remain in the hall despite the interdiction of the

king. It Avas agreed that before the opening of the ses-

sion we would circulate in the groups of our colleagues

to announce to them what was about to pass under their

eyes and what it was necessary to oppose to it. But, said

someone, is the opinion of twelve to fifteen x>ersons able

to determine the conduct of twelve hundred deputies? It

was answered that the particle on has a magical force;

we will say : This is what the court will do, and, among
the patriots, they {on) are agreed upon such measures.

They signifies four hundred as well as ten.—The exped-

ient succeeded."^

The important influence of the Breton deputies and

their club in the resolutions of the assembly had in July

^Mcmoires, I, 380. See note 5, p. 36. Using the somewhat obscure
account of this session of the club given in the Mcmoires de Gondorqet,
Zinkeisen reached a conclusion exactly the contrary of the one given
here, that is, that the club decided to prevent a collision with the

government and to use its influence the next day to restrain the more
violent deputies. The club is, therefore, represented as a moderating
element in the assembly!
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gained them au enormous reputation. On the 24th, after

the charges against the deputation had been dismissed and
the credentials of its members declared sufficient, the as-

sembly, contrary to its custom, greeted their reentrance

with a burst of applause.^ Duquesnoy, who in May had

held such an unfavorable opinion of them, admitted on

August 21 that they were "extremely celebrated," although

he added that they were not statesman-like, being too

impatient and acting without sufficient diplomacy.-

Their power in the assembly is evidenced by the elections

early in July, which they discussed beforehand,^ for in

the new bureau were Gregoire, Sieyes, and Le Chapelier.^

In the committees the names of those who frequented their

club are strongly represented. On July 7 Bouche, Vol-

ney, Lanjuinais, Lepeaux, Petion, Glezen, and one of the

Lameths were included in the preparatory committee.^

Kervelegan, Petion, Gregoire, Corroller-du-Moustoir, and

Robespierre, were assigned to the deputation asking for

the withdrawal of the troops.'^ On July 24 Sieyes and Le

Chapelier were appointed on the committee on the consti-

tution,'^ and on August 3 the latter was elected president

of the assembly.

The imperative mandate of which a number of Breton

deputies were bearers caused them considerable embar-

rassment upon several occasions. They consisted in

^Le Roulx, July 24, and the Bulletin de Brest, I, No. 26,

-Journal, I, 263.

=* Writing of this election on July 4, Le Roulx says: "La minorite

de la Noblesse et la majorite du Clerge, nous fit redire a I'assemblee

de Bretagiie, qu'elles avaient pense que tel et tel seraient les presidents

et officiers qui nous conviendraient, mais qu'elles reuniraient leurs

suffrages aux notres. Nous etions a peu pres d'accord dans nos vues:

mais vous voyez que les deputes de Bretagne se sont acquis une grand*
•consideration."

* Proces-verbal, I, No. 13.

^ Proccs-verbal, I, No. 17.

'Ibid., No. 19.

''Bulletin de Refines, I, No. 35.
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clauses forbidding them to consent to any measures preju-

dicial to the rights and privileges of the province, not fully

incorporated in the French State, or to consent to new
taxes Avithout reserving the right of Bretagne to sanction

them.^ The deputies at their second meeting at

Versailles seemed to have recognized the impor lance of

these instructions and their incompatibility with the nat-

ure of an assembly pretending to legislate sovereignly for

the entire nation. ^ On June 14, Avhen the powers of

Nantes and Kennes were read, a general murmur arose."

Dupont de Nemours declared that the bearers of such in-

structions possessing a veto upon the actions of the as-

semblj^ could not be admitted as members of it.^ Le Chap-

elier A^'as able to postpone the decision of the question by

observing that the assembly was at that time not con-

cerned with the nature of their powers but with the reg-

ularity of their credentials.^ Their attitude upon this

subject was throughout vacillating and irrational, dic-

tated, it seems, by local spirit and the circumstances of

the moment. Although the}^ realized that they could not

recognize such instructions, they ignored the letter of the

king on June 27 authorizing all bearers of imperative

mandates to appl3^ to their constituents for new orders,

and refused to allow the question to be decided in the

assembly. The motion of Tallyrand on July 6, condem-

natory of the imperative mandate, considerably alarmed

^ These instructions were given especially by the scncchaussces of
Rennes, Nantes, Vannes, Dol, Fougeres, Dinan, Quimperle, Carhaix,
and Chateaulin. Procvs-verbal, II, No. 40 bis. Here Guerande is also
given, but in the correspondence of Pellerin, published by Bord, the
committee and the mayor of Guerande deny that there is anything in
the cahiers which binds the freedom of its representative to act accord-
ing to his judgment, pp. 105, 106.

= Legendre and Moyot, May 1. MSS. Archives of Brest.

"^Bulletin de Brest, I, No. 11.

*Proc<s-v€rbal, 1, the introductory number, p. 73.

^Le Roulx, June 15.
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them. Received with enthusiasm and supported by the

eloquent Lall^-Tollendal and a number of others, it

seemed as if it would be adopted,^ when the deputies of

BretagTie began a maneuver to defeat it.- On July 7,

Legendre and Mo^-ot wrote relative to this motion : "It

'will not have escaped you how much importance we at-

tach to it with regard to the preservation of the fran-

chises of the province of Bretagne. That article is par-

ticularly recommended in the powers of Kennes, Nanties,

and Fougeres; it is so likewise in the wish and conscience

of all the deputies of the province, especially under the

present circumstances in which our prelates and nobles

affect to reproach us with the desertion of the Breton

privileges."^' Aside from these motives, they were in-

fluenced by distrust of Tallyrand whom they did not know
at this time,'* fearing that he concealed under his motion

the declaration that the vote by head was not imperative.

They therefore prepared an amendment to prevent this

consequence should they fail in defeating the motion en-

tirely.^ Sieyes seems to have acted once more as their

spokesman, for on July 7 he moved that the assembly de-

clare that there was no "occasion to deliberate."*' This

was the formula which had already been agreed upon by

the deputies of Bretagne,^ and when Sieyes renewed his

^Point du Jour, I, No. 18.

-Bulletin de Brest. I, No. 20. "Comme ce projet d'arrete pourrait
contrarier les privileges provincaires de Bretagne, on fera des efforts

pour faire dire qu'il n'y a lieu a deliberer sur la motion de M. I'Eveque
d'Autun."

^MSS. in the Archives de Brest.

^Le Roulx, July 15. "Comme les mandats imperatifs Staient gener-
ale et I'eveque d'Autun n'etait pas connu de I'Assemblee, et surtout de
nous, nous avions crains qu'il n'interdit que le vote par tete etait iifP

peratif."

°Le Roulx, July 15.

"Point du Jour. I, No. 18, pp. 133, 134.

'See note 2, above.
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motion the next day it passed by an overwhelming
majorit3^ ^

With this method of disposing of the difficulty the con-

scientious Pellerin was not satisfied. (3u July 22, he wrote

to his municipality stating that the clauses of his instruc-

tions forbidding him to consent definitely to any imposts

affecting Bretagne or to surrender any of the rights

and privileges of his province were inconsistent with the

powers of the assembly to legislate for the whole of France.

But, as he also wished the preseri'ation of the provincial

privileges, he had prepared a resolution asking the assem-

bly to assure to Bretagne these privileges, by which the

effect of the imperative mandate would be remove'd by re-

moving its object. When, however, he asked the deputies

of the province to support this measure, some had an-

swered that he ought to submit to the opinion of the ma-
jority of the deputation, and since nearly all were with-

out such instructions they did not see the necessity of

any declaration. Others had replied that they had asked

of the assembly a new constitution and that, hence, they

ought not to seek to preserve their own, of which the en-

tire Third Estate of the province complained. Still others

had said that they ought not to speak of the reservation

of their rights until the close of the assembly. He, there-

fore, asked that the electors of his scjiccJiausseG be assem-

bled to send him definite instructions as to the course he

should pursue,^

Undoubtedly the events which had intervened in the

two weeks since they had been instrumental in defeating

Tallyrand's motion contributed much to cause this change

from a local to a national sentiment. At the former pe-

riod, the devolution was under the cloud preceding the

^ Point du Jour, I, No. XIX, p. 140, gives the vote 731 to 28.

^Letter of July 22, published by Bord.
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insurrection of Paris, and it behooved the deputies to hold

firmly to the rights guaranteed by time and usage. ^ But

when Pellerin wrote, this danger had vanished and France

was being transformed by the federative spirit which ob-

literated boundary lines. On the night of the 4th of Au-

gust, those of the Breton deputies who found themselves

bound by instructions to the contrary, announced through

Le Chapelier, then president, their conditional consent

to the destruction of the privileges of Bretagne, pending

the definite decision of their constituents. Only the Breton

cures declared that their instructions did not permit them

to make such a surrender. ^

We have no evidence of any resolution of the Breton

^On the night of the 4th of August, according to the Proces-verhal,

Le Chapelier "a expose les motifs de prudence qui avaient engage
quelques senechaussees ... a lier en partie les mains de leurs

mandataires, jusqu'a ce que le jour du bonheur et de la securite, suc-

c6dant, pour toute la France, a des jours d'attente et d'espoir, les

autorisat a confondre les droits antiques et reveres de la Bretagae,

dans les droits plus solides encore et plus sacres, que les lumieres de

I'Assemblee assuraient en ce moment a I'empire Frangais tout entier."

I, No. 40 bis. In his speech on the chamber of vacation of the par-

liament of Bretagne in January, 1790, Le Chapelier expresses clearly

the motives the province then had for no longer insisting upoji its

privileges. BiJ). Nat. Lc29/412-29.

-Proccs-verTjal, II, No. 40 bis. As will be seen below in the discus-

sion of the veto, this renunciation by no means destroyed the provin-

cial independence in the minds of the people of Bretagne, for there

could still be talk of secession of the province from the rest of France,

nor was the question of the imperative mandate here finally set aside.

On the contrary, the action of the Breton deputation on the 4th of

August was a distinct recognition of the binding character of such
mandates in that they announced their inability to renounce the

rights of the province definitely. Aside from this, they still recog-

nized themselves as bound by their instructions forbidding them to

consent to new taxes before the constitution had been made. The
demand of Necker on the 24th of September for a patriotic contribu-

tion, therefore, again embarrassed them so that they were fully un-

able to decide what course to pursue. On that date, Legendre and
Moyot wrote: "Aussitol que nous avons pu prevoir cette difficult^,

(prohibition to consent to the tax asked for by Necker) nous nous
assemblames dans I'un des bureaux apres la seance du matin, pour
devoir en deliberer en commun et concerter une resolution a trans-

mettre k nos commetans. Plusieurs avis furent proposes sans aucune
solution, et le motif de la convocation n'a communique qu'un embarras
intermine." MSS., Archives de Brest.
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Club relative to the gathering of troops about Versailles

and Paris, but the attitude and fears of the deputies of

Bretagne are clearly expressed in their correspondence

both before and after the insurrection of Paris. ^ It seemed

now as if the Kevolution would be forced to abandon its

program or to maintain itself by force of arms. To the

Breton deputies, the contemplation of such alternatives

was not new. The same, in effect, had faced the Third

Estate in Bretagne a few months before, according to

their belief, with the result that a militia was formed for

the protection of the provincial reform movement. In

Bretagne, the danger of the use of force against the es-

tates had always been so keenly felt that the liberties of

the assembly were deemed menaced if troops were brought

within ten leagues of its meeting place.- In the cahicrs

of Ilennes, the crisis of July had been foreseen as a pos-

sibility, for in article 51 it is declared that "The troops

belong to the nation, so that they can not, without ren-

dering themselves guilty of rebellion, favor the violation

of the constitution or the national laws, and particularly

the encroachment upon the liberties of the assemblies of

the States General and of the provinces, in preventing

their formation, assembling, or in effecting their disper-

sion.^

Three prominent members of the Breton Club, Sieyes,

Le Chapelier, and Gregoire seconded Mirabeau's motion

of July 8 asldng the king for the withdrawal of the

troops. * Numerous passages in the letters of the deputies

show that they would as individuals not have hesitated

'See the letters of Boulle, June 24, 26, 28, July 7, and of Le Roulx,
July 11 and 17.

-Point du Jour, I, No. XIX, p. 143. Remarks of Siey6s on the mo-
tion of Mirabeau for the withdrawal of the troops.

^Archives Naiionales Ba26, liasse 170i"s.

*Pomt du Jour, I, No. XIX, pp. 143, 144.
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to persuade the troops to disobey all orders directed

against the liberties of the assembly, but that the Breton

Club as an organization undertook such a step, as IMont-

joie declares,' there is no evidence to show and is in itself,

because of tlie nature of its organization, extremely im-

probable, if not entirely impossible.- BouUe in a letter

of June 28 expresses his hearty approval of the disobe-

dience of the guards at Paris, and when some members in

the assembly wished to have them punished, he accused

the latter of the design of discrediting the assembly.^ He
even mentions an attempt to bribe some of the troops at

Paris by a promise of an addition of two sous a day in

their pay.^ Le Roulx, in conversation with members of

a German regiment at Versailles, learned with evident

disapj)ointment that these soldiers felt it their duty to

ohQj should they be commanded to act against the as-

sembly.^ Legendre, who must be considered as a mod-

erate member of the Breton deputation, recognized with

gratitude the disaffection of the troops during the insur-

rection of July 13 and 14.^

VI

OPPOSITION TO REACTIONARY TENDENCIES—THE BRETON DEP-

UTIES AND THE NOEILITY—THE "FOURTH

OF AUGUST^^ DECREES

The rising of Paris, tlie withdrawal of the troops, the

recall of Necker, and the apparent surrender of the king

to the lead of the National Assembly filled the deputies

'See extracts in Aulard, I, p. XI.

"-See pp. 33-35.

'Letter of July 1. Revue de la Revolution, vol. XIV, p. 43.

*Ibid., Letter of June 28, pp. 26-31.

5 Letter of July 17.

"Letter of July 15.
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of Bretagne with better hopes than they had as yet held.

The people were in power; the "Cabal," disheartened, was

driven from the councils of the king, with whom, as they

believed, they could now proceed to the important work

of making a constitution.^ But the more conservative

deputies did not view the general disintegration with the

same calmness. Alarmed by the disorders which followed

the insurrection of Paris, the assembly began to feel the

necessity of repressive measures, or at least of calling the

attention of the people to the necessity of the reestablish-

ment of order. Against this tendency the Breton element

now directed its efforts. On July 20 Lally-Toliendal pro-

posed an address in which, after stating the situation of

the assemblj^, the dangers of disorders, he invited the peo-

ple to peace, respect for the laws, confidence in their rep-

resentatives, and fidelity to their sovereign, and declared

that whoever failed in these points should be regarded as

a bad citizen. He wished at the same time to authorize

the municipalities to organize militia.- This motion the

Breton deputies thought too reactionary. Fermont des

^TTie deputies of Saint-Brieuc wrote on July 19: "La cabale aris-

tocrate . . . est absolumeut culbute. La nation triomphe, et nous
Eommes actuellement certains de former une constitution qui portera
sur des fondements inebranlables. On assure que madame, soeur du
roi, et mesdames tantes de Sa Majeste, qui' etaient les ames de ce
complot abominable qui a pense perdre la France, sont parties et re-

tirees dans un convent. Toute la clique Polignac a quitte la cour, et

le roi n'est, quant a present, entoure que d'honnetes gens. . . .

On pense que les ministres renvoyes ne seront remplaces que sur lin-

dication qui en sera faite par le Restaurateur de la France." Societe
d'Eniulation, XXVI, p. 238.

This same feeling of relief from the previous heavy strain was ex-

pressed by Glezen on July 24 in addressing the assembly in behalf of

the deputation of Bretagne: "Agites tour-a-tour par I'espoir et la

crainte, nous I'eussions attendue (the decision of the assembly on the
validity of the deputation) avec plus d'ardeur encore et de solicitude.

Vous n'avez plus, Messieurs, de dangers a courir; votre patriotisme,
votre courage les ont dissipes. Vous avez triomphe, par une con-
stance inebranlable, de tons les obstacles qui s'opposaient au bien
public. La constitution est censee faite." Proccs-verhal, II, No. 31.

-Point du Jour, I, No. XXVIII, p. 240. Vourrier de Provence, I, pp.
450, 451.
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Cliapelieres of Kennes assured the assembly that Bretagne

was in the most perfect tranquillity; that there was no

necessity for sending a jiroclamation there, and that the

one proposed contained expressions more calculated to

cause an uprising of the people than to produce the oppo-

site effect. Glezen, also of Tfennes, likewise asked why
they should speak of disorders to provinces which en-

joyed perfect peace, and how could they censure men who
had taken up arms in defense of liberty? Delaville Le

Roulx wished the middle class to form a militia, but re-

jected the rest of the motion of Lally-Tollendal. Eobes-

pierre, member of the Breton Club, said: "It (the ad-

dress) presents in the first place a disposition against

those who have defended liberty. But is there anything

more legitimate than to rise against a horrible conspiracy

for the destruction of the nation? . . . Let us do noth-

ing with precipitation; who has told us that the enemies

of the state have tired of intrigue?"^

Tabled on the 20th, the motion, much softened in ex-

pression, was renewed by Lally-Tollendal on the 23d, and

sent to the committee of redaction. As finally passed,

the provision for a militia was omitted and the assembly,

instead of assuming a commanding tone and vigorously

condemning the disorders, weakly stated the evil effects

of lawlessness."

At the same time that the deputies of Bretagne showed

themselves unwilling to see checked the fury everywhere

directed against the Ancient Regime, an opportunity pre-

sented itself for reconciliation with the more moderate

portion of the Nobility of their province. The electoral

assembly of that order had been a stormy one, in which

the voices of the moderate members had been drowned

^ Point du Jour, I, No. XXVIII, pp. 241-243.

'Point du Jour, I, No. XXXII, pp. 275-277, No. XXXIV, pp. 304-306.
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by the clamor of the violent. The refusal to elect depu-

ties had been against the advice of a large number and

had never been jjermitted to come to a discussion or even

to a formal vote, a noisy manifestation having been taken

as the expression of the will of the assembly.^ There

were, therefore, nmny who regretted that their order was
not represented in the National Assembly, and who began

in July to make an effort to obtain representation. For
once the deputies of Bretagne showed themselves willing

to go farther than even the assembly to meet the advances

of those who had been their bitterest enemies. On July

24, when the question of the validity of their deputation

came before the assembly, Le Chapelier, in answering a

question rt^garding the desirability of inviting the Nobil-

ity to elect its deputies, said that in reality both the upper

Clergy and the Nobility had exercised the full right con-

ferred by the election regulations in refusing to elect, but

in order to open the door to reconciliation the deputies

of the Third Estate of Bretagne joined in the invitation

in question,* . The assembly, however, merely declared the

right of the Nobility to elect without adding the invita-

tion, which did not satisfy the order. ^ After some iso-

lated efforts had been made in the province,^ a certain

Scott appeared at the Breton Committee during the first

week in September and asked in the name of the Nobility

that the deputies of Bretagne support in the National As-

sembly a resolution annulling the oath^ of his order and

'Letter of the Bishop of Rennes, April 18. Archives Nationales.
BA25. MS.

''Bulletin de Rennes, I, No. 36, supra.

^Bulletin de Brest, I, Nos. 30 and 32.

^Oath to consent to no change in the constitution of the province,
or to participate in any assembly or administration by which the
provincial estates were replaced. It was taken in a dramatic scene
in the assembly at Rennes the 8th of January preceding. Pocquet,
Les origines de la Revolution en Bretagne, II, 188-189.
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inviting it to elect, by bisliopries, tlie number of deputies

to which it was entitled. But by this time, the sentiments

of the Breton deputies had been affected by many rumors

and fears of intrigue and counter-revolution in which they

suspected their own Nobility to be involved. "The affair

of the 26th and 2Tth,"^ writes Le Koulx, "the oath, the

resume of facts in which the bourgeois youth were ac-

cused of having presented themselves with breastplates,

-

all these circumstances were recalled as so many injuries

for which justice was exacted, and the Breton Committee,

judging from what is passing about us by the zeal of the

envoy of the Breton Nobility, is not without uneasiness

concerning several new jDrojects. They are not able to

conceive that the Nobility has not some secret motives,

some (irriere pensee, to devote themselves to the absolute

veto, or the system of two chambers.'' Their answer

therefore was that the proposed step was beneath the dig-

nit}^ of the National Assembly which had assigned to the

. Breton Nobility its place in the hall. Let them occupy it.

The Breton deputies would not make opposition."'

An incident which gTeatly aroused the apprehensions

of the deputies of Bretagne was the so-called "Conspiracy

of Brest." On July 24 the ministers of marine and for-

eign affaii's informed them that the English were arming

in French ports; that they had searched several French

vessels and entered into communication with the internal

'See p. 19.

-This was a charge made in a vicmoire drawn up by the Clergy

and the Nobility after the January riot, and which became accepted

as the sense of both the privileged orders. Bib. Nat. Lb39/6900. It

was a charge which, by its double meaning, particularly incensed the

Third Estate.

^Le Roulx. An undated letter (No. 58 in the register) but probaDly

the 4th or 5th of September, since he seems to refer to Mounier's re-

port on the constitution of the legislative body and on the same even-

ing that the address of Rennes on the veto was discussed in the Breton
Committee.
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enemies of France with the object of burning the ports

of Brest and Lorient.^ This gave rise to various con-

jectures, with the feeling that the Nobility was involved

in the conspiracy and that perhaps this was only a local

manifestation of a general plot against France—that is,

against the Ivevolution. At the receipt of this communi-

cation, the Breton deputation met and, at the advice of

the ministers, sent a common letter to the municipality

of Brest exhorting it to assemble its militia and "jeunes

gens" and unite with the regular troops in the port of

Brest, "to watch the mouth of the port and repulse the

enemy of the state." ^ At the same time they resolved that

each deputy should write to his constituents asking that

the "jeunes gens" should hold themselves in readiness

for immediate service.^

An episode of this nature could only strengthen the

feeling of the Breton deputies that the assembly could

not 3'et with safety frighten the people from their attack

upon all that seemed still to stand in contradiction or in

opposition to the Revolution, The primary motive for

resisting repressive measures had been expressed by Robes-

pierre on July 20 in the words: "Who has told us that

the enemies of the state have tired of intrigue?" Now,
as if to justify the distrust contained in these words, a

conspiracy involving open violence and treason was an-

nounced to be charged to "the enemies of state." When,
therefore, the committee on reports on August 3, after

^Letter of the deputies of Saint-Brieuc, July 25. Socictc d'Emula-
tion, XXVI, 242.

'Ibid., and the letters of Legendre and Moyot, August 12, of Le
Roulx, July 25 and 26. Also Arcliives de la villc de Brest covering
this period, and the collection of documents in the library of Brest,
No. 2.334, containing, among other information upon this affair, a
manuscript letter of the Breton deputies sent to Brest upon this occa-
sion, signed by twenty-two deputies, nearly all in the same hand.

^Letter of the deputies of Saint-Brieuc, July 25.
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revealing the frightful state of anarchy existing in France,

proposed a. proc-hiniation wliich in it-s contents and ex-

pressions was distinctly condemnatoi'y of the various dis-

orders,^ the Breton dei)uties were no more inclined to

acquiesce in this measure than they had been in the reso-

lution of Lalh^-Tollendal two weeks earlier. But this time

they found themselves in the minority, and while the proc-

lamation was in the hands of the committee of redaction

they prepared in their club the means of counteracting

what they thought the evil effect which would be pro-

duced b}^ the proposed action. "At the assembly of yes-

terday,'' wrote Corroller du Moustoir, deputy of Henne-

bont, "it was decided that a proclamation should be made
intended to arrest the pillage in the country districts, the

burning of villages and castles in the provinces, the pro-

scriptions of the lords and nobles. It was pretended that

this was the work of brigands. The commons were per-

suaded that it was the effect of the desire for liberty. They

did not cease to say: this decree had been against their

opinion and it was of a nature to inflame rather than to

calm. There is a limit to slavery and tyranny; the mo-

ment for throwing off both had arrived; we -were con-

vinced of these truths. Several very rich seigneurs of our

assembly, whom we had convinced that, in order that this

proclamation might produce its effect, it was necessary

that it be preceded, on the part of the privileged orders,

by a complete abandonment of their pecuniary exemp-

tions, were prepared to follow us. ^Ye awaited the read-

ing of the draft of this proclamation, which was to be

made in this session, ready to cause it to fail, if this pre-

liminarv were omitted."

^

^^

^ Proces-verbal, II, No. 40 bis. Point du Jour, II, No. LIII, p. 18, No.

LIV, 26-28.

-Extract published by Kerviler, Recherches et notices, art. Corroller

du Moustoir.
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The renunciations here referred to were those of the

evening of August 4. They had been discussed at the

Breton Club, the members of wliich had pledged them-

selves to support the motion, or motions, in which they

were to be proposed to the assembly.^ It is not certain

how far the details had been arranged, but it seems that

the leading jjarts had been assigned before the opening of

the session, for the Duke d'Antraigues, who was to move
the surrender of the privileges of his province, declared

that it was a "comedy prepared in advance."^ Aside from

the intrinsic importance of the acts of the 4th of August,

they are significant as being expressly the result of an un-

Avillingness on the part of the Breton element to allow the

assembly to pronounce itself firml}^ against violence. The
proclamation was to be permitted to pass only under

cover of an act so far overshadowing it as to cause it to

be lost sight of—an attempt to appease rather than to

control by law. This maneuver of the Breton Club marks
the beginning of the polic.y—refusal to blame or punish

violence once committed—later followed with such fatal

effects hy its successors, the Jacobins,

^Bulletin cle Rennes, No. 41, foot-note: "Cette motion avait ete de-
libere au comite de la province de Bretagne, et les deputes s'etaient
engages a I'appuyer." Ttiis refers to tlie motion of Noailles. Droz,
II, 404, ascribes the initiative to tlie Dul^e d'Aiguillon, as also does
Alexandre Lameth, Hlsloire cle VAsscmblce constituante, I, 9G-97; and
the deputies of Languedoc wrote on the 4th of August that Noailles
had deprived d'Aiguillon of an honor which belonged to the latter by
the fact that he had prepared the motion and was to introduce it.

Bord; Correspondance incdite de J. M. Pellerin, p. 109. On the other
hand, we find in a letter of Legendre and Moyot of August 5 the fol-

lowing equivocal passage: "Le Vicomte de Noailles devait remplir le

debut et nous etions tons prepares."

-Leon Pignaud, Un agent secret sous la Revolution et VEmpire, le

Comte d'Antraigues, p. 70.
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VII

THE VETO—DISUNION AND WEAKNESS—END OF THE BRETON

CLUB

As long as the assembly had stood in danger of a de-

fective organization or overthrow by force, the Breton

deputies had won the admiration of a large number of

their colleagues by the extraordinary unity of their action

and the deliniteness with which they expressed themselves.

But when the power of the Ancient Regime seemed finally

destroyed by the July revolution and the remaining abuses

of the feudal system declared abolished by the decrees

of the 4th of August, and positive legislation began, dis-

unity became apparent almost at once. With the discus-

sion on the declaration of rights the members of the Na-

tional Assembly began to separate into parties, a process

which did not leave either the Breton Club or the Breton

deputation uninfluenced. Mounier had long ceased to be

in sympathy with the club. On August 3, Duquesnoy
wrote that Le Chapelier was moderate in liis views, being*

in this way distinguished from the rest of the Breton dep-

uties whom he believed very extreme, and that he had

been opposed in his election by his colleagues of the prov-

ince who were jealous of his reputation.^ But it was the

^Journal, I, 263. Duquesnoy was certainly in error if he supposed
that the entire Breton deputation opposed Le Chapelier. Upon his

election the deputies of Nantes wrote: "La nomination de M. Le
Chapelier a la presidence a cause une veritable satisfaction. Cet
avocat breton dont le nom sera celebre dans I'histoire de notre Revo-
lution, s'est distingue jusqu'a present par un amour pour la liberte,

par une fermete inebranlable, par une tres grande justesse dans ies

vues, et par une modesfie rare encore." Kerviler, Recherches et n^
iices. art. Le Chapelier.

It does not seem, however, that either the Breton deputation or the

Breton Club had taken any preliminary resolution for the election,

nor that there was any unity among them during the first ballots,

for in that case Sieyes, Glezen, Le Chapelier, all members of the club,

would not have permitted their candidatures at the same time, since
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discussion over the veto which first brought about a vio-

lent division in the deputation. The close union and com-

munication which had existed between tlu:" deputies and
their constituents had until now been of undoubted value

to both parties, but proved in the end disastrous. The
reaction following the enthusiasm of the 4th of August

greatly disquieted many of the Breton deputies, who felt

that the veto might be employed to annul the recent de-

crees.^ Under the veto was thus hidden the reaction.

Similar fears existed in Bretagne where Eennes on Sep-

tember 2 adopted an address to the assembly which it

asked its deputies to present. In this, after the current

view that to the nation belongs the legislative, to the king

merel}^ the executive power, and that the two must be

kept in separate hands, had been expressed, they "declare

enemy to the country whoever dares to infringe the leg-

islative iDOwer." "Thej^ are surprised that anyone dared

to submit to deliberation and regard as problematical the

question as to whether the decrees of the National Assem-

bly require the royal sanction in order to possess the force

of law."- Unfortunately for all concerned, the deputies

of Rennes elected to allow themselves to be dictated to by

a single city rather than obey their cahicrs.^ They read

this could only bring defeat to their element as a whole. Bulletin de
Brest, I, No. 34.

After the resignation of Thouret was known, some of the Breton
deputies at least, began to work for the election of Le Chapelier, for
Legendre and Moyot wrote on August 5: "Alors nous avons pris les

mesures pour elever h la presidence M. lie Chapelier qui n'avait eu
que' 113 voix au scrutin de samedi. Nous avons parfaitement reussi
le lundy." MSS., Archives of Brest.

' Such fears are expressed by various members of the deputation.
See' Extratts d'une lettre d'lin depute de la scncchaussre de Henries,
Bulletin de Renncs, II, No. 3. The letters of the deputies of Saint-
Brieuc of August 31 and September 1, and the letter of the deputation
of Rennes August 31, Bulletin de Rennes, II, No. 1.

-Text incorporated in the resolution of Brest published in the Bul-
letin de Brest, I, No. 42.

^ Their cahiers favored a suspensive veto.
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the insulting address to the assembled deputation of the

province and asked that it be supported in the National

Assembly.^ When nearly the entire deputation refused,

their conduct became such as to greatly wound some of

their colleagues. The deputies of Quimj)er wrote to their

municipality: ''They (the deputies of Rennes) wish noth-

ing less than to force us to subscribe to their decree, in

order to print it, and to prove that they have, and are

made to exercise a sovereign empire over the minds of all

the Breton deputies; we avow that we have been greatly

displeased with the proposition of the Rennois. We have

even refused any kind of adhesion to their decree."- The

opposition was not so much to the principles advocated

as to the insult to the assembly, contained in the declara-

tion that all those who held views on the veto contrary

to those ex]^ressed in the address were enemies of the

country.^ The deputies of Rennes, being denied the op-

portunity of laying the address before the assembly,'*

made everyone acquainted with its contents by promptly

printing it.^ But the deputy of Dinan, whose munici-

pality had adhered to the address, placed upon the bureau

a copy of it which was then read, maliciously, Legendre

said, to the assembly.^ It Avas greeted with loud mur-

murs of disapprobation."^ Garat, Maury, Foucault at-

'Bulletin de Rennes, II, No. 3. Letter signed by Le Chapelier, Gle-

zen, Lanjuinais, and De Fermon.

'Journal d'etat et du citoyen. I, No. 7.

^Letter of Legendre and Moyot, No. 51, undated, but its contents

show that it was written on the day the assembly discussed the ad-

dress of Rennes, that is, the 10th of September. MSS., Archives of

Brest.

^The attempt was made by Glezen on September 5. Bulletin ^
Rennes, Nos. 4 and 5, vol. II. ProcCs-verbal, IV, No. 68, p. 1.

^Bulletin de Rennes, II, No. 5.

* Letter of Legendre and Moyot, No. 51.

'Ibid.: "Les secretaires dans la mention qu'ils en ont faite au-

jourd'hui, ont par mechancete announce que cet arrete violait sans
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tacked it vigorously. Mirabeaii declared it absurd, ob-

serving that Melun, Geroflay, Corbeil, and Point-du-Jour

could circulate like absurdities if the right were granted

to Kennes. He added ironically : "The National Assem-

bly lias no time to institute itself professor of the muni-

cipalities which advance false maxims; it should address

itself to the \\isdom of the excellent Breton deputies to

cause the right principles to circulate in their country."^

Le Chapelier demanded that ]Mirabeau be called to order

for speaking disresiDcctfully of the deputies of a province,

but his demand was refused. Maury then asked that the

address be returned to Rennes with the assembly's ex-

pression of disapprobation. 2 The humiliation of the dep-

uties of Rennes was extreme.^ Le Chapelier, who per-

sonally did not approve of the address, undertook its de-

fense, maintaining that the assemblj^ had heard the same
principles expressed by no less a personage than Sieyes.

The dignity of the assembly Avas above injury, he said.

The substance of the address being alone of consequence,

no attention ought to be given to the manner of expres-

sion. But the assembly refused to listen to his arguments.

Finally the deputy of Dinan expressed his regret at hav-

ing laid the address upon the bureau and made the hu-

miliating request that he be permitted to withdraw it. In

spite of Le Chapelier's objection that the deputy of Dinan

.

did not have the right to withdraw an address once pre-

mesure le respect dti a la dignite et a la liberte de I'assemblee. On
en a demande la lecture, qui a cause la plus grande emotion dans
Tassemblee dont le voeu s'est declare pour un decret d'improbation
vigoreuse contre I'arrete dans lequel cependant on avait substitue le

mot ennemis au mot traitres. La fletrissure de cet arrete, provoquee
par une multitude de voix, aurait assurement €te decernee, si I'As-

semblee n'avalt ete arrete par une consideration particuliere pour tons
les deputes de Bretagne."

^Courrier de Provence, III, p. 10. Bulletin de Rennes, II, No. 6, supra.

Toint du Jour, II, No. LXXVI, pp. 342-344.

"Letter of Legendre and Moyot, No. 51.
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sen ted, the assembly' chose this way out of the difficultyJ

The address, after dividing the deputation itself, had

furnished to its enemies in the assembh' the occasion for

,

a malicious attack which could not fail to injure its in-

fluence at tliis critical period with those who were still

undecided in their attitude. Equally damaging was its

effect upon the hitherto ideal relation existing between*

the deputies and their constituents. Many municipalities

adhered to the address,^ and since nearly all the deputies

were opposed to it, they stood in formal opposition to

the municipalities which they had until now recognized.

in effect, as their constituents. The complaint of the dep

uties of Quimper against those of Rennes provoked in the

former city a violent attack upon its own representatives,-

ending in a proposition to approve the conduct of Rennes

and disavow all the future acts of their own deputies."

Legendre and Mo^^ot, when they received the adhesion.of

Brest, replied in a letter full of indignation, but in which

they made many sensible observations recalling to their

city its true position and that of the National Assembly.

The address, they said, interfered directly with the lib-,

erty of debate. The adhesion of Brest had reached them

too late to be presented before the vote on the veto had

been taken, but even had it arrived in time they would

have been too considerate of the honor of their munic-

ipality to compromise it in exposing its resolution to the

disapprobation of the National Assembly. "Perhaps you

Avill agTee, gentlemen, that you have not accorded this

consequence (interference Avith the liberty of debate) all

the attention it merits; perhaps you have not remarkcj^

'Letter of Legendre and Moyot, No. 51. MSS., Archives de Brest.
Bulletin de Rennes, II: No. 6, supra.

'See the lists of the cities adhering, in the Bulletin de Rennes, II,

Nos. 7, 8, 9, 11. and 12.

^Journal d'etat et du citoyen, I, No. 7.
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that it does not pertaiu to the inimicipalities of Bretagne

to express the views of the Senechaussec, Avhich have not

conciiiTecl in the adhesion, and that it pertains still less

to their authority to drag after it the suffrages of all the

other provinces of the kingdom which respects in silence

the freedom of opinion in its representatives. . . .

You have subjected our devotion to a test too severe in

charging us with the commission of presenting to the as-

sembly the two decrees of the 2d and 6th ( ? ) ^ of Sep-

tember. We were not able to charge ourselves with that

commission without betrajang the confidence with which

you have honored us, without departing from your inten-

tions which, without doubt, were to concur in the forma-

tion of a National Assembly, free, respectable, and re-

spected. It would -cease to have these august characters

if it were reproached in advance Avith daring to abandon

itself to questions hostile to French liberties, and of a

nature to degrade the eminent powers confided to it, when
it is menaced in advance with the arming against it of

the people of whom it is the worthy representative, when,

in order to obstruct the liberty of its decrees, it is de-

nounced in advance as the enemy of the country, accused

of infamy and treason." In a postscript, they added

:

"We will not permit ourselves to give advice to the prov-

ince, but we shall here make a reflection; and we say that

if the decree of the 2d is such as it is known, and the ad-

hesions which it has obtained are the general views of all

the Bretons, as several of our correspondences say, there

remains no other course for Bretagne than to revoke all

its deputations, assemble its estates, and there determine

the Breton constitution. We will not dare to extend our

regards over the future which such a separation would

^Should be the 7th.
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prepare, but it is the frightful perspective offered by the

consequences of such a movement."^

With the address, or about the same time, the munici-

pality of Kennes wrote to its deputies a letter of which

we have not the text, but in which it expressed in severe

terms its dissatisfaction with its representatives. "It (the

deputation of Rennes) has received from the municipality

of Ilennes the most incredible marks of ingratitude and

dissatisfaction," wrote Legendre and Moyot. "M. Le

Chapelier, especially, is so abused that if his mission were

not so far advanced he would already- have sent his resig-

nation, and it is reasonable that his co-deputies would fol-

low his example, for the injustice and calumny are carried

to the last extreme."- On September 12, Le Chapelier an-

swered in a letter to the citizens of Rennes in which he out-

lines clearly and firmly his position on the veto and in

which he makes some significant statements regarding his

general attitude. The suspensive veto, he said, was not

gTanted out of consideration for the king, but because the

nation required some means by which it would be enabled

to reverse the decision of its representatives should this

be found necessary. He had prepared to defend the sus-

pensive veto in the assembly by a written speech, but be-

fore an opportunity of reading it presented itself the ad-

dress of Eennes had arrived. He did not think that in

this a clear distinction was made between the representa-

tives and the represented, but he believed it -his duty to

defend the principles contained in it, and had therefore

done so. He pronounced the opinion of Rennes and voted

against the veto of whatever nature it might be; and this

despite his cahiers which favored a suspensive veto. B^t

'Letter of Legendre and Moyot, September 13, MSS., Archives de

Brest.

^Letter of Legendre and Moyot, September 13.
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since opiiiiou had advanced srer.tly during the last five

months, lie did not feel himself bound by his calii^rs, ex-

cept in so far as thej were iu'peiative. The suspensive

veto had been adopted, but there^wan no reason for alarm,

for it would harm nothing. .Moreover, ;he hoped that a

convention would be called to ckjcupy itself exclusively

with the constitution, and it anight cha^nge this article if

it were thought necessary. , Ha closed his letter with ii

Avarning sig-nificant and prop.hetic-. ' '*But in this nioment,^'

he wrote, "permit me te say that quiet, is"" indispensable.

The nation can not exist long in' the midst of storms. It is

not enough to have conquered liberty, it must be" pre-

served ; and if an insurrection was necessary, to make that

conquest, tranquillity, cold reason alone can consolidate

it. . . . But consider of what supreme interest it is

that the National Assembly should be the rallying point

of all the provinces, that the constitution, such as it is,

should at least be approved; the people tire of agitation,

and after having spent their most courageous energy to

repossess themselves of their rights, they will abandon

them again if they must defend them too long." His clos-

ing sentence shows how deeply he had been wounded by

the reproaches of his municipality. "I dare to believe

that you Avill not permit that I be further calumniated in

the midst of you, and that w^hatever be the efforts of my
enemies they will never succeed in making the defense of

the populav. cause, to which I have consecrated my exist-

ence, distasteful to me/''^

Le Chapelier, then, had stood before the assembly in a

false light. Instead of still belonging to the radical few

still advancing recklessly, he had become alarmed at the

^Lettre adressee « messieurs les citoyens de la ville de Rennes, par
M. le Chapelier . . . Versailles, ce 12 Septembre USD. Bib. Nat.
Lb39/7816. The italics are mine.
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uncontrolled movement of the people which he himself

had been the first to invite at a time when the Third

Estate needed this force to gain possession of power, and
instead of continuing the Breton policy of urging vigi

lance and the expression of- opinion in order to influence

the assembly, both he and Legendre and Moyot now urged

moderation, asking that the assembl}' be permitted undis-

turbed to complete its wovk. How strongly this advice

was called for, the facility with which a large number of

municipalities of Bretague had adopted such a violent

address as that of liennes is evidence. But in the depu-

tation itself, the discussion over the veto had brought con-

fusion and caused the deputies to lose their equilibrium

so far as to consider the advisability of withdrawing from

the assembly in case the absolute veto passed.^

In the assembly, the Breton deputies did not reach a

compromise upon the veto. When the question came to

the vote, the deputies of Rennes, who were probably fol-

lowed by a number of others, opposed any veto whatso-

ever, while the rest voted for a suspensive one.^ As to

its duration, they all voted that it should cease after the

first legislature,"' being therefore, upon the whole, de-

^Le Roulx wrote on September 11: "Je n'aurait point quitte I'as-

semblee, que de concert avec les autres deputes de Bretagne. Car
nous voulons sincerement le bien general et n'avons pas comme toute
la province, de plus grand interet, mais si le vceu de nos commettans
eut ete elude par la majorite, qui eut adopte le veto absolu, alors,

il ne nous restait plus en nous retirant, apres avoir encore pris votre
avis, qu'a gemir sur le malheur de la patrie." In an undated letter

(from its contents probably the 5th or 6th of September) No. 59 in the
register, he says: "Cependant je crois qu'il a perce dans I'assemblee
que si le veto absolu passait, la Bretagne rappelerait ses deputes."
Compare with the Bulletin de Rennes, II, No. 4, p. 45.

-Letter of Hardy de la Largere, September 21, to the committee at
Vitre, Archives (Vllle et Vilaine. The letter is in manuscript and ufl-

signed, but clearly from Largere since the writer was mayor of Vitre
at a time when that office' was held by Largere. "Toute la senechaus-
see fut pour cet avis (the rejection of the veto entirely), les autres
Bretons furent divises, beaucoup se separent de nous."

^Boulle, September 22.
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feated, since the assembly decided to extend it over two
legislatures.

It is probable that this period saw the final dissolution

of the Breton Club. We have seen that previous to Sep-

tember IS, it had been suspended.^ Are we not to infer

that the disunion among the Breton deputies was the

cause of it? Aroused as their feelings were during the

first half of September, the friendly comparison of opin-

ions would seem to have been impossible. If such was
indeed tlie motive of the suspension, the dangers to which

the popular cause was exposed caused them once more
to attempt to rally about themselves those whom they con-

sidered the defenders of the right principles, as they had
done during previous crises.- Continually they saw them-

selves in the minority. The popular cause was being de-

serted by those who should be its defenders, they thought.

Rumors of counter-revolution and the attitude of the

Clergy and the Nobility in the assembly caused them the

greatest uneasiness.'^ But this time the cry of rally seems

to have failed, for on October 8 their meetings ceased en-

tirely for some time.^ The last trace we have of the club

is on September 21, and we are not certain even then that

the reference is not to the smaller assembly composed ex-

clusively of deputies of Bretagne.^ It seems even that

the hall they had rented for their meetings was now given

up, for on September 23 '^ and October 8'^ we find the Bre-

^p. 34.

^Le Roulx, September 18: "Leur salle est de nouveau ouverte a
tons les deputes quelconques, et ils esperent sauver, par cette con-
duite, qui est la meme qu'ils ont tenue avant et apres le 17 Juin," etc.

'Ibid. Also letter of September 22.

^Legendre and Moyot, October 9: "La Chambre de province qui ne
tient plus, s'assembla hier dans I'un des bureaux."

°Le Roulx, September 22.

"Legendre and Moyot, September 24: "Nous assemblames hier dans
I'un des bureaux."

'Note 4, above.
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ton Committee assembled in a bureau of the assembly.

But whether or not the club did in fact cease to exist to-

ward the close of September, its great role as a nucleus in

the assembly, giving- definiteness and decision to its ac-

tion, was finished, its last great known act being the two

famous decrees of August 4. As a strictly provincial body,

the Breton Committee continued to exist probably until

the close of the assembly,^ and from November, 1789, to

the middle of March, 1790, was very actively occupied

with the division of the province into departments and

districts, the continuation of the taxes in Bretagiie, and

the question of the treatment of the chamber of vacation

of the parliament of Bretagne,^

The events of the 5th and 6th of October made a pro-

found impression upon the deputies of Bretagne. If, as

Mounier asserts, they had in June wished to transport

the National Assembly to Paris to place it under the pro-

tection of the people, these events had caused a change in

their attitude showing that they had now begun to fear

Paris. In the same letter in which Legendre and Moyot

despair of the safety of France unless the assembly were

freed from the influence of the mob, they announce that

in a meeting of the deputies of the province two-thirds

had been against the transference of the assembly to Paris,

and that a resolution had been introduced to oppose it;

"but," they say, "they ended by taking counsel from cir-

cumstances and from the necessity of advancing as far

as possible the welfare of France."^

^In a letter of Kervelegan, November 15, 1790, it is represented as
asking the "Commissaires de la salle" to assign one of the tribunes
to Freron, of the Orateur du Peuple. Archhws Nationales, carton A_Ĵ ,

-For this period, the evidence concerning the Breton Committee is

more complete than for the whole preceding period. Bulletin de Brest,
Bulletin de Rennes, but especially the letters of Legendre and Moyot
and of Le Roulx.

^Legendre and Moyot, October 9. See also Le Roulx's letter of the
same date.
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APPENDIX

Following is the list of the deputies of Bretagne as

given by F. A. Aulard in Lw Societe des Jacobins, 1, pp.

V-VIII. For detailed information concerning the indi-

vidual deputies consult Kerviler, Recherchcs et notices.

CLERGY

Bishopric of Dol

Symon, recteur de la Boussac.

Garnier, recteur de Notre-Dame-de-Dol.

Bishopric of Nantes

Moyon, recteur de Saint-Andre-des-Eaux. (Resigned in

August, 1789.)

Chevallier, recteur de Saint-Lumine-de-Coutais. (Re-

signed as above.)

Maisonneuve, recteur de Saint-Etienne-de-Montluc.

(As above.)

Binot, principal du college d'Ancenis. (Elected Sep-

tember 25, 1789.

)

Latyl, oratorien. (Elected at the same date.)

Mechin, recteur de Brains, pr^s Machecoul. (As

above.

)

Bishopric of Quimpcr

De Lessegues de Rosaven, prieur-recteur de Plogonnec.

Guino, recteur d'EUiant.

Loedon de Keramon, recteur de Gourin. (Replaced

Herve, at once resigned.)
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Bishopric of Rcnnes

Guillou, recteur de Martigne-Ferchaud. (Resigned Au-

gust, 1789.)

Vamieau, recteur d'Orgeres.

Huuault, recteur de Bille et doyen de Fougeres. (Re-

signed in August.)

Dubourg-Lancelot, recteur de Retiers. (Elected in Sep-

tember, 1789.)

Querec de Lacoste, recteur de Saint-Jean-de-Rennes.

(As above.)

Bishopric of Saint-Brieuc

Ruello, recteur de Loudeac.

Hingant, recteur d'Andel.

Bishopric of Saint-Malo

Ratliier, recteur de Broons.

Allain, recteur de Notre-Dame-de-Josselin.

Bisliopric of Saint-Paul-de-Leon.

Expilly, recteur de Saint-Martin-de-Morlaix.

Dom Verguet, prieur de I'abbaye royale du Relec.

Bishopric of Treguier

Lucas, recteur de Minihy-Treguier.

Delaunay, premontre de Beauport, prieur de Plouagat.

Bishopric of Vanncs

Gabriel, recteur de Questembert.

Guegan, recteur de Pontivy.

Loaisel, recteur de Redon. (Resigned in August, 178^
Le Breton, prieur des Benedictins de Redon. (Replaced

Loaisel in September, 1789.)
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THIRD ESTATE

Senechaussee of Brest

Legendre (Laurents-Frangois), avocat at Brest.

Moyot, merchant at Lanildut.

SenecJiaussee of Carhaix, VhateauVm, Qminpcrle, mid

others

Le Golias de Eosgrave, avocat at Chateaiilin.

Billette de Villeroche, merchant and former mayor of

Qiiimperle.

Senechaussee of Dinan

Coupard, avocat.

Gagon du Chesnaj-, avocat and mayor of Dinan.

Senechaussee of Fougcrcs, Saint-Auhin^ and Hede

Fournier de la Pommeraye, procureur du roi of Sene-

chaussee of Fougeres.

Lemoine de la Giraudais, avocat and mayor of Fou-

geres.

Senechaussee of Hennehont

Delaville Le Roulx, merchant at Lorient.

Corroller du jMoustoir, procureur du roi at Heunebont.

Le Floc'h (Corentin), laborer at Quanquisern-en-

LigTiol.

Senechaussee of Lesnevcn

Le Guen de Kerangal, merchant at Landivisiau.

Prudhomme de Keraugon, commissaire of the Estates

of Bretagne.

SenecJiaussee of Morlaix and Lannion

Couppe de Kervennou, Senechal of Lannion.

Boudoin de Maisonblanche, avocat at Lannion,

le Lay de Grantugen, agriculturalist at Plovigneau.

Mazuri6 de Pennanech, merchant and former mayor of

Morlaix.
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^encchaussees of Nantes and Giierande

Guinebaud de Saint-Mesme, merchant at Nantes.

Giraud-Duplessis, avocat du roi and procureiir-syndic

of the community of Nantes.

Baco de la Chapelle, procureiir du roi at the presidial

of Nantes.

Pellerin, avocat at Nantes. (Hesigned August, 1790.)

Chaillou, senechal of the vicomte of Saint-Nazaire.

Jary, merchant and director of mines at Nort.

Cottin, secretaire du roi and seigneur de Saffre.

Blin, physician at Nantes.

Senecluiiissee of Ploermel

Tuault de la Bouvrie, senechal of Ploermel.

Boulle, avocat at Pontivy.

Robin de Morhery, avocat and agriculturalist at Quil-

lio. (Almost at once resigned.)

Perret de Tregadout, former mayor of Ploermel.

Le Deist de Botidoux, merchant at Uzel. (Replaced

Morhery.

)

Senechaussees of Quimper and Concarneau

Le Goazre de Kervelegan, senechal of the presidial of

Quimper.

Le Dean, Ancien subrecargue of the Company of the

Indes.

Le Guillou de Kerincuft, avocat, echevin of Quimper.

Trehot de Clermont, senechal of Pont-Croix. (Replaced

Kerincuft, resigned in September, 1789.)

Senechaussce of Rennes ^
Crlezen, avocat at the Parliament of Rennes.

Lanjuiuais, avocat and professor of law at Rennes.
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Huard, avocat, armateur at Saint-Malo. (Died in Oc-

tober, 1TS9, and replaced by Yarin de la Brunelliere,

avocat.

)

Hard}^ de la Largere, mayor of Vitre.

Gerard (IMichel), ciiltivateur, at Tuel-en-Montgermont.

Le Chapel ier, avocat at Rennes.

Defernion des Cliapelieres, procureur of the Parliament

at Renues, commissaire of the Estates of Bretagne.

Senechaussees of Saint-Brieiic and Jugon

Palasne de Champeaux, senechal of Saint-Brieuc.

De Neuville, senechal of Jngon.

Poulain de Corbion, mayor of Saint-Brieuc,

Senechaiissecs of Vanncs, An ray, and Rijs

Lucas de Bourgerel, avocat at Vannes.

Dusers, counselor at the presidial at Vannes.
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II.

—

The Mercantile Conditions of the Crisis of 1803^

By frank s. philbrick

As the crisis moved along, tliere was a vast increase in

business failures each month. The table in the appendix,-

shows that, so far as numbers go, the unhealthy symptoms

began to be apparent by their constancy in May, and that

in June the number rose to an alarming height. The worst

week of all (July 14-21) showed 527 failures against 179

in the same week of the preceding year. At the end of the

year the total number of .failures showed a rise of 51,5 per

cent over the preceding year, whereas in 1883 the rise had

been only 31 per cent. The total increase in the years

1893-95 was 35.4 per cent, and in the years 1893-96 51.5

per cent;^ buf the three years, 1883-85 showed 75,per cent,

and the four years 1883-86 70.6 per cent. Thus the crisis

year of. 1893, although unparalleled in the number of its

failures, showed a far less persistence of the fatal condi-

tion, and the business world showed far more elasticity

under the stress.

Not only was there a tremendous increase in the number

of failing business houses, but quite naturally there was

a corresponding change in the commercial death rate,

which rose just 50 per cent over the preceding; in 1883 the

rise was only 33 per cent. The four years 1898-96 show

5.34 as the sums of their commercial death rates against

^This is the fourth section of a paper on the crisis of 1893.

''See Appendix II.

•That is, 1894 fell 183, and 1895-96 rose 18.3.
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4.92 per cent for the years 1883-86. 1896 was almost as

bad as 1893. ^

So much for the number; let us now analyze the char-

acter of the failures. There will be found in the appendix

a table showing the ratings of failed firms from 1887-97

according to credits, capital, and liabilities.- The total

number of failures in the six years preceding 1893 aver-

aged 12,533, but leaped in the crisis year to 17,286; fell in

the two following years to between 14,000 and 15,000, and
rose again in 1896 to 17,298. Taking six years before the

crisis the average percentage of more than 75,000 failed

firms that fell in the three credit ratings of 'very moderate
or none,' 'good,' and 'very good' or higher stood 91.8, 6.7,

and 1.5, respectively; but in 1893 the same ratings stood

69.7, 27.1, 3.2—thus showing a tremendous loss of busi-

nesses whose ratings in the business world were good or

even of the highest character. These same conditions con-

tinued practically the same through 1897, showing the

continuance of an immense drain and abnormal condi-

tions. As it would be tedious to give the corresponding

figures for capital and liability ratings, suflftce it to say

that there is in general the same testimony of the going

under of large business interests—the years 1893 and 1896

being especially marked.

The next thing is to classify the crisis failures by causes.

Looking at the classifications^ we see that the hopeful

symptoms of "unwise credit" in 1892 were not belied;

the liabilities in failures due to this cause fell in 1893 and
were below the normal long-time level, and the number of

failures was not above the normal per cent. The same is

true of the symptoms or tendencies of "lack of capital"

'Appendix I.

^See Appendix III.

'Bradstreet's .January 23, 1892; January 25, 1896; January 23, 1897;
January 22, 1898. Also Appendices V and VI.
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which was in liabilities lower than before or since and in

numbers not unusual, showing that necessity, if not in-

clination, forced conservatism. "Extravagance'' repre-

sented normal liabilities, and in numbers caused fewer

failures than in the year before and has since continued to

improve; 1892 was a bad year and restriction was neces-

sary. "Neglect" showed falling liabilities and normal

numbers. "Competition" showed about average liabilities

and a very much smaller number of failures—representing

only 1.2 per cent of all failures—while in other years from

1890-97 the per cent ranges from 1.6 to 5.2. All these con-

ditions harmonize and are in perfect line with the tend-

encies noticeable in the years before the crisis. Here

again is suggested the presence of crisis conditions and

forces before the period of the acute panic that intro-

duced what is the crisis proper of 1893. Quite naturally

"speculation" fell in 1893, as it had fallen before, and has

fallen since. Unless the beginnings of the crisis are pushed

back, here is an instance, in addition to that of the gradual

liquidation and fall of prices of previous years, where Jug-

lar's test of a crisis fails. ^ I believe the correct solution is

to push the date back, not in order to save the theory, but

because it seems to give us the truth. Speculation and

crisis are antipodes; they are conterminous, but they do

not overlap ; one creates the other, which then destroys its

creator. The element of "fraud" gives a somewhat similar

though less extreme testimony.

Taking up the remaining causes, "incompetency," a dis-

quieting element in 1892, represented a very low percent-

iJuglar's symptoms of an approaching crisis are: Wonderful prps-

perity marked by numerous new enterprises and schemes; rising

prices of land, houses, and commodities; full employment; low in-

terest rates; speculative efforts to grow rich at once, and "a very

large amount of discounts and loans and bank notes, and very small

reserve in specie and legal tender notes, and poor and decreasing de-

posits."
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age of liabilities in 1893, and the number of failures caused

by it, though high, has risen since then. The bad showings

of "inexperience'' also were hardly borne out, for the num-

ber continued to fall and the liabilities were unusually

low. Of course, failures "due to others" rose, and also

those due to "disaster."

On the whole, the country showed that unwise credits

had been restricted ; that those trying to do a business too

broad for their capital had narrowed their dealings; that

the factors of extravagance and neglect of business were

loAver ; that crisis conditions had throttled speculation and

competition, and, of course, had increased failure due to

otlier failures. In short, the facts exhibit a perfect realiza-

tion of theory. Crisis and the effects of crisis follow the

lines tliat the common sense of pure theory lays down, and

men act under the strain in a way that would justify and

delight the most extreme determinist.

Summing up total liabilities and assets for all causes we
obtain some interesting totals.^ Since 1881 the heaviest

year in assets had been 1884, with 134.6 millions of dol-

lars; as second, 1891, with 102.8 millions; but in 1893 and

in 1896 assets were 262,4 and 148.2 millions respectively.

So also as regards liabilities, 248.7 in 1884 and 193.1 in

1891 stand against 402.4 in 1893 and 247.0 in 1896. On
adding the liabilities of the years 1883-86 and 1893-96 we
have 657.3 as compared with 957.7 million dollars. ^ Such

figures convey more plainly than any words the tremen-

dous meaning of the crisis.

I have already pointed out the peculiarly high credit

ratings of failed institutions during the crisis. This can

be given a more tangible and valuable form by taking the

ratio of total assets to total liabilities of all failures in

'See Appendices V and VI.

'Appendix IV.
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different years. The average of this ratio for twelve years

preceding 1893 was 50.6. The ratio in the crisis year of

1884 was, however, 54, which was the highest in the twelve

years. The average for 1883-80 was 50.2. In 1893 it leaped

to 65.0, and for the four years 1893-96 averaged 58.3. The

effect of a crisis in dragging down, because of the inter-

connections of our intricate industrial system, firms of

high assets and the best of credit is thus graphically

shown ; and no less the peculiar prominence of this element

in the late crisis. Of course the merging of all failures,

good and bad together, masks this feature from direct ob-

servation, yet its presence is apparent. It was one of the

phenomenal characteristics of the crisis of 1893. During

the nine months from January to September, 1893, the

ratio stood 70, thus showing still higher before the after-

math of failures was added; the coiTesponding ratio in

the years 1890-92 averaged just 50.

If we take this ratio of assets to liabilities for the fail-

ures due to each cause, ^ we find that in 1893 it was 67.1

per cent for "disasters," 64.4 for "unwise credits," 62.0

for "extravagance," 59.2 for "speculation," 58.8 for fail-

ures "due to the failure of others," 58.0 per cent for "com-

petition," 53.8 for "inexperience," 51.5 for "incompe-

tence," 49.7 for "lack of capital," 40.7 for "neglect," and

40.1 for "fraud." Thus again, pure commercial "disas-

ters" show the highest ratio; with "unwise credits"—un-

wise because men do not adapt themselves to the new en-

vironment of crisis conditions—naturally next; and "ex-

travagance" (under crisis conditions again) third. Per-

fectly natural, too, is it that "fraud" and "neglect" stand

last, and that "lack of capital" should follow. So, too^it

is clear that purely "speculative" failures, i. e., failures

due to speculation in normal years could not show such

a hijih ratio. And so on.

'Appendix VI.
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Finally we may look at one failure table from the point

of view of class, and see what were the businesses that

suffered most heavily. The eight leading businesses in

which failures occurred in 1890 represented a total of 15.2

millions- of dollars liabilities. In 1891 the total was 31.23

millions, and the liabilities of banks and bankers and other

''financial" businesses (excluding brokers) alone amounted
to 16.47 millions. In 1892 these two items were only 12.07

and 4 millions respectively. In 1893 they ran thus : banks

and bankers, 36.21 millions ; iron and steel, 11.6G millions

;

coal, 5.41; financial, 4.58; furniture, 3.28; provisions, 3.08;

nuichinery, 2.86; leather, 2.47. The total is 69.55 millions,

and the financial factor is 40.79—almost 50 per cent of the

total. Again, if we take the failures from 1890-93 Ave find

that the leading businesses run as follows, with the mil-

lions of dollars liabilities involved :

Banks and bankers. . .56.19 Lumber 7.41

Iron and steel 15.10 Textiles 6.84

Financial 12.22 Clothing 6.73

Leather 7.83 Coal 6.34

Dry goods 7.78 Machinery 5.46

The total is 132 millions, and banks and bankers represent

42.5 per cent. This shows what indications there were that

banks and bankers were to suffer most in the crisis. It

would be beyond the scope of this paper to show in detail

the facts concerning the condition of the banks during the

crisis, as this topic falls within the strictly financial field.

But in connection with the sectional study of failures, I

shall bring out a few points useful as indices of the business

tone of different parts of the country. The total number
of national, state, savings, and private banks and loan

and trust companies failing in 1893 was 598, Avhile in the

three following years the number was 421, and the esti-

mated liabilities in 1893 were |170,295,000 as against
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19,341,200 in tlie three years succeeding. The terrible

sufferings of banks were probably due largely to the revo-

lution the banking business has undergone in the last score

or two of years: instead of banking, as once, upon their

capital, banks have more and more operated on deposits,

wherebj^ has been brought about a vast extension of the

purely credit element in banking, radical "financiering,''

and a great rise in business risks. On the other hand the

bankers' credit obligations, unlike those in other busi-

nesses, are always on demand
;
yet at the close of 1892 the

loans of national banks that were placed on demand
amounted to only 18 per cent, and those secured b^^^ collat-

eral were only 12.5 per cent. Of the last class 65 per cent

were loans in New York city. It is quite evident, therefore,

how nugatory are reserve requirements. Add to these

facts the truths as to the carrying by city banks of the

one-half legal reserves of interior banks and the holding

as deposits of three-fifths of the 15 per cent cash reserve

of country banks and one is ready to believe that a crisis

could do almost anything with our national bank system.

There certainly seems full accounting for what happened

in 1893.

It will be noticed from the table of bank failures^ that

the ratio of assets to liabilities of all failed banking insti-

tutions was in 1893 equal to 1.08, and for the three years,

1891-96, 0.83. Here again, exactly as in the case of mer-

cantile failures, we see this peculiar characteristic, the

sharpness of which reflects the acuteness of the crisis pro-

ducing it. Of course, the more special explanation is

that, owing to the fact that the city banks carry the legal

reserves of the interior banks and the cash reserves*^f

country banks, a gTcat many institutions of the latter

classes "failed" that were upon their books still solvent.

^Appendices VII and VIII.
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When the money arrived they opened again. Thus of 158

national bank failures with a capital stock of |30,350,000,

no less than 86, having a stock of |18,205,000, shortly re-

sumed. And this was of course most marked in the West.

The interior towns east showed little prominence in this

respect, not only because short distances enabled them to

obtain their reserves, but because the financial trouble in

the East from 1890 to 1892 had already weeded out the

market. Thus of five such banks suspending in the New
England and Middle States, none resumed; of 6 in Iowa,

5 resumed; 14 out of 16 in Colorado; 4 out of 6 in Cali-

fornia ; and the same in Oregon.

Returning to the table above referred to, it would be

evidently interesting and important, were space available,

to determine what sections of the country were specially

involved in the failures, since this would add one more
tost of the business conditions and tendencies of each sec-

tion in the years preceding the crisis.

It is necessary, however, in order to complete the divi-

sion of the study, that what has just been done for the

whole country be done for the different sections; that is,

it is necessary to connect the actual facts as to the special

features of the crisis in each section with results inde-

pendently arrived at by the writer for the years preceding

the crisis, in order that apparent tendencies may be com-

pared with actual verities. If we take a table giving the

actual liabilities in each section yearly, and take the ratio

of liabilities in 1893 to those in 1892, we shall get an ac-

curate measure of the force of the crisis in each section,

and we can compare the results with the tendencies in

1891-92. Now, although we can not compare the absolute

number of failures or the absolute total of liabilities for

different sections, because the greatly different sizes of

the sections, and the varying "business density" vitiate
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such comparisons, we can quite permissibly and accurately

compare these ratios.

Let us place in tabular form under each cause of failure

the order of the sections and the ratios of the liabilities of

failure therein in 1893 to the same in 1892. Then we have

the following:

Incompetence, M 3, E 2, W 2, N 2^. S 2^, P 1

Inexperience, S 2, W 2, E 1%, N l}4, P 1^. M 1

Lack of capital, N 6, M 3, S 2, W 2, P 1, E 1

Unwise credits, N 10, W 4, P 4, M 3, E 2, S 3^ (since '93 W higher)

Failure of others E 6, P 6, M 4, S 3)^, N 2%, W 2}4
Competition, S 5, W 5, P 4, M 1, N 1, E 3^ (in '94 E extraordinarily)

Disast-rs, N 11, W 9, M 8, E 6, S 2, P 2

Extravagance, W 10, N 3, E 1, S 1, M }4, P Vs
Fraud, M 5%, N 213. E 2, P 2. W m, S

1

(From 1893-95 S and W are high)

Neglect, P 10, N 2, M 2, W 13^, E 1, S 1

Speculation, P 20, S 5, M 4, E 1%, N 13^, W M
If mere change in number of failures be considered, the

result is in some cases similar to the above, but in only

very few. The figures can not be extensively discussed

here, since such discussion would take too much space

and time; but every line of the table is full of intensely

interesting material.

Perhaps it is best to notice, however, that in failures

"due to the failure of others" the East ranks first in 1893,

1. e., the crisis struck it higher than the other sections in

this respect; this is what we would expect, perhaps, and

must be placed as a corollary to the fact established else-

where, that in 1892 the East showed an increase of "neg-

lect," but shrinking "speculation," and that failures due

to "disaster" and to "failure of others" were rising.

If we take all causes combined the ratio of liabilities -in

1893 to those in 1892 stands

:

N 6, W 4, E 2i, P 2^, S 2.

And if we add all the ratios in the above table for each

section we obtain:

P 52, N 43, W 40, M 35, S 25, E 25.
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This latter really tells the true story of the conduct of

each section, since it weighs in a way the other does not

the particular factors of improvidence, misfortune, or dis-

honesty. If we talve the liahilities for 1893-95, the North-

west also makes a particularly bad showing, just as in

1893, in failures due to "disasters," "lack of capital," "un-

wise credits," and a far worse showing than in 1893 in

"inexperience" and failures "due to the failure of others."

The Pacific continued its bad showing in "speculation"

;

the South increased "fraud," and diminished "extrava-

gance." The West also increased "fraud" and its high

liabilities under "disaster" continued. The ^fiddle greatly

decreased the element of "fraud," and other sections and

causes showed no very particular feature.

On the whole the South makes a suspiciously^ shady

showing, which can onl}^ be accounted for by health or

weakness continued from an early crisis date. The good

showing of the East shows not only weakness ("failure

of others"), but strength ("disaster" cause above) in the

business system, and the qualities of business men also

show fairly conservative—certainly not more than that.

The other features are not especially surprising save the

enormous "speculation" and "neglect of business" in the

Pacific section.

If we look at the total number of failures in each sec-

tion by all causes we get the measure in number of the

failures of the severity of the crisis absolutely, whereas

the above figures showed the severity for each section in

1893 compared with 1892, and for different sections in

1893 compared with one another. Instead of retaining

large numbers I have taken the actual number of failures

in the East for 1892 as 100 (although the actual number

was 1,059) and reduced all figures to this basis. Then we

get the following figures

:
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Number, 1892: E 100, M 151.5. S 115.4, W 122.6, N 59.2, P 53.7

Number, 1893: E 128.9, M 205.7, S 145.8, W 263.4, N 98.1, P 72.4

Increase, E 28.9, M 5i.2, S 30.4, W 140.8, N 38.9, P 18.7

Doing the same for liabilities and adding another factor

or so we have

:

Amount, 1892: E 100, M 183.3, S 111.6, W ICO.O, N 61.5, P 40.6

Amount, 1893: E 279.3, M 764.3, S 236.4, W 672.8, N 383.3, P 112 2

Increase, E 179.3, M 581.0, S 124.8, W 512.8, N 321.8, P 71.6

These figures, especially those for liabilities, show plainer

than anything I have found the terrible meaning of the

crisis. The two sets of figures at once correct and explain

each other. Their showing for the different sections is

too plain to call for comment. Again, if we take the total

number of failures for 1892, and call it 100, then in 1893

the number was 151.5 (and in 1896 147.1), and similarly

for liabilities, taking 1892 as 100, 1893 was 370.6.

One other point needs to be added, in order that the

analysis be completed. This is a comparison of commercial

death rates, which in 1892 and 1893 ran thus

:

1892: E .8, M 1.6. S 1.1, W .6, N .8, P 2

1893: E 1.2, M 2.0, S 1.4, W 1.3, N 1.4, P 2.2

Increase: E .4, M .4, S .3, W .7, N .6, P .2

These figures are a part of the "number" table, without

which these latter are useless. Unquestionably three, the

West, the Middle, and the Northwest, suffered most se-

verely—far the most severely. Of course that means also

most severe as compared with financial and industrial

"bottom"—the wealth and strength to stand the drain.

And if this w^ere true of mercantile interests, not less

was it of the banks. Not only were all the banks low in

demand notes and especially those secured by collateral,

as we have already seen, but especially in the West tf^re

"quick assets" low. Of 360 national and state bank fail-

ures in 1893 having liabilities of |109,547,556, no less than

343, with 196,409,483 liabilities, were west and south of

Pennsjdvania ; and it was about the same with private and
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savings banks. Although the land booms of the West had

collapsed in 1889-90, the immense grain crops of 1891-92

had a bad effect, and so the wholesome check to specula-

tion and bad loans that had started was not of very great

value when the collapse came in 1893. In the East it was
different; for inasmuch as foreign capital was concen-

trated there, as domestic also, the eastern financiers

profited by the lesson of 1890; they were drained of gold;

and "it was on the eastern stock exchange that foreign in-

vestors poured for two years continuously their holdings

of American securities."^ The result was that poor banks

were weeded out, and that when the crisis came the New
York bankers were free from "industrials," comparatively

sound and conservative.

Now let us look at the bank failures in 1893.^ There

were in all 585 failures of all kinds of banking institutions

with liabilities of 169 millions of dollars; 414 of these,

with liabilities of 115.3 millions, did not resume, but 171,

with liabilities of 80.8 millions, did. For the banks resum-

ing we find that the ratio of assets to liabilities was high-

est in the Northwest, and that in all the other regions it

was about the same. Thus 3 banks in the Middle section

had a ratio of 1.43, and represented liabilities of about

1.93 millions ; 66 in the West with liabilities of 20.99 mil-

lions had a ratio of 1.45 ; 46 in the Northwest with liabili-

ties of 9.81 millions, stood 1.85; 22 southern institutions

with 9.09 millions liabilities stood 1.46; and 29 banks in

Pacific States held 11.52 millions debts and showed a

ratio of 1.31 only.

The ratio of assets to liabilities for the 585 failed banks

was as |23/$21 or 1.08 ; for the 414 that remained closed

it was as |17/|19, or 0.89 ; and for the 171 that resumed it

^A. D. Noyes. "The Banks and the Crisis of 1893." Pol. Sci. Quar.,
Mar., 1894.

"Cf. Appendices VII and IX.
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stood as 169/166, or 1.05. That the great destruction of

banks was due to bad banking laws more than anything

else seems countenanced, to say the least, by these figures.

Now we may take each kind of banking institution and

trace the facts that are most interesting in connection

witli it. Tlie national banks that failed were 154, or, in-

cluding two from South Dakota, 156; of these just half

(78) resumed. The liabilities of the 78 resuming were 53

per cent of the total for the class. The ratios of assets to

liabilities for all national banks was as |7/|5.65 or 1.23,

while for the banks .that did not resume it was 0.88. It

would be tedious to give in detail the figures showing the

distribution of failed institutions and of their liabilities

by sections. In general, however, almost 77 per cent of

the number and more than 77 per cent of the debts were

east of the Rockies (excluding Oklahoma, Indian Terri-

tory, and New Mexico). In state banks the per cent is

nearer 80, and other classes show in general a similar

condition. It would be needless, since the table shows it

more clearly than any save an extended discussion could

show it, to bring out the special features of the bank fail-

ures of each section. The West and Northwest show a

condition which may profitably be compared with the

showing in mercantile failures already brought out.

A few facts regarding the whole country may -perhaps

be but indicated here. It will be seen that the national

banks failing held 40 per cent of all debts, state banks 22

per cent, private banks 13 per cent, savings banks 10 per

cent. The number of state banks was 17 per cent greater

than the national, but their debts were about 45 per cent

less, and so for the others. So also the ratio of assetS*lo

liabilities of all failures, whether resuming later or not,

was 1.23 for the national banks, 1,06 for private, 1.12 for

state banks, and only 0.64 for loan and saving institutions.
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Taking finally the grand totals of failures for all classes

we find that the 215 failures in the West plus the 147 fail-

ures in the Northwest contributed about 61 per cent in

number, and about 59 per cent of liabilities of all failures.

The South held 13 per cent and the Pacific States 15 per

cent of the liabilities, leaving only 11 per cent for the East

and INIiddle.

APPENDIX I

COMMERCIAL DEATH RATES—THE PER CENT OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OP INDI-

VIDUALS, FIRMS, AND CORPORATIONS IN BUSINESS THAT FAILED.—BRAD-

street's January 2, 1897, p. 2 (*) and January 22, 1897, p. 51

rEAR
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APPENDIX II

BUSINESS FAILURES BY WEEKS

{^QuarterlyJournal of Economics, viii, 254)

WEEK
ENDING
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APPENDIX IV

OF FAILURES IN U. S., ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, 1881-96
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APPENDIX VI

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN U. S. BY CAUSES

CAUSES
ASSETS—000 OMITTED

1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897

Incompetence ...

Inexperience
Lack of capital .

Unwise credits . .

Speculation
Neglect
Extravagance . . .

.

Fraud
Disaster
Failure of others
Competition

110636
1951

23571
3965
8917
1223
1265
1604

28637
9745
1235

$ 8563
4077

34572
5399
12108
1049
1399
4121

21959
8723
929

p 6599
1436

15209
2639
4132
812
819

3547
15425
3532
617

$14637
2521
41924
8469

12590
1596
2328
6541

116517
22412
1947

p 7242
23t*7

21490
2977
1932
958
937

3555
36135
4596
991

5 8109
1550

23566
5173
3245
979
967
3933

32054
6532
15C4

$23212
2152

27762
5734
5533
1047
1462
5415
59561
13911
2002

p 7905
1286

19821
4876
3398
689
508
8385

32184
5413
2087

APPENDIX YI—Con/in i/ed

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN U. S. BY CAUSES

CAUSES
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APPENDIX VII

BANK FAILURES JANUARY-OCTOBER INCLUSIVE, 1893
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